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Pear, Mr, President'

July 31, 1978

Washington. D.C. 205513

Items mmyl sure to transmit to you 'the final report of the
National- Comm i von _ New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works.

V,
During,itajerm'of existence the Commission has sought to ful-

fill its statutory Chayter of making recommendations itichjecognizetlee:
legitimate intereste)Of copyright proprietors in contfolling the uses to
which their works are put' and in improving,public accesand availability'

those works. ,T believe the conclusions contained in_ this report strike
at.balance. *

me and all of my fellow Commissioners, participation n the
. work obthe Commission has been an exciting challenge.' It has been a real.
.and si ficaht opportunity to help make the Copyright Law'effective in an
over _1'nationsi 'nfoimation policy'dealing with present and coming advances
in- ppl4er and re rographic technology.

h
Respectfully submitted,

anley H. Fuld
Chairulr1
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Dear Mr

20510

Preaideaf:

It. my Pleasure to-transmit to-you the final report of the
National Commission .* New Technological Uses of- Copyrighted_

Wadtingtori, D.C. 20558

During its term of, existence the Commission has sought to ful-
fill its- statutory charter of making recommendations which recognize thi
legitimate Intprests of copyright proprietors in,controlling the'uses for

. which their works are put and in improving publth access and availability
to those works. I believe the conclusions contained in this report strike
that balance.

Forme and all of my ,fellow Comissioners, participation in the
9Kk of the COmMission has been an exciting challenge. It has .been.a teal

and signifiCiant Opportunity p help make the Copyright Law effective in art
overarl national information policy dealing with present and coming advances1
i computer and rep r rapiliclechnology%
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I. THE

Theliatibnal-6ommission-0 New Technologi al.,Uses of Copyrighted
1

'Weldrcs (CONTU) was created by the Congress as pare of the effort to revise'
1/

comprehensively the Copyig_ Laws of, the United States. Early in

C gressional hearings on copyright law revisiontit became apparent that

problems raised by the use of the new technologies of photocopying and

computers on the authorship, distribution and net of copyrighted works

were it dealt with by t1.1 'then pending revision bill. BeCause of thd

complexity of these probllge this Commi- ion was created to' provide the
P

President and the Congress with recommendations concerning,othose cha geg

in copyright law or procedure needed both to &mire public access to cop

righted works used in conjunction' with computer and machine duplication

systems and to respect the rights of owners of copyright,in such works,

while considering k e concerns of the general-public and the consumer.

This Rgiou6frt presents' those recommendations, based on the three

years of_data collection, hearings, analysis and deliberation called for in

the Commission's' enabling legislation,, The recommendations are summarized

..6 "-\I

initially and discussed subsequently in'detail in the chapters_
2/ 3/

dealing with computers and photocopying.

f this Report

)

1/ The result of this revision was P. L.'Wo. 94-553 (1976) now codified as
17 U.S.C. § 101 et seq., selected portions of which appear in Appendix J.
This law is referred to throughout this report as the 'Act of 1976," "1976

Act," or "new law." The legislative history 01 this Act is contained in
S:'Rep. No. 473, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975), [hereinafter cited as
Senate Report]; H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976), [herein-,
after cited as House Report]; and U.R. Rep. No. 1733, '94th Cong.-, 2d Sess.
(1976), thereinafter cited as Conference Report].

2/ See-Chapter III, 'infra at 21-115.

3/ See Chapter 1V, infra, at 117-197.



B. Recommendations

COMPUTERS

Recommendations for gislation

* Software , or Programs

The new:copyright,law should be amended
make it;explicit that computer programs,.to the
extent hat they embody an author's original
creation, are proper subject matter of cypyrig
2) to apply to all computer uses of copyrighted
programs by the deletion of the present Section
117; and-.3) to assure that rightful possessors
copies of computer programs can use or adapt
these copies -for tIldtruse.

c7-

Commissioner. Hersey's,Dissent:
The Act,of.1976 should be- amended to make it
explicit that copyright protection does not
extend to a computer program in the form in
which:it is capable of-being used to control
computer operations.

Data Byes

i

The Act of 1976 should be amended to apply to
all computer uses of copyrighted data bases

.,.

! and other copyrighted works fixed in computer7

SectionA117.-'
sensible media by the deletion of its present

\

,

New Works

Works created by the use of computers should be
afforded copyrightl.protection if they are original
works of iuthorship within the Act of 1976. Conse-
quently..no amendment is needed.

Recommendation for Regulations ,

The Reg',ister of Copyright shoo ,d- adopt appropriate
regulations regarding the affixst an of notice to
and the registration and deposit f works of authors

used in conjune ion with _ Mputeys.



Recommendation for Congressional Action

Any legislation enacted as a result of these recommendations
shotild be subject.te a periodic review to determine its ade-
Auacy'in the light of continuing techndlogical change.' This
feview should especially consider the impact of such legisla
tion on competition and consumer prices in the computer and
1nformation industries and the effect on cultural values of
including computer programs. within the atibfrof copyright.

PHOTOCOPYING

Recommendation for Legislation

The Act of 1976 should be amended at this time only to pro-
vide specific.gtadance fortsituations in which photocopying
is,done by commercial organizations on demand and for profit._

Recommendation to the Copyright Office

in condutAtin the five-year review of photocopying practices
required by section 108(i) of the Act of 1.976, the Register
of Copyrights should begin immediately to plan and implement a
study of the overall impact of all photoduplicatidn Practices
on both proprietors' rights and the public's acces& to pub-
lished information.

Recommendation to Other Government Agencies
'et

Publishers, libraries and government agencies should cooperate
in making information about the copyright status of all pub-'
lished works, both current and older publications, more readily
available to the public.



II; THE ElABL., AMEN' MANDATE AND ACTIVITIES
OF THE COMMISSION

The United States and other nations are facing a challenge in ,

this last quarter of thi:- twentieth century in the development bf pollciet

concerned within oration. Forces of economic and tee nological develo7-

Ment are leading to what has been called the post - industrial society; one

d distribu-
, 41
in which the source wealth lie not only in, the proAucti

tibn of goods but also in the creation and dissemination of information.

7
Thd owner hip and control of information and the-means of disseminating it

5/
are emerging as natipnal and international policIissues. Concern\s about

En

the impact on individual f_eedom posed y the contrl of the flbwaf irfor-
,

mation are at the forefront of public debate. The adequacy of v.he legal

structure ,.to cope jith the pace and rate of technological chareo frequently
6/

,

has been called ,inti queetiorr. R Port dealn with certaL aspects of

the .ways in which the copyright, law should apply to the n_ Inological

means of handling information.

This Commission was created to assist the President et ri the Gon

grass in developing n national policy for both protecting the hights of

copyright owners and assuring public access to copyrighted vol when they

!(are used computer and machine dup icatlow systems, having 114 mind the

11 The Coming of Post -ind: (1973).

5/ B, Ringer, "The Unfinished Busl'Aess of Copyright Revision 74 U.C.L.A.
L. Rev. 951,.976 (1977).

b/ See, e.g., R. Saltman, ugh:
Privacy - Protection Study Commission, ,F
Society (1977),,NationalCommission on
the United States (1977).

fi

er-Readable Works (1977);
nformation

EFT_ronit Fund Trans



public and ennsumei interest. Copyright in the UnJted States is c

by legislation enacted under a specific grant of power in the ebns u-
7

tion. The first Copyright Law was enacted'in 1790 -04 has been amended

and revised An any times. 'purl the development and - growth of sooh diverse

technologies as redio television, phonographs and recd tape

/

motion pictures, photodup-ation machines, computers, e boxes and com

ated

recorders

munity antenna systems ,,'t he copyright law, in effect -as essentially that.

of 1909 with a few la amendments.

For Many reasons, including the impact
- ,

sion of he

community (author

the technology explo°

two-thirds of this century, the'Congress and the copyright

industry, educators

\
publishers, filmmakers, broadca ters the recording

and librarians, among oth became increasingly

dissat-i.sfied with the

-a complete

begin tha

existing copy

rvision rather than ec -eal amendment was-id order. 76

s

4"..

appropriai d funds An-1

fight law.' It was generally felt that'

revision, the tong

right Office,of the ibra y of Congress to prepar;e comPrehensive

recommending changes that should be made in the law. It took twenty-one

years for both Houses of Congress to agree upon a completely revised law,

and that agreement may have been made possible, at least In part, by the

creation of this Commiss On stud}, two of the most complex ard contro-

versialiproblems related Co copy

compute

1909 Act,.

-ht revis.ion -- photocopying'

By 1967, when the Congress was considering bills to revise the

was apparent that the copyright problems raised by computer

uses (had not been dealt with directly in the bills then

7 / U.S. Const. Art. I. 4

he House of
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Representatives and the -Senate. was also clear, that Any adequat =e

study of this problem ould seriously alaY the enactment of an urgently

needed general revision- bill.

To avert such a delay, in the suer Of:1967, the late

Jelin L. McCleldan and the. Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and

Copyright.met ,with representatives of authors, Publishers, edheAtors,

librrians, computer users and executive agencies. Soon, after that meeting

had beeh held, S. nator, McClellan intmoduc04 a bill, providing for the_

10/

National Commission on New Technological U s Of

Copyrightao to stddy and compile data on the reproduction and

establishment.,

cppyri6ted works of (1) in automatic systems capable

of storing, processing, retrieving, and transferring information, and

(2) by various forms chine reproduction.'" This bill P ss __the

Hate 12, 1467 du _g the first sessi in but the' House

if Representatives_ took/no action on it.

Meanwhile, various users of copyrighted materials were eohcerned

that the revision bill would place unwarranted re tractions -on the use of

copyrighted works in the computerbased informat on.systems hen coding

into widespread use. They bell vld that these rictions,would retard

h creation and dissemi naliod of 'materials needed for use with computer

.retrieval systems and suggested a threeyear moratorium on liability

forropyright infringement by uses in those systems. During that 'period

the dew Commission, to be created by Senator McClellan'- bill, could
ti

8/ H. R. 2512, 9 h Cong., 1st less. (1967).

9/, S. 597, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967).

10/ S. 2116, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967).



confront- and study the matter. Authors an4 publishe howevei, were

to lly ppoSed to such a moratorium and mad it known that if
O

.

were attached to the bill they would attem vent passOge,o the

entre bill. The tension eased when Senator McClellan prqposed to the

.interested parties a middle ground, which wa hen embodied in a new

11/

-draft of the general revision bill, 7--introduced in the 91st Congress

on January 22, 1969. Section 117 of that provided that the'law

on the use of copyrighted works in computer syste s would be unaffected

by its enactment. The legislation included a separate to establish

Commission. No further action was taken, however, during the 91st

or 92nd Congress on either the general revision bill or the proposed

Commission.

During the 93rd Congress another bill was introduced which
12/

1ncluded,aMong other matters, a provision establishing the Commission.'

This bill was enacted on December 31, 1974, as Public Law 93-5'73,

which gave the ComMission three years to study and compile data and

make recOmmendStions on legislation or procedures concerning:

12/ S.

the,itex

(1) the reproduction and use of
copyrighted works of authorship --

(A) in conjunction with auto-
matic systems capable of stor-
ing, processing, retrieving,

\I

't

-nd transferring information,
nd

1

(B) by various forms of machine
reproduction, not including re=
production by or at the request
of instruetprs for use in face-
to-face teaching activities;
and

543, 91st Cong., 1st Seas. (1969

3976103d.Cong., 4d Sess. (1974),. enacted as Pub. L. No. 93-573,

h is found .in Appendix'B.
1
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(2) the creation of new works by
the application or intervention of
such automatic systems of mdthine
reproduction.

On July 25, 1975, seven months after enactment of the bill,

President Ford announced appoin -ebt of the following Commissioners,

according to the criteria set out in the organic legislation:
,

From author's and other copyright owners:
dm

John Hersey, President of the Authors League of America
Dan Lacy, Senior Vices President, McGraw Hill, Inc.
E. Gabriel'Perle, Vice President-Law, Time, Inc.
Hershel KiSarl4n, President, Ziff-Davis Publishing

From copyright users:

13/
William S. Dix,'Librarian Emeritus, Princeton, University
Arthur Rs9Miller, Professor of Law, Harvard Law School
Robert Wedgeworth,Zxeeutive Director, American Library
Association

Alice E. Wilcox, Director, Minnesota IntOlibrary Tele-
communications Exchange

From the public:

George D. Gary, retired Register of Copyrights
Stanley H. Fuld,/retired Chief Judge of the
State of New York and the 141pw'York Court
of Appeals

Rhoda H. Karpatkin, Executive Director, Consumers
Union

Melville B. Nimmer, Professor of Law, UCLA(Law School

The Librarian )_f Congress and the Register of Copyrights we ed clx

,Officio members of the Commis ion; of these two cully, the Librarian had a

vote in Commission matters.

Fuld and Mr.,Nimmer were designated Chairman and Vic, Chair-
14

man of- the Commission, p ctively.

13/ Gomm sioner Di- died On February 22. '1978.

14/ Biographical tements about the Commissioners are contained in
Appendix C to thie\Report.
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4
As previously indicated, seven months of the three year t

allotted the Commission for the completion of its task had already passed

the time the Commissioners were appointed. At its initial _eting on

October 8, 1975; the Commission, after appointing rthur J. Levine a-s'
15/

Rxecutive:Di..rector and authorizing recruitment of a staff, proceeded

directly'to outline its substantive goals. It

ork entrusted to it and noted that it would study not only the issues

related to computer uses and computer-assisted creation of copyrighted

works but alp the separate issue o 4 UOtocopying.

The Commission, s4 originally conceived, was desi gned. primarily

discussed the scope of the

to assist the resolution-of issues relating to the impact of the compu
16/

on copyrighted works, but the organic legislation added the photocopying

issue to the Commission's mandate. The concern of copyright proprietors

with the -impact of photocopying he disseantOfion of their copyrighted

15/ Blovaphical statements abou the Commission Staff are contained in
ApPendkx itt to this Report,

16/ S. 2216, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967)I, in. w-ich the Commia6 ain was
initially proposed, referred to the purpose-of.tU Comm sion aS,being

to study and compile data on the repro
duction sid Oseaof copyrighted works of
authorship (1) in automatic systems cap-
able of.storing, processing, retrieving,
and transferring information,'and (2) by
various forms of machine reproduction.

While subirection (2) referred to machine reproduction, the drafters of
that bill had not envisioned the impact of modern reprography, and photo-
copying was not considered to be as significant or complex a problem as any
of those created by the computer. The Report accompaying S. 2216 does
mention photocopying as one of the problems foi which a study commission
was then being -proposed, see S. Rep. No. 640, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967),
but testimony at hearings on bills for the general revision of the Copyright
Act Indicate that the computer, rather than the photocopying machine, was
the main reason for the creation of a special study commission. Sec,
carin on S. 597. 90th Cong., 1st Sess.,,(1967) Parts I-IV.
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works 111s grown conside abl-Si since. I

17/

At the ou gom ssi n-

ers' first organizational task was to develop a systematic approach to-

add res 'n'g the major issues in their mandate. Since the Congress still

considering the photocopying issue, the Register of Copyrights urged the

Commissioners to concentrate their initial efforts on the co
1.8/

problem.

In the meantime, so, that the Ccission could better understand

the complexities orthe photocopying issue and the views of publishers,
19/_authors, librarians and users, it appointed an ad,hoc' committee to report

to the full Commission on the various issues relating to photocopying.

The Commission decided that, rather than pursuing-the computer---

related ipsues to the exclusion of .photocopying, it Should carry on

parallel studies. The Commission also recognized that, before. it could

set any final schedule for work it would have to educate self on

the actual and potential technologies and p ces inLthe two areas of

17/ In Williams & Wilkins Co. v. United States, 420 O.S.C 376 (1975), an
equally divided Supreme Court without a written opinion left undisturbedthe decision of the United States Court of Claims, 487 F.2d 1345 (1973),,
that the photocopying of medical and scientific journals done by the Nat_onal
Library of Medicine and the Nationa Institutes of Health as part of ')their medical researcWwid education activities did not constitute
infringement of the copyt'Ights in the journals copied.

181= Several reasons for first ConOdering the computer problems were evi-dent at this Lime. Certain photocopying issue were addressed by Section108 of the bill then pending in the Congress which became the 1976 Act.Legislative proposals concerning the computer issue had not only been
omitted from that bill, but by specific statutory language (Section 117)all rights 111 computer- related works were to be frozen in their pre=
revision status, presumably pending recommendations of the Commission.
The Commission believed, that hearings on photocopying might impinge un-necessarily on the provisions relating to photocopying in that bill andthat the hearings on that issue should therefore he deferred until afterthe Legislative effc w-- completed.

missioners, Hersey, l=acy and Dix as members
19/ Judge FUld appointed
of the committee.



its mandate; It,.had made a 'start on:photecopying;: it now directed the

aff to plan an Informa_ on program on the computer issue-to give the

Commission an overall v the current state of computer science acid

technology, and of the-ways it might be applied in the fuire to the

storing, processing, retrieving and tit erring of information._

In response to the Commission request for basic inferma ion
/

on computer technology, representatives
of' Companies concerned with

0,)

information and computers briefed the Commi-__onera on.the lalatt4riCal

development of computers; on.the current state and future potential':

computer technology; on the use and applications of data bas and on

the way new works are created by computes use. Professional societies

assisted the Commission staff in setting up panels of experts to instruct

the Commissieters in variou7 forms of information flow and developing

means for information access. Among the subjects covered were the impact

of technology on the processing of information; the educational functions

of computers; management of information; and the usea of micrographics

in publishing and copying technology. Representatives from consumer and

20/
public interest organizations advised the Commission f their concerns.

The C__ _ ners'arso heard presentations from- epresentatives

of the principal tirade associations in the computer and information sciences

who were conversant with,the new means of tr fer ing informatt< and were

concerned, in various ways, ith the need to provide legal protection for

the rights of the creators, and publishers of works disseminated by these new

means. The witnesses emphasized that n methods of storing, retrieving and

printing data were changing and affectg traditional publishing practices.e

20/ A listing of all
. the subject'of their

-ndix E Co this repot

ns appearing before the Commission. including
on and dates of appearance is contained An



After conducting these initial Investigations, t

P
a pted preliminary research plan, prepared by the staff

wOrkA:h iigh'.411e;rest of its term. The computer issue's

as follows: (I)domp'U er us

ifi:Prietary rLghts' da

f conventional

bases; (3) computer

/

works

Commission

to guide its

were categorized

of .authorship;

-'are; and ('4) new

appata,tio -Computer. Adt) dingly, the Clommission

durd-lhoA public, hearingd and initiate the collection of

is.

information on computer-:- ed issues beginning in the summer 'of 1976

Subcommittees dealing with the computer issues would then analyze this data

and draft reports, which would be circulated for public comment andLrefined

for final recommendation to the Congress at he end of the Commission's

term. The photocopying issue was to be the subject of hearings beginning

in the winter of 1976. The Photocopy Subcommittee would then prepare its

report on that issue so that it could be circulated for public comment and

put in final for as recommendations he Congress before the end of the

Commission's term.

To expedite the work of the'Commission, Chairman Fuld assigned

the CommisSioners to four Subcommi

Photocopyinz

Vice Chairman Niter
Commissioners Hersey, Lacy, Wedgeworth, Wilcox

Computer Software

Chairman Fuld
Commissioners Miller, Perle

Computer Data Bases

Commissioners Cary, Lacy,

Con -uter- ted

dgewo

sinners Dix, karpatkin, Miller, S3rbin
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The Commission directed the staff to g range for certain

research contracts and to initiate a series 2f hearings to gather the

views of both proprietors and users of copyrighted works., In th' photo-

copying area the research Activities wer- directed primarily toward

assembling data on the volume and nature of photocopying of copyrighted

materials -, and in the co ?puter area towaxd,attempting to define the

impact on both users and producers of propriltary protection for computer-
,

produced works, software and data bases. One particularly difficult

problem was trying to define the impact on the ultimate consumer of

changes in copyright jaw and procedure applicable both to photocopying

and compute uses.

The results of these studies as well as the views of interested

parties were presented to the Commission in a series of hearings beginning

21/

in May of 1976. Witnesses appeared representing a wide spectrum of

interests concerning photocopying, computer software, data bases and new

s appeared as individual experts in some instancesworks. These

but more often represented interested organizations -- publishers, authors,

librarians, information companies, computer manufacturers, independent
22/

softWare producers, computer users and various professional assoaations.

The information presented by these e--es and collected bX the research

projects provided the foundation for the preparation of the various Sub-

committee reports and the subsequent Commission deliberations.

4

21 See Appendix C for a chronological listing of the meetings and hearings

conducted by the Commission.

22/ See Appendix F for'a listing of witnesses and the organizations repre-

sented.
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The studies ccnducted for the Commission are discussed in the

chapter; of this Report dealing with the substantive areas __
23/

apply. The study that ddre.ssed the questions of
24/

V
impact on

hich they

the general-

consumer, however, deserves soute mention at this point since it addressed

all of the areas studied by the Commission.

Early in the Commission's deliberations, the questio a sEd

the impact of any recommendations that the Commission might make on

ultimate consumer or the public at large. The answer to the question was

not readily apparent. Congequen ly, the Commission directed the staff to

plan a study that would)attempt to address this topic. After the staff's

developme
4r,1

t of a general plan, contracts were placed with the Public

erest Economics Center (PIE-C) and the Pkiblic Interest Satellite Asso-

ciation (PISA) to prepare an economic analysis of these issues and to

con- two conferences of representatives from interested consumer and
1.;

public interest organizations to provide additional information for the

analysis. The findings of that study generally were that copyright

protection r works produced by and used in conjunction h compu

and reprographic sySiem,s was appropriate so long as it did not impede
/

public access to such works or, otherwise extend monopoly power. The

results of_ that study are conk! dered in the analysis of the Commission's

recommendations which follow.

.23/ A bibliography of the reports prepared for the Commission a
summary of each research project appears in Appendix H.

241 M. Breslow, A. Ferguson and. L. Haverkamp, An Analysis of computer and
Photocopying Issues from the Point of View of. the Ceneral Public and the
Ultimate Consumer [1.978j. [Hereinafter cited as PIE-C Report.[

25/ A listing
found at page _1

the representatives from7tIrese organizations can he
f Appendix H to this Report.
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addition to -the hearings held by'the:

regular basis, the Subcommitteqp met formulate, draft
4

respective reports concerning their areas of inquiry. After Commission

review, se, report were offered,lor public ;4omment and the full,4

Commission reviewed ,ptters and took testimony from those whorespanded.

As work p og eased, it becaMe clear that Congres_ had, been cor-,

rest in providing three for -the Commission to' complete its work.

Because there hhdbeen ven-month delay-between ,the legal o eatilOn of

the Commission and the app- tmept 4f its members, Representative
26/ 27i

Kast.enmeier, introduced a bill which, after 'beam a- granted

'on an additional seven months to complete its work andthe,

prepare this repo

During the Commis ion'

became'effective,

life the Act of1,197.6 was enacted and

I

In anticipation of the work oPthe Commission and of

this Report, the drafters. of thestatute explicitly s-rated that it did not
28/

address or deal with computer issues-. Instead, it addressed and dealt

h certain photocopy -g issues by codifying--the equitable defense of
29/ ,

"fair us4!- and by expressly specifyinvcertain additional rightsof
30/

some,` ihraries and archives ,- Cuidelines to aid in interpreting, those.

rovisions relattfig to interlibrary loan photoeopying were deVeldped

26/ H.R. 4836, 95th Cong. , 1st Sess. (1977).

27/ Pub. L. No. 95-146 (1977). The text of this Aft is contained in
Appendix B.

28/ 17 U.S.C. § 117 and House Report, supra ,note 1, at 116.,

297 17 `U.S.C. § 107.

30/ 17 U.S.C. § 108.

4a



with theommiasion'd assistance &iid incorporated-by Congress into the Con
31/.. ' '

ference [tort. Th- -are,niscu od in detail in the chapter of this:.

Report devoted to pbo Ocopying

The compute
33/

Chapter III; are of

use 'issues addressed by ...the Comm

relatdve recent vintage . In this

sion, digussed

respect: ther,differ

from certa in of the photot*opying issuels which were the subject of concern
34/i

rly as the 19.56S' Und

phases of ccimpuiev developmen

went of aAcopyrighted work into a eomputer amounted to the preparation of

ight in force during. the early

.4
was onclea whether unauthorized place7

a copy in violation of the of the copyright owner in view of the

'Supreme conrt's.holding thit a piano
),;,

caused to be played since it was incapable of being read by the unaided
35/

human eye.

Even wheii an apparent Work of authorship was prepared.afor core'-

puter use and then employed in conjunction with a computer, federal

as not a "copy" of the music it

copyright could exist under the 1909 Act only if th work had been published

with the quisite copyright notice. UnpUhlished,works were protected

State law dealing with common law copyright. But

32/ p. 117, Infra.

33/ See pp. 21-115; infra.

he work wag published

.34/ For example-, the so-called Gentlemen's Agreement on Photocopying-was,
establiihed in 1935 to provide guidelines for the most common types of- library
photographic reproduction.

35Y White-Smith Mu PUblIshin Apollo Co 209 U.S-. 1 (1908



without the notice required $45rthe federal copyright law i.t Vas in the pub-

lip domain under the 1909 Act. Again, thin meant that few federal copyright.

questions were raised.

Modern computer system the are used, or have t1ie capabil

CO transmit, store and receive information across great di ancesil::Ir

unction telephone lines or apecialized_ communicat ona facir

a computer, coupled with a cathode ray-terminal or a prin

may be used to display or copy information located eithe
r

unit or in tha of another computer,thousanda of miles way. Under the

new copyright the information displayed or copied

righted welk. The term, 'display;

ay often be a copy-

d "copy" are important for the pur-
,,

poses of this Report, since each of those

con copyright infringement.

acts, U

.A brief overview of the most rele

ess authorized,

-ant proviaions of the 106 Act

may be helpful in placing in context the discUssions which follow. Federal

copyright now protects original works of a-_tJhorship in -conventional or eldc-
6. t4

tronic media from the moment of, their cregtion without the need; to affix '
36/

. notice and publish as required under thejo d law. Since noactiori need
0-.

h oftie taken- to acquire the copyright, he material used or stored oin

computer.: systems will be copyrighted,. CADyright protection 1 'for the
37/

e of the author plus fifty ears or,-I the cape of-Works which
38/

anonymous, pseudonymous, oat mide for hire, for seventy-five years frpm

17 U.S.C. 2 and 302.

17 Ur.S.-C 302(a

38/ Works made for hire includd all works made by employees within the
scope of their employment and Certain specifically ordered or commissioned
works. 17 U.SC. 4 101. .



publication or one hundred years /from crea't'ion, whichuver.period
39/

shorter.®
The owner of copyright in a wo

authorize the following:

e excluSiVe right to -do=or

(a) prepare copies of the work;
40/

(b) prepare derivative works based upon, A

distribute copies of it pnblicly)by sale, rental,
lease., or lending;

with the

:perform certain work9 ands.

display certain works publicly.

When someone other than the copyright owner= or a person acting

owner's permission 7;commits one of those acts it is an infringe '

ment,ofAht,copyright unless it cones within lin exception provided by the
41/ -4:, : r,

law.7 ,The :copyright owner pease aesAgainst such-infringer remedies
a_ -

421 431 44/
4 .--as injunctions, dathages A d profits, costs and attorney's fees, or

, 45/
l proSecution.

40/ DeriVative works include transla
and adaptations 4' 17 U.S.C. 1 101.

41/ 17 U.S.C. 4501(a).

42/ 17 U.S.C. 5 502.

43/ 17 U.S.C. § 504

44/ 17 1.1.S.C. 5 505.

17 U.S.C, 5 506.

,

obis, abridgedents, transformations



, umRs AND COPYRIGHT

ntri3duc

The Congress, creating the ComMto

address two broad subjests codcgrning compute

creation Of new workS,with computer a
. .

etted that it

eight -- the

istance and the use of copy-
-

rigAceti Forks in Conjunction with computer 10-1 respect'tp the second

'Zs?s4b)eet:Cthe Commission has considered three separate issues -- thee

placement into coliputerp.of any copyrighted works, the use of automated

data bases and c pyright protection for the intellectual prOperty in

computer programs.

Because this tudy -was to be undertaken, the Congress included

a section in -the new copyright law

the same rights with res

cifying that a copyright owner had

rolsomputer uses of copyrighted w ks as

available under copyright lay prior to the effective date of

the Act of 1976 exiaiing state statutesittase law and the provisions
46/

of the .copyright Actl Of X09. Tee legislative histot;Y:iif1976

Act clearly shows that the Congress intended that:the provision would

A be. c onti Ad dOmtnatedr-modAihd_based.upon uhis Commission's
47/

recommendations.

B. Background

4

From the Renaissarice through the fr;HUslr al Revolution to the

Ptele technological developments haVe consistently extendedyciety's,,

power to control natural phenomena and to shape itssiwn-tiestiny. The rapid

46/ 17 U;S.C. S 117 ,

47/ House Report,. !ipp! note 1, at 116. ,i.'

R!



developmenis.in-communications and information technology Of the past three

decades have immeasurably expanded and extended the power of human communt:t,

cation.

e of tie moat important contributions tothe communication and

infordatibn revolution has been the digital computer. Animated by elements

uman creative gdnius, these mmchlnes are op_ning new avenues for record°.

leg, storip& and

transceA6 w*ds

transmi

fixed on

trhg human thought. ofecomtunication
4

and permit. authets to

communicate creatively, adaptively,.and dynamically with their audiencee

,The first commercial computers, built shortl after World War LI

based largely On-vacuum tubes and were so expensive that only the

.government or the largest corporations could even consider owning them.

In order to function', the typlcal-early computer required an environment!,in

'which temperature and humidi)ty were carefully monitored. T !led

programs erea

cular cemputer.
- 44.

Subsequent genergt

- ,

xamat.ic,reductions in the size, energy requirements and price for a giv _
fe)

amount of c mputationar pOwer. These generationd are measured by the

chances in the electronic circuitry of the computer. The four generations

by ifs manufacturer and useifs -xcus vely for

f coMputerw'have been characterAced,by,

Tow gehergifk acknowledged have been based __upon vacumiktubes, tran

printed circuits ana integrated circa

9
t1.1

espectivelT.

-tors,



-- Foundatirn for the Recommendations

Computer Programs*

Computer programs are, a form o _ng virtually unknown- -wenty-

five years ago. They consist of sets Of instructions, hick, when'properly

drafted-, are used irr_an almost limitless number of ways to release huma

beings frbm such diVerse mundane task preparing payrolls, monitoring

'aireraft instruments, taking data` readingsand.making calculitions for

research, aetting:type, operating assembly lines, and taking inventory.

They are prepared by the carefUl fi tion of words, p foes,- numbers and

,

other-symbols in various Media.. The instructions that make Up a program

can be read understood, and followed.by n human beig. For 'both eco-
_

= ,

notic dd;humanitarian reasons is_undeayable people tmicarry,._,

./

oue-martirally the prodess described id painStiking-detall

prodaM.'lkachines, lacking human attributes, cannot objec_ to ea ying

out repetitiousi and,tedioUs tasks. Because machides can -nd do ,

perform these tasks, people are free to do those other things whi h they

in a CO v

alone can do or which they find a sure rewarding expenditure of eir

(forts.

There have been great changes in the construction of computers

ell in the media in which-prOg rams are recorded. FericidaAnd chadges

process has seen the, development, utilizatio- and, in some daces, the

Passage #into obsolescence of bulky plug boards, pinched paper cards and tape,

magnetic tapes and disks and semiconductor'chips. It stioniebe'emphasized

that these developments reflect differences only in:the mediaj prO-

4/30,Separate Opinionsby Comminsione s Nimmer, Hersey an KarpaEk_n follow

at-pip. 66-93i infra.
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-..ima-are-stOred and not changes in the nature of the programs themselves.

The evolution of-these-media is s imilar 6Ithat.of devices for

playing recorded music.

punched paper to piano rolls, w

and programs in precise'

Circuit boards may be compard to bOxes,%-

puter programs are sets

he dam

a magnetized head, cause

physical work gets done.

magnetic disks and tapes stare music

anner. Both recorded'music and com-

nformation in a foim which,t when pawed ov

minute currents to floW:iWsuch,.a way that desired

The need for protecting the form oPexpreet4on:ehosen-,by'the

er program has mown proportitonally with two rented:author. of a comp

'concurrent trends. -Computers' have b&omeless cumbersome and expensive,

so elicit fklividuals can and.-do 6

h more power than the first

computers in their homes and offices

cial compute'rs, while.at the -same

grams -have becOme'lesa and less frequently written to

D

h th requirements imposed by a single4urptisem

Just as there was

comply

,
ittle-need_to Protect the ridged brass wheel

in a nineteenth century music box, so too there was little reason to pro-

.sect the wired circuit or plug boards

Waking the wheel was inseparable from

of early eoiuters. The cost

the cost of producing the ridged

final product. The cost of copying a reel of magnetic pe, whether it

contains a Chopin Etude or a

following proposition seems sound? if

nation is small, then it i

computer program .iS small. Thus the
a

the_cost of duplicating infov-

y.for a less than scrupulous person to

icete it. This means that legal as.weli as physical prat ction for

h information is.a necessary incentive if such information

cr sated- and disseminated.-

to be
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This proposition is the underlying pr _eiple of copyright, but

from 1908 until early 1972 the copyright law of the United States did np

FLT
reflect acceptance of it with respect to one form of expression recorded

sounds. Becausethe Supreme Court held .in 1908 that since a piano rolls
7

was not readily perceptibi o an eyes it was not a copYlLf the music

it rendered on a player pia therovV4, almost "open season," at least

in terms of federal law, on the duplieationof)pigno rolls, shelled and

vinyl records and audio tape recordings. Ce'rta'in°states malde it illegal

to duplicate suckworks4 but federal copyright remained almp t powerless

ii thisthis-are While this rule was often-c, ltifOzed, its effect was

apparentlyhot too deleterious to producers-of recorded sounds as-long
. *

he cost of disk duplication made commercial piracy expensive to under-

take. Records and piano' rolls were doubtleseduplicateCand(,sOld but an-a .

V ;

less than threataing scare. The development of inexpensive transistorized

tape recording equipment and its use by organized Tirates posed serious
- -

economic problems for either the 1908 rule or Oe.recording industry.

But the principle persevered and finally prevailed in the Sound Record-
50/

Jog Act of 1971, which provided sanctions against those who engage in

the unauthorized duplication of sound recordings.

the. number

.

As the number of ,computers has increased dramatically, so has

programs withwhieh,the'y may be used. While the first corn-

puters were designed and programmed to do one only a few specific tasks,

,an ever increasing proportionprop`ortion,of all computers are general - purpose machines

which perform diverse tasks, depending in part upon the programs with which

49/ Wh -Sm tusic Pub. Co. v Apollo Co. 209 U.S. 1 (1908

50/ P.L. 92 -140, 85 Stat. 391 (1971).



they are used. Early programs were designed by machinem nufacturers to be

used in conjunction with one model or even one, individual computer. Today

many prOgrams are designed to operate on any numbet,Of machineh-from

or more manufacturers; In additioni,and perapseven more importantly,

there is'agrewing proportion of programs created bype-_ one who do not

make-Machines-. These people may be users or they maybe, and incre- ngly.

are programmers or small firms who market their ware for 14se by individual

machine owners who are pot in a position to write their own programs. Justf- -

as Victrola once made- mos of the first record players and records, so too

Wid early machine manufacturers write most of the first programs. ACA,

Victrolatelruccessdr, still produces holind recordings-(but,-intereetingly

enough, phonographs), but s do hundreds of other firms. If present

computer industry trends continue, it is all but certain that programs

written by non -machine- manufacturers will gain an increasing share of the

market, not only because writing progiams/and building machines are two

vdry.different skills that need not necessarily co-occur, but also because
51/

program writing requires little capital ievestment.

_The cost of developing computer programs is far greater than
- , , ,

the cost of their duplication.
Consequently, computer programs, as the

pre0ou discussion illustrates,-are likely to be disseminated only if '

'604 eatot c recover all-of its costs
plus a faii on-the firit sale-of.
the- work, thus leaving it 'unconcerned

about the later publication of the work;

A.,4 (2). The creator can spread its costh,over
multipole copies of the work with some
form of protection against unauthor-
ized duplication of the work; or

51/ See the, discussion of barriers to entry in the hardware and software
markets, p. 59, infra.



The creator's coats ere .borne by another,
as, for example, when the mernment or a
foundation offers prizes oi-ciwards; or

(4 ) The creator Is indifferent to cost,
and donates the work to the-public.

a
The consequence of the first possibility would be that the Trice

of virtually any program high that there would necessarily be

a drastic xeduction in the number of programs marketed. In this country,

:possibilities three and four occur bdt rarely outside of academic and-

government=sponsotediesearch. Computer prograts are the, product of great

intellectual effort and their utility ih unquestionable. The Commission

is- therefore, satisfied that some tormof protection is necessary to

encourage the creation and broad distribution of computer programs in a

competitive market.

The conclusioh of the Commission is that the continued avail-

52/
ability of copyright protectlonfor,coMputer programs is desirable

This availability is in keeping -with nearly two centuries' developtent-of

American copyright'doctrine during Which the universe of works protectible

by statutory copyright has expanded along with the imagination, communi-

cations ,media and.techni al capabilities of society.

This conclusion is i acdprd

studying this issue for

ith the recommendationi of groups
53/. -

Kihgddra- and the World Intellectual

52/- The Copyright Office en ly accdpts computer programs for regis-
tration. See discussion 839 and A74 infra.

--Nip

53/ Copyright and Designs Law: Repart of the Committee to consider the Law
R-ritLtILsWDesins, H.M.S 976 (frequently known as "The Whitford
Report '..) . ,,,,,:



54/
Property ergimitation:. Both studies recommended that computer programs

be afforded protection to a degree that is virtually identicial to American
55/ 56/

28

copyright A Canadian study
57/

L Australian report considered computer issues outside its terms of

eached the opposite conclusion and an

refetence.

The Commission also believes that the effects of the recommend-

4tions perta ning to computer programs made in the Report, -- s well as those-.

pertaining to the other computer - related subjects within th Commission's

jurisdiction should,be periodically reviewed. This could be done on a

smaller scale than thattundertakenby the Commission but should be done well

and often enough to prevent the copyright law from becoWing as anachronistic

as did the 1909 Act:.

The Commission is'unanimous in its belief that computer programs

are entitled to legal protection.- But that-unanimity has not xtended to
58/-

the form that,OroteCtion should take. The 14W as it exists today with

.,respect to the protection of computer programs is not totally clear. What

es conflicting methodsis clear i that today there are different and o

54/ Mddel Provisions on the Protection of Software (197

'55/ A recent study for the World Intellectual Troperty Organization (WIPO)
notes that "in .a number of countries it would already be possible, to-give
kuch protection (to programs] on the basis of culi=ent legislation on copy'
right...-and 'consequently special legislation would not be necessary. In
various countries including the United States...there would seem tp be
no particular desire to set up'speCial-provisions to protect software."
G. Kolle,,"Com-uter Software Protection -- Present Situation -and Future
'Froapects," 1977 Copyright 72. (1977).

56/ A. Keyes and C. Brunet, Copyright in Canada: Proposals tar a Revision,
of the Law (1977).

57/ Re-o-
(1976).

ee on Re -o hic R roductio'n1

58/ See the separate opinions of C
beginning at pp. 66-93, infra.

oners Nimm Hersey and Xarpatkin
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used by proprietors to 'attempt to protect their products. These-incl de*

I

patent and copyright -- exclusively federal atutory methods, trade

secret law 7=- derived Irom statutory and judiclal skate law; and unfair
59/

competition --based on elements of common law and federal.statute.

Recommendations

In order. to provide reasonabl- protection fog proprietors without

unduly burdening users of programs and the general public, the following
. .

statements concerning program copyright ought to be:true:

(14. 'Copyright should proscribe the unauthorized topying of these

works.

(2) Copyright should in no way inhibit the righ ul use of these

wocks.

(3) Copyright should not block the development and dissem
tion of-theseworks.

(4) Copyright : hould not grant anyone more economic power than
is necessary to achieve the incentive to create.

Relatively -few changes to the Copyright Act of 1976 are required to attain

these objectives and the promulgation-Of regulationsby'the Copyright Off

will ease the burden of compliance for both copyright owners and users. -

endat s for Statutory Chahge',

In'order to make the l'aw ear regarding both proprietors' and

users' rights the Commis:Jim sug sts that the follOtling changes

r
1

\

'Copyright Act of 11976 made:

(1) That Section 117 as enac d be repealed.

59/ These.m

at

are-compared with copyright beginning at p. 40, infra.
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That Section 101 be amended to add tiie following defin

A u 'computer'program" it a set ostatemeht
or instructions to be used directly or4w-
directly in a computer in order to
about A-certain result.

That a new Sectfou 117 be enacted as follow
. -

5117: Limitati-ons oa.Explasi.,Ve 14ghts: Computer Progra

Notwithttanding the ptpvisionaof S 106, it is_not an
infringement for4herightful Possessor of a copy of
.8 computer program to make or authOrite the making of
another copy or adaptation of that computer program
provided:

(1) that such a new copy or adaptation is created as
au essential step in the utilization of t4b :4=7:
puter program in conjunction with
that-4t is used in no other manner, -or

such new Copy or adaptation is for archival.
purposes only and that all archival copies are
destroyed in the event that continued posse on
f4 the computer program should cease to b- ght-
ful.

,Any exact &Tien prepared in accordance with the provisions of,
this section may be leased, sold, or otherwise transferred,
:along with the copy from which such copies were prepared, only
as pattdd the lease, sale, or other transfer of all rights in
the program. Adaptations so prepfrred'may be transferred only
with the authorization of the copyright owner.

The 1976 Act, without change, makes it clear that the placement'

of any copyrighted work into a computer the preparation of -a copy and,-

therefore, a potential infririgement of copyright. Section 117, designed

to subject computer uses of copyrighted works to treatment. onder the old

law, vitiates that .,proscription, at least insofar as machine -readable
a
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60/

versions are not "copies" under the 1909 Act. Thefefore, to prevent any

question aboutftheimpropr e y of program piracy, and to assure that all

works of authorship are treated comparably under thenew law', Section 117'
61/,

should be repealed..

Becairse the placement 'of a work into a computer is the preparation

of a copy, the law shtitild provide that persons in rightful possession of

copies of. programs be able to use them freely withoUt fear of ex osure

copyright liability.

of copies o

rightful us

Obviously, creators, lessors, lice s and vendors

---,rams intend that they be used by their customers, swthat

ould but: rarely need a lega =l 'shield against potential cops

right problems.` It is easy to imagine however, a situation in which the

copyright owner might desire for good reason or none at all, to force a

lawtu1 0 possessor of a copy to st p using' a,kaTticular program

one With rightfilly
xided with alegal, iglu: to copy it to thal. extent which will pe

possesses a copy of a program, therefore; should be pro-

use by Lha 08 This would include the right tl load

computer and to prepare archival copies of it to guard against destruction

into a

damage by meciialcal or electrical failure. But this permission would

not extend to other' e of the program. Thus one could not, for example,

make archival copies of at program and later sell GOMO to another while re-

t,lining some t or use. Tlulsale o

SOF another must blot all rig

opy program by a rightteel pos

In the program, thus creat ng a new

ghttill possessor awl destroying that status at= regard }, -t_ 1let. This

60/ I t they tre A t hen their unat I 1 Ze up l Ion would not be an
intringement, jest as iNo unauthorized deplicatton of sound recordings was
largely w:itho6t tlw recipe of copyrght before February 154 1972. See
dkeessten at p. 25, stgra.

o1/ Thiu appears ronmititent...x4th
uhould only be ctive pending th
Report, supra n I, art 116.

esulonal Intent that Section 117
-mitisionit; report. See !tonne
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is in accord with the intent, of that portion of the law which provides that

owners of authorized copies 'of a copyrighted work may sell those copies
62/

without leave of the copyright proprietor.

Because of a lack of complete standardization among programming

languages and hardware in the computer industry, one who rightfully acquires
N,

a=copy of a program frequently cannot use it without adapting ft -to that

limited extent which will allow s use in the possessor'i computer. The

copyright law,law, which grants to copyright proprietors the exclusive right to
63/

prepare translations, transformations and adaptations of Cher work,

should no more prevent such use than it should prevent rightful possessors

from loading programs into their computers. Thus a .right to make thds

changes n essa y to enable the use for which it was both sold and purchased

should '-be provided. The conversion of a program from erne higher-level lan-
,

guage yanother to facilitate use would fall,within t right as would the

right add feature -s to the program that were not present at the time of

rightful acquigitton. These'r ghts would necessarily be more private _

nature than the right to load, a program by copying it and could only be

eKerctsed co=lour 'as they did not harm the interests of the copyright pro-

pri o- llike the exact copi liortzed'as described abotb,
,

h4.. right

of adaptation could not he conveved to others along with the licensed or

owned program Ithout the express authorization of owner of the 'copy-

right in the original work. Preparation of adaptations could not, of

course, deprive the original proprietor of copyrigt

62/ 1/ U.S.C. 9 109(a).

63/ 17 U.S.C. 99 101 and Li

64/ Grove Press, Inc.---------
(E.D.N.Y.- 1965).

enleal Puhlishin

64/

n the underlying work.--

."=41 F.Supp. 127



The adaptor could not
65/

he new law,
66/

permission

4
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vend- the adaptOd 'Tepg_a under the pr--d revision

nor could it be sold as the original, without the author's

Again, is likely that many transactions involving copies

of pros are entered into With full awareness thaA users will modify

their copies Co suit their own needs, and fhis should be reflected in the

liw. The of this pra-ctice to extensive marginal notetaking in

a book is appropriate that notetaking is arguably the creation of a

deriva ve wotk, but unless the notetaker tries to copy and vend that work

the copyright owner is unlikely to be very concerned. Shbuld proprietors

feel strongly that they do not want rightful possessors of copls of their'

programs to prepare such adaptations they could, of course, make such desires

ractual ma

N.e

Recommendation for Regulations

Regulitios, for notice, deposit and registration of -ograms

should be promulgated by the Register of, opyrights.

Copyright notice in the form prescribed in the 1976 -Act shOtild be
67/

regifired on all to in which a program is marketed. On copies of
lo

programs In a medium capable of being read by,the unaided eye,the notice

physically` appear before the list (-)_ Instr4tion that comp _es the

Those programs .hat
'

I

d only with Che id of a machine

65 See eofiimendat ons for new § 117, p. supra.

Oh/ 17 U.S.C. § l06(2) and Gilliam v. American BroaOcasting,Co., 192

h7/ Such notic=e must consist of the word "Copyright," the, abbreviation
Copr." or the symbol ,Htogether with the year of first publication and the
name of the copyright owner. 17 U.S.W. § 401(b).

U.S.[ 1 (2d Cir. 1976).
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or device should contain notice in the medium of fixation so that the

contents of the program cannot be listed without reproducing the notice

in the position just described Furthef, containers in'which copies'

such machine-readable programs are soAd , leased or transported should

bear notice as should such devices as (1) reels upon which magnetic

tape, is wound, or (2) semiconductor chips in which programs are stored.

Regulations relating to deposTt and registration requirements

should promote publiciccess tolcomputer programs while being flexible

enough to accommodate future changes in computer technology. In any

case, programs are ire ently modified and updated to reflect improvements
t

or changes. The repeated deposit of eacl version of a program would

burdensome to both the program prop

Several options appear available. 0
A

simil

be appropr

rietor and the Copyright Office'.

tern of temporary deposit,

the practice followed with respect:to motion pictures, might
68/

In the alternative, permanenr deposit of complete 'copies

original version programs could be required, with descriptions rather

than,complete copi-s of amended versions being filed thereafter. In any
4 4 69/

event such requirements can be established best by the Copyright Office.

1

68/ The Copyr-fight Th ice has ra lqug---ostabli:shed practice of refu-
deposit copiev, of.mo ripictures: to ttie depositor aftqr. registration.
The coifs arerretvnedtsubjeet to recall by the Library, of Congress_

fori4dditioti to its MC-collection.
4

69/ The Copyright Office ha- adopted regulations which generally comport
with these sugg stionrs, the text 'of which is found in Appendix J at-J-12
for notice, 37 C.F.R. § MI and J-13 for deposit, 37 C.F.R. 1 202.
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The Case for Copyright Protection for Programs

The Constitution.

70/

Under the Constitution the Congrio has the power to grant

authors exclusive rights in their writings to promote he progress of science

find the useful arts. On many occadions since 1790 the Congre68 has exercised

:hat first by creating a Copyright Act and thereafter by periodical 3y

revising it and expanding its scope. That the, word "writing" in the

:onstitution has broad and dynamic meaning may be seen in the nature of

works that have been found constitutionally copyrightable. Notwithstanding
71/

:he apparent distinction between them and literal writings, photographs,
72/ 73/

,
74/

:ommercial, art, motion pictures, and sound recordings have all

wen found to be writings.
75/

Judge Learned Hand, in an opinion which has be; characterized

is the "touchstone" for interpreting the constitutional writing require-
76/

JJrr

tents, found copyrightable a series of meaningless ds coined by a

spy fight claimant for cocas a code for seta ing cables..

If models or paintings are "writings,"
I c n see no reason why [the coined] words
sho Id not be such because they communicate
nothing., They may have their uses for all
that, aesthetic or practical, and they may

r.~

U. S. Lomst., ihirt. -1 8.,

11/ Burrow-Giles LiltIalaehis,22L.4,51EstIL, 111 U.S. 53 (1884).

72/

73/

Bieiste Whaldson Lithographing= 92 188 U.S. 239 (1903).

Kalem Co. Hager Bros., 222 U.S. 55 (1911).

74/ Goldstein v. California, 412 U.S. 546 (1973).'

75/ Reis zv National Optation Bureau =, 276 Fed. 717 (S1D.N.Y. 1921.

76/ inner on 8.1 U976).
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be the production of high ingenuity, or
even genius .... [O]ur Constitution [does
not] embalm inflexibly the habits of 1789
its grant of power to Congress comprise;'
not only what was then known, but what the
ingenuity of men should devise thereafter. 77/

rvrioualy noted a program is created, as are most copyrighted'

works, by placing symbolsiin a medium. In this respect it is the same

as a novel, poem, play, musical score, blueprint, advertis nt or tele

phone directory. It is not the same as a phonorecord or videotape. Those

works are created by shaping physical grooves or electromagnetic fields

so that when they a-re moved past sensing devices electric currenes are

:reated which, when amplified, do physical work. Notwithstanding these

,apparent differences, all these works are writings in the constitutional

sense, and eligible for copyright if the Congress so provides.

The Congress

i One °of the most noticeable developments in American cop -fight law

since 1790 has beed its frequent expansion so that, after s most recent

revi ion;qt embraces "or-igina4 works of authors6p [including] literary

works, musical works dramatic works ... pantomimes and choreographic

works, pictorial, graphic and sculptural works, motion pictures and sound
78/

.recordings. This is a significant change from the sub ect matter of
79

Act of 1790 -- any map, chart, book or books now 'Printed." Over time

A

77/ us, supra note 75, at 719.

78/ 17 U.S.C. .4 102(a

79/ 1 s at. 124.

40,

A '
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N,
this short list has been lengthened by the following additions:

1802 igns, engravings, and etchings. 80/

1831 1 compositions. 81/

1856 Dramatic compositions. 82/

1865 Photographs and negatives. 83/

1870 Statuary and models. 84/

1909 All the writings of an author. 85/

1912 Motion Pictures. -86/

1972 Sound recordings. 137/

1976 Original works of authorship. 88/

It should be noted that neither this list nor the list in the 1976 Act is.an

tempt by the Congress to delineate every specific work for which copyright

available. Rather, the-1909 and 1976 Acts were designed to reflect the

breadth of copyright's scope while the specific,emendations of 6ther years

attempts to accommodate hew technologies or to rectify ctive Judi-

cial constructions. On no occasion in American his orY'has copyright prote

tion been withdrawn from-a class of work

80A 2 Stat. 171.

81/ 4 Stat. 436.

82/ 11 stat. 139.

/ 13 540.

84/ lb Stat.

85/ 35 Stat

37 Stat.

87/ 85 Stat.

212.

107

86.

391.

/ 17 U.S.C. § 102(a).

it has been available.
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y Copyrightability of.Programs.

This expansion of American copyright unquestionably has already

encompassed comPOter programs. In 1964 the..Regist of Copyrights announced

that computer programs would be accepted for registration provided that

they contained sufficient original authorship, (2) they had been published
89/

and (3) copies subMitted for registration were in human-readable form;

The Register acknowledged that there might be two grounds for doubt about

the regist abil_ry of programs they might not be within the concept of

"writings an author" and machine-readable Nersions might not be "copies"

of the program. Registration, therefore, was made contingent upon the

presence of authorship and the deposit of human-readable copies. Because

publication was a prerequisite for federal copyrilht under the 1909 Act

and because few programs'until re ently have, been mass - marketed, only some

90/t
2,000 programs were registered under the statut . The new law, under which

publication, registration and direct human readability are not prerequisites

to copyright, provides that federal copyright exists in any literary work
91/

from the moment it tixed. That dramatic change in the law and the

growing trend toward mass-marketed programs mean that opyright is likely

to be increa ugly important An protecting comput r programs, particularly

those of small entrepreneurs who e th orks for individual consumers
92/

orma of protectIon.--and who An neither afford nor properly use other

89/ Copyright Off Circular 31D (January 196

90/ The number of programs in which -copyright was asserted was likely much
larger. Inasmuch as registration neither was nor is a prerequisite to copy-
right, there is no way ever to know the number of copyrighted programs in
existence.

91/ 17 U.S.C. § 102(a

92/ See discusSion of these forms, p. 40, et seq., infra.

4
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The Register-'s 1964 determination has ver been challenged.

Although this hardly is dispositive, it was clearly the Congress' intent

to include' co pute_ programs within the scope of copyrightable subject,

matter in the Act of 1976. Certain pr6ponents of program copyrights

have suggested amending the law to include pro rams in the list of copy-
93P

rightable Works. In discussing the expansiv history of American

copyright, the House and Senate, in identical nguage, state why,that

is unnecessary.

The history of copyright law has been one
of gradual expansion in the types of works
accorded protection, and the subject
matter affected by this expansion has
fallen into two general categories. In
the first, scientific discoveries and
technological developments have made
possible new forms of creative expres-
sion that never existed before. In some
of these cases the new ex sive forms --

u
programs arded

the
need of new legislat_ b. In Other cases,
such as photographs, sound recordings, and
motion pictures, statutory enactment was
deemed necessary to give them full recog-
nition as copyrightable works. [Emphasis
added]. 94/

Thus the Congress is on record regarding not merely the, sue of program

,popyrigh.tability but -o the ease with Which programs fit Into copyright.

Unlike the cases of such appa non-writings as photographs, sound

93/ Transcript, CONTU Meeting No. o at 13.

94L Senate Report, supra note 1, at 50-51 and House Report, supra note 1,
at 51.
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recordings, and motion pictures, no changes in the law, according to the

Congres were necessary lo afford copyright protection t9 programs. As

the location of progra-_ within the classes of copyrightable works set

out in Section 102(a) the House Report makes it clear that the Congress

perceivedf rograms to be "literary works." This is what the Report states:

Tile term "literary works" does not connote
any criterion of literary merit or qualita-
tive value: it includes catalogs, direc-
tories, and similar factual, reference, or
instructional' arks and compilations of
data. It also lucludessEnEEdata bases,
alid5pmpillgagrams to the extent that
the incor-Orate authorshi in the :o
mer ideas, a
distinguished from the ideas themselves. 95/

[Emphasis added".

Thus it is char that-those who wrote the Copyright Act of 1976

and those who have administered portions of the 1909 Act concur in the posi-

-tion that programs are copyrightable. Action by either the Congress or the
96/

courts would be necessary to change this. The Commission, of course, has

not felt itself bound by these prior legislative or administrative determina-

tions of program copyrightability.

-C. Copyright and Other _e hods Compared

The purpose of copyright i to grant authors a limited property

right in the form of expredsion of their ideas. The other methods

used to protect property Interests in computer programs have different
1.=

95/ douse Re-ort, supra note 54.

96/ In de'eiding whether a class of works is copyrightable courts have dis-
played a certain willingness to accept the practices of the Copyright Office.
See, e.g., Oold!teln v. California, 412 0.S. 356, 568- F (1971), in which'

the Supreme Court diedussed the Register's position il e pyright in sound'

recordings; and Eltra v. RIngr, 194 U.S.P.Q. 198 (E.b.a. 197/6), aff'd
3850P.T.C.J. A-14, (4th Cir.. 1978), in which copyright for type faces was
reiectefl in large part due to the Copyright Office practice.
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conceptual. bases and, not surprisingly, work in different ways. An appre-

ciation of those differences has,con ributed to this Commission's re-

commendation that copyright protection not be withdrawn from programs.

Patents are designed to give inventors a short-term, powerful monopoly.in

devices, processes, compoWions of matter and designs which embody their

ideas. The doctrine of. t secrecyecrecy'is intended to protect proprietors

who use a "formula, pattern, device or compilation of information" in

their -business "which gives [them] an opPortunity to obtain an advantage
97/

over competitors who do not know
Unfair competition is a

legal theory which, among other things, proscribes
misrepresentation about'%

nature and origin of products in commerce. Each of these forms

protection may inhibit the dissemination of information and restrict

competition to a greater extent than copyright.

In certain circumstances, proprietors may find patent protection

more attractive than copyright, since it gives them the right not only

to license and control the use of their patented devices or processes',

but also CO prevent the use of suekdevices
-processes when they are

independently developed by third parties. S ch rilghts last for seventeen
A

years. The acquisition of a patent, however, is time-consuming and expen-

in large part, because, patentee's rights are great and the legal

hurdles an applicant must overcome are high. A work must be useful, novel

and non-obvious to those familiar with the state of the art in which
98/

the patent is sought. The applicant must prove these conditions to

the satisfaction of the Patent and Trademark Office or, faiding that,

to the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals or the Supreme ConTt.

97/ Restatement, Torts, § 757, comet

98/ 35 U.S.C. 44 101, 102 and 103.

b (1939).
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w

It is sti11 unclear whethet a patent may ever be obtained for a
ti

computer Program. On three. occasions the Supreme Court has considered cases
99/

involving program paten In each it has found the programs befors it to

be i

broad,4r question whether programs are patentable subject m- The hold-

4
ings of these three cases, Although carefully limited in scope, make it

patent

ble for such protection. However, it-has never addressed the

appear that, it would'be difficult for any,applicant to secure a

_ program, since novel and useful mathematical formulas may
100/

patented and since useful "post-solution applications",of them meet the
101/

same fate In most countries where the patent question has been answeted
102/,

it has been held that programs are ineli- gibde'for patent protection; Even

if patents prove available in the United States, only the very few programs

which survive the rigorous application and appeals procedure could be

patented. Once such protection attached, rc4rse, all others would

be barred from using the patented process, even if independently' developed.

Trade secrecy is a doctrine known in every American jurisdiction.

As a creature of state statute or common law it differs somewhat from state
103/

te. The premise on which it is -Red is this: if a Nibs ness

99/

(1976); and Parker v. Took U.S. , 46 U.S.L.W. 4791 (1978
schalk v. Benson, 4(19 U.S. 63 (1972); Dann v. Johnston, 425 U.S. '219

100/ Benson, supra note 99.

101/ nook, supra note 99.

102/ See, the decision of the Supreme Court of the Federal Republic of
Germany in Siemens A( AEG Telefunken, June 22. 1976;the discussion in
Pagenberg, "PrtentabiiLy of Computer Programs on the National and Interna-
tional LeVe1, 5 Rev. of Indust. Prop. 5 Copyright 1 (1974); and
the new patent convention adopted by the European Economic Community which
explicitly excludes computer programs from patent protection.

103/ See, D. Bender, "Trade Secret Software Protection," 3 Computer L. Svc.
4-4, art. 2 (1977), and S. Nycum, The Criminal As_pectsof Computer Abuse,

Stanford Research Inst. (1976).



maintain- confidentiality concerning either the way in which it does some-

.

thing or some information that it has therrcont,ts should protect th'e

business against the misappropriat&n of that secret. Although many pro-

prietors feel secure, when using trade secrecy, there are several problems

they must face with respect to Its use in protecting programs. Because

secrecy is paramount, it is inappropriate for protecting works that contain
104/

te secret and are designed to be widely distributed. Although this

matters little in the case unique programs prepared for large commercial

customers, it substantially precludes the use of trade secrecy with respect

to programs sold6in multiple copies over the counter to small businesses,

schools, consumers and hobbyists. Protection is lost when the secret is

disclosed, without regard to the circumstances surrounding the disclosure.

The lack of uniform,national law in this area may also be perceived by

proprietors as reducing the utility of this method of protection.

From the user's standpoint, there aee additional drawbacks.

Users must cover the seller's expenses associated with maintaining a secure
A

system.through increased priCe_ Their freedom to do business in an unencum-

bered way is reduced, since they may need to enter into elaborate nondisclosure

contracts with employees and third parties who have access to the secrets

and to limit that acce to a very small number of people. Since secrets

are by definition known to only a few people, there is necessarily a reduced

flow of information in the marketplace, which hinder

potential buyers to make comparisons and 'hence leads

he ability of

105/
igher prices.

104/ See, R. Milgrim, Trade Secrets, § 2.05121 (1976).

105/ P. Samuelson, Economics, 10th ed., (1976) 48; Y. Braunstein, et al.
EconomicApplied to Computer Software and Data
Bases (1977).
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Experts in the computer industry state that a further problem

With respect to trade secrecy is that there is much human effort wasted

when people do for themselves that which others have already done but are

keeping secret. This was emphasized in the reports to the Commission p

pared by the Public Interest Economics Center and the New York University
106/

economists.

4The availability of copyright computer programs does not, of

course, f ct the availability of trade secrecy protection. Under the Act

1976 only those state rights that are equivalent to=the exclusive rights
107/

granted therein (generally, common law copyright) are preempted.--- Any de=

cline in use of trade secrecy might be based not upon preemption but on the

rapid increase in the number of widely distributed programs in which trade

secre.t protection could not be successfully asserted.

The common law doctrine of unfair competition of the misappropria-

tion variety is based upon the principle that one may not appropriate a

competitor's skill, expenditure and labor. It prohibits talS-eadvertising

and the "passing off" of another's work as one's own. While there is a

small body of federal unfair competition law, it is largely a state dot-

trine with the same lack of national unifo mity that besets trade secrecy.

Although unfair competition may provide relief ancillary to copyright ins,

certain situations, its scope is not as broad an4 it seems unlikely that

it, alone, could provide sufficient protection against the misappropriation

106/ See Appendix H for a description of these reports.

107/ 17 U.S.C. § 301(a).

108/ See, e.js., 15 U.S.C. 5 1125(a) and Allison, J.R., _ Cause of Action
for Unfair Competition Under the Lanham Act'," 14 Am. Bus. L.J;\.1 1970
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of programs. For example, the unauthorized copying of any

z-
purpose could be a copyright infringement ithout amounting to unfa

co etition.

The following table presents some of the considerationstweighed

the Commission isreaching
o

its conclusion. Comments are included to ,

those items which starred (*). The answers to such economic questions

as the effect of protection on the market and the opportunity it creates

for an uncompetitive rate-of return tend-La_thoW that, of the various

potential modes of prot_tion, copyright has the smallest negative impact.
e41

Considerations

Char ics of Protective echariiams

Copyright

, --
.National Uniformity yes

Patent:,

yes

Trade Secrecy

no

2. Protection Effective creation of successful prose- entrance -nto
work , cuti _ of applica- contract al

tion relation hip

Upon

Cost of Obtaining nil moderate modera
Protect io

._.---

4. Term of P_ tection life plus 50 , 17 years o biliiy;tif'p

years or 75 _th perpetual
yeais protection and

termination at

Cost of Maintaining nil
Protection

nil

any time

significant



General
Considerations -ont'd)

Of Enforcing

Rights. Against Viola-
tors

-4b-

Copyri ht Patent
-Se_.Secrecycrecy

moderate moderate higher

Availability of (a) Statu- a.- yes
tory Damages (b) Attordey!s b. yes
Fees from Infringers

Protection Lost by

Software Considerations,
Including Effects of
Subcommittee Proposals

a. no
b.- yes

-a. no
b. no

gross neglect unsuccessful disclosu
litigation

9. Consistency with other, yes. no no
copyright areas

*10. Availability of
protective-mechanism
for some,programs

Universal Availability'
of protective mechanism
for all programa

12. "Proce "_protectable

13. Suited to Mass
Distribution

Item No.

yes

no

yes

TS WITH USE' CT JO ST

unclear yes

no no

yes

yen

D ITEM' TABLE

yes

no

5. Once copyright or patent is secured, it costs little or nothing
to keep it in force; on the other hand, expensive security measures
must be taken to avoid losing a trade secret. At least part of the
cost of this security is passed on to the user.

Copyright and patent infringers in some instances can be per-
suaded to comply without the institution of a lawsuit. If litigation
is necessary, it may be expensive, but in copyright and patent
cases attorney's fees may be awarded to successful plaintiffs.
At trial the proprietor bears the burden of proving that the
trade secret is valid; in patent cases there is a presumption
of valididty and in copyright actions a registration certificate is-
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prima facie evidence of the copyright's validity.: The proof of
validity of a trade secreemay be expensive.anddifficult, ae

,almost necessarily involves the-retention.of expert, witnesses.-
Although witnesses may be needed in copyright and patent suits
in those cases there will have been at least some compliance with
federal law regarding public notice of claimed.rights before the
la *suit is initiated. A suit to enforce a trade secret, even
though successful, majkdestroy the secret if it is offered into
evidence and becomes part of the public record of the trial.

the

10. , As of the present, serious doubt. exists whether programs are
proper pub ects,for patent protection. (See p. 41, supra).

Even if programs are patentable, only those that are truly
novel and nonobvious will be protected. Trade secrecy is, .of
course, unavailable when the contents of a program have been dis-L
closed.

This

he Scope of Copyright in Programs

on of the Report will explain the extent and limitations

of a copyright for a computer program. The discussion of what rights copy,

right proprietors have svd how those rights are limited does not epend upon

the Commission's proposal but is based upon various currently existing copy
TIP

right doctrines.

The rights of any copyright owner are set out An Section 106 of

the Act of 1976. Many of the other sections of Chapter One of that Act

place limitations on those rights. Cases construing previous copyright

acts also serve to define the bounds of copyright under the new law, at

least when the new law does not end the viVlity of .those cases.' Before

examining the specific rights found i Section 106 ft,is necessary to

determine whether a work is copyrighted. If it is not, then the rights

of a copyright owner are of no consequence. Section 102( provide- the
109

basis for determining whether a work is copyrightable.

109/ The term "copyrightable" is less accurate under the new law than the old,
but the concept may be useful. Since copyright now exists from the instant a
work is fixed, all !'copyrightable" works are perforce copyrighted.
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The rule is simple a copyright ble work is,an original work of authorship.
110/

-=d in a tangible medium of.expreasion. There is a wealth of judicial

interpretation behind the word "original." Suffice to vay-thatla work is

original if it "(ojwes its origin-to the author, is independently
111/

orks."

e-.

A description of what may not be copyrighted is found in the sa

created, andnot Copied from othe
I.

section of the copyright law ideas, proceduret, processes, systems,
112/

methods of operation, concepts, principles or discoveries. Because

the distinction between copyrightable computer programs and uncopyrightable

processes or methods of operation does.not always seen to "shitaMer
113/

with clarity" it is important that the distinction between programs

and processes be made clear. There is a venerable copyright case

and recent Congressional language.which make! the distinction in the
114/

copyright sense relatively easy to arc late. In Baker v. Selden the

Supreme Court held that a valid copyright in a book describing a sy em

of accounting, based upon the now universal T-4iccounts, did not bar others

from ustig that accounting system. This holding is often misconstrued

as imposing a limit on the copyrightability of works which express ids

110/ 17 U.S.:-

111/ 1 Nimmer
v. Catalda
231 F_.2d 550 (7th Cir. 956

112/ 17 U.S.C. § 102(b).

10.1 197.6), citing Alfred Bell & Co., Ltd.
Fad, 99 (2d Cir. 1951) and Wih ol v Wells,

/113/ Parker v. Flook U.S. ,

114/ 101 U.S. 99 41879).

.ry

46 U.S.L.W. 791 4792 (1978



systems or processes. An Professor Nimmer obierye "the rations

for the doct of Baker v. Selden
115/

of 'copy htability to any work."--7 The case properly stands for the

using the system does not infringe the copyright

in the description. ThiS rule is found in Section 102(b) of the

no event justifies the denial

proposition. that

new 1aw. Both houses
A

to computer programs:

of he Congress agreed as to its spplication
/

Section 102(b).is intended, among other
things, to make clear that the express

n;adoptedhly_the programmer is the
compute

program, and t a_ the actua processes
or methods embodied in the program are
not within the scope of the copyright
law. 116/ [Emplitais added].

Copyright, therefore, protects the program As. long as it remains ftx d

in a tangible medium of expression but not the electro-mecha cal.unc

tinning of a machine; The way copyright affects games and game-playing

is closely analogous one may,,not adopt and republish or re4tribute

copyrighted game rules, but the copyright owner has no power ,:event
117/

others from playing the game.-7

Thus one is always free make a machine perform any conceivable

process (in the absence of A patent), but one is not free to take another',15

program. This general rule is subject to exceptions which restrict the-

power of copyright owners. These excel ions might be-thought of as the

"insufficient intellectual labor" ex option and the "idea-expression

identity" exception. 'Although the ead to similar results, they are

115/ 1 Nimmer on Copyright, § 37.31 (1976

116/ Senate Report supra note 1, at 54; House Report, supra note 1, at 57.

117/ 1 Nimmer on Copyrigh §37.83'(1976)7

Li,
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Appar: works tl authorship may not qualify for copyright if they
11S/

are not "the fruits of ineellectual lobo C reasonidg has bir ed
:

copyright fo blank forms for'- ecordidg data nd for instructions of the
- 120/

rankest obviousness and simplicity, such as "apply hook to wall." This

exception would mean that a "program" con

could not be lasubject of copyright.

ihg of a very few obvious stepstl

The "idea-expression identity" exception provides that copyrighted

language may be copied' without infringing when there is but a limited. number

of ways to express a given idea. This rule is the logical extension of the
121/

fundamental principle that copyright cannot protect ideas. fn the.computer

context this means that when specific instructions, even though previously

copyrighted, are the only and essential means of accomplishing a given tas

their later'use by -nother will not amount to an.infringement. In discussing

an insurance compam 's use of-a lawyer's copyrighted forms, a federal court of

appeals stated in(Continental Casualt- Co. v. B'eardsle

[T]he use of specific language ... may be so essential
to accomplish a desired result and so integrated with

othe-use of a ... conception that the proper standard of
infringement is one 'which will protect, as far as pos
sibla the copyrighted linguagewid yet allow the free
use of the thought beneath the language. The evidence
here shows that [the'com an ] insofar as it has used
the language of -[the lawyer'siformshaadone so only
s incidental to-jta use of the undering_ idea -... In

o doing it has not infringed. 122/ [Emphasis added].

118/ Trade-Mark Cases, 100 U.S. 82 (1879).

119/ Brown Instrument Co. v. Warner; 161 F.2d 910 C. Cir. 1947

120/. E. H. Tate Co. v. Jiffy Enterprises, Inc., 16 F.R.D. 571 E.D. Pa. 1954).

121/ See 2 Nimmer on copyright, 5 166 (1976) and 17 U.C. 5 102(b).

122/ 253 F.2d 702, 706 (2nd Cir. 1958). See also, Harcourt- World ,_Inc,

V. Graphic Controls Corp., 329 F.Supp. 517



The underecored

that copyright protec(ion for programs does not threaten to block the use.
t:

. -

of ideas or of program language previously developed by others when that
r

use is necessary to achieve a certain result. When other language

-51

1angu'age from the Beardsley decision indicates

available, programmers are free to read copyrighted programs and use the
123/

ideas bodied in them in preparing their own works. This practice,

course, is imposdible under a patent system, where the process _

protected, and difficult unde'trade secrecy, wh e the text of.a program

is designed not to-be revealed.

123/ The availability of alternative non-infringing language is the rule
rather than the exception. The following colloquy to that effett took place
at the tenth Commission meeting. Tranacrift CONTU Meetin- No 10 at 44-45.

Commissioner Miller: How many diffe
program...?

rnt ways are there to produce a

Dan McCracken:* An infinite number in principle, and in practi_e dozens,
hundreds.

Miller: So it is comparable to the theoretically infinite number of ways of
writing Hamlet?

McCracken: I believe so, It is not really true that there is a very re-
strictive way to write a program [which might make it] not copy-
rightable. I don't believe that at all.

Miller: When you say "infinite," I assume that along, that .scale there are
Increases and decreases in the efficiency with which the machine
will operate?

McCracken: Perhaps.

Miller: In all of the programs that we have been talking about this morning,
with particular reference to...compiler programs, does it.continue
to be true that there are an infinite number of ways of writing
particular programs to do particular jobs?

McCracken: Yes.... There are hundreds of [different] compiler [programs
for] going from FORTRAN to some machines....

*Vice President of the Association for Computing Machinery
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Program W6 a reiatively new type of writing and the wain
ti

whic4 copyright protects thenra not universally understood'. .Because they

are used in conjunction with machines there has not been universal agreement

about,the propriety of copyright protectibm. Programs should no more be con-
t

sidered machine parts than videotapes should be considered parts of

projectors or phonorecorb parts of sound reproduction equipment. All

three types of works are capable of communicating with humans tea far

greater extent than the coined code words discussed by Judge:Hand in

Reiss V. Na Tonal Quotation bureau. In all three instances the Tedium in

which copyrighted material is stored is moved past a sensing device at a

set peed, causing electric currentto low-, and ultimately resulting in

the movement machine pares to priht words, display pictur-- or create

.sounds. All of these events may occur.through the use of machines without

placing copyrighted works in them r. A typist may create a printed document

that is indistinguishable from computer output; a television system may

produce pictures w.thout the use of a fixed work; and instruments may be

used to create the sounds which are found on phonorecords. All that copy-

right protection for programs, videotapes and phonorecords means is

users may not take-the writings of others to operate their machine In

each instance, one' is always free to make the machine do the same thing as

it would if it h- the copyrighted work placed in it, but only by one's own

creative effort rather than by piracy.

It has been suggested by Vice-Chairman Rimer in his separate

125/

opinion that programs be copyrighted only when their use leads to goy-

righted output. If this approach were adopted, it would make a program for

124/ 276 Fed. 717 (S.D.N.Y. 1921), discussed p. 35, supra.

125/ See pp. 66-69, infra.



editing or the production of graphics copyrightable. It would, howeJet,

-2 N-

exclude'a program whieb-Might beffUsed to assist traffic flow in rush hours

or tb monitor the vital-signs of potients undqr Intensive care. Thi

distinction is not consistent with the design of the Act of 1976, which

Was clearly tk \protect all works of authorship frdh the moment of their

on in any tangiblemedium of expression. Further, it does not square

h copyright:practide past nd present which recognizes copyright protec

tion eor a work of guthotship regardless of the uses to which it may be put.

The copyright status of the written rules for a game 6r a system for the

qperation of a machine is unaffected by the fact that those rules direct

the actions of those who play the game or carry, out the process. Nor has

copyright been denied to works simply because of their utilitarian aspects.

It follows, therefore, that there should likewise be no distinction made

between programs which are used in the production of further copyrighted

g,y

works and those which are not.' Should such a distinction be made, the

hood is that entrepreneurs would simply require that programs produce a

n and, by that token, an unquestionably copyrightable version of

their output in order to obtain copyright in the programs themselves.

Although the distinction tries to achieve the separation of idea from

form of expression, that objective is better achieved through the cou

exercising their judgment in particular cases.

The Commission has considered at length the various forms in
126/ 127/

which programs may be fixed. Flowcharts, source codes and object

126/ A flowchart _ a graphic representation for the definition, analysis
or solution of a problem in which symbols are used to represent operations,
data flow, or equipment.

127/ A source code is a computer progfam written in any of several
programming aanguages employed-by computer programmers.



128/

codes .are works of authorship in which copyright subsi _slAnovided-they

are the precinct of sufficient intellectual-labor to surpass the "insufti-

-54-

cient intellectual labor" hurdle, which tile'instructions 'apply hoolCto
129/

wall" fails to do. They may not be Copied unless such copying is

authorized by the proprietor- of the-copyright therein-or bylaw. That

protection continues as long as the program remains fixed in a tangible
130/

medf4m, up to the period provideeiri the Act of 1976.

That the words of a program are used ultimately in the implementan

tion of a process should in no way affect their copyrighta8klity. Tradi-
.

tio41.- works have leci.to processes both more rigid and more flexible

than those to which computer programs lead. When a phonorecord or
1 .

picture is used in conjunction with a properly working machine

e-name result will occur on the. first, the second, or the thousandth,

running. The chorus will remain silent until the fourth movement

of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony knd Bogart will stay in Casablanca forever.

A similar- rigidity is found when one uses a copyrighted chart to determine

the sine of a fifty degree angle. The process is virtually immutable.

hat less true when a p_rogram.is used, Since it contains alternative

meaning that the p(ocess maybranches selected only after use has begun

be different with every use.

128/ An object code is the version of a program in which the source code
language is converted or translated into the machine language of the com-
puter with which it is to be used.

129/ See note 120, supra.

130 / For the works of individuals, life plus 50 years. For the works of

employed, pseudonymous or anonymous authors, 75 years. 17 U.S.C. § 302.
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--T
'\ The text of the new copyright aw makes it clear that the placement

"inpu

-opyrighted work into a computer -- or, in the jargon of the. era de, the

ting" of it the preparation of a copy. This may be ascertained

by reading together the definitions of "copies' and "fixed" atUld in Section,

101. In pertinent'part, they read as follows:

"Copies" are material objects
Work is fixed

in which a

A work is "fixed" ... when its embodiment in
a copy is sufficiently permanent or stable
to permit' t to be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise communicated for a period of more
than transitory duration.

Because works in computer storage maybe repeatedly reproduced they are
131/

fixed, and thus are copies.

It is difficult, either-as a matter of legal interpretation or

technological determination, to draw the line between the copyrightable ele-

ment of style and expression in a computer program and the process which

underlies it. Some examples of the ways in which copies of programs can

be made may help to explain the nature of this problem and to pla

in its proper, perspective.

In th

A computer-program may be misappropriated in a variety of ways.

aid most straightrward instance the program listing or the

programmer's original coding sheets could be photoCopied, which would clearly

be an infringement. The unarg(Aably copyrightable writing haSibeen taken. But

what if the program, rather than being recorded on paper, is recorded on mag-

netic tape or disk? If the tape is used, without authorization, to produce a

printed human-readable, version of the program, again an infringement has

131/ Insofar as a contrary conclusion is suggested in one report accompanying
new law,-this should be regarded, as incorrect and should not be followed, s-ince
legislative history need not be perused in the construction of an unambiguous.statute. Cf. House Report, supra note 1 at 53, with the plain language in the
statute defining 7- " nixed."



occurred.. Should he result be different if the .tape 1s c6pied? That copy

.

still be used to prepare a printed version at will There is a one-to--

one correspondence between the -printed characters on paper and the magne-
.

tined areas of the tape The tape'is simply a version of the program from

which a human - readable copy can be produced with the aid of a machine

or device.

program is copied into the memory of a computer it still

exists in a n o m from which a human-readable vend= may be produced.

That is the copy in the computer's memory may be duplicated; ]ust as a

version listed on paper or ceded on magnetic tape may be. Only when the

program is inserted -instruction by instruction, into the prossing el

ment of the computer and electrical impulses are sent through the ci cult

of the processor to initiate work is the ability to copy lost. This is

tru at least under the present state of technology.

possible to tap off these impulses then, perhaps,

all that was appropriated, and no infringement

It it should prove

process would be

he copyright would occur.

y

The movement of electrons through the wire's and components of a.

computer is precisely that process over which copyright has no control.

Thus, copyright leads to the result that anyone is free to make a computer

carry out any unpatented process, but not to misappropriate another

writing to do so.

Drawing the line between the copyrightable form of a program and

tie uncoPyrightable process which it implements is simple in the first in-

stance described above-. But the many ways in which programs are npw used

and the new applications which advancing technology will supply may make

drawing the line of demarcation more and more difficult. To attempt to

establish such a line in this Report written in 1978 would be futile.



Most infringements, at least in the immediate future, are likely to involve

simple copying. In the event that future technology permits programs

to be stated orally for direct input to a computer through auditory

sensing devices or permits future infringers to use an author program

without copying, difficult questions will arise. .Should a line need

to be drawn to exclude certain manifestations of programs from copyright,,

that line should be drawn on a case by case basis by the institution

designed to make fine distinctions, the federal judiciary,

The Economic Effects of Program Copyright

That copyright gives authors exclusive rights in their

writings seems =fn cause some to equate it with all monopolies. This has

led to the fear that protection for programs may give the copyright owner

the power to dominate the j) rogram market, the machine market, or both.

To begin with, necessary to distinguish between those lawful

monopolies whose existence is permitted or even encouraged on policy grounds
t

and unlawful monopolies which are declared to be inimical to the public

good. Permitted _monopolies generally are found in regulated industrieA,

such as public utilities, in which economies of scale are,.se) great that

the existence of more than one firm makes little sense and in whfch

regulation, when properly accomplished, prevents such abuses as.monopoly

pricing or refusals to deal. Limited monopolies such as patents and

copyrights are- encouraged, while the public interest is protected

in various ways. Protection of the general good is found in the limited

term and stringent standards associated with,patents, the proscription

of the protection of ideas under copyright, and the refusal to allow the
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erasion of petents,or Co ysights beyond their limited acope-

matter may be.the hear of 'the- concern about the economic -effec

copyright..

The utilization of lawful patents to ateampt to monopolize
132/

unpatented processes has been dansietently found unlawful. Because copy4

right grants na monopoly'aver ldeas drallel line of cases doeanot

really ixist but in certain insta -cos Courts have reached oimilar results:.

In a leading copyright7antitrus asp, Judge Frank outlined hoW competing'

public interests could be balanced

We have here a conflic :of policies: (a) that
of preventing pirady of copyrighted matter and
(b) that of enforcing'theahtitruat laws. We
must balance the two, taking into account the
comparative innocence or gUilt.of the parties,
the moral character of Their respective acts,
the extent of the harm to tWOublic interest,
the penalty inflicted on theAcopyright owner]
if we deny it relief. An the defendants' piracy
is unmistakably Clear, while the [owners'] in-
fraction of. theanti4ruaX laws is doubtful and
at most marginal, we think the enforcement of
the first policy should outweigh the enforce-
inept of the second. 133/

Thus It is not the fact of a constitutional and statutory monopoly which
134/

disfavored, but only abuses of the lawful monopoly.

One of the hallmarks of a competitiveindustry 1s the ease with

which entrepreneurs may enter into competition with firms already doing

133/ Alfred Bell & Co Catalda F
'-'19.5

er Co. 31413.S. 488 (1942) _cofd
320 U.S 661 (1944).=

ne 191 F.2d 99, 106 (2d Cir.

134/ For another case.,in which the same court mused to permit a copyright
'owner to use his lawful monopoly to the detame of the public, see
Kagieniont Enterprises, Inc. v. Random House, Inc`., 366 F.2d 303 (2d
Cir. 1966).
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business. The absence Of significant barriers to entering the progrlam

writing market is striking. There are several hundred independent firms
13.5/

whose stock in trade is'computer programs. New software firms can be

formed wigs few people qrld little money; entry into the market has thus
136/

far been fairly easy. Noneof the'evidence Deceived by the Commission

suggests that affording copyright to progr
'

would in any way permit pro

gram aunors to monopolize the market their products. Nor is there

any indication that any firm is even remotely close to dominating the

programming industry.

The effect of program copyright on the retail prices of consumer

goods and services is so.small as to be undetectable. Across a wide variety

of industries, packaged;software amounts b n one and two percent of

data processing expenses which themselves comprise a like percentage of

firm's gross income. This has led one commentator tee descrilie data

.processing costs as a whole as "a noiselevel expense, probably less than
_38/

the phone bill hf an average company This from each one hundred

dollars of income a firm is likely to spend between one and two dollars

on data processing, of which from one to four cents are spent on packa.

software. There is no easy

from

pared to

separate the costs cat tcttert_

,ure, but it is clear that suds- costs are miniscule when

operat ing expense.:.m -s tot"

11. vey, "The Develop Industry, (Thlv 1910).

Oh/ Computer Sciences Corporation which 1105 over OW million it
soles, is said to have been founded on cap it 1 investment at less tlion
$1,000.

137/ McLaughlin, "1976 DI' Budgets," DaLtamAtjon (1.0 19/6).

1 31I/ Id.
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The market for computer hardware has been characterized by severe

but not insurmountable barriers to entry. Economies of scale are very

great; a firm must prepared to invest tremendous amounts of money

in creating, building and marketing machines. Natural barrier

entry, such as economies of scale, should not receive the opprobrium

properly reserved for anticompetitive conspiracies. Barriers erected

by present members of an industry may well be, and frdquently are,

antitrust violations.

The inability of hardware firms to om e the software market

was recognized by the Public Interest Economic Cente'r- when it stated:

[W]hatever their hiAco ical dominance, the hardware
corporations lack the Nifty to control.entry into the
software market, and their market shares are being
steadily eroded by the independents. Thus, we can ten-
tatively conclude that protection of software ... serves
to benefit consumers by enhancing competition and
increasing long-run, supply. 140/

In the market for computers monopolistic practices have been

attacked by the Department of Justice on numerous occasions. As the

result, of an early consent decree, IBM, the largest firm In the industry,

has ag;rted to soli Its equipment instead of only leasing it. In 1969,

immediately atter the Justice Department filed its antitrust suit, IBM

tt pped selling its ma lines and programs as a package, thus ending a

tying ;arrangement the llity c which had been questioned. The

gave rument is currently prosecuting that action,against IBM through

seeks the division ot Iii several firms, much as resulted

[39/ Amdahl_ Corporation, a newcomer to the rket for large computers,
spent live years and 43 million betore sliAp4ing its first order, Can
Amdahl Live tit IBM's New Strategy ?," BokiihemiWeek 5611 (August 5, 1977).

lfio/ Rk supra not e ot
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141/
in the Standard Oil case. This relief, as is typically e case in an

antitrust action, is directed toward the sources of a firM's alleged domi-

nance of an industry. It is interesting to note that neither the Bove

ment nor any private antitrust plaintiffs has 2ver argued that IBM's asser*

Lion of copyright programs is even remotely related to its alleged

anticompetitive behavior.

Successful antitrust attacks where copyright was important to the

cause of action apparently have occurred only with respect to performing

rights organizations. Both ASCAP and BMI operate under consent decrees
fi

which resulted from Justice Department actions directed toward the monopoly

created when performance rights were not only pooled but were available

exclusively from the pool. The resulting settlements permitted the pooling

to continue upon the provision Lhat customers could go ...4ndividual p_ro-

prietors as1 well as to the defendants to obtain performano- rights. Another

attack on ASCAP showed again that it is not the copyright poly which

is disfavored, but rather attempts to extend that right acquire monopoly

power in the market. When a music publisher who belonged ASCAP sought

damages for infringement from film exhibitors who had without license

film: containing plaintiff's music on the soundtrack, in denying the relief

sought, the court ruled:

Refuge cannot hc: sought in the copyright m no-
poly which was not granted to enable plaintiffs
to set up another monopoly, nor to enable the
copyright owners to tie a lawful monopoly with
an unlawful monopoly and thus reap the benefit
of both. 142/

141/ Standard 011 Co. v. limited States, !!1 U.S 1

142/ M. WiLmark Sons v. Aenven Supp.

1

(U. Minn. l94H).
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The policy implications of such cases seem clear and correct

the lawful copyright monopoly may not be used other than as intended. A

copyright owner may;mohopolize his expression but not the market in which

it is purveyed. TOsuggest, asidioes the Public Interest Economics Center

(PIE-C), that no !' e!'lAiardwhre manufacturers be permitted to assert

copyright in programs they write is to propose an instrument of dubious
4

143/
legality and effectiveness. Certainly any large firm could create a

separate entity to do its program writing to avoid any proscription of its

ownership of program copyrights. The PIE-C proposal may be less than

relev.ant to the extent that it might lull its advocates into a false sense

of havilg dealt with the problem of industrial concentration when they have

not. against bigness at all costs should not be a substitute for

.analytical action on behalf of the general public and consumers.

On the whole, the direct approach against alleged monopolists

Seems tar superior to fighting perceived economic evils on copyright

ground. The

trust

(0 class of works which are generally copyrightable but not when their

nro

mo

_ement and, where necessary. emendation of present anti-

e appropriate to the problem, if any, than __e invention

au t rs fare di favored, for whatever well-intentioned reasons. In the

patent and copyright antitrust cases there is no language suggesting

that statutory protection should be unavailable to the defendants, no -_th-

ndli the proof that they had, abused their lawful monopolies. To create

such a ten dv on bald suspi would indeed be unjust.

143/ 1' ii.:7CReport, sorra note at IV 13,
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f. The Cultural Effects of program Copyright

The introduction of new meads of communication with their atten-

dant new modes of expression often raises questions regarding the intrinsic

values of such works. The works of Beethoven, Chopin, Stravinsky and

Hinderith all enjoyed less than immediate success. Early works of all of

these innovative composers were condemned for being outside what was then

felt to be the cultural mainstream.
..But, as perceptions have changed,

the contributions these composers made to breaking with tradition and
1

enriching the breadth off expression in our musical heritage have overcome

the barriers to new ideas which traditionalists would have imposed.

The history of copyright legislation and the interpretations

courts have given to the Copyright Clause all demonstrate that there is

no basis, as some would suggest, for the imposition of a standard of

litetary or artistic merit for determining copyrightabili y. The perils

of such an approach have long been recognized- Mr. Justice Holmes- in

upholding copyright in a chromolithographed circus poster, d that:

It would be a danger° - undertaking for persons
trained only in the law to constitute themselves
final judges of the worth of pictorial illustra-

ns, outside of the narrowest and most obvious
Climits. At the one extreme some'works of genius-
would be sure to miss appreciation. Their very
novelty-would make them repulsive until the public
had learned the new language in which their author
spoke., It may be more than doubted, for instance,
whether the etchings of Goya or the paintings of
Manet would have been sure of protection when seen
for the first time. At the other end, copyright
would be denied to pictures which appealed to a
public less educated than the judge. Yet if they
command the interest of any public, they have a
commercial value it old he bold to say
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they have not an aesthetic and educational value
and the taste of any public is not to be treated 4th

lir) contempt. 144/

This principle has been consistently followed in cases emphasizing

that "[a]ll that is needed to satisfy both the Constitution and the statute

is that the 'author' contributed something more than a 'merely trivial'
145/

variation, something recognizably 'his own'." [footnote omitted]

These judicial opinions clearly illustrate that courts have assiduously

avoided adopting the critic's role in evaluating the aesthetic merits of

works of authorship.0 To attempt to deny copyrightability to a writing

because it is capable of use in conjunction m with a computer would contra-

vene this sound policy. Where could a meaningful line of demarcation be

drawn? Netween flow-chart and source code? Between source code and object

code? At the moment of input into a computer or microprocessor? The

Commission believes that none of these is appropriate. The line which

must be drawn is between the expression and the idea; between the writing

and the process which is described. This proposal acknowledges the pro-

priety of keeping ultural value judgments out of copyright. The only

legitimate question regarding copyrigbtabilitV is Is the object an

original work of authorship?"

Ti
The Copyright Clanns of the Constitution empowers the ingress to

establish a patent and a copyright system to improve the gerieral public

welfare, by "ltdromo n .the progress of Science and Useful Arts."

nt protects inventions and copyright protects the writings of authors.

AS p_r,eviously d 2od the term "writing" has been liberally construed to

144/ Biel stein v. torialdsoh Lithographing Co 188 U.S. 239, 251.-52 f 190

145/ Alfred Bell and Co. v. Catalda Fine arts. Inc. 191 F.2d 99,
_ _

102-01. 2d Cir. 1951 ; see also Esquire Inc. v. Ringer, 194 U.S.P
111 (D.D.C. 1976).
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embrace the fruits of intellectual and aesthetic labor embodying any
_

modicum of original effort'. Copyright protects a wide range of work

Some with gteat cultural value such as the novels of Pulitzer Prize

winners and Nobel Laureates, original paintings, award winning movies

and masterful musical compositions. It likewise shields works of little

or no aesthetic merit: advertising copy, picture post cards, videotaped

wrestling matches, violent and sexually explicit films and the most banal

popular music. The contribution of these latter works to our culture is

at best questionable. Neither the Supreme Court nor any governmental or

private body has been able to assess the social or cultural impact of

sexually explicit materials, let alone the cultural impact of the protec-

tion of such works by copyright. Their contribution to the "quality of

life" is not quantifiable; its impact may not even b qualitatively

identifiable. The kinds of qualitative impacts wh ch computer software

may have on the "quality of life" may at least be described.

Declining costs and improved performance of electronic hardware

are bringing powerful miniature computer systems into small businesses and

the home. These computers and the more powerful and cheaper generations

of,,elmilar systems which will follow have the potential enrich our

lives and aid in communication among humans in ys as yet inconceivable.

Personalized high quality education, at present available only to the

wealthy, will be within the reach of the small school system and the

average consumer in the home. Health care in public clinics will he pro-

vided on a more individualized, personal basis by using computers to aid

the physician in communicating with his patient through complete_ and accu-

rately maintained medical records. Leisure time can be enriched both by

studying and by gameplaying on home computer systems. The possibilities
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provided by the technology are virtually limitless. They are dependent

only on the ingenuity employed in developing the programs that enable humans

LO communicate their ideas to one another through
the intermediation of

the machine and on the willingness of creators of such works to disseminate

them at reasonable prices, In considering the "quality of life" in this

country, failing to consider the positive contributions of computers and

the programs with which they are used would indeed be a mistake.

At the same rime, any dehumanizing effects which might be attri-

b'utable to the increasing impact of computer uses upon society are utterly

unrelated to the mode of protection employed to -t program language.

It is clear that the uses to which computers are put depend ehtirely upon

the intent their users and not at all on the mechanii s designed to

protect programs. To say that copyright for programs somehow 18 responsible

for social probl ciptensibly caused by computer uses is akin to arguing

copyrights for the worst c evision shows or against patent

protection for components cif gas- guzzling cars on the grounds that such

works are-.&etrimental to Ain rican culture.

Concurring Opinion of Commissioner Nimmer

1 concur in the Corn n's opinion and in its recommendatio_

regarding software. I do however, share in a number of the doubts and

concerns expressed in Commissioner
Hersey's thoughtful dissenting,

146/
opinion. What is most troubling about the Commission's recommendation

of open-ended copyright protection for all computer software is its

lure to articulate any rationale which tjould not equally justify

14h/ p.
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copyright protection for the tangible expression of any and all original

ideas (whether or not computer technology, business, or otherwise) If

-literary works are to be so broadly construed, the Copyright Act becomes

a general misappropriation law, applicable as well in what has traditionally

been regarded as the patent arena, and, indeed, also in other areas to which

neither copyright nor patent law has previously extended. This poses a s

ions constitutional issue in that is arguable that such an approach

stretches the meaning of "authors" and "writings" as used in the Copyright

Clause of the Constitution beyond the breaking point. Apart from-the con-

stitutional issue, it raises policy questions, the full implications of

which remain murky at best, Still, at this time, knowing what we now know

about the nature of the computer industry, its needs, and its potential for

at cut hutions Co the public welfare, I am prepared, on balance,

to support the Commission's conclusions and recommendations.

At the same time should like to suggest a possible line of

demarcation which would distinguish between protectible and nonprotectible

software in a manner more consi with limiting such protection to the

conventional copyright arena. This suggestion is made not because 1 recom-

mend

In the years to come if the Comm

mmediate implementation, b
Lqs, rather because it may prove useful

sion's recommenda ion for protection of

all software sh uld prove unduly restrictive. In such circumstances it may

rove desirable to limit copyright protection for software to those computer

programs which produce works which themselves qualify for copyright protec-

tion. A program designed for_ use with a data hase, for Example, would

clearly be copyrightable since the resulting selection and arrangement

items from such da base would itself be copyrightable as a4cc pilat

Thus, a program designed for use in eon ton with a legal information
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retrieval system would be copyrightable since the resulting enumeration

_ cases on a given topic could claim coPyright.
A program designed

for a computer game would be copyrightable because the output would
r--

elf constitute an audiovisual work. (For this purpose the fact that

such audiovisual work is not fixed in a-t4:14 ible medium of expression,

and for that reason is ineligible for copyright protection should not

invalidate the copyright in he computer program as long as Che progtam

itself is fixed in a tangible medium of expression.) On the other hand,

programs which control the heating and air conditioning in a building,

determine the flow of fuel in an engine, or which control traffic

would not be eligible for copyright because their opei ion do not

in copyrightable works. The fact that such a program might ass pr

de for a printout of written instructions (which would be copyr able)

would only render protectible that particular aspect of such a prog am.

The distinction here suggested appears to me to be consistent with

che recognized copyrightsbility of sound recordings. It sometimes has

been argued that while printed instructions tell how to do work, computer

ams actually do the work. but this is also true of sound recordings,

which in a sense constitute ,a machine (the phonore rd) communicating with

another machine (the record player), A sound recording contained in a phono-

record does not tell a record player how to make sounds.which constitute

a Cole Porter melody. Rather, activates the record player in such manner

as actually to create such a melody. But Commissioner Hersey has made another

and most important distinction. The direct product of a sound recording,

when it is put in a record player, is the sound of music -- the writing of
147/

the author in its Audible form." The point is that the operation of the
K

147/ Infra, p.
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sound recording produces a musical work which itself is copyrightable. That

is sufficient to render the sound recording itself copyrightable quite apart

from the separate opyright in the musical work. This principle is directly

analogical to the distinction suggested above with respect to comput

programs*

Dissent of mmissioner Hersey

This dissent from the Commission Report on computer programs takes

the that copyright is an inappropriate, as well as unnecessary, way of

otecting the usable forms of computer programs.

Its main argument, briefly summarized, is this:

In the early stages of its development, the basic ideas and methdds

contained in a computer program are set down in written forms, and

these will presumably be copyrightable with no change in the 1976 Act. c

the program itself, in its mature and usable form, is a machine control ele-

ment, a mechanical device, which on Constitutional grounds and for reasons

cial policy ought not to be copyrightli,

The view here is that the investment of creative effort in the

devising of computer programs does warrant, certain modes of protection for

the resulting devices, but that these modes already exist, or are about to

be brought into being, under other laws besides copyright; that the need for

copyright protection of the machine phase of computer programs, quite apart

from whether Ling, has not been demonstrated to this Commission;

and that the social and economic _cts of permitting copyright to stand

alongside} these other forms of protection would be, on balance, negative,

The heart of the argument lies in what flow, from the d stinct;,rn

above, between the written and mechanical forms of computer prob.,

Admitting devices' to copyright would mark the first mc copyrigh
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ever covered a means of communication, with the human mind and senses,

but with machines.

ARE MATURE PROGRAMS -WRITING

Programs are proforyYffa ent from the various forms of "works

authorship'" secured under the Constitution by copyright. Works of author-

ship have always been intended to be circulated to human beings and to be

used by them -- to be read, heard, or seen, for either pleasurable or prac-

tical ends. Computer programs, in their mature phase, are addressed to

machines.

All computer programs go through various stages of development.

In the stages of the planning and preparation of software, its creators set

down their ideas in written forms, which quite obviously do communicate to

human beings and may be protected by copyright with no change in the present

Naw,

But the program itself, in its mature and usable form, is a

machine control element, a mechanical device, having no purpose beyond being

engaged in a computer to perform mechanical wo

The stages of development of a program usually are: a definition,

__-legible form, of the program's task or function; a description; a

the program's steps and/or their expression in flow charts; the

translation of these steps into a "source code," often written in a high-

level pr rai ing language such as FORT/IA-INT4r COBOL; the transformation of

this source code within the computer, through intervention of a so-called

compiler 'embl r program, into an ' "object code.- This last is most

often phl ically embodied, in the present state of tech logy, n punched

cards, magne =tic disks, magnetic tape, or silicon chips -- its mechanical

phase.
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program has but one purpose and use -- one object: to control the

electrical impulses of a computer in such a par ular way as to carry out

a prescribed task or operation. In its machine-central form it does not

describe or give directions for mechanical work. When activated it does

the work.

An argument commonly made in support of the copyrightability_

computer programs is that they are just like ordinary printed (and obviously

copyrightable) lists of instructions for mechanical work. TheSomputer Re-

port calls programs (above, p, 23) "a form of writing (whichl_ const

seth of instructions." But metaphor does not hold up beyond a certain

point. Descriptions and printed instructions tell human beings how to use

materials or machinery to produce desired results. In the case of computer

programs, the instructions themselves eventually become an essential part

the machinery hat produces the results. They may become (in chip or

hardwire form) a permanent part of the actual machinery; or they may become
c

interchangeable parts, or tools, insertable and removable from the machine.

In whatever material for, he machine-control phase of the program, when

activated, enters into the computer's mechanical process. This is a device

capable of commanding a series of impulses which open and close the _1_

tronic gates of the computer in such order as to produce the desired result.

Printed ructions tell how to do; programs are able to do. The

language used to describe and discuss computer programs commonly expresses

this latter, active, functional cfapabilirx, not the preparatory "writing

phase s . For example, this COmin issinn r 'poet on New Works (below, P.



uses the following v rbs to characterize he dOingsko,f various programs

/
in computers: "select," 'arrang " imulat ',1"play;"="manipulate,

It is not said that the programs

"'describe" or "give instructions for" the functions he computer= They

"extract," "reproduce " and so on

control them. the mechanical fact.

The Issue of Communication

The Commissibd epott on C

recordings also do work, analog. ous

grams suggests that musical

been describing. "Both

rded music and computer programs are sets _ information in a form

"which, When passed over a magnetized head, cats

in such a way that des Ica' work get

minute currents to flow

one." (above, p. 24)

But these are radically different orders of work, And ,the di fe

once touches on the very essence of copyright.

We take as a basic principle that copyright should subsist in

any original work of authorship that xed in any way (including books;

records, film, piano rolls, video tapes, etc.) which communicate the work's

means of expreasion,.

But a program, once it enters a computer is activated there,

does not communicate information( f its own, intelligible to a human being.

It utters work. Work is its.only utterance and its only purpose. Bo far

as the mode'of exp On

A

original writing is concerned, the matter

ends there; it has indeed be time irrelevant even before that point. The

0,
mature p [Ivan is purely and simply a mechanical substitute For human labor.

The functions oreomputer prograuis are fundamentally and absolutely

different, in nature front those of sound recordings, motion pictures, or

40000Tdeotapos. Recordings, films, and videotape produce for the human ear
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and/or eye the sounds and images that were fed into them and no are simply

media for transmitting the means of expression, of the writings of their

.authors. The direct product of s9und reed When iput in a record

player.. is the sound of. music the writing o e author n its audible form:

Of film, it is a combination oLpieture and sound -- the writing of the author

in its visible and audible forms Of videotape, the sate. But the direct

product of a computer.ptogram fa a series of electronic impulses which

operate a computer; the ' "writing`' of the author is spent in'the 1

the machine. The first &thr a comMUnicate with human beings. The c mput-
/

program communicates, if at all, only with a machine.

And the nature of the, machine that plays the sound recording is

fundamentally and absolutely different from that Of the machine that uses

software. The record player has as its Bole purpose the performance of

the writing'of the author in audible forW.. The computer may in some

instances serve As a storage and ira mission medium for writings {but

different writings from'Chose of the computer programmer i.e,,data'
.

es in theirorigidal and en text, __7 which cases these' writings can

adequately secured at both ends of the transaction -by the present copy=&

Lg ht but in the overwhelming majority of cases its purposes are pre-

sly to use programs to Cr form, to manipulate to select edi

search and find, to compile,tto tont ol and operatacomputer

array of other mach n and systems == with a result that the preparatory-,

and a vast

itiag progr mmer are nowhere to be. found in recognizable

because :till

hat doe* these

ogram.has been fabricated as aMachine control element.

sorts ,'of work ,It iS Obvious that the means
C

the preparatory writ

dot to be found in
4

that inn\ copy

he computer

ex=pression

suppOsed.to protect --

rogram's mechanical phase.
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An appropriate analogy to computer programs, in their capacity to

do work when 'passed over magnetized head, would be such mechanical devices

as:the codemagnetiz d cards which open and close locks or give access to

automated bank tellers. These are notocopyrightable.

But a more telling analogy, since it speaks to the supposed

instructional nature of programs, is afforded by that relatively primitive

mechanical deviice, the cam. A cam, like a mature computer program, is the

objectification of a series of' instructiona: "Up, do

"In, out, in, out

up, down .. - or,

A cam-may be the mechanical fixation of rather.

intricate and elegant instructions. A cam controlling a drill may embody:

such instructions as, "Advance'rap dly while the hole is shallow, pause_

retract for a short distance to clear chips, advance more slowly as the hble

goes deepex,4stop at a percise point to control.th'e depth of the hole, re-

tract clear of the hole 11 without--ot on while the work piece

and another_ loaded; repeat Procedure." puter programs can and do embody

is ejected

precisely similar instruction's.) But although such a cam was iginally '

conceptualized, described, and written out as this se instructions

fot desired work and is, in mature form, the ma ial.embodlment of the

instructions, capable of executing them one by one, no one would say (as.

the C &mission now says of another form of "instructions," the mature computer

prgram) that it is a itterary work and should be copyrighted.

'To suppor the proposition that programs ar

the- Report says (above, T. 23) that "the

ks of authorship

uctions that make up a pro-

gram can be. react, understood, and followed by a hUman being,'" and (abOve,,

\

52) that programs "are capable ['emphasis theirs] of communicating with

humans.. Programmers can and sometimes d each other's copyrightable
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preparatory writings, the early phases of software, but the implication of

these statements is that programs in their machine fun] also communicate

with human ' "readers'" - an implications that is necessarily hedged by the

careful choices of the verbs 'could be'" and are capable for if a

skilled programmer can "read'" a program in its mature, machine-readable

, form, it is only in the sense that a skilled home- appliance technician can

"read" the equally mechanical printed circuits of a television receiver.

It is clear that the machine ,control phase of a computer program

is not designed to be read by anyone; it is designed to do electronic work

that substitutes for the very much greater human labor thiat would be

required to get the desired mechanical res'61t. In the revealing words of

the Report (above, p. 23) programs "are -used in an almost limitless number

ways to releas'e human beings from ... diverse mundane tasks ,..."

The Commission Report thus recoMmends affording copyright protec-

tion to a labor saving mechanical de Vice.

IS GOPYRIGHT PROTECTION NEEDED?

e can agree with a memorandum of'the Commission's Software Subcom-

mittee that computer progr "are thep-Tesut of intellectual endeavors

involving at least as much human creativity as the preparationof telephone

books or, tables of compound interest" -- or, we might add (thinking of the

mechanical phases of programs), a-s- the design of high pressure valves for

interplanetary rockets or of special parts for racing cars for the Indiana-
, t.x

polis 500. The investment in these endeavors, often dazzling in their

intricacy and power, does indeedindeeddwr nt legal protection of the resulting

device

copyright a necessary form of protection? According to the

evidence placed before the Commission it is no
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In all the months of its and inquiries, this Commission

has not been giVen a single explicit case of a compute "rip-off" that' aa

J not amenable to correction by laws other than copyright. Interestingly,

this exactly parallels the experience of the World Intellectual Property

5

Organization (WIPO) in its search for a model form of protection for com-

puter programs. (see above, p. 27-28) Alistair J. Hirst, attending the WIPO

'discussions as representative of the International Confederation of Societies

of Authors and CompoWers, noted in an article of June, 1978,---

At no stage in the meetings of the Group. was any
convincing case ever made out for the proposition
that computer software did actually need any
additional legal protection the most the repre-
sentetives of the computer ndustry could say was
that they "would like some further forth of legal
protection." No documented- instances of piracy
were adduced; and there was no serious suggestion
that to nological progress in the software field
had been inhibited by any shortcomings- ..there might
be in the legal protection:presently available..

04NTU has had precisely the same lack of evidence on this score. A book re-

cently published,---describing a large number of computer crimes committed

n this country, cites no single piracy'or other misappropriation that would

have fallen under copyright law. A study of 168 computer. _es by the Stan-
150 / .....

ford Research Institute, mad available tZ) the COmmission also failed to

turn up any single sue sse.

It appears that the existing network of echnolpgical, contractual

non - disclosure, trade - secret, common-law misappropriation, and (in a few in-

4
stances) patent forms of protection, possibly to be joined soon b Senator

-148/ CISAC document no. CJL/78/45.266, p 2.

149/ T. Whiteside. Computer Capers: tales on- thiivec y bezz

ment and fraud (1978).

150/ D. Parker. Computer Abuse Stanford Research Institute, 973 e
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Abraham Ribicoff's Computer System Protec
151/

Act -- ay nothing of laws

on fraud, larcenyi,breaking and entering, and so on -- will be.Whol_ side

ro-_quate, as they apparently have been up to no o the needs of deve_perS.

discuss below (p. 84) the ways the various forms of

protection will likely affect -the issue of acceas versus secrecy.

LEGISLATIVE INTENT AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL. BARRIER

p. 38)

It was c}early the Congress' intent, the Report says (above,

o include computer programs within the.scope,of copyrightable sub

ject matter, in the Act of 1976.". This intent =was 'ay /to means clear. IL is

true that iriseveral places in the legislative reports there are passing

references to computer programs which seem-to assume their copy ightaidility

under the 1909 Act and, by extension, the 1976 Act. Prior to these reports,

the only authority for considering them potentially copyrightable was the

Register of Copyright's letter

whether programs were within the category `oaf 'ngs of an author' in the

Constitutional sense. (On this, see more below, p. 78); And' even the

ative reports contain cautionary language on computer programs,

that they would be copyrightable only " othe extent that they

of May 19, 1964 -- itself hedged with doubt

the elact

incorOorate a thorship in the programmer's expression of original ideas,
152/

as distinguished from the ideas themselves."--- Sefq on 117 of the n

4right law provided for a moratorium precisely awaiting the cow fusions of

this Commission, and it indicates beyond a doubt that Congress has not

copy

reached the point-of clear intehtion at least with respect to the use

copyrighted works.)

151/ S. 1766, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977).

52/ House Report, supra note 1, at 54.
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Thelegislative history of the new law can give little comfort

to any who-wduld suggest that a thoughtful legislative judgment had been

made about the propriety of copyright protection for computer programs.

Where the CommtSsion Report finds the legislative history distoncerting,

it simply avers, on its own authority, that the House Report ''should be

regarded as into and should not be followed." (note 131, 55 above)

Even if the legislative intent were unmistakable, there would

main the dis_ net possibility of a Constitutional barrier to the copy-

. righ g'of computer programs. It is an underlying prineiple of copyright

.law, expressed in Section 102(b) of the 1976 Aet, that copyright does not

extend to -any idea, procedure, wocess, system, method of operation ...
4

regardless of the form in which it is described, explained .. or embodied

in such work. This section of the statute is Intended to recognize the

distinction between works conveying descriptions of processes and works

whichare them Ives the embodiment of a system-or process. In Baker v.

Selden (101 U.S. X1879)), the Supreme Court found that, as a matter of

Orist ut onal law, the latter are not protected by copyright.

utilttar-

That decisiondecision.has been consistently applied to deny copyright to

works -- not those, like phonorecords, which contain expression

made perceptible by the use of a machine, but rather th ©se which exist

solely to assist a machine to perform its mechanical'function. Professor

Nimmer, while criticizing Some interpretations of the Baker v, Selden

decision, recognized th'st it properly bars copyright protection for a work

embodying a method of operation when duplicated of necessity in the course
153/

of uses This dissent urges the view (to which Commissioner Nimmer

153/ -isimerOh Cppyright 37.2 (1976).
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Concurrence, (pp. 66-69 above ), seems to 1 -end further weight) that

computer programs are exactly the type of work barred

these considerations.

DISTORTION yi gHOEHO

ight by

We now come to two technical points that arise in the Commission's

position on computer programs, matters that we stress here at some length

as ,o examples off?he forcible -nching that is involVed in fitting the

mature computer program into copyright law -- and consequent distortions of

traditional copyright usages. It is urged that such distortions, with the

/
formidable porter 61 the computer industry behind them, must in-the long run

tend to corrupt and erode the essential purposes of copyright.

Copies?
Orb

In its attempts to justify the copyrighting of mechanical

devices -- the mature phases of computer programs -- the.Commission's

Software Subcommittee was obliged, at successive stages, to resort to

certain Euphemisms,

The _ draft of Its report described the usable, mechanical

phases of computer programs as derivative works" -- a termt aditionally

used; with respect to the printed word for condensations, dramatizations,

translations, and so on (each of which has always had to be copyrighted.

separately from the parental work). When the invalidity of this suggestion

became' evident, the second-draft of the Report characterized the programs

in their usable machine forms, equally with their written forms, as "literary.

works. "" When the difficulty in maintaining that the mechanical commands

on punched cards, magnetic tapes, disks, and printed circuits in chips were

identical with programs' preparatory writings had been considered, the
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third draft ofthe Report brought yet another shift of terms. The mechanical

phaaei of programs were now described as "copies."

On several grounds this euphemism proves as unserviceable, as the

previous ones. (And so, in this view, will every euphemism that attempts
4

to justify the copyrighting of a machine control element.)

"Copies," for the control of which the rights vested in copyright

were devised, are defined in the 1976 Act as

material objects, other than phonorecords, in which
a work is fixed byany'method now known or later

developed, and from which the work can be perceived,
reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly
or with the aid of k\machine or device. 154/

This- definition has always referred.to one form or another of reproduction

of an original work, for the purpose 1 dissemination to, and perception by,

human beings. In plain language: books, monographs, films, prints, and

oth such replications we all recognize

sense. Their uses always

the linguistic

copies in the true copyright

nvolved perception by one human sense or another

ntentions, the images, or the sends of the original

works. A data base, when keyed or rein into a computer, is being copied in

this sense, the data are maintained in'the copy as data, and they issue

as data for human use in the end product. But a program, when keyed or run

into a computer, is transformed by a compiler program into a purely machine

state. The-term "copy" is meaningless for the reason that in this trans

formation the means of expression of the original work becomes totally

irrelevant. All that matters is the program's functional use.

154 / 17 U.S.C.
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Furthermore, many programa (in fact, a greater and greater pro-

port on of commercial programs) never are "input" into computers in the

conventional sense. They are distributed already transformed into their

pu y mechanical m as printed circuits itips in microkroceasars .

They are, in all but name, haidware. They are no more copies _n the copy"

f tele-right sense than are repeatedly stamped-out solid-state

vision sets. These programs in microprocessors are built into, or can

be clipped into automobiles, airplanes -lephone and television sets,

microwave ovens, games, and an ever-growing number of industrial and home

:gadgets, How an this vast class of machine control elements ver be con-

sidered '

'highly in

' move

_pies" of "literary wor

We are dealing here with an ,entirely-new technology, one with a

ricate multiplicity of means of fixation, of transformat

ent from one medium (9f communication) to another. (of mechanical

function) and back again. The fact that some of these many intricate

fixations and changes enable' human-readable version of a program to be

stored in a computer parallel to its mecha al variant, or to be reconverted

to ey -readable form from its mechanical' variant, does not mend at-all the

basic distortion that arises from this abuse of the term "copies

In discussing "copies," ta7commission:Report (pp. 56-57 abovd)

admits the central difficulty to which this dissent addresses itself.

Whe many ways in which programs are now used and the new
applications which advancing technology will supply may
make drawing the line `of demarcation [between the copy-
rightable form of a program and ,the'upppyrightable pro-
cess which it implements] more and more' To
attempt to establish such a line in this Report written
In 1978 would be futile. Most infringements, at least
in the immediate future, are likely to involve simple
copying. In the event. that future'technology permits
programs to be stated orally for direct input to a
computer through auditory sensing devices or permits
future infringers to use an author's program without
copying, difficult !questions will arise.
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the thesis of this dissent that all such difficulties, pre-

sent and future, disappear if the euphemism in the word "copied" is recog-

nized for what it is, and if a clear line is drawn forthwith. The line can

and should be drawn 1978; The line should be drawn at the moment of the

program's transformation, by whatever present or future technique, to a

mechanical, capability. This is the moment at-which the program ceases to

communicate with human beings and is made tapAble of communicating with

machines.

Here is drametiz

subtle dehumanizing danger

call machine control ele

in our view, the central flaw -- and the

of the Commission's position on programs.

a copy of a literary work flies in the face

of-common sense. Ask any citize in the street whether a printed circuit

in a microprocessor in the emission control of his or her car is a copy

terary work, and see what answer you get. But if our government tells

the citizens in the that this is so, and makes it law, what then'

happens to the citizen' sense of distinction between works that speak to

the minds and senses of men and women and works that run machines or

ultimately, the citizen's sense of the saving distinction between human

beings themselves and machines themselves?

A particularty serious blurring of valid traditional distinctions

lies in the Repo t's extension of copyright protection to adaptations of

programs (p. 30 above). There is not merely a question here of unfairness

to all other sorts of adaptations, which must be re- copyrighted in the

case, for example, of a telephone directory, which is annually adapted
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e-re-copyrighted each year). What is shoCking, in its trans-

parency, is the reason given by the Report for authorizing these

adaptations -- to facilitate use." (p. 32 above)

The transparency .lies in the fact that the means of expression of

the original program -- the only thi in which copyright is reposed -- is

here again totally irrelevant._ The only test the user is required to meet

nether the machine pha e of the progra having been adapted

work=

b

then

And what will make it work is certainly not its means bf expression

mechaniCal idea, which rem 'ains constant however expressed.

in his testimony before CONTU in.Cambridge Mads., on November 17,

1977, professor J.C.R. Licklider of M.I.T. raised as one of his concerns

about the idea.bf copyrighting the mechanical phases of programs precisely
155/

this matter of adaptation .77 He gave the example in whien a protracted pr
=

gram may be taken from "machine language, or FORTRAN, or whatever level

to a higher level and back to a lower level," and stressed that all that su

wives from one version to the other is "the esdential underlying idea, not

the mode, not the form of eicpresgion."

In the present reality of computer usage, particularly in sophisti-

cated

,

operations, a great deal of programming ingenuity goes.,preciselY into

various kinds of adaptation, commonly called "program maintenance": new,

mechanical functions may be added to an existing ,prograM; a program may be

modified, possibly extensively, to make it workable in a different or"more

up-to-date comput _ or a program may be=changed to mesh with other programs

n a complex multi - processor. Under these and many other circumstances, the

-n would remain in effect for an underlying idea that was itself

being adapted ar perhaps even being transformed into something quite

155/ See TranscriptCONTU Meeting No. 1j8 at 30-1 2.
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different from the original idea The mode of expression of the original

writing would be lorkg4 long gone. As Professor L'eklider pointed out, only

the "effect of the action of the program" is of consequence in a series of-
. .

such changes; programme

156/
of the expression.'

e said, "don't care a thing for the particulars

The limitations on adaptations suggested in the Commission Report

will, in the real world of program maintenance, be Int nkably diffiCult to

police.

By the ad ission of this word "adaptation, fit this new sense,

with no means test except workability, the Commission has .bypessed:Wfundn-

mental distinction of copyright from other forms of prat ction, and may

well have opened the way for covert protection, in he name of copyright,

of the-underlying mechanical idea or ideas of a5 program, rather than of its

original means of expression.

80CLAL.EFFECTS

Acjess

The Commission Report has based much of its case on its conclusion

that .copyright would assure greater public access to innovative programs

than would continued reliande on trad&-sec cy law.

The evidence the Commission has received casts considerable dOubt

on this argument.

In the first placq, the testimony CONTU has heard makes it quite

clear that the industry sold have no intention of giving up trade - secrecy
a

prptection in favor of copyright; to the contrary, every indication is that

would fight hard assert its undeniable continUing.right o the forme

136/ Id. at 131
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:he ndup -y faced with a choice between

secrecy and disseminat'on, as represented in the choice between trade-secrecy

laws and copyright, has overwhelmingly opted for the former. From 19,64,

when the Register first rece ved programs for registratiOn, to January 1,

1977, only 1205 programs have been registered (and two companie6, IBM

and-Burroughs, accounted for 971 of them). According to International

Computer Programs, Inc., which publishes a newsletter on the programMing

industry, eomethi.ng in the order of 1,000,000 programs are developed

each year (taking into account adaptations of existing programs so radical

as to make them,new progr_ms). There are roughly 30(:),000 programme

in the United States who spend at least part of their time developing

new programs. These figures show how miniscule has been the industry's

interest in copyright, and they strongly suggest that such registration as

has taken place has been -in the nature of bet-hedging, reflecting efforts

of major hardware manufacturers to.assert any possible colorable claim

to protection, regardless of-its real legal

The Commission Report 4.44 above)' recognizes that "the: ava

ability of.copyrkght for computer programs doe6 not, of course, affect,

the availability of trade secrecy protection.'' It suggests leaving

all future "difficult questions" settlerient by the courts on a

case -by --case h' is. (p. 57 above)

The uncertainty resulting from this situation, as Robert 0. Nimtz.

,

of the Bell Laboratories has pointed'out in a response to the Comm.ission's '

Draft Report, would have the unfortunate consequence ol driving. computer

.program owners into even deeper secrecy" -- by encryption, physical barriers

to access, contractual rehtraints, nondisclosure agreements, and further

innovative echnical tricks for locking out pirates, thieves, and competit
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"Secrecy will be seen as the only effective protection for heir.tres-
156/

tions." Such being the ease, public access to innovative programs would

likely be inhibited rather than eased by the addition of the copyright

eolUtiom to those that already exist and that would.continue to exiet.:

Indeed, it evident that, with eased requirements for deposit

and disclosure copyright itself would be used as,onemore device to prevent,

rathe than en- le, accesqto innovative programs nn more device of

industrial security. The entitlement of copyright protection to "adaptations"

of programs might, under these d reuthstances even further inhibit access,

insofar as it provided owners_with a cOve t means of'protect ng the underlying

ideas of theif program. And the lengthy term of 75 years for corporate owner-
,'

ship of copyright would be a negative-balance, at the very, least, against the

presumed "thinness" of.. he protection.

- ?Economic Costs

rs
All of

1

rather than redvcing the transaction costs,of using

and protect ng programs, as the ComMission argues, would in fact ra ke the

costs -- for producers, __nsacting eopyright'while spending more and mpt

money loOking harder than ever for new and surer forms of.secrecy for use

to whom the added colts of this search and its found devices would be passed

along in higher prices; and for the' tax-paying public, which --Quid have to

bear the costs of-the added butdens on the Copyright Office and the courts..

A more likely prospect for, hereduction of money costs would lie',

the exclusion of usable computer programs om copyright. This would ellai-
'

nate 0 niah the uncertainty a's to legal protecIion available for,comput&r

programs. All questions of the Constitutionality of such protection would

156/ Ni mment, lettef to CONTU, August 30, 1377, at



becometmdot;.ase f the guesswork which

buainess planning for securing soft

otherwise have colored all_

uld be. voided_.

An additional connideration would be the easing of the administra

t ive burden on the CopyrigWOffiCe. The office; already m

loaded by administration and regulation of the new 1 is -pres et unsuited

for making evatuatippa of computer programs Which might be registered for

copyright. Elimina&ng this responsibility would save a public expenditure

4
and place the costs of commercial protection on those enterprises eking

-ouslY-cover

bene fits.

Concentration of Economic Power

While it-,has always been the case that

be copyright proprietors, picture\cCINTU has been given, Wien rights in

computer programs are concerned, is that the proprietor is almost invariably

.
p_ ete entities could

corporate. If there is an individual "author," it will be an author for.

. hire, whose creativity is in strict harness and whose property right

nonexistent.

The sheer bigness of the corporate -nterprise in computers is

staggering. According to testimony by Peter McCluakey, President of .Com

pater and,Businesa Equipment Manufacturers' Association (CBEMA), the combined

revenues of the 42 members of that associsti n ofs manufacturers of computers

anderelated business equipment rose in 1976 to 32.7 billion dollars; as to

softW we 'heard at one point an estimate of 17 billion dollars of p oduc
158/

The art is growing and changing-with blindingtion in the next three years.

speed. In his testimony Ralph Gommery of IBM suggested, with perhaps a pinch

of hyperbole, that if the automobile industry had progressed nn the same curve

156/ Tran NTU Mee 'n No 6 at



as,computers in the last r5 years, we would ' now have been ahle to buyfor
:..r ',..

$20 a self steering cat that would attdin-speeds up co 400 m.p.h. and.be4
.

'able' to drive the length of California on' one gallrurof.gasoline.
.

,
4

_ - -
..

.

TANa ete'dy funded by this - Commission, Harbridge House concluded
%the vthat _- aailabilitY of copyright pr eetion for computer software is'

.

'

.

159/.

mOnum tal insig4ifjcance to the industry."--- It is il6portant for us t

'bear in Mind that the universe. of this study consisted almost entirely of
-46

.independent corporateprodueers. The two trade as ono that

e most active in pressing their views on this Commission, the above-

mentioned CBEMA and the Informsti Industry Association represent primaril

aldust*i. al corporations The AssoCiation of DatitProcessing Sery ce

which morehan
, pendent compu

any other trade association 1-emeSents

r program producers, was asnspicuously absent' from C mmissio

appearances limited its participation tp, a written response in support

of.the Software Subcommitteets recommendations. Such perfunctory partici-,

.
potion certainly tends_ to support the Harbridge House view etr-thm-in r sr;

of-the indepadenta.

On this Poittthe WIPO expe

Alastair

-fence strikingly. parallels ONTU's

Hirst writes that a one-sided ap roach in the WIPO search

was mare or less inevitable, given the com sitlon of .

the Group. It is important to distinguish tween the
names shown on-the list of participating _rgani.istions,
and the individuals who were most active in directing
and moulding the discussion as'it proceeded. Of the
latter, the most frequent and the pest informed group- fig
ing was that composed of patent agents4nd lawyers 'in
the employ of the large c6mputpr companies such as ICL
and IBM. Even amongst those represents the computer
induStry, there was a singular lack Of presentation ,

from ple.smaller independent software houses, Who- were

159/ Legal Protection_nf,Computer Software:
House (1977) iii.

An Industrial rve Hiirbridge



intended to be the ohief'betteficiaries of the new soft
ware right:. those Who had the most influence on the
discussions were in fact the representatives of the.-
large companies who are in many ways the economic
adversaries of thede intended beneficiaries. '160/-

Congress is urged to take careful note of this difference. Why.

the large industrial corpo t/ions press for c pyrIght, while itseems

to be a matter much less concern to the small independenes7 Id it not

evident _rom the testimony COtiTh received, that th big companies want,

by availing themselves f ever possible form of protectidn, to lock theP ir'

software into their.ownhardware, while the Independents want to e able

to sell their programs'f r use in afl the major lines of,hardware?
_4.

arning appears to be in order that the copyrighting of

the machine phases' of prograJ would be likely to strengthenthe position-

of the large firms,, to reinforce the,-oligopoly of these 'dominant.s.companiel,

and to inhibit competition and among small- independent

The -country has irately seen am-alarming -trend toward the concert

'tration of power in all the communications industries. One company.,

dominates telephoto ourmnication. Ong company (IBM) dominates the computer'

hardWare field, while three others (Burrough9, Honeywell and perryU ivac) .

B.

u
join with IB to. manufacture over 85% of largescale computers. tine company

(Xerox) dOnifnates photocopying, and ag three other companies (IBM, Kodak

and 3M) outstrip all others, Three networks dom nate television. Therke are

now but six major film distribiit Paperback publishing has become the

backbone of the book industry, and there are now but seven Aeading paperback

es 'Industrial conglomerates are buyt_ up these communications leaders

horizon ally
And Sohuster,

and Western owns both Paramount Pictures and Simon

turn owns Pocket Books.

Supra, note



there i_al benefi

di-varsity, iri lively compe'tition in the market-

plate, and in the rights

90

ion, as we have always

of the individual to maximum, freedom-of-eh i

hin the. limits the social contract, and abode all to maK mum

increasing concentr &tiolt of torpordte power indbm-of speech, then this

that most sensitive area mn a *democracy- the area of comMuni ation from

'one human' being to `another, - -adef's to citizens and vice versa
- c

-__
. %

. shiduld:surely be a matter Of greit t ncern.

COMMUNICATION - HUMAN AND -MECRANtCAL

Thie

Up'tathi time as we
1

means of ekprion of various s forms "writing" which were perceived
N

0 ,
citing, be it for art or use,

have seen,

communication.

I;
copyright has always protected the

in every cage, by ttre hn sense for' which the y - intended: written

words the human'eye music by the ear, paintings hy the eye,' and - 1_

. a- Here, for the first time, the protection of copyright would

work

side

ommonication" with a machine.

This pollution f eopyrightedewritings" with unite of mechanical
. 4

would .'affect not only creatbi-s but algo the g neral public. Placed be

such

tel

erid'f5 -diects

-aditionpl end products as books, plays, motion pictures,

nd m ic;:under,the aegis of copyright, whaton shows, dance

C
ffiputer programs -would we find?

The overwhelming, majority of prOgram applications re mechanical

and industrial: monitoring ofinn assembly line in-a factory; micro--

processors in an A u °mobile; the aiming device of a weapons system; the

coordination of,a ch patterns at an,airpOrt. An entire branch of the

techniques for moreprogr nduatry is devoted to systems software --. no

icient uses o machines, for tore efficient, industrial processi



Progress is progress, and we can guess that we.must have all these

products' of human ingenuity 'to keep one- jump ahead bf entropy." It can tea-

--s
.

_ BO ablyAis g , as the Commia n_Reperc does that they _ duee thdload___
. _

but'a definite dAhget to the quality of lifeof human labor.

a blurring and merging of human and mechanical communication.

As one step in'its education this Commission has had Vae,._benefit

a book written by one of our witnesses'rProfessor Joseph Weizenbaum of

M.I.T., entitled Computer power and Human Reason -- a work which is/both

intricately technical and profoundly humanistic. Something that ?rote sor

the,Ratent to which

cOmputer sElentists,eapecially those who haye worked on Socalled artificial

oe -1 S

Weizenbaum keeps emphasizing over and over

intelligence -- and large/fsegments of the general public as well" -- have

come to accept the pcopositiors "that men and computers are merely tw-

diffeyent.species or .'a more abstract genus called 'information processing

systems,'" that rffason is nothing more than logic, and "that life is what-..,`

/is computable _,d only that." (pp. 158, 240).

ety the _accepts in any degree such equivalen of human

beings and achines must become impoverished in the long run in those aspects

of Ehe ti nan spirit which can never be ..fully quantified, and which. machines

,,may be able in some distant tuture to linguistically "understand" but ill

never be able to experience, never_ be able to bring to lite, never .be able

the

flesh the

vaguely

co_ unicate: courage, love. integr trust, the touch

fire of intuition, thedyearning and aspiration.,

but so persistentll.y call the soul -- that bundle of qualities we

what poets

think of as being euibrac id hj 'word humanity.'

Ttiis concern is by no dSans irrelevAnt to the issue of whether

csmputer programs should yA,ghted. It is the heart the matter,



RECOMMENDATION

The logicalleer:elusion of this dissen then, is a recommendation'.

to Congress that

The Act of 1976 .shonld be amended to make it explicit
that copyright protection does not extend to a com-
puter program in the forin which-it is capable of
being used to control computer operations.

COngress could obtain any technical .lvice necessary to'' assist

in teaching an appropriate definition of th eutoffpoiht, the point at

-which a.program.ce beilig a cOpyrightable writing and beeiihes an uncopy-

rightable mechanical device.

In our discuss.ans seve al.possibilitieshpve p esented them-

selves: (1) the Moment _ of transformation from "source to "obleec"program;

(2) the moment of input into a computer or micro-processor; Or at the pain

where a program goes, from "natural language," which ,any expert reader can

at once grasp, to higher- level, formal computer language this last deriv

ing from Professor Weizenbaum, who writes "A higher-level formal language

an abstract machine." (Op. cit, P. 103). Withrapdly advancing

technology, natural language does in some programs already reach to the very

moment of entry into the computer. In every case, however, Professor

Weqenbaum makes clear, a-- transformation to a machine state take 'place,-

, -

result that when the program is run, c`ommunicaticin as we understand

o opening and cloSing
r
f electronit ceases and what he paps, " "behavior

gates sets in. Where his book is m

Lts powerful warning of our loss of humanity-if we. come to believe, a

loquent, for ourrpurposes; Is .

many -already do that =anything like human communication is still taking place,

or ever can-take plaee,after this mechanical, stage ftas set in,

1 I %
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Congre stou

93-

gh most carefully iheJleavy responsibility of

breaking with tradition and enabling, by law o e land forithe fitst

time aver, copyright protection for
4

tommunication not with ou
a

ellov human

heiaga; but with machines -- thus equating machines with human beings

as the intended recipients of the'd _

"Surely

tiable technology., that the nation's laws reflect, whenever possible,

a distinction between the eqalm and responsibility of human beings,

ibution That. opyright was designed

pecially vital, in a time of hurtling and roan

and the realm and responsibility attributed I liachines

d

Throughout tne-Commission"s deliberations_ on computer softw

Disseneof Commissioner Karpatkin

ComMissioner Hersey, has advocated the po if view expressed in this

While a majority of the CommissiOn has

Nimmer shares a number of Mr. Heisey's

late Commissioner Dix,. who passed

Report, indicated that he shared them as

The Commission has r pectfully corogidei:ed and discussed

Commissioner -tsey!s views, In the course of the manS, discussions, I

have been perguaded thatCommissionet Her ey has xaised important issues
1and that they merit serious consideration. Whether that ,consideration

not been' persuaded, CoMmiss oner

oubts and concerns and

Ore the Commission's Final

in the direction of a d ssen_ or concurrence

than the fact that sues reed are serious.

Without agreeing .with the ent text of Commistioner Hersey's

dissent I share his doubts and concerns sufficiently to fead me to add my,

dissent to
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Computeata.Bases

Background

The. aut_ atsAdata base represents a new technologiCal form of a

type of work long recognized as eligible fo copyr ght.. Dictionaries,

encyclopedias, and tables of numeric informationat are all forms of data base

which. Nang antedate the computer; and for whic" copyrigh

and will continue to be, available under the copyright

law a data base i

This entitlemei

=wrotection has beeni,

law. Under the new,
.161/

compilation and thus a proper sect for copyright.,

copyright is not diminished by the fixation. of that data

base in-a,madiuM requiring the intervention of a computer to communicate
'162/

information content. Accordingly; a data base, whether 'Printed in

traditional. hard copy or fixed in an elec5remagnetic medium, protected
.163/

by copyright under the terms of the new law.

161'/ 17 U.S.C. 9 101-define "comp " as

a
(a] work formedAy,the collection and assembling of
preexisting materials or -of data that.areselected,
coordinated, or arranged in such a,c1Ythat the resulting
work as a whole constitutes an original work of author-,
ship. The term "compilation" includes collective works

162/ II i 102(a) provides -that
,

. Copyright praection subsists, in accordance with
-title, in original works of authorship fixed ,

any tangible4medium ofexprespionA now known or later'
developed', which they can be perceived, reproduced
or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the
aid of a machine or device. emphasis added

The following language" makes clear the congressional intent to include
computer - readable data bases within copyright by explaining that:

The term "literary works" does not connote any crit_ on
of literary merit or qualitative value: it incrudes
catalogs, directories, and similar factual references,
or instructional works and compilations of catta.5 It
alsb includes computer data bases.... HouseReport,
supra note 1 at 54.
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Computer-readable data bases do differ, of course, from their

hardcopy counterparts. Some of these differences raise copyright issuea
164/

and related policy con k derations. Copyright applied to data bases Should

encourage the development and disaemination of useful ores of information

to make this information readily available to the:public. In addition'

data base proprietors should be encouraged to publish and regi their

copyrighted works, thereby creating a public record of the existence of

the works and, in turn, make possible public awareness ana
.165/

of their works .

b. Recommendationd

Section 117 of the Copyright Act of 976 should be repea=led.

ization

The New Copyright Act, in the absence of the limited moratorium

imposed by Section 117, deals,efectively with questions related to copy-
,

right protection for automated data bases. For example, under the pTovi ons

1of Section. 106 the copying or input of a data base or any othefliork of author-
.

ahip embodied in a amputer-readable medium is an exclusive right of the copy-,

right owner. Other questions as to the scope protection co be afforded

such works y copyright can and should be repealed,npon complet of the

Commisfion's work as was apparently the legislative intent.

164/ axim.zation -of public access to information onta0ed in Automated databases is ci ed as a significant goal of a national information policy in theReport to t e President of the United. States on National Information 'Policy,70 1976 pr pared by the Domestic Council Committee on the Right vf_PrivacY,under the chairmanship of then Vice President Nelson Rockefeller
'th

165/ Registr, ion'and deposit regulations have been adopted by the Copyright'Taice, C.F.R, 5 202 in Appendix .1, pp. 17-22.

1.66/ House Report, supra note 1 at 116._



The Re<gitter of Copyrighteshould adopt
and deposit regulatimns.

Regulations for registration and deposit of data bases and other

encourageworks first fixed in computer- readable media should, permit and encouragp

registration and periodic updating of id'itifying material rather than

actual data bases. There appears no reason to Or any notice

requirements specifically.to computer - readable general principles

contained,in the new-law seem adequate without being par icularly'burden-

some. Notice appearing onthe initial display of any tract o extracts

obtained from the-data base pursuant to a search should comply-with-Me--

intent.of the statutory notice requirement. A copyright notice can easily

be included oxhe initial display extracted from a data base, and a human-
N

readable notice can also appear on the packaging.

T e 'Case for Copyright Protection for Data-Rases

The following _ cussion explains the Commission's agreement with`

the legislative intent of the new copyright law to gran copyright protection

Vto computer data bases equivaleqt to the prOtection accorded compilations

in traditional hard-copy format. Th VMMr-ereas _Alentified and discusseg

are: (1) What copyright consequenceeattachto the "input" into a computer

a Copyrighted work (perhaps better described as the fixation of a work

in a medium capable of use within a computer system) ?. (2) What rights does

thie proprietor of copyright in a data base, have with regard tO the use of

extracts provided in_respons_ o authorized searches or nquiries made of
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the data base? and (3)Wbgt constitutes publication of a date base, and
1:67/

.what legal consequences attach to publication?

. ,

The Input, Issue

The issue whether copyright liability shoilld attach at the input,

or output stage of use in conjunction with a,computer, that to say,

at the me a Work is placed in machine-readable form in a computer

memory unit or when access. is sought to the work existing in computer

memory, has been the pri y source of disagreement regarding-eopyrigh

protection for works ,in-computer eddable form. This issue provided the

major impetus for the i:ntroduct on of Section 117 into the copyright
168/

revision bill.--- bt'appears, nevertheless that the provisions lobt. the

new copyright law offer appropriate and sufficient guidance to determine'

167/ It should be clear that the same principles which apply to data bases
apply also to any copyrightable works,embodied in a format for reproduction
and use within a computer. See pp. 1042-08, infra.

168/ 17 U.5._ § °117 provides as follows:

Notwithstanding the provisions of. sections 106 through
116 and 118, this title does not afford to the owner of
copyrightin a work any greater or lesser rights with
respect to 'the use of!,the work-in conjunction with
automatic "systems Capable of storing, processing,

rieving,-or trbnsferring information, or in
conjunction with',.any similar device, machine, or
process, than those afforded to works under the '1
whether title 47 or the common law or statutes of a
State, in effect on DeCember 31, 197:7, as held
applicable and construed, by, a court in an action
brought -under this title.

This section was first introduced in the copyright revision bill in 1969, see
S. 543, 91st Gong., 1st Sess. [Committee,Print], (December .10, 1969), al which'
time the mpact of the computer, and particularly the "input-output" question.,
was causing great concern on the part of 'copyright p9prietors. Section 117
was agreed upon by interested parties as a means of permitting passage"of the
revision bill .without committing the Congress to a pdsition on the computer-
related issue until more study could be undertaken.
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what acts create copyrig4 liability in this area The protection affo (let

by Section l06 the new law seemingly would prohibit the unauthorized .

storage, of. a work'within aeo puter memory,,whicb would be merely one form
169/.

f reproduction, one of the exclusive rights granted by copyright.

Considering the act of storing Acomputerized data base in the

memory of A computer, as an eicelusive righf,of te-copyright proprietor,

appears consistent both with accepted copyrigit principles and with con:

siderations of fair treatment for potentially affected parties. Making a

copy of an entireentire,wcrk would normally, subject.to some possible exception

for fair use, be considered exclusively within the domain of the copyright

'proprietor. One would have to assume,.however', that fair use would

apply rarely to the reproduction in their entirety of compendious

170/
such as data bases.--'If a copy of the work is to

and subsequently made accessible to oche

d in computer

creation would have

to be properly authorized by the copyright proprietor. That only one

Copy is being made, or even that the owner of the computer system intends

to exact no,fee for providing access -.to the work, would no more insulate

the copies from liability fo copyright infringement than would similar

circumstances insulate a public library:which.made unauthorized duplications
17lr

of entire copyrighted works for basic lending functions.

169/- It may be that the use of the term 'input" tp describe the. act to

ToTiich copyright liability attaches= has been misleading. le- .'more Accurate

description of the process by which a work may be stored in a computer

memory would indicate that' a rep(Oduction is created-.;within the computer

memory in order to make the work accessible by meanSof the computer.

170/ See 17 U.S.G. 9 107 for statutory.crite governing "fair use."

171/ The example of a copyrighted Work plaCed in a;computer memory solely to

.17Tilitate an individtial's scholarly research has been cited as a poisible

fair use The Commission agrees that suc1 a use restricted to individual .

research, should be considered fair In order to prevent abuSe of fair'use,

principles, any copy created in a machine memory should be erased after

completion of, the particular research project for which it was made.



Urktfer normal'circumstances, the 'transfer by s-aie or lease of a

copyrighted work in computerreadable form, suati-- aS ata base, would be 'a

meaningless.transac uniss implicit in-the s
ransfer s the authorization

to place pr reproduce copy.in the memory unit o-f the transfe sicomputer.

Any-.4imitatiqps-on the use to be made of the copy would be a matter to be

negotiated between private r4rti s, guided by applicable public policy
12/

consideratiops, The proprieto, of a work_in computer readable form

would, under any foreseeable circumstances, be able to control by contract

the future disposition of machinereadable copies of his proprietary work-
4 '

The pfopr etor of copyright in such a ,WorkI4ould always hpVe a valid

cause of action, arising,e under copyright or contract, if a repTndpc

of the work were entered Jelito a computer without th

authorization, or if a transfe

proprietor's

horized a thirdoparty to enter a copy

into the memory unit of a computer in violation of the terms of a valid

agreement w h the propr.e or Tha_ copyght would not provide Elie

right and remedy for unauthorized 'use of a protected work neither

172/ Outright sale by a copyright proprietor of a copy of a protected work,
rather than a lease under which the proprietor retains ownership of ca copy
which the lessee may use in accord. -'-ih.neggtiated terms and conditions,
normally results in a complete lots of control over the copy which has been
sold. This reflects the unwillinn of courts to enforca restrictions
on the tflienation of property once a complete transfer of ownership interest
in any item of property has been accomplished.
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unique to the proteCtion of proprietary interests in,compnter7readable
4

, 173/
works, nor is it a situation to be considered undesirable.

Accordingly the Commission believes that the application of

_ nciples already embodied in the language of the new copyright law

achieves the desired substantive legal protection e'er copyrighted works

.

which exist in machine-readable form. Tha-in oduction-of a work into a

computer memory would, consistent be new law, be a reproduction of

the work, one of the exclusive rights of the ci dyright. proprietor
. The

unauthorized transfer of an existing machine- readable embodiment of a

work could subject the violators to remedies for dch of contract. Prin-

ciples of fair use would beg applicable ted'instances to excusA an

u $utl[orized input of a work into computer memory. Exemplifying such fair

use could be the'creotion bf a copy n -..-computer mem y in order to pre-
,

pare a concordance of a work, or to perform a syntactical analsis of a

work, which but for the use of,a computer would require a TrohibitiVe

amount of human time and effoit. To satisfy the criteria of fair use,

any copies created for such research purposes should be destroyed upon
. _

completion of the Eesearch project for which they.-e-- ereated.-C Shodld

the individual or institution carrying on this research desire to

the copy for archival purposes or future Should be required to-

ain p qsion to do so from the copyright proprietor.

173/ Remedies for breach of contract,lif the right being protected is not
equivalent to copyright, would not be preempted under the provisions of Sec-
4ion 301 of the new law, and .would accordingly be available to one who, on the
strength of a copjyright interest, granted permission to another to make cer-
tain uses of the copyrighted work only to have the terms of the authorization
violated. There cchitinnea to be aomeacepe for state enforcement of proprie-
tary rights in intellectual property, under the new Copyright' lavK See House
Report, supra note 1, at 130-33. That.state law rather than ..federal, would 1)6
involved presentsjew'real problems/ The existence of- parallel, but not equal,
rightn'undev state and federal law ireflects advantages as well as disadvantages
inherent it0a- federal polity, and generally both claimb.cOuld be joined in the
same federal caune of ac- tion under princ __ of pendent jurisdiction.

fib
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Scope Of Copyright In a Data lase

A computer -readable data base derives a -.part from

the ease with hich a user may retrieve from it-data conforming to certain

specification. That ase is the product of
.several 'factors -- the organi-

zation of the data, the sophis ica.:ion of the program which assists in the
1

the skill of the searcher in articulating the
searching and eving, and

search criteria. The difference between a data base in hard copy(and one

in computer-readable form is that the use of the former is passive and the
174/

latter may beused ctively,---- in the language of the industry.

Thus a student who searches the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature

(a copyrighted data base) must not dnly know what is sought but must al54b

painstakingly' read much unsought material in numerous volumes and, up-

dates to'obtain the desired infs mat n If, however, an interactive

bibliographic data base is used, only the Tpics) of interest need be

expressed in order to receive citations to apparently pertinent literature

and, frequently, abstracts of that literature to allOw urther evaluation

of its utility. One important question for the Comthissio:'s purposes

concern's what rights the proprietor of a computer-readable data base has

in the informa6idn obtained pursuant. t a user's request to, or search

of, such a data base:

There is little doubt that one who obtaindA access ro a 'copy-

tired data base by normal commercial methods -- paying the proprietor

or the proprietor's Authorized agent for the right to search the data

base and retrieve f__ riaat _n or data responsive to the search

request -- would infringe an existing copyright by retrievin entire

174/ An "interactive" a _ base is one with which auser, aided, by a com-
pieter'dnnonverse," the user_ Imes questions to which the data base,
contvlled by a computer provi4.4.-Tesponses.

1'
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data bas and marketing an exace--cluOicate in competition with the copy-
_

right proprietor. Such activity would: beyond

'copying in violation-of a copyright, urchasing.acces to infgrma-

question- be unauthorized

ion contained in a'daE2 base no more entities 9 e- to.make and employ cop

for commercial purposes than would purchasing copy of a copyrighted

directory entitle ohe to produce, and disseminate copies. of the directbry.

Two complications arise in attempting to define the scope ref pro-

teetion in a comptiteri, ed data base. First, such works are not static;

)
-rather, theyare constantly being updated by the addition of current data

angi deletion of that determinectiobsolete. Second, the que

what rights a copyright proprietor has in extr

on as to

s of information retrieved

pursuant to an authorized search of the data base must be addressed.

Provi ions',applicab,le to both. issues are found in the text and legislative

reports of, the newLaii.

The dynamic process by which a data base changes need not affect

the entitlement of the'data base to copyright protection. This process

raises two 'concerns: (1) that deposit of a new embodiment of the data

base to reflect every modificalion of the data contained in it would

be both' emely expensive Or thy proprietor and cumbersome for the

Library of Congress; and (2) that a proprietor, by virtue of the constant

updating of the data base,-could claim copyright in the work in perpetu

disregard of the -limited times" provision of the Constitution and

atutory term of 75 years applicable to data bases urdei the n

statute. Neither of these concerns need cause serious problems

The deposit requirement should prove no bar to prov effective

copyright protection -for dynamic data bases. Deposit not precondition

to copyright under the new la Sections 407 c5 and 408(c) of the new

I
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copyright law authorize the Register of Copyrights to oxempt.categor
d

material from-th.ef\deposft requirem regulation, or to require.

native forMS' of deposit. ,CoMputer data bases seen well-suited for this

ecemption, for the deposit of-VelUen ifying form woulikachieve tFNe stati
\

tory purse of "providing a satisfactory __chiyal record of a'work without
175/

imposing practical or nancial hardships on the deposito
\v-

' Nor

would a dynamic )d a base necessarily obta _ p OtectiOn for a longer period

than constitutionally or legislatively authorized, any more than would

telephone 'tif ct be given perpetual protection by v

updated annual

Et being

The proprietor of a data base would lave to register for

copyright each update of the work, just as the'propri

directory obtains copyright in new editions of a Work.

Similar also to a telephone directory, copyright in a dynamic,

data base protects no individual datuth, but only the syytematized form in

which the data s presented. The -e
.

Of_one item retri,eve om such a

week be an address, a ghem dal-formula or a ciXatiO an arie

elephone

would not under reasonable circumstances merit the attention of the coyright

proprietor. Nor would it conceivably const u e infringement of coPyr

The retrieval and reduplication of any substantial portion of a data

---- base, Whether or not individual dati-Tdre in the public domain, would

likely constitute a duplication of th opyrighted element of a. database

and woulg bean infringemen
. In any event, the issue of

I

I
-.--

enot ti constitute a copyright violation would likely entail analysis

how much is

on,a2case-by-case basis with considerations of fair use bearing on whether

175/ 17 U.S:C. § 4 7 e
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the unautho ze'd copying of a limited portion of a data base would be held
A

noninfringing, Fair Use should have very limited force when an unauthor-

izedcopy of a data base is made,fot primarily commercial use. Only if

informatiOn of a substantial were extracted and chipl cale& for re#

distribution would serious problems exist,-raisipg concerns atria the en-

forcemeat of;.proprietary rights.

in e_

as exp

appears that adequatle legal protection for propr ry .rights

-actq from data baie exists under traditional copyrigh princ ples

ed in the new law upplemented by still

wcommon/la principles of unfair C-Ampetition.

1

substantial segments of a copyrighted data b should be considered in-

avaifable -relief tinder

unauthorized taking

giag, consistent with the case law develp-ed from infringe entrd
176

-; ---
copyright in various forms of directorich

principles 'of misappropriation which,

In addition, common law

According to the legislative reports

are not preempted with rigardo .computer da

177/
4

companying the tick

bases, are ava lab 'to enforce prop.rietpry rights in these works.

Publication

"Publication" is defined in Section 101 0t the new law as:

the distribution of copies or phonorecors.
of a work to t publicby sale or other -

transfer f'ownership, or by rental, lease,

or lending. The offering to distribute
copies or,phonorecords to a group of pecpons

176/ See, e.g.,'Leon v, Pacific Tel

JeweleTT; Circular Pub Co, v. Keyst

cert. dented, 259 1.1 _81

NeW- _ ibury t-
----1.--7,,

%York Timts Co. v.

194 D.S.P D.N.J 97

177/ House Report, supra note

of Section 301.

- v-

Tel. _

one Pub
, 91 F.2d 484 (9th Cir. 137);

., 281 F. 83 (2d Cir. 1922);

off g 274 F. 932 (S.D.N.Y. 1921);
face, Inc.,-434 F.Supp. 217,

32, discussing the preemption provisions
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for purposes of further distri utidn, public
performance, or public display, constitutes
publication. A public,perlo ance or dis-
plax,of a work does not of itself constitute'
publication. .

Ac ording to Sections 401 and 40q-of the new law, after publica n the

copyright owner is required to place c- yright otice upon all publicly
. - =

distributed copies of a work,- an4tp osit two copies of the work for the

Library of Congress.. If a proprietor /wishes al o to register the work

accordance with Section 408, the de-

' 4

accompanied by the,pescribed registration application and fee. Although

required by Section 407 must be

the. lure to deposit copies wit in forfeiture of copyright,
178/

ailure to,place 410_ ce on published copies may.-- ,Acco4dingly, it

of considerable importance !know what acts constitute publication

any copyrighted work. CoMpu erized data bases are no exception.

The definition cited -bove, nd further discussed in the leg

lative reports accompanying provides a reasonably cl'ear bench-
. Jmark for determining when a data base used in conjunction with an automated,

storage' and -retrieval sy-tem a comp_ e_ is published for 4 purposes of,

the copyright law The _use Committee Report thoroughly discusses the

.118/ nder the new lawi, most significant effect of the act of publ-ga,tions the requirement copyr ght notice be affixed to all copiesthp work distributed
, Omission of notice may result, in

accord with the provisions co lood in Secticll 405,-in the forteituie-ot copyright. Section -405 of the Act of 1976 provides that omission,oC I
r

:notice wit_ -o nvali ate copyright if notice is omitted from a eJa°tiye1y small nu ber of publcl_y distributed copies, if the work Is re-- 4gi4tered'Within'5 yearl of yubli_cati.on and reasonable efforts are made toadd notice to publicly distributed copies, or if omission of notice
violates terms set by the proprietor for authorizing public distributionof copies of the work. Section 406 deals-with errors in contents of
the notice with like flexibility. the Cailure to include notice may
at least temporarily, deny the proprietot his }full rights in cu'copyrighte
work,,i,g., to prevent and collect damages for-unauthorized copying.
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concept of publication in the context of considering the duration.ot copy-

right under the new law ft states that,

Under the definition in section 101, a

work is "published" if one or more copies
or phonorecords embodylfig it are distributed
to the public -- that is, generally to persons
under no explicit or implicit restrictions.
with respect to disclosure7c04 its cotcnts
without regard to the manner in which the
copies or phonorecords changed hands. The
definition ... makes plain,thatany form
of disseminatiorn.whicVS material' object
does not change'hands -- performance =or

displays on television, for example -- is
not a publication no matter how many people
are expoSed to the work. On the other hand,
the definition also makes clear that, when
copies or phonorecords are offered to\a :e

,A

group of wholesalers, broadcasters, mo.O; on
picture theaters, etc.,,publication rag6
plate if the purpose is -further distribution,
public perfoArance, or public display." 179/

Accordingly, a data base proprietor, by display alone, could make the

database av table _.- users, rithout having ublished !he data base.

The same would be true where the proprietor leased a tape containing the

data base directly to a user and placid that user under plicit restric

ions prohibiting disclosure or transfer. Under these circu _stances, the

failure'to place copyright notice on the data base, or to register with

the Copyrtjght Office, waild jeopardize no rights the p _tor might

have. lf, howevei he proprietor authorized transfe

c_ or make available 3plays-ol the

ribute

data bas, publication would be

accomplised and the notice and registration requirements of the law
4

would take effect. Many data bases are marketed inexactly this way,

with -the proprietor authorizing ti.he broker to distribute or dispisy.

extracts from the data base,

179/ House note 1, sn Report, supra
note 1, at

1
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Certain coriSeqLeaves flow from the publication of any ork,,

Publication of a work actYvates the requirement of deposit under Seetign

`407,,and a proprietor might cloose not to publish and, thereby, avoid thp

need to affix notice t0 all c ies and deposit two copies for the Library
/-

of Congress, The :doctrine of fair use may be applied more narrowly to

unpublished thanto published works. The Senate Report accompanying

A
the new law indicates, that -Itjhe applicability of the fair use doctrine

to unpublished works is Uarrowlyil mited since, although the work is

,unavailable this is bhe result of a delibera e choice on
1

the part
180/

the copyright owner.- Accordingly, thb proprietor of I work may

have some greater rig4s in unpublished aa opposed to published works.

Certain remedies for infringements may be made -vAilable to one

g.isters a work which- would'be denied o the propr etorpublishes

n unpublished unregistered work under, he provisions of Section 412

e Act of 1976. One who' successfully:

men 'Action may be entitled, under Section

S.
of tatutory_damag

The

e6utes a copyright infringe

the new law, to an award

in -spite of an inability toprove actual damages.

or may also be entitled to an award of etto ne fees under

the provisions of Section 505. 'Section 412 provides that the

of copyright in a work neither published nor registered atat

infringement is not tled to the* remedies; the proprietor

published work, hoWeVer, register the work within three months after
. d

publicat _,n withtiut forfeiting these remedies for infringing acts

oceutrig after publication. Whlv the key factor in det m riling'the

prc rietor

.availability of these remedies is registration, there exists the three-

month grace period after publication for registering copyright; during
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which period the lack of _ ation will not preclude Availability of
. 1

statutory -damages and attorney's fees tof infringements thenoccurring:

No such- grace period exists for registering works which are unpublished.

Consistent with .this thrust Df the new law, proprietors of-data bases

are encouraged to publish and register their works and'create a public

record of the information avaijable through ttheir propr.ketary'works.

New 14:-: A)

The Commission was specifically assigned the".r6apo ibility to

study and compile data on the creation of new works try the application

intervention of computers, and to recommend any odn e in copyright law
-

or procedure necessary to preserve public access tof4uch works and

recognize the rights of Copyright owners. This matte, t appears to have

been included within the Commission's mandate because o questions

in the mid-sixties during early debates and hearings leading to th

law. For instance, in the 1965 Report of the Register of Copyrights it was

stated:

The crucial qu'estion appear$ to be
whether the "work" is basically one
of human authorship, with .the computer
merely 'being an assisting instrument,
or whether the traditional,tiement of
authorship in the work (literary,
artistic or musical expression or
elements of selection, arrangements
etc.) Were actually conceived and
executed, not by man but by a machine. 182/

181/ 'Put). L. 93-573 (1974).

182/ Copyright Office Sixty7Eighth
Copyrights 5 (1965).

I

Annual Report of he Re- tar of
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This discussion may.b ve, stemmed from a concern that computers

either had or were likely to son achieve powers that would enable them

independently to create works that, although similar to other copy gh e

-would not or should not be copyri 6htaDle_becausehey had no human

author, The development Of this capacity for-" rtificial intelligence" has

not yet come to pass and,_indeed, it has been sugdested to this C1ommissiOn

183/
such a development is too speculative to consider at this time.

On the basis of its investigations and ,society s experience with the con -_

the Commission believes that eh reasonable basis for con-

side ing that a computer in any way contributes authorship to .0 work produced

through its u.S'e. The computer, like a camera or a typewriter, is an inert

instrument, capable 44 ,functioning only,-hen activated either directly

or indirectly by a human. Whertso activated i is capable of doing only

what it is directed to do in the way it is directed to do it.

Computers may be employed in a variety of ways in creattn-g works

that may be protected by. copyright. Works of_ graphic art may consist de-

, tines, intensities of color and Oie.likeselected and _organized
1S4/
---the assistance of a computer. A computer may be used (assist an artist

183/ Letter to the 'Commission, February 1978, frpm,John McCarthy, Director,
Stanford University Artificial Intelligence Laboratory.

0

184/ Computer graphics and othqr pictorial art forms have also drawn much
attention. See, e.g., H. Franke, Computer Grarhics CoMputer Art (1971);
D. Davis, "f17ArZat and the Computer," 78 N=wsweek Sept7TITT971). Re-

-_

cently ,appearing in The New York Time was an article describing the possi--
ble future impact of_computerand related tec,_nology on the creation
and dissemination of wcirks, such as musical compositions, dance and the
dramatic arts, that are potentially protectihle by copyright. A. Greene,
"The Coming hnpact.of 'technology the Arts Computer Violins and
the Electronic Paleffe" The New -I Times, Fob. 1978.



in filling in numerous fra in-an anima Lion sequgnce, thus reducing the

185/
aunt -of time and effort other ;lee needed to prepare an animated work.

In the -case of computer music, a program may be designed to

select a svies of notes and arrange into a musical composition,

employing vd ous tonal qualities and rhythmic patterns. The computer may

also be used to simulate musical instruments and perform the music corn-

posed.
186/

tchl information to produce an analysis of that information. The resulting

work may bear little similarity to the original form or arrangetent of the

Jn other instances, a computer may be used to manipu

work being analyzed, as in the case of at economic forecast produced by

the manipulation of raw economic data. A computer may, on the other hand,
187/

beemployedtoextractandreproduceportionsof a worki.---in every case,

the
e-

work produced will result from the contents of the data base, the

instruction indirectly provided in the program, and the direct discre-

tionary inte ention of a human involved in the process.

To be entitled to copyright a work must be an original work of

authorship. It must be a writing within the meaning of that term as

188/
used in the Copyright Clause of the Consb/ution. The Supreme

185/ For examples of such Applications, see Transcript, CONTU Meeting N
at 2-10.

186/ See, e.g., the following works on computer music: H. Howe, Jr., Elec-___
iktronic_Music Synthesis (1975); M. Mathews, The Technology of Comput Music`

1969 L, Hiller,, Jr. and L. Isaacson, Experimental Music 1959 See also
D. Keziah,'"Copyright Registration for Aleatory And Indeterminate MuS7a1
Compositions," 17 Bull. Cop. Soc. 311 (1970).

187/ For a discussion of the copyright status of directories produced by com-
puter use, see: M. Oberman. "Copyright Protection for Computer Produced Direc-
fories,",22 ASCAP Copyright L. Symp. 1 (1977).

1 LLS. , Article I, 5 8, cl.

I



Court has interpret_edAhis requirement to include "any physical
189/

rendering of the- fruits of creative intellectual pr aesthetic labo

.-the history of the development of the concept originality shows that

only a modicum of effort is requ

Fine Arts,

observed:

ed. In Alfred Bell & Co. dt v. Catalda

nc, a federal Court.cpf Appeals, spea through Judge Frank

Th6

a

A

All that 'is needed to satisfy both the Constitution
and the statoptefis that the "author" contributed
something mote than 6 "merely trivial" variation,
something recognizably "his own" No matter
how poor artistically the "author's" addition,
it is enough it it be Ills own. 190/

it can be'seeb teat although the quantum of originality

tided to support a claim of authorshiT.in a work is small, it must
191/ ,

sent, tt a woCk.created throu h application of

computer technology meets this minimal test of originality, it is copy-

rightable. The eligibility of any work for protection by copyright depends

not upon the device or device; used in its creation, but rather upon the

presence of at least minimal hum_I creative effort the time the work

is produced.

Computers are enormously complex and powerful instruments which

vastly extend human powers calculate, select, rearrange, display, design

and.do other things involved in the creation Of works, However, it is a

'human power they extend, The computer may be analogized to or equated with,

189/ Goldstein v. California, 412.U. S. 546, 561 (1973).

190/ 191 F. 2d 99, 102-03 (2d Cir..1951); but cf. Elatlin v. Snyder, 536 F.2d
7tTri (2d Ca': 1976),

191/ For example arran,ing the layout of an answer sheet w thin the rigid
confines imposed by in an optical reading device for computer
input 'has been-held o constitute sufficient originality. _Harcourt Brace &
World, v. Gra iic Controls Carp., 129 F. Supp. 517 (S.D.N.Y. 1971
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for example, a camera, and the computer affects the, copyright status of-a

resultant work nosmore than the employment of a still or motion- picture

camera, a tape-recorder or a typeWriter. Hence, it seems clear that the

copyright problems With respect to the authorship of new weries produced

with the a istance "of a computer ar

of more traditional wo

not unlike those posed by the creation

Needless ay, computers, like typewriters and other instruments,

can be used to produce writings that lack the degree of originality held

necessary to copyrigh:t. The statement 2 = of course, not copy-

ghtable whether generated by a computer or written with' a pencil. But

the criter a that deterMine if a work is sufficiently original to4qualify

for copyright are already well established, and the intervention of the

computer should not affect them.

Finally, we confront the question of who is the author of a work

produced through the use of a computer.' The obvious answer is that the

author is one who employs the computer. The s' licity of this response

may obscure some problems, though essentially they are the same sort of

probl6ms encountered in/connection with works produced in other ways.

. One such problem is that often a number of persons have a hand

in the use of a co er to prepare, for example, a complex statistical

table. They may have varying degrees and kinds of responsibility for the

creation of the work. However, they are typically employees of a common

employer, engaged in creating a work -for -hire, and the employer is the

author. When the authors work together as a voluntary team and not as

employees of a opmmon employer, the copyright law with respect to works

of joint authorship is as applicable here as to works created in more

conventional ways, and the team itself'' define by agreement the relative

rights of the individuals involved.



o be used in the creation -of ork, computer must be

controlled tby a program -and mug rdinarily utilize, data _put. from other -.

sources; Both

copyrighted

priptorship of the prograth vt'data base establishes

a Claim-of aUthorship of the fi,Jial Ivor
f

authAship of the program =or

he program and the data' may be copyrighted works or parts of

question has,been raised whefft-e'r authorship or pro-,.
-

Iron authorship ofthe filial. Work,

of a book is distinct froM author

or may eatabliah

Zoimm.appears the ion that

ut data is entirely sep

course, incumbent on'the creator

as authorship of a translation-

%the orkiginal work. It is, of

of the final ark to obtain appropriate

permission from any other person who iv the proprietor-of a program or data

.,base used in the creation "of the ultimate work. The unlaWfill use of,a

program or data basemight limit or' negate the author's- clAiM Of copyright

in the ultimate work, Just as he.failure of a translator to obtain

a-license from the proprietor of the translated work might prevent securin
192/

copyright in and making use of the tr-anslation.---- Butthis is not a_- question

of authorship elf,: and the :author of the original work does not become

the author of a translation

book without perm

:produced by the Use

n.

merely because it is made from the original

Here, too, the situation with respect to'imeks

computer does not appear to differ from that.

respect to works otherwise created.

This approach is followed by the Copyright.Office.tdday in con-

ducting examinations for determining registrability for copyright of works

192 See 1711.S.C.' 103(b).



.193/
created with the assistance of computers: It tom w th the rathef

r 2

summary conclusion's reached by the-Whitford Committee's investigatinnof
' 1-4

copyright 'noble s in,the United Kitigdom.194/ 1t is oupporte4 by ,the comdent

- _of experts in the fields of computer Ere ancLalUsic., and computer science with
19- 5/

whom the SUbcOmm ee consulted. 7"

HOwever, the Comm on-recognizes that the dynamics of, computer

science promise changes in the creation and use of authors' writings that

cannot bd piedicted with any.cti

have the attention of the Congres

y. The effects of,these changes should

appropriate agencies to assure

that those who,are_the'___responsibLe_policy.!makers-maintain-an
a enesp-of-the

changineimpact of nomputpr technology on both the needs of authors and the

role of authors in the inforiation'age, To that end the Commidsion,recoq-

mends that the Congress, through-the
appropriate committees, anti the Copy-

=.rght,.Office, in the course

and other activities; continuously monitor the impact of computer. applications

administration of copyright registrations

on t1 creation of works of authorship -. The subject should be considered by

the. ingress as part of any-hearings held, on the teneral topic of the. role of

the computer in society. And the Copyright Office, in the course of its regu-
,

activities, should report'ro the'Congresa i.f the impact of computers is

193/ The Patlorming Arts Section of the Examining' Division, for example,
requests specific information about the Authorship of a musical comibsition
submitted for registration wheOthe composition, has been created with
a computer. The work will be- registered only when it ii shown that 'the
applicant exercised sufficient control over the production of the work-to
be.considered its author.

194/ Co;.rirtht and sins law: Re o 'the Committee to consider the
on Co and

195/ , These include Milton Babbitvprofessor of Music at ,Princeton University;
Kenneth Knowlton, 0 computer scitutisr and computer artist at Bell Laboratories;
Joseph Weitenbaum, Professor of Computef -Science at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; and John McCarthy, Profensor of Computer-Science at the Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory at Stanford University.
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-found- to raise ques

at ten

exis

The-C --ip

th respect to the

'copyright: law or policy requisIng eg +nlative
A

here ore, concludes that no special problem

"cre tioq of new, woks by the application or

intervention of such automatic systems or machine reproduction;" that

existing statute and case law adequately cover any questions involved; and
.!J

ction by the,Codgress its necessary at this time

xt



IV. MACHINE 0 uoION - PHOTOCOPYING

Intrddutt

The Congress created the Nat A =Commission on New Tethnologicel

Uses of Copyrighted Works,' in part, to a it in resolving a problem

that ,had proven especially difficult in the revision of the 1909 Copy-

right'ACt:- drawing a proper balance between the, rights of copyright

whose works were °eas y rearoduced through the useof'advanced

reproductidq technologies, and the general interests and needs'of tubers

the public who were coming more and more to rely al photocopying as an'

important auxiliary form of access to copyrighted works. According. to the

.

.

legislation that authorized its-__ablishment, the commission ws required

The

to study and compile data on
,

the reproduction and use of copyrighted-works
of authdrshi45

* *

(B ) by various- forms of_machine reproduction,,not-

including reproduction by ()eat fhe:request,of
' Instructors.for use in face-to-face teaching

ac- vities 196/

omtisaion was also charged with making recommendatiobs "as to such

changes in copyright law or procedures that may be necessary to assure

accessopyrighted works, and to proVide recOBVi
J97/

copyr
s

-f the rights df

1967-. Pub:A. No. 93-571 4201(b),1 93d Cong., 2CFSess. (1974). See Appendix,
B-1--The term,TP.mMch0ermprodUctian" in its mandate was recognized as be
susceptible'to various interpretations., The ComMiSsion's legislative his-
tory hwelear indications that the Congress had contemplated'a study of
photecqpying and related methods ofFeproduction rather than videotape-
rmproduction and other emerging technologies -- when it created the Commis.--
sion; Accordingly, the Commission determined to concentrate its efforts on
photoduplication and closely related means of reproduction.

197/ Id". §201(c



-110causetMe.Congress

nection with the general revision bill at th tame the- Commission began its

- 11

actively considering pho Copying'in con-

deliherations, the Commissioners decided at their second, meeting to defer

hearing 4:ingress finally agreed

upon the provisions c -1Ahe general revis on attly related to that

e members of the ComMission

'tnesses on photocopying issues tint41.:

subject . Chairman,- uld however, appoint

epee

considered

an initial.r t on the issues related to photocopying-that was

_ the December 1975 meeting.

The C :top sponsored a number of studies to gather data ion
198/

Ohotbcepying. The Commission contributed funding for a.study conducted

by King Research, Inc. designed to provide data on how. much photocopying

copyrighted' worka.actually,occurred in libraries throughout the country.

The Tublic Res arch.In titute erred a study that compared the costs
(-,

subst bing-and storing perioicals with the hosts of borroving, to fialfill:,
20,0

¶
r I.

patron _eguests. 4ndians,iniversity Graduate Library School conducted

., ,201I ',p,.'

a survey of publishers of pei:iodidal lit_ ature.

1

During the year in which these studies were:conducted the -,Commis

.sion heard testimony from representatives of authors

governme t agenieg, 8ucator 1d others concerning current and

publishers, librar

uture

198/ Summaries .of these reports appear in 'Appendix H. .Copiek o the

reports are available from the,gational'Technicai In;f9ationvrce,
Springfield, Va. 22161.

199/ 10.0g Research, Inc. Library Photocihy ng in the United States
11977) PB 278 300. Also available from the Superintendent of Documents
_No, -52700300443-7. 4Hereinafter :Cited at King Study.],

--1

200/ V. Palmour, M. Bellassai and R, Witderkehr.,,, Costs of Owning,
Borrowing, and Disposing of Periodical PublicatiOns(27482.1.-:,
Hereinafter cited as.Talmour Study.

- 4

201/ B. Fry,H.,Whitet, and E. Jana vey of Publisher Pr Vices

and Current Attitudes oW
°

Authoriz d al-Artiole:CopYing and Dicen2=i111.

(1977:j PB 271 003. [Hereinafter gited%a _y White ohnson Study.],



photocopying practices and their v

.i'

amendmen Also during that yea the Cimmis- assisted represen ativea
.

. ,._
v... .. -

of inii4iske uthor librarian an eduCator grOpp's in f rmulatin uide-

lines defihing which inter 'ary- an practices would comport.witfi.
1,

tbel.provisiops of Section g)(2) of the new copyright law prohibiting

- 119

oh Whether the 1976 Act n-ided

libraries
'202_

works.

Congress

aging inys erratic reptoductiOn" of copyrighted

This Report sett forth the Commission's recommendation to the

ion, and its suggeptio ns to the interestedfbr
1

legislative ac

A
pa esJor possible adjusttent'S in practices related to photocopying

and document delivery. After setting forth this recommendation.and : .\

theae,suggestions, this Report discus_ a the effect of the new copyright

.law on a broad range' of photocopying practices and reviews the evidence
Ai

that the -- ion considered in _eaching'its condlusiond

CotamiSsian,Recommendations- '
The Commission's igations and the testimnny,it herd

1 P rr,the det mination_fhat, With one -xceptioni.the Commission need not
- ,

recbmM iend changes m the provisions of the Copy right Act:of 1976 affecting

photocopying.. The one exception deals with phoacopying,lby organizations

;that are in'the business of making copies. The Commission also,suggests

certain matte

preparin t- he first five-year report assessing how effectively the

that should be studied by the Register of Copyrights in

inter copyright proprietors anii us ' are balanced under the

20;i_r The ,"cONTO guidelines`' are set :put and discnssed in _-ction IV-D of this
.Report at. pp. 134-137, infra



photocopykng provisions 'the.new law. Also suggested are certain

,

actionwthat could be taken voluntarily by other intere-
.

. .

ed parties

to facilitate, access to cppy:ighted works in-photocopyform within the

f amewnstk of- thCopyright Act of 1976.

The 1976 Act should be:amended only (p-prolade specific guidance to
organizations engaged in photocopyiAg foi.prOt-it and theti customers.

At present

-the__Gopyright:Act

dUal purposes o

access

no pers4as ve eVidence existelbh the pro-Visions of

1976 affecting phdtqcopying are inadequate to serve the

.

copyright: to reward creators of,and facilitate public

of aunhorshi.p. THere,can be no dia pplicable, evidence

wl.thout some experience' with the.oew law, no only a few. months in effect

e -mportance of,thipabsenee of experfence is accentuated by the fact !
_ . .-

r-d--..,. _, - - .

1) photocopying-Teteived Much dttentiop-d ring the *bates °receding-----.,F

enagtthent of-thelnew law;

r .

y-sections dealing ith_
!

photocopying; (3)- rep esentatives_

) the legIs1ati,v6ptoCess has produced 6wo
- 1. 203/

of publishers.,. anchor And library -group; have agreed an a set of fofmal

guidelines interpre ing,how these statutory provisions app ly to
204/

library lending; and (4) both government and private organizations, are

adapting their photocopying activities to the requirements of the new law,

Developments that have taken place since the new law came into
4 4 .

effect on January 1, 1976, strongly support a wa it -and

recommendinig major changes in its photocqpying provision 's.

TeOnical Information Servide (NTIT ipffering-'a service' t0 provide its

attitude to rd

The National

ar-

2031 17 U.S.G. 99 107, and 108, which appear, along with other *elected
Sections of the 1976 Act, in App: x J.

4/ Se'e disdusslon of Commissi n Cui.elines in Sec' _n IY1D of this Report,
pp. 134-137, infra.



custom_

- 121 -

h photocopies of scientific, technical

and professional literature fro several thqusand domestic and foreign

journals The price of the 'service includes a copying teitfor the
20

proprietor. The Copyright Clearance Centex% Inc. (CCC) has 'been developed

through the joint effor .eague and the Association of

Ameiican Publishers:=(°AAP)i scientific societies and user organizations to

provide a licensing and clearing mechanism for the photocopying o copy-

righted periodical literature, initially encompassing primarilf 6c/entitle
206/

and technical journals. The National Coal:Mission onLibarieso:and

Information Science (NCLIS) ha's proposed the estabikshment of nonprofit
?

lanai Periodicals Center to provide the sublic
A

,

t,

photocipuies ,on- demand from -a cowpreienaive collection of periodical
'''' - 1,-,...

207/' :-
k ww.--

litr: The. operation of all these services within the traMework

it.h cppiel, including

ct the balance .of interests between- copyright gto-
-

prietdrs and u

would seem to require

a reasonable period of

ng photocopies of copyri hted-wp . Discretion

hat p 'e services operate under the new law for
-

tIme'beto-e. any odifications-are sugge

No significant evidence has been presented to the Com ission,to

support .an arg ment that major legislative changes are necessaryt this

time. There is no immediate, measurable crisis in\the publication of

0
periodical journal literature which is, by,all accounts, the segment

205/ The Institute for Scient
at p. 155 of this Report,. int
:collecti

206/ See

207/ See

Information and University Microfilms_described
a have long offered similar services from their,-

154 and 10 infra.

p. 159-160, infra.

L



of publishing mast- ectly affected by photocopying. No persdasiverevi-

(

-:-%dence exists that journa14 for which 'there is significant= demand are goijlg

. out'of existence because of photocopying. Nor is there a reliable means of

separating the effects photoqopying fr _those of the pressures of ri ng

the_viabidity.of.individual journAlirtitles. On

c

costs And limited dei

the other hand, there is no evidence that the paiments requested and the

procedure for,obtaining authorization toeake phOtocopieq not permitted

as fair use under Section 107 of the Act or as a specific ex4mptiorvubder

Section lUb will impose unacceptableunacceptablelburde =on individUals and organi-

nations wishing to copy.

A,
FOrtherthore, there has been

statutory

nb''Mtrongsupport or modifying- the'

siOnS of the 1936 Act among-those most directly affected by

'-the- regulatiO7 of photo opying neither library roups publisher and

author interests, nor members of the Iggneral public have seriously urged

the Commission to recommend legislative action at this time. Although the

library associatiops.and anthor and publisher associations considered the

Advisability of further defining so rms in Section 108rand clarifying

-the application of_fair-use to photocopying, they made no proposals to the
go8/

Commission for legislativspchanges. Should such inter

result of experiences gained from operating under the p

f the 1976 Act, nothing would pre

develop ae.a

nt provisions`, ""°

these groups, acting individually or

in concert, from pilitsuing these concerns with the appropriate Co6gressional

committees. All of these'cOnside ions eem to counsel against major legis-

lative ac _on at present. Such action should await

acts of the new law and private arrangements

provisio

.2Ub/ Transc UNTU M 17 and 21

n assessment of the

in regard to its



The.one area in which, some legislative-Change is recommended

197b Act concerns copying done by commercial organizetkops in the

business of making copies fur profit. The19.7bAct an4 legislative hi ory
209/ 210/ -

-including ,the''tducational copying,--music copying, and CONTU interlibrary

,loanguidelines_prdvide extensive guidance to those educational institu-.

tions, libraries and archives engaged in copying, and to indivdunlazY.

requesting copies from such institutions. The statute requires hat two

.warning notices be prescribed by the Register of Copyrights and posted in

,libraries andarchives in which copying is done. One regulation, promull,...

gated pursuant to Section 108(0, prescribes the form Of copyright,warning

that is to appear on the order torm-for obtaining copies and at the plate

where. these ordors are accepted. The second regulation, promulgated pur-

suant to Section I08(e), prescribes the form of the notice that

appear on the order form and at the place whererrequests are made to copy
211/

entire copyrighted works or substantial parts thereof.

Neither the statute, the two sets of regulation"nor the, three

guidelines provide',particular guidance as to what may be copied by commer-

vial organizations that make copies- for customers or by individuals,.buying

copying services frbm such Organizations.,:The Commission suggests that

ongress require the po
ci notice commercial copying orgarit-

zatio ,,Keith-to desctibe that copying which I> most cases would not
*.t

constitute fair use, and to arn prospective customers of the liability

they might Illcur for copying in violation of the copyright laic.
,2,

wv House Report
, su ra note 1, at 'OS.'

I1U/ Id., at 7u.

al/ See Appendix J for the teats of these subsections of Section 106.



The proposed Atatutory amendment --ld retain the p _sent'language

of Section t107 renumbered as Section 107(a)jan4 a new Section 107(6) as'

follows.

9 107(b) For the purpose of rhistitle, those who make
or snpply-dop,i4a* phonorecords-to dustomerson demand
in the regular doutee'oftheir

commercial business activity
are referred,to as "commercial Capirs". Commercial copiers
shall be requfredro display praminc:Itly, at any iodation
where-orders for copies or phonorecc_ds are solicited
or, Accepted, a notice advising the public df restrictions
on reproduction of copyrighted works created by this title.
Displaying the notice does not in itself constitute a fair
litje,defense for a commercial copier, but failure-by a
commercial copier to display the prescribed notice shall
result in the denial to such commercial copier of fair use
AS a defense to any copyright infringembnt action arising
from copying done in the absence of the notice, and a
trebling ofnanymonetary amounts awarded a copyright

,owner who prevails in a copyright infringement-action
=against a commercial dopier. Such notice shall read as
follows:

ARNINC CONCERNING COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

, .

The copyright law of the United States (Title: 17, United
States Code) governs the making of reproductions of copyrighted
works. If a work is protected by copyright, in most cases it
is copyright nfringementi-even for purposes of private study,
to reproduce lore than one article or other contribution to
Copyrfghted 011egtion or periodical, or moreythan.a small part
of any othe copyrighted u'ork, or to make at the same time or at
different times, mire than one copy ofLAny such article, contribu7
tion,or'_-all part. Copying in violation of copyright may subject
you to a- action for money damages under the copyright law.

2. Recommendations con rning the five -year review pf photocopying practices

A review procedu e is prescribed in Section 108(1) of the 1976

-Act for assessing the adequacy of` the new law with regard to photocopying,,

212/
andlor -ecommending solutions to problems resulting from any Adequa

46,

The Reg of Copyrights is to undertake, a_ study and report o the Congress

12/ 17 U.S.C. 9 108(1).



125

by-January 1, and at five-year intervals rhereaf "setting forth

ttfe extent to which this section [10,3] hAs achieved the intended statutory
213/

balancing of the rights of creators, and the needs of users. Although

Section 1U8 primarily concerns photocopying by libraries and similar

1

tutions, the language can be interpreted to enableltheitegister also to in-

vesti.gat- the impact of photocopying performed by for-profit organizations

and by individuals, either on publicly available coin-operatedmschines or

through commercial copying services. The "intended' statutory bailancing of

the rights of creators; and the needa-of users," the sought-after statutory

standard, can be attained only if all these activities are evaluated. The

`Register's report to the Congress is.to "describe any problems that may haVe,

214/
en, and present legislative or other re'commendations, if warren d '

Preparation of such a report would require that the study undertaken look

beyond photocopying by librarges in order to accomplish its statuto y pur-

pose.

Having commissioned research, conducted investigations, and heard
r

numerous witnesses on the photocopying issues related to current practices

in-and out of libraries, the Commission believes it can make helpful recom-

endatious to the Register on how the first five-year study should be con-

acted.

The research

copying fees

fort should attempt to determine the impact of

n the health of the publishing industry, with special emphas

On the publication of scientific, technical and medical journals. In

particular, the study should attempt to determine (1) whether,the imposition

2IJ/ Id.

214/ Id.



of copying feeg contributes to the viability of ndividual journal itles;

(2) what impact, if any, the imposition ofit'9pying fees has:bn journa

subscriptions nd library acquisitions;:an&(3) what information about the

use.of individual journal titles and their contents is provided by the num

bets of photocopies int which payments are made.

The Register of Copyrights should eon rueSection 108(1) broadly

and not confine the five-year studies to the prOVisions of Section-0d

relating tb library' photocopying. The Regis-.erihouldexamine how the

educational and music copying guidelines have worked'out in practice, and

how the statute -has operated with respect to organizations that are not

educational institutions, libraries or archives,.. including organizations

doing copyg f _e. All these types of copying have a potentialF.

impact on the creation and diatrlbUtion Of topytighted Works.

The Register shoilld bdgin immediately to,plan and implement the

collection of data necessary to toMplete the required study0 The Commis-

lion recbmmends that the Register convene representatives of the interested

organizations to ascertain problems that appear unresolved by the 1976 A t

and receive their suggestions on the conduct of the, ir

If tpd pnrt,es and the Register can agree on these matters

ve-year study.-

the collection

. of data and the usefulness of the.data As embled. can be improved and costs

udy, eduCed.

The regular periodic vrveys of public, academic,- school, federal

And special libraries conducted by the National Center for Education
.

Statistics (ICES) will include at.the Comm lion's request survey.,questions

to determine, for the years 197S and 1979,.the gross amount of photocopying

.beingone in United States broken ,down between periodicals and other,

1,
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cbpyrighted works and betWeen copying for 140cal use and for interlibrary

loan. Similar data can be'collected for 1980 and 1981. In addition con-

sideration should be given to collecting data in these NCESJ4rveld Erom

the records.on copying for interlthrhry loan-that librariet are.required.

to keep under the CONTU Alscr; theRegister should-obtain and

publish data he calendar yeais 198979, 980 and 1981'on the opera-,

tions of organizations such as the Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (CCC)',

6

National Technical Information Service (NTIS), University Microfilms

International (0MI) and the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI),

which license or supply authorized photocopies of copyrighd wprks

The Register shou1d'hlso consider updating the 1976 pry /Whitey
215/

Study Of the economics of libraries and scholatly journals and

216/
incorporating some of the-features of the King Study of 1977.

The Fry/Whith Study for the NationalScience Foundation.provides

economic data-Ondenning libraries and scholarly journal publishing in the

period 1969-73. The King Study measured the type and volume of libr__

photocopying in 1976. -A Combination of Le two, with some additional

features designed to measure the impact of the specific photocopying pro-

visions of the 1976 Act on libraries and journal publishing, repeated for

the calendar year 1981, would provide a means of ssesding the economic

status of library and journal phblishing for a thirteen year period, the

last four yeats of which Would be after the effective date the 1976

Copyright, Act.

215/ 8. Fry and H. White. breads= A Stud
ferred..toand Research Journals. (1976

216/ See note 199, p. 118

wh udy.



Recommendati: o publisher

1213-

Pub4sher, especially publishers: of journals,' in cooperation

with the library community, the C pyright Office and the Library of 'Con-

gress, should t every effort t facilitate the determination of the

copyright status of both'cur ent and o -ier issues of their publications.'

A large portiorrk of periodical issues copyrighted under the provisions of

the 1909. Act have not been renewed and are in/ the public domain. In ad-
217/

dition, the Fry/White/Johnson Study undet4aken fer. the Commission

showed that publishers of many scholarly journals are willing to permit

libraries -- especiallo non, rofit 1ibrar es 7- to photocopy beyond the

limits established by Sections 107 and rot; of the 1976 Act.

There are several ways that publishers,could inform the public _

the copyright status ournal issues.. Lublishers of journals could dis°

play-pleminently the copyright notice if they wish to protect their copy-

right and ccLttld include information in their current issues about the copy-

right status of back issues. Whether or not published with a copyright

notice, every journal 1-sue could carry a statement of policy with respect

to copying. For example, several of the journals published by the American

Libra'ry Associa on carry the following statement:

All material in this journal subject to copyright by
the American Library Association may be photocopied
for the noncommercial purpose of scientific or educa-
tional advancement.

Ald be helpful it the Re er of Copyrights and the National Commis-

Sion oft Librarie s and information Science could pring Chgett nta-

rives of journal publishers, authors and library organizations to work out

various forms of standard Language providing the tyft of inform _ion suggested

132, infra.
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Every issue of a journal could displlY mminently a'staCement of

participation (or nonparticipation) copying clearance arrangements such

as the Copyright Clearance Center, Inc., and could, in addition, indicate

where and at what cost copies of rticles or bac,R issues._ may be obtained:

If the Publisher permits copying beyo'a that allowed ,by the 1976 Act, the

publisher should po include that information in the statement.

Each issue of a journal should contain7,the Internatl_ andard

Serial Number (ISSN) assigned by the Serial Records Division of Library

of Congress. This inclusion would facilitate the determination' of the copy-
.,

211V
right status of periodical articles by computerized on-line systems.

Users Of copyrighted works will also benefit if organizations that authorize

copying for a stated fee, such as, the Copyright Clearanc Center, Inc. in

elude in their catalogues. information on the copyright status of older ssues

similar tooth at suggested for incorporation

mation conserAng where and at what cost
J

in each journal issue; and infer-
2197

authorized copies may b Obtained.

4. Recommendaticlriis to government age c es

The of Congress, the Copyright Office and the National

Commission on L artes;and frifcalriatih

library associations, journal publishers and

ce, in consultation with the

library consortia, should

L18/ The Copyright office registration, form TX for periodical issues pub-_
lished after December 31, 1977, includes a place for the insertion of the
International Standard Serial Number; and the United` States Postal Service
and the Library of Congress have:agreed as a general rule /6 have the ISSN
printed in each issue of second-class publications instead of the separate
and different Postal Service identifio*ion number now used by the Postal
,Service. 43 Fed. .keg. 29943.

2i9/ The Chairman ci the Copyright Clearance Center, In a letter dated April
1976, informed the Commission that the Center intended to "request publishers till-
intormntion on the copyright status oil older journals, and include Information
received in catalogues to be published; in the future."
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explore the possibility of including in the -vapon of Serial's

(CONSER)_project a'clata base of information o !serials, including the

title, the publisher and the Irqernational andard Serial Number --

--information about the eopyt:ight.status of journal issues, both current and

older issues; whether the publisher permits copying beyond that permitted

by the statu -;whether the journal is in the Copyright Clearance Center

or other clearance systems; and what, if any, sources of authorized copies

exist. Tpe .Library of Congress, or any other organization plannin

establish a nonprofit periodicals copying center phould con'sider the
2207

discussion of such centers in Part F of this report.

Provisions of the 1.976 Copyright Act Affecting Photocopying

Sec ons 107 and lob of the Copyright Act4of 1976 govern photo-
221/

copying activities; An understanding of these sections and their

leginlative history in necessary to analyze the needs of copyright pro-_ _ _

copying.

§LatutO

and tho who seek access to printed worksAy means of photo -.

. The 1976 Act deals with photocopyingin tour different ways:

Copying for teaching purposeA is dealt with, not by specific

xemptions, but rather by S list Hof permissible practices held to

der Set on 107. This done by means,of the so-called

guidelines, tfie "Agreement on GUideline

420/ See pp. 191-164, infra.

room Copying

221/ For the full text of these Sections, see Appendix J of this Report.
Appendix J also contains the text of two other provisions relating
to photocopying: Section 504(0(2) relating to the possible remission
at statutory damages for infringement by employ agents of nonprcIfit
educational institutions, libraries or archives acting within the scope
ol their employment; and Section 602(a)(3) relating to the importation
of copies by nonprofit scholarly, educational and religious organizations.

,
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in Not-For-Profit Educational Institutions," which were negotiated by

educational, author and publisher organizations and accepted by tie
222/

-;!,

CongreSSional Committees. They will'not be dealt with here in any .

..A

because of the explicit exclusion from the jurisdiction,further decal_

the Commission of copying done in connection'with face-to-face

teaching activities.

-Permissible copying of music for educational use is also

dealt with in guidelines which were negotiated between music publishing

organizations and organizations representing music users. The House
223/

Mi tee Iteprt sets forth these guidelines.

specific exemptions for photocopying by Ilbrahes and

archives are set forth in S6ction 108 of he Act and are discusse'd in ail,

in the following parts of this chapter.

(4) By implication, since they are'the subject of no specific

exemptions or guidelines, the following'' classes of copiers may engage in

only fair use copying under\the fourtgeneral standards set forth in'Sec-
224/

tion 1U7 of the Ac

(a) Individuals.doing their own copying;

(h) libraries and'archl'ves not qualifying for the privileges of
Sectsion f08.; and

(c) organizations which are not libraries or arc }Ives, in luding
for-profit Orgn ization cher inz fees for cor ng

222/ house Koport supra note J at

2 id., at /0172.

-Llq See Appendix J for tits text of 10/.
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225/
Section 106 permits copying of t rials ithout

-authorization b libraries_ or archives for thetbselves and for their users

in specified circu noes provided that: (1) the library tr archives

open to the public or available
to kspecialized researchers; (2) the

reproduction or distribution includes a notice of copyblight;.and (3) he

reproduction or distribution is made without any purpose of direct or in-

(direct commercial advantage. This third limitation.is interpreted in the
L

House Report to mean that -"direct or indirect commercial advantage" is ai

intention _krofit directly from the sale of copies, rather than to profit

from the use of the reproduced"mat vial In the business of the organil:226/
zation.

Libraries and archives qualifying for the privileges of Section

are permitted to make copies for themselves (as op0

or at

to making copies f

pftrons or users) ofily in two cases. Section IC b) permits a library

ive5 to reproduce an unpublished work for purposes of preservation,

security or res rch use in another library if the copy or phonorecord

currently in the collect.iols of the library or rehives. .Section 168(--

permits lib

stoled\cjpies if. after a reasonable effort, an unused replacementsan not

s and archives to reproduce damaged, deteriorated, lost or

be obta

ma_

ned at a "fair

iCR aSci archives
4 41

ng copies fir users

cuTing copies

I rom their

.more extensive privileges

llections and by se-

other sources. The principal' privilege: is conferred

2Z5/ Section lUb(h) excludes "a musical work. ,a pictor
rural ork. or a motionpicture or other audiovisual wo
audio isual work dealing with news..,.

tluni note ,l at 74.

1, graphic or sculp
other than an



by SeCtion 10_ (d) which permits the making of not more than one cop or an

article from a periodical, -or other contribution to a copyrighted cc llec

Cion, or a small part of part of any other copyrightdd work, for' ptirpoae.
of private study, scholarship or research, provided that the library

' 0displays prqminentlyfat the place wherefoders are accepted and inciddes

in its order rip the warning of copyright prescribed by regulation of

the Register of Copyrights.

Libraries and archives also have the right ifnder Secti _ e)

to maize a copyfor a user of an !!!EIJ.Lt copyylghted work, or a substantial

part of it or to secure a copy from another source, determination

1has been made that a copy cannot be obtained at a fair price; (2) the

purpose of e requester is private study, scholarship or research; and

(3) the prescribed waving by the Register of Copyrights is displayed

and included on the order form.

All of the rights to make copies that are enumerated in Section
t.

108 are limited by the prohibition in Sec -n 108(g) against the related

or ed- reproduction of multiple copies ... of the same material,"

s sceptic reproduction or distribution" of(periodical articles or

smell portions of copyrighted works This prohibition against

systematic reproduction and distribution, however, is in turn limited by

the provis in Section 108(g which states "" Mt ]hat nothing in t

:_:Lause prevents a library or archives from participating in interlibrary

that d as their purpose or that the

\library pr archives receiving such copies or phonorecords for dWilbution
3so in hi_ aggregate quantities: as to substitute for a subscription

to or purchase of cii work." The aggregate quantities that constitute

Lbstitution for a subscription or purchase of a work are defined

in di f Guidelines, which are described in the next section.
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The CONTU Guidelines on Photocopying
Under Interlibra-ry Loan Arrangements

ThR gONTU guidelines were devel ed to assist librarians and copy-,

right proprietors in understanding thvamout of photocopying for use in

interlibrary loan arrangements permitted under the copyright law. In the

spring of 1976 Shere was realistic expectation that a new copyright law,

under consideration for nearly twenty years, would be enacted during that

session of Congress.. It had,ti',Lome apparent that the House Subcommittee

was givtng serious consideration to modifying the language concerning

"systematic reproduction" by libraries in Section 108(06) of the Senate-"`

227/
passed bill to permit photocopying under interlibrary arrangements

unless such arrangements resulted in the borrowing libraries obtaining

such aggregate quantities as to substitute -for a subscription

ase of copyrighted works.

The Commission discussed this proposed aaendment to the Senate

bill at its meeting on April 20976. ursuant to a request made at that

meeting by the Register of Copyrights, nerving in her ex officio role, the

Coritnission agreed that it might aid the House and Senate Subcommittees

thy uttering its good offices in bringing the principal parties together

whether agreement couidJbe reached on a definition bf "such aggre-

gate quantities." .this offer --s ,accepted by the House and Senate Subcom-

mittees and the interested parties, and much of the summer of 1976 was spent

by (-)ramission in working with the parties to secure agreement on "guide-

lines" int.etpreting what was to become the proviso in Section 1084g

94th tong., 2d (1975).
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relating to ''systematic reproduction" by lOtaries.

that section, with the proviso added by the House underscored, follow:

(g) The right of reproduction and distribution under this
section extend =o the isolated and unrelated reproduction or
distribution of a single copy or phonorecord of the same
material on separate occasions, but do not extend to cases
.where the li=brary or archives, or Its employee --

to pertinent parts of

* * *

engages in the systematic reproduction
or- -..4.strihution

of single or multiple copies or phonorecords of material
described in sub Section (d): ProvicW,_That nothing in this'
clause revents'a librar or archives frcTipslicii
inters that do not have, as their purpose
or-effect, that the librar archives receivin- such c ies

or dis
quantities substitute for a subscr on to or purchase

hono ion do o _l such

of 'such k.

Prior to enactment of the new copyright law the principal library

_whlisher aqd author organizations agreed to the toll ing detailed guide-

,fines defining what 'aggregate quantities" would constitute the systematic

wroductlon" that would exceed the statutory limitations on a library's

hotocopying activities.

YHOTOCOPYING-INTEKLIBKARY ARRANGEMENTS

INTRODUCTION.

Subsection 108(g)(2) of the bill deals, among
other things, with limits on interlibrary arrangements
for photocopying.' It prohibits systemiltic photocopying
of copyrighted materials but permits fht library

L- arrangements "that do not have, as theit urpose or
effect, that `he library or'archives receiving such
copies or phonorecords for distribution does so in
su-N aggregate quantities as to substitute for a
stibscription t%or piuric,fiai,feoof such work."

The National- CommisiPon on New Technological Uses o
Copyrighted Works offered its good offices to the House and
Senate subcommittees in bringing the interested parties

ether to see if agreement could be reached on what a
realistic definition would be of such aggregate quantities."
The Commission consult ed with the parties and suggested the
interpretation which follows, on Oich there has been
substantial agreement by the principal library, publisher,

',%

,--------
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and author organizations The =Commission considers the
guidelines which follow to be a workable and fair inter-
pretation of'the intent of the proviso portionlof subsection
108(g)(2).

These guidelines are intended to vrovide guidence in the
application of section 108 to the most trequentlyencountered
interlibrary case: a librry's obtainingrfrom an-other library,
in lieu of interlibrary n, copies of=articies,trom relatively
recent issues of periodic is -- those published within five
years prior to the date o the request. The guidelines do not
specify what aggregatqu ntity of cOpies of an article or
articles 'Published in a p riodical, the issue date of which ls'
more than five yearspz1 t to the date when the request for the
copy thereof is made, constitutes a substitute for a subscription
to such periodical. The meaning of the proviso to subsection
108(g)(2) in such case is left to future interpretation.:,

The point has been made that the present_practice on inter-
library loans and use of photocopies in lieu of loans may be
supplemented or even largely replaced by a system in which one
or more agenciesor institutions, public or private, exist
for the specific purpose of providing a central source for photo-
copies. Of course, these guidelines would not apply to such
a situation..

GUIDELINES FUR THk PROVISO OF SUBSECTION 108 g 2

1. As used in the proviso of subsection 108(0(2),
the words "... stch aggregate quantities as to substitute
for a subscription to or purchase,of such work" shall mean:

(a) with respect to any given periodical (as opposed
to any given issue of a periodical), filled requests of
a library or archives (a "requesting entity") within any
calendar year for a total of six or more copies of an
article or articles published in such periodical within
five years prior to the date of the request. These
guidelines specifically shall not apply, directly or
indirectly, to any request of a requesting entity for a
copy,or copies of an articlet or articles published in any
issue.ef a periodical, th.e pilhlication date of which is
mote than five years prior to the date when the request is
made. These 'guidelines do not define the meaning, with
respect to such a request, of "... sqch aggregate quantities
as to substitute for a subscription to [such periodical]."

(b) With respect to any other material. described in
subsection 108(d), (incliiding fiction and poetry), filled
requests of a requesting entity within any calendar year
for a total of six or more copies or phonorecords of or
from any given work (including a collective work) during
the entire period when such materialaterial shall be protected
by copyright.
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In the event that a requesting entity --

(a)4shall have in for-e or shall have entered
an order for-a subserip on to a periodical, or

(b) has within its collection, or shall have entered anorder for, a topy or phonorecord of any other copyrighted
work, material from either category of which it desires

obtain by copy from another library or archives (the
"supplying 'entity"), because the material to be copied
is net reasonably available for use by the requesting

t
entity self, then the fulfillment of such request :shallbe treeed as thoughothe requesting entity made such copyfrom its own colleotion. A library or archives may requesta copy OT phonorecdrd from

a supplying entity only under
those circumstances where the requesting entity wouldhave been able, under the other provisions of section108, to supply such copy from materials in its own collection.3. No request for a copy or phonorecord of any materialto which these guidelines apply may-be fulfilled by the
supplying entity unless such request is accompanied by
a representation by the requesting entity that the requestwas made in conformity with these guidelinet.

4. The requesting entitythall
maintain records of all

requests made by It for. copies or phonorecords of any
materials to which these guidelines apply and shall maintainrecords of the fulfillment of such requests, which recordsshall be retained until the end of the third complete
calendar year after the end of the calendar year in whichthe respective request shall have been made.

5. As part of the review provided for in subsection 108(i),these guidelines shall be reviewed not later than five yearsfrom the effective date of this bill.

These guidelines were accepted by the Conference Committee and
228/

re incorporated into its report on the new Act. During the ensuing

enty months, &h library and publisher organizations have reported eon-
derable progress --a d adapting their

practices to conform with the

YNTU guidelines.

The guidelines specifically leave the status of periodical ar-

icles more than five years old to future determination. Moreover,

nstitutions set up for the specific purpose of supplying photocopies
)t copyrighted material are excluded, ftom covera,

2,28 Conference Ils12Et, supra note 1 at 71-

p 0V-the guidelines.
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The volume of library photocopying in 1976

Enactment .of he 1976 Act was one prerequisite to the Commission's

formulation of recommendations concerning photocopying; another was a

to data about ar incidence of photocopying and its impact, both real and

perceived, on the activities of authors, publishers and those seeking ee-

1

o works of authorship. Two studies published in 1976 and 1977 pro-

Vided most of the data that was utilized by'the CoMmissibn for these purposes,

Comprehensive quantitative data on the photocopYing of copyrighted

matO.Aals in the United States is provided by the 1977 report of King:
229/

Research, Inc., which was based primarily on sample surveys of photo-

copying conducted on supervised machines by public,, academic, federal govern-
23U/

ment and special libraries. RecordS of 130,000 interlibrary loan trans-

actions in 1976 in the Minnesota Interlibrary Telecommunications Exchange

(MINITEX), a network of libraries. n Minnesota L77d surrounding states,

supplemented the King Research-survey sample. An advisory committee

consisting of librarians, publishers 8nd government agency officials

provided oversight for the project.

229/ See note IA p. 118 supra. This study was,conducted in 1976 and 1977
under contract with _National Commission on Libraries 4nd Information
Science, with additional financial support from the National Science Founda-
tion and CUNTU. Such a study was recommended in 1975 by the Conference on
the Resolution of Copyright Issues, which consisted of representatives
of producers and consumers of copyrighted materials under the joint chair-
manship of Frederick Burkhardt, Chairman of NCLIS, and Barbara Ringer,
Register of Copyrights.

230/ Special libraries generally are libraries other than public, school,
federal or academic. Included would be libraries located in business
corporations, trade associations, law firms, museums, hospitals, etc.

231/ The MINITEX records constituted the only existing coprehensive data on
interlibrary loan transactions for an entire,,year.



Although the study has furnished thembs Comprehensive body of

data on photocopying ever assembled in the United States, it did'not cover

every kind of phOtocopying 0 'copyrighted materiafs, It excluded, for
NN t =

examp copying in public and non -public .elementary and secondary

schoo libraries; (2) copying for classroom use in nonprofit,- educational

inst iitions at all levels -- elementary, secondary and higher

the copying was done by the libraryof the .institution; (3) Copy__

unsupervised machines (including coinoperated machines in libraries and

elsewhere in organizations); (4) copying by government agencies other

than in their libraries; (5) copying by organizations other than libraries

or in organizations in units other than the.lraries such as by business

organizations shout libraries oP departments of educational institutions;

is aand (b) copying by organizations selliAg copying services'eithe

or incidental part of their operations, such

vices and "information broker
f

as CO cial photocopying ser

The overall volu of items of copyri ,hied materials estimated

to have been copied by the four types of libraries sampled in the King Study
233/

are shown in Table I which follows:

p. 157, infra.

233/ The volumes of photoCopying discussed in the following section
may be,gignificantly smaller than the estimated volumes which would have
resulted from a more , vrehensives9rvey covering the exemptions noted
above. Such survey , ould probably have been precluded by factors
such as cost, available time and the lack of an adequate statistical
universes (mailing lists).
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TABLE

T ROM ALL COPYRIGHTED MATERIALS

Local
Users *

o -Photocopied Items
(one or several pages)

aat21L__ Use

Intrasystem
Transactions*

Total Copyright
library Copyrighted Status

Materials Unknown

Public 13.7 7.2 24.1 11.0

Special 11.0 5.6 1.2 17.6 2,6

ACndemic 3.
.3 7.9 3.4

Federal 2.7 1.0 0.4 4.1 0.3

Totals 30.9 16.9 6.1 53.9 17.3

A lCn study, Tables 3.1,3, .15. 3.17 and 3.19

(Note: Sows and columns may not add -xatly due to toundin
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al of 53.9 milliod items from copyrighted

materials was copied on supervised machines in the 22,000 libraries in the

universe sampled. Of this total 70% was copied from serials, 24% Irom,

books, and 6% from other copyrighted materials. The task'of estimating

what amount of this'volum of copyrighted materials would be exempted

under Sections 107 and 108 of the 1976 Act anal what amount would require

authorization to copy is coMplicated by the fact that the contract

for the King Study came into effect in July 1976, three months before

the new Copyright Act was enacted and its detailed provisions on photo-

copying were known. The data gathered, therefore, may not correspond

exactly with the activities defined in the Act. Nevertheless, some rough

can be made for the types of libraries included in the

survey. This analysis is undertaken in the.following sections broken

down into the three types of transactions and then broken down in each

by type of library.
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1. Copying of copyrighted U.S. aerials fo
234/

interlibrary loan

The King sample survey collected more detailed data concerning

ng for interlibrary loan arrangements than for any other category.

was supplemented and reinforCed by the data on the 130,000 actual trans-

1

.,

$actions in the syatepi Table II, which follows, contains the King Study

figures on thq total volume of copying of United States copyrighted serials for

interlibrary loan, and the two alternatftre estimates of the volume of copying

that would require Section 108(g)(2 ) and the CUNTU
P5/

guidelines.

234/ The definition of a serial -used in the King Study was " A publication
issued in successive parts bearing numerical or chronological designations,
which is intended to be continued indefinitely and which may be identified
by an ISSN (international Standard Serial Number). Serials include period-
icals, newspapers, and the journals, mewoirs, proceedings, transactions, etc.
of societies. Serials are subject to subscription prices paid in advance. (This
eliminates publications that' appear annually or less frequently.)" Ki95,Ntudy,
supra note 199., at ix.

2J5/ The King Study provides no similar breakdown for books or other
copyrighted materials, nor for serials not published in the United States.
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TABLE II

4

Uti YING FROM U.N. COPYRIGHTED S FOR INTERLIBRARY 0

Millions of Photocopied Items
(one or several pages)

Conditions Affectin Need for Alithorig 'n to Make Co les

Type
of ,Library

1

No. of Items
Copied *

2 3

No. Exempt for No. Needing
Classroom Use, Authorization,
Replacement and Under =w/o Time Limit
5 code e title * . 1 - col. 2

4

NO. Needing
Authorization
wt5 -year Time
limit*

Special 1.25 , .9 :62 .22

Academic 1.13 .47 .66 .14

Public 1.01 .53
.09

Federal .38 .22 .17 .06

Tote 3.77 1.85

* King study, Table 4.14, and page

1.93 .51
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The King Study data suggest that ftrom 505,U00 to 1,92 000nf-

the items ,from United States serials photocopied for interlibrary loan

in 197b would have required authorization from the copyright proprietor,
23b/

has the provisions, of tie 1976 Act been applicable. 0 To this number,

however, must be added some portion of the 1,200,000 copies made from

copyrighted` books, some po An of 0214000 photocopies made from

other copyrighted t and some portion of copies of foreign

serials and the materials for which copyright status was not reported.

Appropriate deductLons from all of these categories must be made to

eke into account copying for classroom use and for -er) acement. A

portion of that copying may be exempted from copyright liability under

Sections 107 and 108. These figures in turn should be reduced by the

number of single-page photocopied items made for interlibrary loan,

which likely

Inf

211 under the definition of fair use.

n on one-page and two -page items is available in the

King S udy only for periodicals and other aerials, but not for books

or other copyrighted material. That information indicates that 16% of

the filled requests were for one page. If 16% is deducted from the

figures In Columns 3 and 4 of Table II, the number of copies of domestic

serial items photocopied for interlibrary loan and requiring authorization

ould be reduced to 420,000 copies for articles less than six year7s,

old A'rrid1,621,00U copies articles irrespective of age..

236/ The total figure would depend on how articles from journals over
Live years old those not covered by the.CONTU'guidelin were treated.



A
2. Photodopies made for local use

Copying fer'local use as defined in the King Study in Ludes

copying both by public library borrowers, students and faculty 6f colleges4

and universities,'and employees of libraries and the institutions in whisch

they are located; including corporate-employees. The number of copies

for local use willqhlso include those vrmitted under the fair use

provisions of Section 107 which-permit the making of one copy of an

article or a thrall portion of other works for purposes of priVate study,

_holarship or-research as-14eli- those permitted uxier the provisions

.V
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of Section 108(d). The King Stuffy provided no direct a a on these

types of exempted copying, but an approximation appears in Table III,

which /lows, arrived at by distinguishing single and multiple copies

and by applying estim

of but one page.

of the number of photocopied items consisting



Millions of Photocopied
(one or-several,pag-

eed fo

Type of
Librar

No. Copies
Made From
All Seri

No. Copies Net Made
for Replacement or

s Claseroomlise **

Nd of
Single
C- e

4. of
One -Page

Items

5

No. of Coviee
Needing Authorization

,(col. 2- col. 3 -I: 4)

Special 9.7 9 6 7.8 0.9 0.9

Public 7.6 7.2 3.8 0.7 2.7

Federal 2.5 2.4 0.8 0.2 1.4

Academic 2.0 1.8 1.5 0.2 0.1

Totals 21.7 21.0 13.9 2.1 5.1

King Study, Table 4.19
King Study, Table 4.23. Uoed not include 4,560,000 items

which the purpose of the request is'unknown or unreportea.

King Study, Table 4.26

Composed of an estimated 4.3 million in for profit institutions
and 3.6 million in non-profit institutions

(Note: Rows and columns may not add exactly due to rounding.)
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At first -glance it alppears hatqnly some 5p100,00U photocopied

items made. for local patrons'would require orization.. To this number

there the added some portion of the 4,160,

by lib aries in forlorofit orgamizatihns to take

U qingle items photocopied

nte account photocopies

by those libraries that.do not avail themselves of the benefits of Section

`108(d) because their Collections are not openffito the public or specialized=

__archers.

Photocopies made,fo " ntrasystem' use

The second highest volume of copying of copyli h ed materials in

the types of libraries surveyed by King Research was fo lintrasy tem loan."

This volume was almost as great as copying for local patrons and more than

twice as-great as copyihg for interlibrary loan. "Ihtrasystemloan"

defined in the King Study as "borrowing or lending or library Materials

carried on between branches or departments within the same library system
237/,

as determined by common fuhding." No definition was provide
A

"library system," but a "library" was defined to include "both the central

library/ headquarters and the branch librariSIdepartmen ybur library
22V

cyst or archives."

The problem of estimating what portion of the intrasystem photb

,copyink of copyright materials falls within fair use under Section-107 or

within- the exceptions in Settion 108 is further complicated by the lack in

either the 197b Copyright Act or its legislative history of definitions of

237/ King_ Study, supra note 199, at v

238/ Id., at 216



the terms "library" Or Yarchived." It is-necessary to estimate what4p,or ion

* 'of "intrasydtemiloah" copies is governed'bySection 108(d) -- single copies

f'or patrons of articles or other small portions of'copyrighted works -- and

'what portion of the copies.is governed by the limitations in Section 108(g)(2)

on copying for interlibrary loan. Piesumably the Congress intended the;
)

individual instances of copying would fall under one or the other of these

ov,isions, but no,t under both.

The estimates made in the analysis which follows are based upon(

assumption that copying for intrasystem use is'opying within a "library"

as that term is used in the statute. For example, it 4wassumed that a

large city's_central or headquarters library and its nUmerous branches

constitute one library, and,,therefore, any library patron'inthat city may-

go to the headquarters or any branch to secure a single copy of an

from any periodical subscribed to b -any library unit in that city

vided that the requests for the copies are isolated, unrelated and

article

pro

not a

part of a concerted or systematic schema without incurring liability to

the copyright proprietor in accord with Section 108(d) Conversely, secur-

ing such a copy would not count as an interlibrary loan under the provisidns

of Sectiop 108(g)(2) and the CONTU guidelines. The corollary of this inter-

pretation ia'that if the periodical is not subscribed to by any unit in the

city system, all requests for copies of articles made to a-- "unit in the

city which were met from sources not in the city system _ count against

the quota of five copies in the CONTU guidelines. This interpretation seems

to fit best with usual library practice, wherein only requests for copies

that cannot be met within a-city system are counted as interlibrary loans.

Table IV, which follows; applies this assumption in attempting to

imate what portion of the volume, of photocopying shown in the King Study

As intrasystem use requires authorization.
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FF

PHOTOCOPYING FROM ALL CODIGHTED SERIALS FOR INTRA90AN

Anions of Photo pied Items

!'(one or several ages)

2
4;

5
No. Copies for

No. Copies'
, No, Copies Needing

No. Copies. : Replacement
Needing,Authorization

AuthorisatiOn w/Type of from all or Classroom No. Single w/o Limit on Length dneage 'Librar Serials Use * Co ies ** Col. 1 . Col: 2+
Codes Exert'

Special 4.78

Public

Academic

Federal'

4.68 0.18

2.10

2.5r

1.63 0.23 1.29

0.86 41.05 0,76

2.68

1.97

0.11

1.47

.80

.00

.00
0.03

Totals 11.95 0.45 6470- 440
2427

** King Study; Table 4.34.

** Donald King estimate, telephone conversation December 11, 1977

Ire



An ,o Table. IV .suggests

for "intrasYs.tem loan" would

this number, how

copie

hat some 2,270,000
ie

--ituthorization.

ver, should be added.some p rtion of the 2,100,000single

shown in col Mn3, in order to accountde by special-lib

forintrasYstem copying by libraries in fo

not avail themselves of the privileges of Section

Table V-, which:follows, recapitulates _

it organizations tha

108.

mates of the

minimum number of items copied from copyrighted materials

machines in libraries that -_

For inrlibrary

For local use

do.

on unsupervised

Id require consent 9f the copyright proprietor.

4

TABLE V

420,000

5,100,000

For intrasyste loan 2,270,000

Total

*

790,000

From domestic serials under
six years old

From serials only

From serials only

-*Note: The estimates in Table V are minimal because they do riot include

.
copies for interlibrary loan made Irom serials over five'years old;
single copies made for local use or intrasystem use in libraries
in for-profit organizations which do not wish to make themselves
eligible for the provisions of Section 108; copies made from books
and other copyrighted materials; issues of foreign serials copied
for interlibrary loan; and copies made in institutions not covered
by the Xing Study.
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cans of Obtaining Permission to Make,PhotocOples-or to
btain Authorized Copies Under the 1976 Copyright Act

The complexities of the new copyright, law and the data compiled'``

he several studies discussed in Part IV-G, highlight the importance

of ascertaining theCopyright status of works and the need for easily obtain-
.

4
ing permission to copy. BeCause the 1976 Copyright Act became effective

4.
on January 1, 1978 Is - too early to know all the various arrangements

that may come into existence for obtaining conaent to make or to receive

copies of copyrighted works not permitted under the new law -- either as

fair use under Section.107, or pursuant to the various exemptions in

Section'108. Howeyer, some of the prinOpal methods and mechanisms for

obtaining autho iia ion"%nd making payments are known and may be briefly

discussed.

Publisher may.noti y public that photocopying ce6tain works fOr
individual use is permissible

The absende of copyright notice on any work subject to copyright

normally may be relied on by the public as evidence, in the absence of
239/

knowledge to the contrary, tat a work may be copied.

Various ways exist to notify the public that a proprietor grants

consent for photocopying beyond that permitted under Sections- 107 and 108

of the 1976 .Act. One method is to print in each issue a specific license

stating what copying may be_done without indiVidual authorization. Some

periodical publishers are likely to adopt liberal copying policies on photo-

copying and will publish such policies in each issue of the periodicals.

239/--Section 405(b) of the 1970 Act offers considerable;-althou h not abso
prqtection to "an innocent infringer" whiz, copies in reliance on the absence
of a copyright notice. For the text of this section see Appendix J.



A variety of such policies are conceivable: (1) general permission to copy-

except for resale; (2) pervission to copy (single or multiple copies) by

non-profit organizations; and (3) permiSsion to copy from older issue

before a certain_ date.

The 1977 Fry/White Johnson Study, a report prepared for the

Commissi ©n in 1977 by 9ernard Fry, Herb--

f the ana University Graduate School, Survey of Publisher Practices

S. White and Elizabeth Johnson

and Present AttitudesAttitudes.on Authorized Journal Article Copying and Licensing,

throws some light on the extent to whidh periodical publishers may wish
240/

to adopt such policies, Approximately 20% of the 974 responding journals

were willing to permit copying by non-profit Orginizations beyond that

authorized in the law (and to permit copying to a lesser extent by for-profit

organizations). The journals surveyed

ing from olde sues than from more recent

.indicate that o'f the 14J0 ournals not re

more iberal in permitting copy-,

ues. Copyrit Office records

ponding in this study approximately

,600- or 40%, did,rrht register claims to copyright under the 1909 Act, which

may indicate that a conside able portion of the journals not registering

in the past may be willing to permit copying beyond that which sermissible

under Sections 107 and 108"of the 1976 Act.

A-Cb- -derable number of older issues fall into the public domain

wheal pyright is not renewed at the expiration of the first twenty-eight
241/

y qieriod of protection under the 1909 Act.7 Unfortunately there exists

A

240/ Fry/White/Johnson, supra note 201..

241/ 1974 issues of 475' period cal titles out of approximately 4900 titles
eligible for renewal were, in fact, renewed. When renewals were filed, it was
usually for all issues of the title for the year. Of these 475 titles which
renewed, 14%,were in the fields of science and technology and 9% in law and'
the social sciences. Historically, theh, a relatively small minority of copy-

,righted periodical material -is renewed.
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no simple And inexpensive method to-determine whether these older. asues

still under copyright: The Copyright' Office has published:annually a Catalot,

plSplyrislit Entries for periodical that indicates what serial titles

registered for copyright under the 1909 Act, including renewal egistrat_i

and will continue to publish data on -eneyal registrations. Obtaining

access to and using these catalogs, however, is rather cumbersome way'of

checking the copyright status of older periodical issues. At least Ora

'methods can be conceived to simplify the process.

A statement published in current issues of periodicals

that issues twentyeight years old regularly are

(or are notYunder copyright.

St4 A statement in the catalog of journals participating in-

the Copyright Clearance Cerite- that older Sues are or are not)

under copyright, or, alternatively, ap indication that copying

es will sot be requested for older issue&'-.

A statement on the copyright status of individual journal

Titles in the online bibliographic data on

through library.- natworks. well be possible for those

responsible for the CONSER project to add copyright, status

to this computerized database at a onetime cost that would be

minimal when spread over libraries throughout the.country.

p iodicals available

242/ See p. 130, supra.



Clearance mechanist l for obtaining consent to photocopy

The Copyright ea Center, Inc. (CCC),is a not =ior-prc

New York corporation created under the sponsorship of publisher and author

organizations. After December 31, 1977, persons or prganitations wishi

to cop5' material entered into-the Center system -- initiklly predomid

scientific, technical and medical journals -- for which consent must be'

y-

Obtained,from copyright proprietors may do so by paying the Center-the ipyH

ing fee per article _riodical page printed in the publication or -for
243/

pre-1978 issues listed i- he- 1CC,cal slog.

Publishers have the ption of designating theopyright'_Clearance

Center, Lnc. as their agent t_ authorize the making of photocopies. Publish

era who elect this option are Al5ofree to enter into agreements directly.

with individuals or organizations to,authorize the making of photocopies.

The Copyright Cleatance Center provides, gecordingly,-but one mechanism of

.
securing authorization _ photocopy co0Ytighted works..

Suppliers of authorized photocopies

The great majority of photocopies of material' that libraries do

not possess and thus must secure from other sources will continue to be

supplied through traditional interlibrary loan channels, pursuant to the

proviso in Section 108(g)(2) of the 1976 Act-as further defined in the

"CONTU Guideline's." However, there Will be a,small, but siknificant,

243/ The Copyright Clearance Center reportsthat as of June 30, 1978, there
wereA1,633'United States and foreign publications, mostly periodicals,
portiOpating in the system; that 591,organizations were registered as
users; and that the range of copying fees for articles published before 1978
was from zero to $12:25, with a median fee of"?vomewhere between $2.00 and

The Center has estimated that in the *978 calendar yea 000,000
copying transactions will be authorized by Ti4 ,of its sys
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portion of requests for photocopies ofmaterials that will require

securing authorized copies from institutions prepared to furnish photoccpics244/
on demand. Some of the principal suppiiers,14ill be described briefly.

Institute for Scientific

The institute

been furnishing varioud bibliographic information services and providing

245/
m- ion ('ISO

cientif c Information in Philadelphia, has

tearsheets or authorized

to

photocopies of journal articles to its clients

some twenty years. This tearsheet /photocopy service is called

Original Article Tear Sheet:; (OATS).

Copies t_ title t; in mcmt recent five years more than

Ucltt cientitic, technleal and social science journals are available

through OATS. [SI supplied more than 100,00 tear sheets photocopies of

articles in 1977, and volume has been 'rowing at a rate of to% A year.

During 1978, 151 will add about 8 arts and humanities journal :

and 1.000 published scientific_ proceedings

iblo OATS service will be exteaded to these new materiI.ls, thereby providing

dc1:0o cc to more than 160,000 additional items a year

col is When teas-
'

Ilniver,ity Pifcrofil

Univvrsity Iles internati nal in Ann Arbor, Michigan, a

!-athsidtary of the Xerox Co at icacr, tests 'ontracts with nub' 1

-veral thousand serials awl rizAin! it to sell rM copies Intl

trio s. l`ltc bulk act it r, bci 1110!-;!; ht htcn wit h libtraries which

onthor copy delive ry `:or 1,
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substitute the microfilm copies for the origidal paper issues in ord

to save storage space and binding CQS Univetsity Microfilms' contracts

with publishers permit it to supply on demand single or multiple copies

of articles from about 6,000 serials (usually in full size). The periodical

titles for which University Microfilms has' contracts for the most part do

not duplicate those journals frOm which ISI supplies copies. University

Microfilms publishes a catalog so that libraries and other users may deter-

mine the periodical titles from which University Microfilms is authorized

hotocopy. Unlike the Institute fot Scientific Information, however,

University Microfilms ordinarily can supply copies of articles from'all

issues of its serials, back to the start of publication.

4. Secondary suppliers of authorized copyrightfee-paid copies

There are or will a number of what May be called ' econdary,

suppliers" of authorized copies of copyrighted materials. The National

Technical Information Service (NTIS), for one example, is an agency of the

Department of Commerce established to make the results of research reports

, and other materials prepared in ox for federal agencies more readily avail-

able to industry, business and the gen I public. It o4erates a large

facility in Springfield, Virginia, a subtrb of Washington, D.C., which

stores these documents arid supplies full size microform copies of

hundreds of thousands of documents annually. NTIS publishes catalogs of

documents and also enters them into hliographic data base to which

on-line ac is tilable through some of the commercial data base

services. NT instituted a means of c role

of articles from 5,_

es mateS that by mid-summer

11 and paying horized

1 ii-govqrunent journals in May 1978, and

1978, will have completed arrangements

tor r;upplying copies from _n_
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Another source of copies of articles are so-called "information

on demand" or "idformation broker" companies. These companies are organizd

toklo research and supply information on a wide variety of topics to anyone
247/

interested in such services. There are also organizations which provide
248/

computerized access to approximately 360 bibliograjhic data bases.

scribers to certain of fliese services may electronically order copies of

documents from these bibliographic data bases of certain materials and

from certain suppl delivery by mail. Convenience and the increased

speed of document delivery make it likely that this kind of electronic

ordering, of documents will increase in volume.

The Table on the following page arizes and compa

authorized copy delivery services provided by the Institute for /Scientific

Information, Inc., University Microfilms International, a

rmation Service.

Ctie National

24)/ in the past these organizations have often preided col s copyrightedmteriats without authorization from copyright proprietors. A itimber of the. -se
organizations, however, have indicated to the Commission that they will
to obtain authorization for --copies they supply their customers in the courseet nheir business.

.,48/ t.. Christian, L Library I (197S).
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THREE AUTHORIZED. COPY DELIVERY SERVICES

is Institute for Scientific
Information (OATS) 1/

University
Microfilms 2/

National Technical
Information Servic
(NTIS/JACS)

Number of
Titles

5000 2:ience, socialAcience journals
(Fot' i 0:f "five years)

1000 tamAn4idt jovynais (1978 )

3000 Proceedirms,:Volimes (1978 - )

8C

000 serials 8000-9000 (est
all issues) (time coverage
000 monographs varies)

Serials Included

Science/Technology yes

Social Sciences

humanities

yes

yes (1978

Monographs Included.

Proceedings Included

base price range/
transaction

no

yes (1978 -

$3.50 air mail
postage

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

a few

no

no

$ 6.00/article
(first copy_ )

10.00/issue
monograph price
varies entire work
entire work only

$ 6.00 13.50

(6.50 for
majority)

Method of ordering mail, telex, on-line,
telephone

mail
telephone

TWX, telex
on-line or
telephone

Processing time 48 hours delivery 24 hours -f- delivery 2 days +
delivery

Method tit payment prepaid stamps
cash

cash with order
credit card
deposit accounts

deposit account
only

II , App _
400 titles from I.S.1. are also available through NT

UM. titles generally arc not available through NTIS.

sJ Journals listed in Lurrent Index to Jcrnals in Education are $4.U0 /article (fi

1:

rst copy),
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5. Possible nonprofit periodicals copying centers

In April 1977, the National Commission on Libraries and infor-

me _on Science (NCLIS) published a task force report which propo$!A a

national system for providing libraries with better access to copies of

F
periodical materials not in their collections, based on ,three levels of

supply, as follows:

Level 1 Local, state and regional library systems
responsible for meeting a substantial
portion of routine needs for periodicals.

f
Level 2 A comprehensive periodicals collection

dedicated for lending and photocopy service
to meet the majority of unfulfilled requests
derived from Level 1. Initially, a single
National Periodicals Center would be
developed, but experience and demand may
warrant more than one.

Level 3 Existing national libraries and other unique
collections to back up the first two levels,

The report was approved by the National Commission on Libraries and infor-
249/

on Science in June 1977.

Levels 1 and 3 already exist for the mor,t part and only need to

be tied into the total system. The local, state and regional library

systems would be expected to Provide access in Level l to most heavily used

periodicals, estimated to consist of some 2000 titles. Level 2 in this

system would be a new National Periodicals Center, designed to supply

copies of periodical articles from some 55,000 periodicals in the middle

range of u e In Level 3 access to very rarely, used periodicals Would

be provided by the three national libraries and ether special collections

Task Force in a National Periodicals System, National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science, Effective Access to the Veriodical
.Literature: A National Program 36 (I177 T7 Superintendent of Documents
'tack No 052 00J- 0035318.
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410

The NCLIS report makes the following statement with respect to the

status of such a Center under the 1976 Copyright Act:

The impact of the new copyright law, effe ive
January 1, 1978, on the National Center is unclear at this
time. Should the law be interpreted in light o the suggested
CONTU guidelines, the responsibility rests on th individual
borrowing libraries to account for their borro i g activities
in accordance with the guidelines. This would seem to
imply that a library would have to account for its combined
borrowing activities from both the National Center and from
other sources. The guidelines are expressed in terms of
borrowing on a title by title basis. It would only be
possible for the Center to do the accounting for libraries
using the Center on a title by title basis.

King Research, lac. ,in their photocopy study for
the NCLI NSF, and CONTU, will investigate alternatives for
royalties payment mechanisms. The results and recommendations
of this study are expected to provide direction for the
Center on the copyright issue.

The Library of Congress has indicated that it would be willing

to operate such a Center, if the library community wanted it to do so, and

if the ini ial funding for setting up the system is supplied by non - federal

sou e_ The Council on Library Resources, using funds of its own and

other foundations, is making a further study of how such a Center might

be operated, either by the Library of Congress or by some other organization,

existing or to be created. This further study is expected to be completed

by the late summer of 1978.
71

This Report is being published in advance of the completion of

the additional study of a National Periodicals Center discussed above.

Therefore the Commission does not know what the study may recommend.

Since it seems possible, however, that one or more such centers may come

into existence within the next few years, the Commission has cons de-d hOw

they might operate and how they would fit in

copies of copyrighted matt _tat not in hand.

her means of securing
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The Commis on agrees with the bas c.recommendation of the NCLIS

report that improved methods of securing copies of periodical articles not

in hand are needed, since the traditional interlibrary loan arrangements

tend to be slow, inefficient and costly, but the Commission does not take a
.

positibn about the merits of non-profit centers as opposed to other net

of- achieving the objectives sought.

The experience of British Library Lending Division (BLLD) in
250/

Boston Spa shows that a centralized and specialized source of supply'

cqn provide a very rapid service at a relatively low cost. in addition,

the existence of such centers in th9,future might provide a means for

the on-demand publishing of short documents as an alternative to, or

a supplement to, traditional journal publishing. Publishers could supply

documents to these centers, which would sell copies in full size or micro-

form, much as the National Technical lnformiti n Service now sells copies

at government reports.

The status of such non-profit centers with respect- to the 1976

Copyright Act is unclear. Can such non profit copying centers be considered'

a "library or archives' entitledto the benefits of the

4e
in Section 108 of the 1976 Act. More specifically, Sectio. 108(d) per

ious exemptions

lib a and archives to make copies for users of single articles and small

portions of other works for the purpose of "private study, scholarship and

research," either from works in their own collections or "from that of

another library or archives. Section 108(g)(2) prohibits the `'systematic

250/ This organization is set up to supply photocopies of periodical an l-
Vies, one copy to a customer and not more than one article per issue, to
British and overseas organizations. It lends physical volumes of books.
BUD currently supplies about 1.5 million copies of articles per year and
subscribes to approximately ,000 periodicals.
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reproduction or dist4 button of single copies of materials covered by Section

108(d) except that a vrovlso ates that

nothing in this clause prevents a library or archives
from Tarticipating in interlibrary arrangements that do'
not have, as their purpose or effect, that the library
or archives receiving such copies or phonorewrds for
distribution does so in such aggregate quantities as to
substitute for a subscription to or purchase k such work.

The -aggregate quantities" constituting a substitute for subscriptions or

pnrchases are defined in the CONTU guidelines, described in Part IV D
251/

this Repart.

Neither "library" or "archives" is defined the 1976 Act.

However, the American Library Association Glossary ry Terms contains

the following two definitions of a library:

Library. I. A collection of books and similar material
organized and administered for reading, consultation,
and study. 2. A room, a group of rooms, or a building,
in which a collection of books and similar material
is organized and administered for reading, consultation,
and study. 252/

If such nonprofit copying centers are not libraries or archives

within the meaning of the 1976 Act, other libraries would not have the benef

of ttt
Section l08(d) and its extension in the Section 108(g) (2) Troviso and the

cUNTU guidelines in securing photocopies of articles from them. In addition,

the introduction to the CUNTU guidelines, included-in the Conference Report

on the bill that became the 1976 Act, contains the following eiplic t state-

ment:

251/ pp. 134 -37, supra.

252/ A.L.A. Glossar,, of Library Terms 1943) .
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The point has been made that the present practice on interlibraty
loans and use of photocopies in lieu of loans may be supplemented
or even largely replaced by a.system in which one or more
Agencies or institutions, public or private, exist for the
specific purpose of providing a central source for photocopies.
Of course, these guidelines would not apply to such a situation. 253/

Taking these factors into consideration, the Commission believes

that non-,profit centers established for the specific purpose of providing

copies would be required to secure authorization from copyright owners.to

make and distribute full scale copies of periodical articles from the original

issues as well s to make microform copies. The two major alternatives seem

to be to secure licenses to copy from copyright proprietors, or (2) to

pay oyalties-on individual transactions through a mechanism similar

that established by the Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

In view of the uncertainties of whether one or more non-profit

periodical copying centers will be established and the lack of specific

information as to hoW they might operate, the Commission does not believe

that it is in a position to recommend any change in the 1976 Copyright Act

directed at the operation of such centers. The Commission is of the opinion,

however, that such arrangements are probably not entitled to the benefits

of Section 108 of the 1976 Act.

Periodical centers in general

The Commission believes that arrangements that can supplement and

io part take over copying services now provided through interlibrary loan

systems could have great potential benefits, some examples of which are:

253/ Conference Report, supra /not at 72.
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Providing comprehensive access to periodical literature;

jr,olliding, in cooperation with publishers, more
efficient distribution of materials after initial
distribution in traditional periodical form;

Insuring preservation in at least one copy of
periodical literature;

Making possible, in cooperation with publishers,
the utilization of new technologies to develop
alternative publishing and distribution methods for
material for which there is a limited demand; and

Assisting local libraries to rationalize their
collection development and maintenance plans.

Such arrangements may include non-profit centers

!--ed to serve this function, existing institutions, and various private

rprise undertakings. Central information sources or switching s rvice

LO diiect those seeking materials to the most efficient source of sup

11 no doubt be an important element.

Careful study

_y

be required to determine the most effective

arrnv of resources, public and private, to meet these needs and the best

modes of their operation. Th Commission believes that the appropriate

Congressional Committees, and

dove -try prepa--

Register of Copyrights in monitoring

y to the mandatory first five-year report on the

ration of Section 108 of the 1976 Act, should carefully follow the

6volilt n of plans for such centers during the next few years.

The Interrelated Econnmics_ot Publishing and Libraries
and the Impact of Copying Fees

Many aser .ns were made about the economic impact of pho

copying on gourna1 publishing during the debates in twenty-ye

vise the copyright law, but little statistical or other factual
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evidence to substantiate these assertions was presented, either by librarians

y publishers and authors.

Librarians took the position that copying did not and would not

significantly reduce the volume of sales of printed publications, and that

librarians strive to purchase little=used materials rather than subject

their patrons to the inconvenience and delay of interlibrary loan. In part,

publisher and author.. concerns were not so much for the present as for the

future, at which time they believed various means of photocopying might

become increasingly cheaper relative to the cost of acquiring printed

+publications. They also believed that they should secure some revenue

from copying as a contribution to the "first copy" costs of publications,

such as editorial, typesetting and business overhead.

The General Relationship o ournal Publishing to Library Budgets

The most complete study. s on library and journal publishing economics

254/
and their relationship to one another is the 1975 Fry /White Study spon-

sored by the National Science Foundation covering the year, 1969, 1971 and

1973. Pertinent data were obtained through questionnaires illed out by a

sample of States scholarly and research journals and by a sample

254/ Fry /White, supra note 215. A tyrther study by Fry and, White repeating
the' library portions of the 1976 study and covering the years 1974, 1975,
1976 has been delivered to the National Science Foundation and will be,made
available through the National Technical-`Information Service: Impact of
Economic Pressures on American Librarie and Their Decisions Concerning

larly and Research Journal Acquii and Retention NSF Grant
Number DS1 76-23592 . The second study shows a continuation the -

1909-1973 trends in library budgets and practices but at slower rates.
In the 1974-1976 period funds were still being shifted from books
to periodical purchases and the total number of periodical subscr, ionswas still rising.
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255/
of academic, public and special Libraries. The periodicals included in

the survey were approximately 2,500 United States scholarly journals, of

which about 15 furnished extensive usable data. The study provides data

separately for four categories of journals by publisher: commercial pub

lishers professional societies, university presses, and other nonprofit

publishers.

1. Library acquisition budgets == 1969 =1973

During the period fro 1969. o 1973 when prices Bose sharply for

both periodicals and books, expenditures for periodicals and the number of

subscriptions increased in all three types of libraries included in the

Fry/White Study. Although the total dollar expenditure for books also

increased somewhat, the number of books purchased decreased.. These trends

were more sharply accentuated in academic libraries, the largest purchasers

of periodicals, than in public and special libraries. For example, the mediae

percentage increase in acquisition expenditures for periodicals and books

from 1969 to 1973 in large libraries of all three types were as follows:

I yr

Large Acactemic

Large Public

Sreecia1

pendTture increase 1969-73
;Per odicals

75%

73%

89'1

Books

3

2 9

255/ 1 Federal, state and local government libraries were not surve
the 1. v/White Study except those that may have been included in the sample
of stA,c'ial libraries. Elementary and secondary school libraries, both pUblic
and Irtvate, were not covered.
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Large academic libraries, Which had allotted 67Z of their

acquisition budgets to books and 33% to periodicals in 1969 by 1973, were

allotting 54% of the acquisition budgets to books and 46% to perioodicals.

The overall percentage increases in the number of periodical

subscriptions by large libraries during the same 1969-73 period were:

academic libraries, 18%7 public libraries, 22X; and special libraries, __.

Borrowing and photocopying through interlibrary loan

All types and sizes of libraries increased their borrowing of

periodicals through interlibrary loan during the 1969-1973 period. The median

number pf interlibrary loans and the percentage increases were as follows for

large academ

Libra

c libraries, medium-sized publiq libraries and urge specie

Type of Library

Median Number of interlibrary borrowings for Librar

1969

15b3

.1730

1214

1971 1973
Increase

19over 1969

Large Academic

Medium public

Large Special

14417

1551

1145

1910

' 1950

1441

21%

13%

19% -,

(The above statistics are for borrowing periodical articles, but since the over-
whelming proportion of interlibrary lending of articles consists of photocopies,
this is also a reasonable measure of the increase in securing photocopies through
interlibrary loan).



3. The of et of borrowing On periodica ctiptions

Despit the _ equent debate concerning :miliether library photo-

copying from jou:rnals substitutes for sub c ipt orjs, little data has been

ava

whe

lable to help resolve it. ,When Fry andIhte asked librarians whether

her photocopyinghathis ffect

following responses:-

Type of Library
Large academic

libraries
Large public

libraries

Total
Percentage:

affected by
Photocopyin

qp:subspaptions, they received the

Type feet

Dropped Propped
Duplicate,_

42%

Added Added Not
Subscript ns Fewer More Specified

15% 24% 26% 7%

9% 14% 9% 7%

The percentages in the "af(fected" categ,c,ries are not additive because
multiple responses were possible).
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Thus, while most libraries reported their purchase of,3ourSala were unaffected

by photocopying practices, a substantial minority said otherwise. Although

many librailes reported ncreasing ubstriptions, the net effect on subscri.p4

tions seemed clearly negative id this study. Evidence from another study,

_however, indicates that in the State, of tineaots the tot _ number of

periodical subscriptions by 53 acad,emic libraries in the MrINITp( system

increased by aboilt 25 from 1970/ ?1 to 1976/77 following the establishment
256/,

of.this state -wide interlibrary loan network in 1971. -7

256/ A 1977 British stuff, conducted by Aslib with the cooperation
of the British Library and th& Scientific,,Techmical and Medical group
of the International Publishers Association, indicated little impact
on periodical subscription's in British libraries due to the availability
of a quick and inexpensive, source of photocopies from the British Library'
Lending Division:. Since Britain's interlibrary photocopy service is
superior to that theAnited States, one would expecta greater depress-
ing effect on circulation levels there. However, only.15% of the 'Br' ish
academics pubic, and,speciailibrariesssurveyed indicated that an e
tive'interlibra>y loan service enabled them "to reduce subscriptions
by a significant amount without damaging the service". The British
study also concluded that only -bout 3% eif the photocopies secure
from other- libraries (cir hotroWeng the periodical volume and
copying the article oh receipt) constitsDed "replacement bor owing",
which'iS defined aF'Securing photocopies of current materials from BLLD
from per'iodicals hich were` once, but nojonger, subscribe- to by the
borrowing *

Theauthor of this British study concludes that " a
number Of subscriptions entered by all libraries is beginning to ire
in 197619771," bUt.,he attributes this to causes other than photocopyi
such as tha'stringency in library budgets and the inflation of period
and other/library materials prices. The more general conclusion of-,
Vie Aslih study was that no, evidence was presented that "a direct causal
relati hship.exi'sts wherebyincreased interliBrarylending leads to
ah overall decreaaein periodical subscriftions'by virtue of its
associated pnota pying,"

dward, Factors Affecting the'Renewal of Periodical
udy of _ec on-Makung in Libraries with Specie_

Lending, Aslib R & D

4
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The Fry /White Study also dealt' with the economics of United States

scholarly journal. publish and the significance of the library. market for

such journals. Libraries constitute the largest market for scholarly Jour-
,

nals These journals are also the typ of periodical most copied in or by

libraries in relation to- he size of circulations. The universe of 2459

United States scholarly journals surveyed by Fry and White was broken
=,.

down as follows:

Subject A Comm 'cia-1-

Pure Science 147

Applied Science
&'Technology 276

'Humanities 40

cmal Sciences 182

a

centage

645

Total 26.2%

By Type of Publisher

University
Society Presses

209 40

84 28

424 50

1073 127

43.6%1 5.t2%

Qther
Nod far1'rofit Total

77 473v

76 717

147
. 299

314 970
--IF

614 2459

25.0% 100.0%

The journals responding to the Auestionnsire reported that the

number of copies circulated increased in the_period. 1969-1973, tint generally

this was the result of increases in the number of foreigmsobscrib _s and

nal subscribers, and deCreases in the number of individual
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subscribers. The following table presents data by type of publisher:

257/
Percenta_p_Ohanges in Circulation_ 1969-1973--

SzTyp_of Publisher

Type .of Subscription Commercial Society
University

Presses
Other

Not-for-Profit

Total 4.2% 2.32 9.2% 27.2%

Total U.S. -0.9% 0.32 -3.6% NA

Institution 0.9% 12.5% 6.3% 11.62

Individual -2.7% 74.02 -12.9% 54.32

Foreign 11.5% 20.6% 74.72 4.0%

These figures are consiatent.with the general trencLin the Fry /White

vey data which showed an increase in periodical subscriptions by libraries

N."

These journal subscription data do not correspond:exactlyfrom 1969-1973

0with the library data because, among other reasons, U.S. libraries subscribe

to foreign journals and serial materials other than scholarly journals.

The data also show that United States institutions -- principally

libraries -- account,lfor about one third of the circa

nals published by c

on of scholarly jour-

cial presses, university presses, and other not-for-

profit periodicals, and over 20% of the circulation of journals of ional

L
societies Which provide subscriptions to their wn members as part of general

257/ Fry aodtWhite are skeptical about the figures in the above table for
other not-for-profit Publishers and indicate that these reported results
'do not agree with other data 4plied for journals published by this
category of publisher.' r-"'-

0
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membership feeS. The complete data on'the proportion of subscriptions by

type of subscriber fo

Percent Circulation Distribution 1973

T pe of Publisher ,,.

. --
University,' Other Not-Type of Subscriber Commercial Society Press for-Profit

Total U.S. subscriptions

Institutional

Indiv dual'

Foreign subscriptions

56% 86%

32 22

24 64

44% 14% 26%

74% 84%

40 36

34 48

16%

The publisher dat, shown in the following table indic te.that in

general the numbe'r of journal that had differential (usually higher) sub-
,

scr ption rates institutions and libraries increased markedly from 1969

to

Type of
Subscription

Institiutional

Library

Percent of Journals Having
institutional and Library Subscription Rates

Commercial
University

Society Presses

1969 1973 1969 1973 1969 1973

Other

Not-for-Profi

1969 1973

37% 50% 56% 67% 39% 58% 13% 30%

2%' 2% 20% 16% 6%

In general the institutional (usually library) subscription rates,

when they exist, increased substantially ore than the individual subscription

rates in the period 1969-1973. The figu are
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ndividual and Inst
edian Subscription Rates

Subsc tion Rates

4969 1971

Percentage
I:flange.

1973 1969-73

Individual_ $16.64- $19.50 $22 .39_PqMmer.cial

Institutional $31.75 -$41.56 $54.16

Individual. '$14.54 $17.83 $20.64

Institutional $18.21 $20.87 $25%56

, University
, .

Presses .individual' $ 7.41 $ 7,.96 $ 9.27

Instittitional $ 9.70- $10,35 $12.85,'

Other not-
for-Profit Individual $ 6.05 $ 7.00 '$ 8.64

Institutional $ 9.71 $11.00 $14.14

35%

712.

422

402

252

322

43%

462

Taking all of the above data into consideration, it is clear that

libraries and other institutions provided an increased share Of the

revenues of scholarly journal publishe )1973 as compared with 1969.

Ins ons were buying a larger ntimblit subscriptions, as well as an

increased proportion of all subscriptions. In many cases, they were also

payifrn Xitutiondi subscription prices which increased more than the

\ 4

subscription price for individuals, Unto tunately, direct data on the

oportion of total revenues derived by scholarly journal publishers from

institut,ion and library subsCriptions are not provided in the Fry/White

Study. However for many invidual journals (except for society journals

with MO' prpportiobs indiv dual;,Subscriptions) 'as well as for

classes of journals, on f or more of .total subscription revenues, must

have come from United States libraries of other institutions If foreign

added (and theseare predominantly to institutions) this propor-

Lion is Ain higher,
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The Fry/White Study also collected data dir the profitability of.

United States scholarly journal Publishing. Statistically, this is the

weakest part of the study because only ninety-two journals provided finan-
,

ciar data. The data may be summarized as folio

Operating Income as a
Percentage of Total Revenue

1969' 1973

Type of Publisher

Commercial 11% 14%

Society 3% 3%

University Presses -4%

Other Not-for-Profit -1% -7%

All Journals 1% 4%

Operating income is defined'as "all revenue minus costs o salep

and operatic expenses. It does not take into account such items as interest

paid or received, capitalized expenditu

publishers n'1973, the net profit after c

or taxes." Thu , for commercial

p rate income and other taxes-

.Would e aboUt &Z of total revenue. The society, university press, and other

,not- t publishers ould,not, of course, be subjeWto Fdera1 and

state corporate income taxes. Although libraries in the 1969-1973 period,-

were ubscribing to more scholarly journals and paying higher prices for

subsCriptlions, especially when they had to pay institutional substription

rates, the n effect was not a windfall for the publishers of scholarly

journals. Fry and White concluded that the price-budget imbalance did not

Commercial publishers bad p _

result f excessive returns ,C-6 publish

fits no better than average, and societies had barely enough capital

launch new journals. They described the.eonditidh of university press

7
journal publishing a "disast ous."
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Estimates of possible additionsl costs to libraries for copying fees
g-

Using the estimates made from the King Research data in Pakt 1VE
u

of this RepOrt on the number of photocopied items from that would
require authorisation, and assuming a certain average level of photocopying

.

fees, possible to arrive at estimates of additional annual costs to
libraries resulting from copying fees under the new copyright act. These
,estimates are valid Only if libraries do not change their copying praetices,
as a result of the 1976 Act.- It is likely,"however, th#t libraries may
alter their practices. The analysis uses the three categories of copying
in.the King Study

loan, local use and intrasystem use) and
breaks down the copying by type of library. These amounts are then compared
with the available data on total annual

library expenditnrea for libracy mat'
terials to Arrive at some estimate of the comparative magnitudes of these new
costs as compared with the existing acquisition costs for library aterials.
In the absence of

comprehensive statistical data at this time, a_ average
copying fee to publ shersTer article of $1.25 will be assumed. This is
higher

hanAhel$60-paid-by-ISI-ind the $.50 paid by NTIS under direct con
tracts with publishers. It may, however, be less than'the

weighted average
price which will be paid to the Copyright Clearance Center. The 1977 Fry/
White/Johnson Study for the Commission on journal publishing

indicated that
some 53%' of the journals

responding to a question relating to appropriate
4tees to be paid by agents or c: -ringhouses

for copying articles set $1.00258/
or less as an appropriate fee.

258/ Fry /White /Johnsen, hupra note 201, at 112,
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CopyingforlpterlbraFy Loan

Tabl -II in-Part IV -E and the discussion following the table pre

sented estimates of the volitma of copying of periodicals for interlibrary
p

loan for items not more than five years old that would not be exempteithet.

under. the CONTU guidelines, the exceptions in Section 108 for:r placement

of co _e or under Section 107 for classroom use. At an average of $1.25

the additional annual costs to libraries would be:

Type_ of Library Additional Coats
--caz74irznrr----

Academic $147

Public $ 94

Special $231

Federal $ 63

TOTAL I $

These estimates may in some respects overstate the additional

costehecausetney_dgnottalcdinfo

reaching their limit of five copies for title might subscribe to the259/
journal, or tell patrons that their requests could not be met, orthat

they charge an additional fee fr r copying; (2) many journals May adept

more lib at copying policies than is required by law; and .,(3) authorited

royalty-paid cOpies might coat the borrowing library the same as or less

than conventional interlibr ry loans.

259/ The Palmour Study, supra note 200, shows that as the number of photo-copies of articles from i7iT.;ile title secured from other libraries
increases above fivd, in many cases it will be less costly for a library

subscribe rather than to continue to secure photocopying through
interlibrary loan.
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Data compiled from special., survey of interlibrary loan charges

by members of the Associati n of Research Libraries (A111,)__ in 1976 showed that

the libraries in this group that charged for p1otocopies had'a weighted average._

price of $3.50 for a ten -page article excluding those cases in,which
.

'special lower rates were charged to libraries in the same state (or

Consortium), or in which interlibrary loans were subsidized by the state.

It this $3.50 figure is taken as a base, and there is added to it an

internal borrowing cost of $6.00;the total average cost to the borrowing
-1fr

library bet $9.50: Six dollars is sleeted as an internal borroWing,

cost; this is somewhat less tha the average of the internal borrowing

costs in 1977. in the three libraries for which such costs were calculated
260in the Palmour Study cOntracted for by the CoMmis

r. These combined costs compare with an out-Ofrpocitet direct -cost

to a borrowing library of
securing 4 ten-page article from the Institute

of Scientific Information of

$4.00 = $6.00 cost of securing ` a'single -cow frOm University Microfi lm-.

with special services); the

and the price. of a copy through NTIS, whic vary somewhat but may

verage-$.T.-00-.--1W6b-tOMPAfilbni do riot take into account the=internal

costs to the lending library, over and above the fees charged.

f.

6. Copying for local use

Table 1II in Part IVE presented estimates of the n, ber of copies

for local use by type of library requiring authOrization. Applying the

2601 Id.
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the same assumed $1.25 average copying fee, the additional. annual costs

for various types of libraries would be:

may

Type of Library Copying Fees
(thousands)

Academic $ 125

Public 3,375

Special

Federal 1,750

Total $631.75

As in the cape of copying for int -libriley loan, these figures
---

tespects be an overstateme additional costs for some (but

hot all) of the Mentioned for interlibrary loan copying: (1) pat-

runs might be inforied that copies could net be made, or that they would

have to pay an additional copying fee; (2)'man,y journals may adopt more

. -

liberal copying policies han is required by law; and (3)' many older

issues of journals will be out of copyright because they were not renewed

for a second term, On the other hand; the estimate for acacienjic libraries

may be low because the'King data on classroom use included all copying-

for classroom use, not copying for classroom use permissible under the
\ 1

educational copying guidelines.

Copying for Intrasystem use

Table IV in Fart 1V-F presents estimates by types of library of the

numbtr of copies made for intrasystem use that would require authorization.
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Applying the same average $1.25 copying-fee, the following would be the
additional annual Osts for various types of libraries:

Ty '.e of Lib y
dopying Fees
(Thousan

Academic

Public

Special,

Federal

TOTAL

00

$2,837

These figures may be an overstatement
of additional

the same reasons givpn in the discussion bf copying for local use.1

Estimates of Total 'Additional Costs for l bra

Based upon the above discussion and calculations, the estimated
costs for various types of libraries may be

...agStgEA,ted_as_shoym in the
following table. Data from the National Center for Education' Statistics
on the total expenditures of three types of libraries fo library materials
are also included.
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Possible Annual Additional Costs to Libraries in Copyin Fees for Periodicals
it

_
s Compared with Expenditures for_pbrary Materials figure rounded)

Type of Library Additional Costs
7-17171=177.--

Acad ic $ 272

Public 4,469

Special. 3,193

Federal 1,813

Total $ 9,747

Total jercentage
Library Materials -Column 1
Ekpenditures 261/ of Column 2'
(millions)

-,

(1976) $337 0,1%

'(1914) 165

NA

(1972) 44

2.7%

4.1%

There are no re.iable data on expenditures for materials by special

libraries. The National Center for Education Statistics has contracted

with the- Special Libraries Association for a preli _nary study of special

libraries in commerce and industry, includin h expenditures for mate

The results of this study may be be available before the live' of 1978.

The preceding table has some unexpected aspects. The net estimated_
r.

increased costs for academic libraries constitute an insignificant percentage

of the current expenditures of these libraries for materials. The estimated

copying fees of akmost 3%.of public library material expenditures constitute

a very much higher percentage of materials expenditures than for academic

libraries, but the dollar amounts are not large.

The special library estimates may reflect the amount of pie

copying done in many of these libraries for their research, professional

and executive personnel. The federal agency- library estimates _ not

261/ Source: National Center for'Education.Statistics published reports.
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particularly surpri ng, given tht nature of most of:of their operaticins,

which are more similar to special libraries than to either of the other'

types of libraries.

if these estim es of copying fees ark approximately.correct,

. impact on academic librarie as a claSs would be minimal and should nOt pt

sent any significant budget.problems. -Copying fpes,:wh ch ould go mostly

to journal publishers, would not be great enough 'to do more thad accentuate

very slightly the trend in academic libraries of spend ng more of

their acquisition funds on erials and less on books. For public libraries

the impact of photocopying would be proportions ely.much greater

copying fees amdunting almost 3% of total acquisition budgets in 1974.

Since the bulk of the copying fees would be paid to periodical publishers,

in the case of public libraries this might, modestly accentuate existing

trends of'shifting funds from book to periodical purchasea.

For special libraries at least stwo different situations exis

one for libraries in business a'nd industri'a'l establishMentso

- organ zations wuch as trade assoc

in nonprofit organizationS. In the first

it ions, "and the

elated

Are* for special,libraries

cstegory,information is used

for the purpose of increasing the revenue's or reducing_ costs of the

business )pyingfees would also be a _xdeductible cost of doing

1736sinesS. ; compared to all other Costs ,a1 doing bus -ess, copying tees

would be small Special libraries in nonprofit organizations a are extremely

varied, and it i difficUlt to state generally what the impact of copying.

fees would be on their operations, especially since no statistical data

e)sist either.on their eogts,of 4eration as %a.cfass or'their expenditures

for periodicals, bdoks and other mate rn.ls.
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The federal library situation ie,somewhat similar to that of

,,

.,libraries in,busine and industrial establiehtents. InformatiOn is use4
r-'

. .

in carrying out the work of federal agencies Copying fees would represent

4,

-another operating cost, and.should'not_in general be of such a- magnitude

compared to other` operating costa to present unmanageable buditt-prob_Ams.
."..

Pate 'a- copying fees compared with putlishers revenues periodica

Data on the total revenues from perio icaT:publishing are collected-,

approx mately every five years by the Sur eau of'_he Census in the Census of-

Manufactures, and estimated each year based one ple survey in the Annual

Survey of Manufactures. Unfortunately,'the Bureau of the Census divides

periodicals into only'four classes- 7 farm periodicals; specialized profes-

sional and .businessperiodicals, general periodicals and "othe
' periodicals

excluding shopping news, ditecteries and catalogs). Specialized professional

business periodicals, with estimated total 1976 revenues of $407 million
262/

from subscriptidns and-$946'million t dm advertisementi7-- are those most

,likely to bephotocopied, clear that this broad category of periodt,

icals ie very diffe ent-4rgs the 7459 scholafly Periodicals stirvgyed in the

1975 ,Fry /White study, the 1973 total annual' revenues which were estimated

at $170 million which less than 10% was from advertising; If we compare

total annual copying fees for periodicals, estimated tolbe about $10

with the total 1973 -evenues of the scholarly journals surveyed by Fry and

whit venues from copying fees appear to be a minor but still significant
. i

source of revenue for s ome of these journals. :While not comparablewith
a:.

. ,A r
,

revenues subscription charges .income from authorized photodOpying
,,.

262/.!. U.S. Bureau of, the Census. Annual Survey of Menu acturee,1976:.
Value of Product Shipments. 12 (1977 ).

,
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revenue as advertising
263/

page charges'or a variety oI subsidies.
_

The economics ot,bodk publishing, the library matke for
4 books, and ,photocopying

/ Libraries account a very much smaller proportion of the -total

sales of United States books-than they do of sales:Of scientific, teChnical

And scholarly journals, and the kinds f'books which are photocopied in.

libraries fall into a few limited classes.- The Most copied,dlaases and

the industry estimates of total dollar receipts i 977 of United States

264
publishers (61cluding exports) isOr these cla toll -_

.

Technical ancLISeientific, Books
Business and- Other Prbfessional Bookai'
Medical ooks
University Press Books

$266.8 million
195.2 million
97,Q million_.
53.5 million"

=1'

The library and institutional market is:particularly important

to university press-books constitut ng w_e1,1 over half of. university.press
265/

sales within the United States, The King Study clearly indicates

263/ Some comment needs to be made, here as, to the impact of Copying 'fees on
individual'journals. The journals most copied by the British Lending :Library_
DiviSion (BLIND) in Boston Spa -have in general but not uniformly, been jour-nals with larger circulations. The Xing Study tabulations of the MINITEX-,
data do not seem to reflect the same correlation between the volume of
copying and circulation size. It is probably fair to say that the amount
of copying from journals will vary greatly from one Journal to another,
and that the importance of -copyingjees relative,to other revenues willalso vary greatly. In economic terms, -this would be a "good" result:
the revenue of journals would be related not only to their subscriptions .but also to the extent that they are copied, reflecting in each case
the market.value placed on journals by subscribers and other users.'

264/ Association of American Publishers, 1977AIndustry Statistics.
Washington, D.C. (1977).

265/ Id.
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that in 1976.the,volume of pho -copying from copy ghted books -in libraries
e .

was.cOosiderably less than th volum4 of copying from copyrighted serials.
_. ...

i-.
7 ..

.
ee pective propOrtions w .: 70% f the tem'copied in:libiar4io
Y I

184-
)

were from _erials;.24% from books; and 6 %from other copyrighted?materials.
.r

These.data are consistent ith data fromTother st,udi s, and -also are consis-..-

tent with he general.pr tice ef libraries, whigh is tp,lend the physical

book to their patrons lec i\use andalso for interlibrary-loans and

intrasystem loans rath khan to make phaocopies. The bulk of the copying

from books i- librari has Probably occurred in two ways:

(1) Thy library patron may make a copy of some

.book ova .co -operated machine;

part of a

12) b ary employees or others in.cducational-institutions

may make codes in ord place chapters or other nortions'

books O reserve for the use of students';- or the instructor

--
.may have pies-of portions of books made fti clroom use,

bec-apse the mbiguity of the 1909 law there also Rd'beon a certaim!4'
"ea

amount of copy ng to create anthologies or substitute textbooks by putting

together photo

use in speci c

Th Congress dealt wiih copying for educational use -by including
2661--,

in the pious: Report the "educational copying guidelines."--- These guide-'

lines place efinite limitations on amount and character of coping for

teachers clasiroom Use'that can be regarded'as fair use under

Section 1i7. It is unlikely that the educational copy oCpermissibfe

hin th guidelines will have much dVerse affect on the economic

viabilit book publishing.

26b/ Report, supra note 1, at 68;

pies of chapters/o bookaaVkd pe iodical articles fa

1



The amount of copying fro

1976 Act e:ither as fail use under

guide lines, or the exemptions

seem to have no appreciable eflect

oks_that permissible under' the
.

tion 107_ 1
and the,edUcatiodal copying

Lion 100 _for library copying would

on the economics of book publishing

at this time or in the next few years. There s 11 untf6btedly be some
140

copying of books in violation of bhe'1976 Act that will Substitute for

the purchase of books. The amount of such copying probably anti, how-
ever iihd is inhibited by cdst factors, in particu lar the current frequently

-higher per -cage c6stlof mating copies as compared with the cost of buying
the boo rthe.rmore, there are-whole cptegories Of books for which phOto-

,

copies are not acceptable substitutes for the ori.gin_alproductsuch

as paperback.books, book club books, and art books.
.--

The book publishilgt industry, although not highly profitable as

compared with some other Indust iesr has be in a fairly stable condition
/

ye'ars,4 There Was been a growing dollar velum of sales,
( I ,

eflection of inflation and higher 'prices with little,...

in the p

much f which

no in- se in the Taber ol copies of book There is no queetion0
ho thatza problem exists with respect to the production and sale

of scholarly books, most of which are now published in the United States
1

by university presses. This problem is primarily due to inflatiog,

tions on the amount of support that universities are prepared to give

their presses, and library budgets which have not kept pace with rising

prices of periodicals and books.. Al 'diScussed earlier, the data In the

1976Fry/White report show the decl up of the ,physical volume of book

purchased by:li_braries because of the shift of acquisition funds

-books to periodicals. For the next few years, at _ }east, gods not
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A".."

-appear that to photocopying of books uder the conditions imposed by the-

,p7.6 A4t will nave any significant impkt 6n any branch of boik publishing

) 16: Economic analyses of the impact of,photocopyrig

,The Commission ught the assistance -several ec
)

in assessing the likely consequences of imposing and celleeti -a for

,photocopying copyrighted works, primarily periodical articles. rofessors
4

Fritz Machlup and William B bmol, each affiliated with Prince n and New

York Universities, presented testimony and Dr Allen Fergus , President of

the Public Interest Economics Cdnter in Washington, D.C. prepared a study

for the ComMission entitled, An-Analysis oiComputer an Photocopying

ht Issues from the Point, of View the Genera Public and the Ultimate

6onsumer.
267

Pro -or Machlup suggested that the imposition of copying fee_.

would be economically sound only if the burden7of paying the fees fell on

the actual peers and the colfeetion of fees P vided Additional revenues

. -

that would hold down subs Aption prices, or assist journals to survive

1He expressed skepticism whether any of these effect's, given th,Volume

of photocopying for which payments ould be made at this time And admins-
268/

trative costs, wouic.be realized by collections of fees for photocopying.

Professor BAumol viewed copying fees as economa16, beneficial

it they served to spread the costs of publication, including a reasonable

.return on capital, over a broader base

He quiestioned; h ver,

actual use

whether publishers' reven

267/ Transcript, CONTU Meeting 15 164 (1977).

268/ Id. at 9.

xe

copyrighted works.

for photocopying would
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significantly-exceed thec of colTe ting the fees. Unless fees provided

additional net'reyenues,,their imposition would . not have a desirable=

econ
269/ *

c effect .

his stud . Ferguson concluded that fhe imposition of copy-
270/

of the generel public. feesing fees would not serve the lute

might inhibit user access to valuable information suggested, and would

not necessarily hold down subscription rates significantly. He suggested

that the Commission recommend broad exemptiOns from copyright liability for

photocopying done by individuals and tax-exempt n profit corporations.

Copying done for resale by the copier, however, should ,not be exempted. He

suggested that publishers could practi6e pri ce discrimination among

different classes ofaubscribers to reflect factor_, such as photocopying,

a means of increasing revenues. Periodical publishers can and often

do charge libraries hiair subscription prices than they charge indariduals,

but higher-institutional subscription charges have not carried with them
271/

authorization to copy.

The possibility, suggested by Dr. Ferguson, that. photocopying
k

privileges could be attached to high prices charged to 'institutional

subscribers, is one of three4ways in which publishers could use the subscrip-

tion price mechanism to authorize_rdpro ucti n and to increase reve ues.
9P±

269/ Id. at 52.

270/ Id. at 167.

271/ The 1976 Fry/White Study showed /hat in 1973, 1754 out of t4e2459 journals
in their universe of scholarly journals were practicing price discrimination
between institutional and individual subscribers. By categories the percentage
of journal-s practicing such price discrimination were:

Commercially published journals 52.2%
Society pubriShed journals 82.9%
University .press journals 9.7%
Journals published y other non-*

profit organize ns 38.45



Other methods include aFa optional surcharge on the subscription price for

blanket internal copying, and the pteviskon of lower multiple sub-
.

scription rates. Although neither of the first to methods is in general

used two major newsletter publishers, the _Bureau of National Affairs and

Knowledge Industries Publications-, offer lower multiple subscritation rates.

Furthermore; the optional Subacription surcharge. is the chief method

used by the photocopying

of Germany. These cons

merit

royalty collection agency in the Federal: Republic

ations prompt a consicieration of the relative

of photocopying fe_

on subscript

based on actual transactions and surcharges

Price permittig photocopying.

A ransactionbas d sYstem; such as that of the Copyright Clearance=

Center, Inc.- offers the'greatest exactitude in payments from users to pub-

lishers and authors,

and is proportional. t

imposes greater adminiatrativ.6- burdens and higher collection costs. Author

such a system the payment fells directly on users

the amount of reproduction. At the same time

nation through subscr-ipti_©n pricing has the opposite characteristics:
'

the payments are less proportional to the amount of copying but the

'administrative burden ,and costs of the system are very low. Hence, one

can easily understand why, out of eight possibilities, authorization
a

. to make copies via°subscript on privingwa the single most popular alter-

native among

point of

the libraries surveyed in the King Study. From the publishers'.

lotion revenues offer the advanta t providing



revenues before publication, whereas copying fees provide delayed.,_ ayments'
212/

with a d counted .p esent valu

portant to realize that

menta y ether than exclu A libraryg

these two systems are comple

ith significant photocopying

activity might wish to 'acquire, authorization for copying for- local and

int asystem uses throughighe

to use cleara6ce systems such

sdhscriptiot prices in _OMe and

the Copyright Clearance eenter, Inc.

in others., In same netances, the subscription price al rnatIve' may,

work to the mutual advantage of both the publisher and

'These considerations of complementary and mutual, adv n e cal.], for further.

consideration ancLexploration of'flex ble subscrition pricing ith photo

copying privileges as an altetna iv 'to transaction based systems of

licensing photocopying of material which the copiers

sips.

H. Legislat
Photoco

have in their possess
.

on and Systems Relating
ng in Other Countries

The executive bodies responsible for

two international copyright conventions, The

Cocyright Convention, have studied copyright

copying for several years.

he administr ti,on of the

Berne Union and the Uni-

problems raised by photo
V

They decided at a joint meeting' n December 1975

272/ Under the 1976 Co right Act both the transactionbased and subscription
surcharge systems will equine authors to transfer phot&opying rights :Co thepublisherSection c) of the Act provide's thk anlpss otherwise sOdified
b)%contract, authcirs retain therighti to their individual contributions toa collective work and the publisher merely has a copyright in that
.collective work. In a transaction based system, such as the CCC;, authons
may contract with the publisher to pay them a portion of the revenues
derived from the photocopying rights to their individual contribution to
collective worlos, which can be identkfied. In a subscription surcharge
system, however, it would be impossibly to determine what part of the
photocopying revenues were due to individual authors because there would
be, no record of the amount 4t photocopying of specific contributions

1
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that the subject was not yet ripe for international treatment but should be

left for the time being to national consideration. When the two c --ittees

met' again in Novemberand December of 1977, this earlier decisio

alloWed.to Stand and no aurther_consideration has been given to adding;

to the international conventions specific prolifsions relating to photo -

copying.

Meanwhile, active study of problems presented by photocopying has

been undertaken in a number of countries. The discussion which folloWs will

corrAntrate on four'Of these countries: Great Britain, Canada and Australia

all'of which have published official reports -- and the Netherlands, where

the copyright law of 1972 and subsequent administrative decrees have

establish ea compulsory license and various schedules of fees for photo
/-

copying, Some n is also given to developments ip nce and'

the Feddral Republic7.of Getmany. Sweden operates a system under which bhe

government makes payments tb'Swedish publishers for domestic materials copied

classroom use in the elementary and secondary schools.

In Great Britain a special committee on general copyright revision_

reported its findings and recommendations in March 1977 in "publication'

entitled Copyright and Designs Law Report of the Co- ittee to consider
273/

th _Law.-on Copyright and Designs, commonly referred to as the "Whitford

Committee Report"

photocopying the Whitford Committee recommended that the British copyright
A

law of 1958 -- which, among other things, generally permits the making

its Chairman, Justice Whitford With respect to

single,copies of articles from periodicals without authorization --

be amended. The recommended amendments would permit _o photocopying

273/ See note 53, supra.
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without authorization of the copyright 'proprietor, bilkutthis,change would not

take effect until authors and other copyright proprietors, with the approval

of the government, (under a so-called umbrella statut.e), had set,upone or

more r ollecting societies to collect copyright feei under blanket licenses.

The fees to be charged by the,collecting societies would be sub ct to re-

view by a copyright tribunal.

The Canadian Department of Consumer and Corporate Affsirs published

a working paper in April 1977 entitled Copyright in Canada -- Pro osals for

Revision of the Law, by A. A. Keyes and C. Brunet. The Department has

requested interested Canadian organizations to submit written dommentt on

this report and oral testimony
0is

expected to be heard in 1979. eCOM--

mendations of the Keyes-Brunet report are somewhat similar to those of the

Whitford Committee. Keyes and Brunet believe, however, that the present

Canadian law adequately covers photocopying, and recommend no changes in

the statute: They propose that authors and other-copyright -proprietors

_form a collective or collectives, miler to those exist ng,0i Canada for
.7 .30.

the collection of music performance fees, to license photocopying under

the supervision of a-government tribunal.

In Australia a special c:ommittee aded by Justice Franki published

in October 1976 a report limited to.the photocopying question entitled,

Report of the Copyright 4aw Committee on Reprographic Reproduction, frequently

referred to as the Franki Report. That Committee was set up largely as a

ILsult of an Australian Supreme Court decision which held that universities
. - et,

t(-ere liable foj unauthorized photocopying- of copyrightld materials,. including
..

copying done on unsupervised coin-operated machins on their premises where

no copyright warning was posted. The Franki Commit recommendations

differ greatly from those of the Whitford Committee and of Keyes and Brunet.
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MI; Frankl Report recommended hat' the Australian Copyright law be amend'ed

--ADermit extensive single copy photocopying of "reasonable portion

copyrighted works by or on behalf of students in educational. Stitu ons

and patrons, and up to six copies for clbssroom use

in nonprofit educational insbitutions. For copying beyond these limitations

a compulsory licensing scheme for nOnprofit'educatippal institutions

proposed.

1n-the Netherlands, the Copyright 1972 estab ished liability

for certain photocopying and provided for a compulsory licensing scheme

covering both Dutch and foreign, works. The implementation of the general

provisions was spelled out in a Royal Ordinance of 1974.. In general,

articles and short excerpts may te copied freely-for private use. Commercial

enterp ses and'public institutions may also make copies by paying fees to

copyright owners. In the case of commercial enterprises the payment is

quired -to be "equitable,"--) The copying:fee_ for public autho , univeraLties

and public libraries.is set at ten Dutch cents per page and for schoOls, two'

half Dutch cents per pageLibrari -, however, may make single Copies

I articles for patrons and for interlibrary, _an' without liability.

A Dutch collecting' societi, repreipn ing aathors,and'publishers

has been 'established but seems not to have progressed very far as yet in col-.

lecting copying fees. The one exception has .been that ,the Dutch goVernmqrit

paid 100,000 guilders for i'ts copying in the years 1975 and 1974, and

negotiating. for the payment of fees for the years 1977-1979. The collecting

society propose -to negotiate several blanket license agreements with

induStry, unirsities, schools, libraries and local governments. The fees

colfected'will Olt_ ely be distributed to the copyright proprietors
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e copied, based on sampling and esti lint 1 these arrange-
.

meets can be made any funds collected "hre to be distributed on an approxi-

mate bass, by types of works; such as newspapers, books and periodicals.

As a result of-a lawsuit in the Federal Republic of Germany, later

reinforced by the enactment of Section 54(2) of ehat country's Copyright

Act of 1965, a partial scheme for collecting fees for the photocopying

German ,scientific technical'and professional journals wa

years ago, Corporations wishing to copy articles of this type published

by members of the Boersenverein (short designation of the publishers

and booksellers_ association) pay for copies they make on a sliding schedule

of fees. Small mounts of copying way be paid for by th§ purchase of

amps f oman operating affiliate of the Boersenverein. A corporation may

pay for larger amounts cf copying in selected journals by meanS of a 30%

'surcharge on the subscriptionprice. Alternatively, blanket copying priv1-

,leges may be Obtained by paying a'20% surcharge on all journals purcha ed.

After the-deduction of rather modest charges/tecover administrative

expenses the fees are distributed, with one-half going tb publishers of

journals and one-half to various professional societies whose members

ar frequently the authors of articles in the journals Covered. Although

this system has bqen in operation for some years, it has continued to be

limited in scope,

On
.

sou

_ h only about 100 la g companies paying copying 'fees

0 journals. The total annual gross revenues to the collection

agency are currently les6 than 1,000,000 German marks.

Following a court decision in Fr ce, the CNRS (Centre National

Scientific Research) hasla Recherche Scie6tifique -- National Ce-

confined its photocopy services to single caries of articles for - 'research
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use" supplied by two installations in Parrs. 'Research use includes research
in for-profit corporations. However, these twocopying centers ill not
supply photocopies

microfiche of articles from ues of periodicals

that are less than three months old.

Ther6 'has also been a tax on the sale of
photocopying machines

in France since 1976. s tax,, however, is not related to what is copied,.
on the machines. The y} Id of the tax, is not paid to authors and other
.copyright propr tor_ but is distributed to French libraries for the pur-
chase of French pub44Cit ons.

RecOmmendations of Interested Organizations

On October,21, 1977 and April 28, 1978, representatives of the
principal library, author and publisher

organizations concerned with

photocopying, other than fo'r classroom use, appeared before the Comm
to make recommendations to the Commission regarding the Commission's274/
final report.--- Testimony was presented

by representatives of the Council
of National Library

Associations' Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright Practice
and Implementation, which includes represntatives of the following library'

organizations: Special Libraries Association, MuSic Library Association,

Medical Library Association, Assogietion of Research Libraries, American

Library Association% and American Association of Law Libraries. On the

same days', representatives of the Authors' League of America and the

Association of American Rublishe s also testi,:fied. All three groups stated

that they wished, to see how the prov 'ons relating to photocopying in the
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ctice.: They stated that they did

a
not sw _h to suggest amendments to the 1976 Act at__this -time,this but preferred

to-ma rec4mendationt any, to the Regist r of Copyrights underl.

the previsions of $ecnion

to report to he Congress

practice.

108( which requires the- Regiseer of Copyrights

983 on how Sec,tion 108 has worked out in

Two organizations with which Commission had contracts __

prepare studies on copyright' issues from -the point of view of consumers

and the general p"Ublic .recommended changes in-the r976 Copyright Act at
275/

'the:July 1971' Commission hearings. The Public Ihterest Economics Ceaer

and the Public Inter U Satellite Association recommenderl th'at',te 1976

Act be amended to remove rictien r
on photocopying except copying

for commekcia1 resale;' The xt of their recommendations may be to

in the reports of the two organizations cited in Appendix H.

J. The Effect's of Future Technological Change=

The Cnmiss1on has, given attention to the prospects of techno-

logical changes that may affect both the creation and the distribution

of information

by conventi

includinecopyrighted.mater als) Mitch ha4.7e been distributed

-at publishing methods in the in order to defeeMne whether'

prospect lye changes in technology may =Au -e amendment it ale copyrigh
276/

An entirmeeting of the Commission in November 1977 was given

over to a discuA '-n of this opic with several invited outside experts.

275,& Transcript, CONTU fleeting No. 15.

'276/ TranScript, CONTU Meet
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It no-w echnologicallr pOssible to distribute text, data and

raphtcs electconicallyjather ,that in traditional printed forms'. The

limitations on -the spread of, this mode of distribution at the momene are

more in the cost such eechno igy and in user acceptance rather than

in the technology itself, but costs are rapidly decreasing both fQr storage

and for transmission. In addition, more and'more textual material+ appearing

ultimately in printed form exist at some state in the production procesa,

in digital form on tapes and disks or other electronic storage. devices, The

full text of certain legal materials, 'such as court decisions, can already

be displayed on computer terminals from distant data bases.
%

It seems to the Commission, however, that these present and

prospective technological developments to

but ion

the creation, storage and distri

opyrighted materials do not in themselves call_ for any change

in the,copyright,law other than those which have been re.ommended by the
p,

Commission deal with copyright for computer software and for computer
0

data bases. These technological developments may ease the problem which

has been caused by the wide availability of photyopyig machines capable

I
producing copies quickly and relatively.inexpensively. If the copyright

er ses material in digital form on tapes or-other storage devices

1 sells access
a

such material by contracts with users, the copyright

ier m.ay have more effective control over ilea-authorized use than over

ration distributed in printed form. Even now, owners of bibliographiin

and other data bases

this service

v a

ake them electronically,av_ilable to users who pay

-'ther directly or through intermediaries selling online

of data bases.,



seems to the Commission tha
eeable developments in

technology and reduction of costs do not warrant any present change in

the Copyright law relating to the "machine reproduction" of copyrighted

materials. Furthermore, the provisions of Section 108(i) of the 1976 Act

provide fOr a review of Section 108 in 1983 and every five years thereafter

by the Register of Copyrights, after consultation with :the affected parties.

If changes in the copyright law relating to machine reproduction seem, necee-
,

sary or desirable because of technological developments five, ten or

twenty -five year hence, this review provision provides a mechanism for

mely consideration.
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V. SUMMARY

d the recommendations of the Com-the
*

missionofor the changes in copy _ght'law-and pro edure.needed to balayce

the Interests,of copyright owners and users of orks created by the

,

application of and used in conjunrztion with computers and reprographic

systems. In developing these recommendations the Commission has sought .

to consider, as well, tqe ways in which the interests the general

public and the ultimate consumer may be affected. As is apparent from

a reading of those recommendations and the accompanying.expository

material, the Commission believes that the new law, by and large,

effectively deals with the interests of bath proprietors and, users

and requires but little modifiCation at this time. The Commission,

:7.

however, believes that'the Congress should immediately enact legislation

to repeal Section 117 the 1976 Act and should carefully consider

introduction of legislation dealing with computer s- are or

programs in light of the conbroversy surrounding that ae.ka. Any

legislation dealing with either computer or photocopying issues

enacted and based upon these recommendations should be subject,to

a process of periodic review similar to that mandated for certain

photocopying procedures in Section 108(i ) of the Act of 1976. It is

4
apparent to this Commission that technology will continue to pose new

x

problems for the copyright system and this review -will help keep

the 1dw in step with technological and economic development.

.

aIt is.equally, important to note that these recommendations

do not ,deal with each and everyrechnological issue affecting

interests _ copyright users and owners. Specific topics may des. ve
1

congressional attention.
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Indeed, two such hdve been raised before the Commission and deemed to

be outside the -scope c 5 mandate:

the off. Ttli-air videotaping of television broadcasts
of copyrighted works; arid

(2) protection for the topography or la out of micro-
circuit chips.

With respect to off-the-air videotaping, the Commission

determined that it should notke up this subject since the legislative
9

history dl early shows that Congress intended the mandate to, study

"machine reproduction" to apply to photocopying.- Additionally, the

Commission believed that the issues involvefd in off-the-air videotaping

were essentially matters requiring public policy decisions not related

to technolo yper, se, and that these matters were being tested in
277/

a pending legalAaction.

The question

microcircuit chip

ccpyright protection for

raised by a manufacturer of these dev

278/

topography of

late to be dealt with adequately' by the Commission. These chips

are complex electronic circuits built up on silicon chips by steps

,involving a type of photographic reproduction on several layers,

each similar to,the preparation of a photoengraving. Layouts of

0

the structures in each of these layers are produced at great expense

and converted to a type of -Ntographic pate called a mask, tO

used as a master in the successifve photographic reproductions

previously mentioned. It is asserte that the chips produced by use

of these masks should be protectable by copyright since the masks

277/ Universal City_ Studio
No. /0-3520F, C.D. Cal-

. Suety Corporation of America,

Certain qut,4tions relating to.tbis issue may be ansaered in another
pending lawsuit, Intel Corp. v. Ringer, No C-77-2848'-:RH N.D.. Cal. '
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can be readily duplicated either` by outright copying or by dis-

assembling and chemically treating a chip to expose each layert The

topography contained on these can then be photographed and tIsed

to prepare masks which duplicate thus' origLnally used to p6duce the

echip, p result which the manufacturer clalmamould infringe its copy-

right as would the use of these masks te:produce copies of the original

chip.

Examples cited emphasize the need Tor the continued monitor-

ing and oversight of technological deveiopmentd not encompassed or an ici-

gated in the Copyright Act of 1976. Human ingenuity will continue to

develop new works which may be inthemselvea copyrightable and it

will employ existing copyrighted woks in new ways in the production

of%dit rary, artistic and,evenutilitarian works. Iflthia,pfOce_
, _

a4. - '

innovation and-enrichmept of our cultural heritage is to con nue,

the rights of autAo s and creators of these works munt be protected

and the public dissemination and use of thdse works encouraged. The

recommendations and considerations contained in thin report are.intended
t,

ta do just that and thereby pr mote the progress of science and the

usef\l arts for the advancement of the general public welfare.



APPENDIX A -1.

A SUMMARY OF THE LEGISLATIVE 11ISTORX

OF COMPUTER-RELATED ISSUES

During the early digcUssions of copyright revision from 1961
0

`through 1964, copyright questions with regard to computer programs Ad the

use of copygghted orks in conjunction with computers -ere largely ignored.

Section 5(a) of the Preliminary Draft for Revised U.S. Copyright

dealt with the exclusive r \ghts to copy o r record:

5. Exclusive Rights Comp d

(a) The right to copy 'or cord. Copyright shall
include the exclu ive right- copy toi record the work
in any tangible mdium of expression, now known or later
developed, from which it can be visually or aurally per-
ceived, either directly or with the aid of a machine
or device. It shall include the rightto reproduce the
work in visual copies,,to make or duplicate sound record-
ings of it, to make a translation, adaptation, or any
other derivative work fromit, and to reproduce'it in

m' -any forin the programming or eration an informa-
val s stem emphasis added . 1/

2/
In addition, a proposed Section 6 de- t with fair use.

During a meeting held at the Library o Congress on February 20,

sections to the use of kopyrighted works
: A1963, the relation of these'

in machine readable forms was discus'sed. Throughout-the-period when the

-Preliminary Draft was eing considered the primary concern seems to have been

1/ Copy
Zopyrigh Revised-U.S.

964

Z/ See p.,A-27,0intra.

Copyright Law Revision, Pa pro note 1, at 120.
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with this use of computers Several interes ted parties suggested changes
- 4/

4in-Sectiom 5 during the 1963 discussions and in statements submitted in
51

the surer of 1964

THE EIGHTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS

The 1964 Revision Bill

The three identical versions of the Revision Bill in _ °ced
6/

the Second Session of e 88th Comgress- had a modified ction 5:

§ 5. Exclus s in copyrighted works..
(a) ral scope of copyri ht -- Subject to sections

through 13, the owner of copyright n_ this, title has the
exclusive rights to do or to authoniz n of the following:

(1) to reproduce the copyrighted-k in copies or
phonorecords; .

tw2) to prepare derivative works ba -d upon the copy-.
righted work;

(3) to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copy-.

righted work to the public bcy sale or other transfeT of
,ownership',''or by rental) lease, or lending;

(4) in the case of _iterary, musical, dramatic, and
choreographic works, p tomimee, and _otion pictures,
toperform.the copyrig{tad work publ- ly;

(5) in ttt case o pictorial, gra = c, or sculptural
works, toexhibiC t copyrighted Work ublicly.._7/

6

44 Id. at 374 ('statement of Reed C. Lawlor,

5/ Copyright Revision Par 4: Further 'scions and Comments on.,
Prel>minaty Draft for 6 statement of
American Book Pu sherd Counc d-Axaerican Taxtbook Publishers
Institute), 115 (Aut=hors Leagile 392 (Nati'onal Audio-Visual Assoc. Inc.)
/1964). .,

, "
6/ S. 3008 (July 20, 1974); sponsored by Senator McClellan,
Tjuly$20) sponsored',..by R p Celler, and H. R. 12354 (August 1
by Rep. St. Onge.

7/

Comment

Cl

5: 1964 Revision Bill

R. 11947
sponsored

Discussions and
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At a meeting held in New York City on August 6,, 1964, Morton David Goldberg,

Esq. , raised these significant questions which might be paraphrased as 1)

computer programs "copyrighted works"; 2) does "the ight to reproduce

include reproduction, storage and r Val devices;
the copyrighted

1is the; fixation of magnetic impulses in the storage unit a derivative

k; 4) are computer program's "literary ork }s" and. 5) what are the per-\
8

aiming rights of a computer prokram?-

The Register of Copyrights replied, 1 don't thiniS there are any

more difficult or important problem than the ones you have) raised we

deliberately avoided any'sp cif rence$ to ,'computers' or 'inform

storage and retrreval'units',in this,clause. We think that there are many

deielopm that are going to come in the immediate future, and we think

it safer to draft general language which can be inCe_preted by the courts
9/

apply to particular usages."-

The General Electric -panymade some specific suggestions on the
10/pyright prptection which shOu.ld

In
tt,

M

nded Co computer prur
wt

y, 1964, the Copyright Office
announced that it had "taken, the

,position that copyright reg

the present law"
e

at ion for 'coMputer

the 1909 Act):

Id- at 62.

63.

Id. at 271.

grams Is possible under
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The announcement of the practice went to make the following

The registrability of com 'puter programs involves two basic
questions: (1) Whether a program as such is the "writing of an
author" and thus copyrightable, and (2) whether a reproduction
of the program in a form actually used to operate or be "read"
by a machine is a,"copy" that can be accepted for copyright

'titration.

Both of these are doubtful questions. However, in accprd-
ance with its policy of resolving doubtful issues in favor of
registration wherever possible, the Copyr'gfit Office will con-
sider registration tor a computer program as a "book" in Class

( ) The elements of assembling, selecting, arranging,
editing, and literary expression that went into
the,compilation of the program are sufficient to
constitute original Authorship.

(2) The program has.been published, with the required. .

copyright notice; tha.t is,"copies" (i.e., repro-
ductions of the,prbtiam.in-a fprm perceptible or
capable of being made perceptiible to the human
'eye) bearing, the notice have seen distributed or
'made available to the put;lic.

(3) The copies deposited for registration consist of or
include reproductions in a langua e intelligible to
human beings. If the ontr7'Publica ion was ia'a form
that cannot be perceived visually or,readso thing
m re (e.g., a print-out of the entire prporam

so have to be deposited'. 11/

The 1965 Revision Bill

12/
When th 1965 Revision Bill was introduced in the 89th Congress

the Register of Copy'r gilts explained the deletion -of the granting o4e'

an exclusive tight -to 'reproduce [the work]'tn any form in the Programmin

or operation of A information storage and retrieval system" thusly:

11/ Announcement SML-47 from the Office of, the Reigster of Copyr
1964), Also Copyright Office Circular 31D (January 1965).

12/ H. R. 4347 and S. 1006, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965).

_ay
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e became c-nvinced...thst it would be a mistake
the statu e, in trying to deal with'stoch,a

new and evolv_dg field as that of computer tech-
nology, to lude an explicit provision that
could later Turn out to be too broad or too
narrow; A much better approach, we feel, is
to state the general concepts of copyright in
language, such_. as that in section 106(a)which
would be general in terms and broad enough to
allow for adiustment to future qhanges in pat=
terns of reproduction and other/used of authors'

,,works.

me, we should emphasize here that,
unle- the dretrine of "fair use" is applicable in
a partio.Q.ar are, the bill contemplates that cer-
tain compususes would come within the copyright
owner's excliusive rights. it seems clear, for
example, that the actual copying of entire works
(or substantial portions of them) for "input" or
storage in a computer- would constitute a "repro-
duction" under clause (1), whatever form the
"copies" take: punckcards, punched or magnetic
tare, electronic sto6ige units, etc. Similarly,
'at the "output" end of the process, the "retrieval"
or
part

of an entire work (or a substantial
part of it) in tangible copies would also come
under copyright control.. 13/

The bill specifically removed the perforlaance" aspects of

a computer from Sect- ion J06(b)(1)-, with the deletion explained as follows

A computer may well "perform" a work by ru ning,
off a motion picture or playing a sound rording
as part of its output, but its internal cferations
'do not appear to us to fall within this concept. 14i

13/ Copyright
Copyrights on
Bill 1t 1965

14/ Id

Law Revision, Part 6: Supplementary Report of the Registerof
CopyrliFiE-1--1965 Revision

22=
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15/
._ --

During hearings on the then pending revision bill, the following

individuals presented testimony on statement

a

computer related issues:

Page
Anthony J. Celebreeze, Dept. of Health,

Education and Wetiere 1131-32
Alanson W. Willcox,, Delft.. of Health,

Education and ;41fare = 1132-33
JohnV. Vinciguerra, Atomic Energy

Commission 1135-36
John F. Banzhaf, Computer Prog.ram Library . . - 1144-50
Larston D. Farrar, Farrar Publishing COmpany. . . 1150-51
Maxwell C. Freudenberg, Department of Defense . . 1163-72
Mark Carroll, Association of American

University Presses 1216

Bella L. Linden, American Textbook Publishers
Institute with Kenneth B. Keating, Esq..,
and Lee Deighton ... . . . 1420-49, 1455-59

Carl T. J. Overhage, M 1 T 1455
Abraham L. Kaminatein, Register of Copyrights . . .1861
Graham W. McGowan,' Electronic Industries Assoc. . 1898-99
Reed C. Lawlor, Esq. 1914-16

Hearings were held before the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on

Patents, Trademarks and Copyright, on S. 1006, the companion bill, in August

1965. Alanson W. Willcox, General Cdunsel of the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, submitted a statement which made several recommen-

dations with respect to the rights of libraries to du licate, "by any process

now in existence or which may hereafter be developed, inclOing such pro -asses

as photocopying, sound recording, and computerization, any work in its col-
- 16/

lections or in collections available to it ...' [emphasis added] and

went on to outline specific conditions under which those copies could be made.

15/ Copyright Law Revision;Hearings before Subcomm. No. 3, House Comm. on
the Judiciary H.R. 4347, H.Ft 5680, H.R. 63 H.R. 68 89t Cong., let Sess.

71T6TTT--
16/ Copyright Law Revision; Hedrings before the Subcomm. on Paten
Trademarksi and Copyrrghts of the Senate Comm. on the
89th Cong., let Sess. 50 196
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The House Committee on the Judiciary reported H. R. 4347 on

October 12, 1966, add made the. °following statements on the application of

the p -d law to computer systems on the right of public display:

Clause (5) of section 106 represents the first
explicit s,tatu,tory recogni on in American copy-
right lawcof an exclusive right to show a copy-
righte'd work, or an image of it, to the public.
The existence or extent of this right under the
presentsCaiute is uncertain and subject to chal-
lenge. The bill would give the owners of copyright
in "literary, musical, dramatic, and choreagraphie
works, pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic, or
sculptural works" the exclusive right "to display
the copyrighted work publicly."

With the growing use of projection equipment,
closed and open circuit,television, and computers for
diSplayi0 images of textual and graphic material to
"audiences" or "readers," this right is certain to
assume great importance to copyright owners; A
recognition of this potentiality is reflected in
the proposal of book publishers and producerS of
audiovisual works which, in effIct, would equate
"display" with "reproduction" where the showing
is for use in lieu of a copy." The committee is
aware that in the future electronic images may
take he place of printed copies in some situa-
tions, and has dealt with the problem by amend--
ments in sections 109 and 110, and without mixing
the separate concepts of "reproduction and "dis-
play." No provision of the bill would make a purely
private display of a work a copyright infringement. 17/

The corresponding definition of "display," as amended,
covers any showing of a "copy" of the work, "either di-
rectly or by means of a film, slide, television image,
or'any other device or process." The phrase "motion
picture" before the word "film" has been omitted to
avoid confusion. Since copies" are defined as includ-
ing the material object "in which the work is first fixed,"
fixed," the right of public display applies to original
works'of art as well as to reproductions of them. With
respect to motion Tictures and other audiovisual works,
it is a "display" (rather than a "performance") to show

17/ H.R. Rep. No. 2237, '89th Cong., 2d Seos. 55 (1966).

0 )
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their "individual images'nonsequentially." In
addition to the direct.showingsof a copy of a
work, "display" would inclitde the projection of
an image on a screen or othe\ surface by any
Method, the transmission of an image by electronic
or other means, tnd the showing of an image on a
cathode ray tube or similar viewing apparatus
connected with any tort'of information storage
and retrieval system. ( 18/

On reproduction and uses for other purposes the Keport stated that

The concentrated attention given the fair use pro-
vision in the context of classroom teaching activities
should not obscure its application in other areas.
The committee emphasizes again that the same geheral
standards of fair use are applicable to all kinds of
uses of copyrighted material, although the relative
weight-to be given them will differ fromtase to
case.

For example, the doctrine of fair use would apply
to all stages in the operations of information storage
and retrieval systems, including input, and output in
the form of visual images or hard copies. Reproduction
of small excerpts or key_ words for purposes of input,
and output of bibliographic_ lists or short summaries
might be examples of fair use in this area-. On the
other hand, because the potential capabilities of a
computer system are vastly different from those of
mimeograph or photocopying machine, the factors to be
considered in determining fair use would have to be
weighed differently in ,each situation. For reasons
already explained, the committee does not favor any
statutory provision that would.exempt computer uses
speciapy from copyright control or that would specify
that certain computer uses constitute "fair use." 19/

The( 89th Congress adjourned without taking action on either

4347 or S. 1006.

18/ at 57.

19/ id. at 64.
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ity THE NINETIETH CONGRESS_ _

n the 90th Congress Rep.-Emmanuel Geller ittraduced a revision:6i

H. R 2512, on January 17, 19674 a'Companion bill, S. -697,-was-introduced in

the Senate ix days later

HoubW.CammittenOn-the Judiciary reported H. -R. 2512 on March _

4
P. 967. .The,Rep deals.4Ith thense of copyrighted works, in information storage

and retrieval systems in th language:

Although it s to4chWan rather lightly' at the
hearings, the lem of Computernaee of copyrighted
material has attr cted incxeasing attention and
controversy in ree Alt month's. Recognizing the
profound impact that informattan storage and retrieval
devices seem,destinedto have on ,authorehip,:' .

communications, and h6aa lift itself, the committee
is also -aware of the dangers of legislating'premitUrely

:in thin area. of. technology.'
In the context of section 106; the,comiittee believes

that, instead of tryidg to deal` explicitly with computer
,--uses, the statute should hn:general in terms and broad

- 'enough to allow for adjustment to future changes in
patterns of reproduction and'otheedoes of authors' works.
Thus, unless the doctrine-of fair ase.wein
the following computer uses could be infringements of -

copyright under section 106: reproduction of a work
(or a substantial part'of it) in any tangible form
(paper, punch cards-, magnetic tape, etc.) for input,
into an information storage and retrieval .syatem;
rtproduction:oftt work or substantial parts of,it,
=iii copies as the` "print -out" ornutput of the

Computer; preparation, for input Of, an index or abstract'
of the, work so Oomplete_and detailed that-it would be
considered a "deriVatiVe 'work"; computer transmi4iOn o
display of a visual image of a work to one or more'
membera of the public: On the other hand, since, the
mere scanning or manipulation of the contentsnf a
work within the 'system would not involve reproduction,,
the preparation of a derivative work, or a public
distribution, performance, or display, it-would he
!outside the scope of the legislation.

It Has been argued on behalf Of those-interested
in fostering computer used that the copyright owner .

ifnot damaged by input alone:, and that the develop-'
-.went of computer technologycalld tor unrestricted



.

AiAlailabllay of unlimited quantities, oUcopyrighted
,.

-material for introddction'into inforMation stems.
z' While acknoWledgdngthat copyright payments should,`

he: Made for optpurand possibly some tthertd6puter
iUSes, theSe interests:recommended At least,ajlartial
;exemption in cases-of reprodUCtiod for input. On
',the other side, the copyright owners itreaSed that
tcomputers have tnepotential, and in,some'oases
the present, capAcity to destroy te-ent,ife market
of authors and publishers They conaddprit indis-
pensable that input', beyond fair use-; requite-the
consent of the copyright owner, on the ground, that
this is the onLy.point in computer operations at
whichsopyright con ;rol can be exercised; they
argue that themere presence of an electronic_
reproductionin a Machine could deprive a Publisher
'o'f Afimbatantial,msrket for printed copies,-and
that if input were exempted there would likewise
be nt'market forlschine-readable copies.

In various discussions since the hearings, there
have beenproposals,for establishing voluntary
litensing'eYstemsfor computer use6, and it was
stiggeSted that a commission he-established to study
the problem and recommend definitive copyright
legistatOn several years from now. The Committee
expreas'es. the hope that the Interests involved will
work togepher toward an'ultimateaolution of this'
probleM.in'the light of experience. Toward this
end the'Registex of Copyrighti'May find it appropriate
to hold further meetings -0_

1
this subject A rfrepassage,-

preserves the exclusive rig s of the copyright owner

of the new law. In the me time, however, section 106

with respect to reproductions of work for input
or storage in an information system. 20/

#4.

The House passed H. R. 2512, with several amen4ments, on April 11.

comp

The Senate Judiciary SubcoMmittee held hearings on, the
21b_

se bill, S. 591, March andAp- 1 of 1967. During the

course of those hearings the Witnesses listed below expressed Concern over

20/ Rep. 90-83, 90th'Cong,, 1st Sess. 24 (1967).

21/ Copyright Law Revision; Hearings before the Subcomm. on Patents,
Trademarkt, and Copyrights of the'Senate.COmm. on the Judiciary,
o'n S. 597, 90th Cong., tIst,Sess. (19075.
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the provisions of -the bill relating to computers and inailhation storage

4
#

and retrieval systems. The addressed the specific problems of whether

. _

copyright royalties should be levied at the input of,copyrighted works into

automated retrieval systems or on output; whether computer programs should

indeed be copyrightable; and whether a clearinghouse for payment o.f royalties

on compnterited, use of copyrighted works might be feasible. A n4Mber pf

-
-these _es Also, urged the creation of study panel" or ether body

gather data and to deal with' computte,problems so that the_ legislative

process would not be delayed while Congies- considered thSM-.

messes testified on S. 597:
Page

erman Wouk, Authors League ... ..... . 41

Irwin- Karp, Authors League 43-58
Jesse,W% Markham, Horace S. Menges, :

Lee C. -Deilghton and Bellh'12. Linden,
American Textbook Publishers institute,
and Americad Book Publishers Council . 464-96

Fred Siebert, Arthur -R. Miller, Anna
L. Hyer, and Robert Taylor, Ad Hoc
Committee on Copyright Revision . . .. 997201

Julian T. Abeles; National Music Publishers
AssoCiation . . 426

W. Brown Morton with Edison Montgomery, James G.
Miller, and Arthur R. Miller, interuniversity
Commbnications Council (EDUCOM) 547 -81

Benjamin Kaplan, Harvard Law School 579-81
Anthony J. Oettinger with John D. Madden,

Association for Computing :Machinery 581-89
Charles F. Connell, American Library Association 589-614
Norton Goodwin, Esq. _ ;31-65
Don White with Etsworth Q Deut and

Stewart, Nstional-Aud/-8Visual AssociatioTi Inc. 84445
John C. Stedman, American AssociatiOn of

University professors 4". A 906715
Graham W. gcCoWan, Electronic Industries Assodiat on .969-014
Bella L. Linden!, American Textbook, Publishers

Institute 1055-57, 1063-65
W. Brown Morton, EDUCOM 1058-63
lioraceS. Menges, American Book Publishers Council .., 1065-66
IrwinKarp, Authors League . E . 1066-67,-1150-56

The following
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om the following individuk _

Page
John S..VOorhie-,0t4alf of the Business

Equipment Ma0444turers Association 1162-65
H. R, Maytrs, Gentr41141ectric Co. . . 1188-89
Norton GoodWin,Eag. 1189-90, 1191-95
Abraham 1...:Kaminstein, Register of Copyrights 1190 -91
Nathan M. Pusey, Harvard University . ... , 1195-96
Willikm T. KM x,"McGraw Hill, Inc.

- 1198-1202
Reed C. Lawil Esq. . , . . . . . . . 1204-06
Carl F. F144, T

. . . . 1208-11,
Curtis G. 13enja ,,McGraw Hill 1212-18

THE NATIONAL COMMISSION

The Senate Subcommittee convened 41 meeting on July 25, 1967 to

discuss draft bill to establish a national study commission. The attendees,

some 150 representatives of aufhorsr publishers, librarians, educators,

.computer and government agencies, unanimously sUpported the creation

such a commis on. Senator McClellan made this statement when introducin

During the subcommittee hearings -there wad-considerable
testimony concerning the relationship:between such tech-
nOltigiesas information setorage and retrieval Systems
and various forMs ofajhiie reproduction, mg4 the copy-
right41 w. The Congress, at the,p-resent time, lacks
suttt: n tormationon which to base an informed judgment
as to what` changes in the copyright law may be necessary
in the light of ihese scientific advances. On the other
hand, the need fizt,imodernizing the,eopyright law is urgent
an ,shbuld not Await the resolut4dn of these new4issued.

therefore,.Concluded*that the most desirable course
of ,action would be to proceed with the consideration:of

.1-
dha Onding,copyright revision. bill, bit establish at

th"6-earlitst-oPpOtuniWanational commission to study
the copyright implications of these technological
advances and to make-recawdetidations_to the Presiden-

, and'Congresss concerning the need for any changes in our
copyright law or procedure. 22/

22/ 113 Cong. Rec. 20909 (1967).
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The Report acc6mpanying this bill amplifies further the metes

pn.

.. -.'
Prior to the introdu0 iop,of yright revision legislation
the Congreis,,exhaustive stud givenhyAhe,Copyright

Office and various interested g Afa tocthote issues that it
anticipated would require,atte dit.b*Jhe Congress during

the revision program. The current teMtial impadt of
_1,computers and other informatin vad retrieval syStems

on the pyright fevision effo_ t,.foreseen and conseqr
uently, :i-bill submitted to tha.totikriso did not take into
account 4a significance ofthis new tethnologY,

The fjkst extensive consideration of these matters in the
'Congress occurred :during the hearings of this committee's=
Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and 6opyrightsfon 5((504i
the, general copyright revision bill. At the same time 4ithiri
the executive branch the Committee on Scientific.and Iechdologicalf.:.__ _ branch ,_ __ ___ _ _

InformatiOdof-the Federal Council of Science and Technology
was also exploring these problems. 'It became. apparent during
the subcommittee examination of this subject that if the ,,

Congriis were to undertake atthis time to make a final
determination-donderning the posdible-necessity-of modifi,.
cations inthe uopyright law, beCause of various technological_

.

iadvances, it wild delay for at Least several years the
enactment-of a genercopyright revision bill. Such a
would be extremely undesirable in view of the obvious

- need for rev'uioniof-thi copyright statute -, *OA is

9(:C.

Sseenfially liatAnacted in 1909.,. Morerimportently;
sufficien information is currently not available
to provide' tke-fodndatifin forersoundrjudiment'
Concerning the future development ol the technology
and the necessity for modification of the copyright

..,statute.

Another important copyright issue arising frok
technological developments is the reproduction of
copyrighted material by the use of various machines.
.Photocopying in abljts forma presents significant
questions of public policy, extending well bond
that of copyright law. No satisfectorysolu
haVe emerged in the limited consideration dev
to this problem during the current recision

delay

The Report also contains a supporting - statement from the

brarien ofl.Congress, who aid, I se

ep. No. 640, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 2 1961)4

the goals of the National.



Commission should be to seek and.find gednine answers to what no

,to develop into 9ne of the most signifi-ant problems in the history
24/

copyright la

The Senate passed S. 2216 on October 12, 1967, but the 90th

_ingress ended before the House of Representatives took any action on the

THE NINETY-V.IRST-CONGRESS

,Ori January 22, 1969, SenatOr McClellan introduced a PAH which combined
!

most of the provisions: of S.-597 and S..'2216 from the previoud-Cong e

In order to effect a compromise between Those who proposed a 3-year moratorium *I.

on copyright infringement for uses in computerized systems and those

opposed such a moratorium, Section 117 was added to S. 543.

117. ..Scope of exclusive rights: Usein Onju
. Awith cdmputdrs and- similar information oysters

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 1O(, tF ought,
Ile, this title does not:affOrd to the owner (., ,:opyright
a w =k any gveater or lesser rights with 'iOrelpedt the use
der' hdwork in"bonjuriction with 'automatic systemscapable
P.eratoring, pr sassing, retrieving, or transferring infor-
mation, or conjuhetiki with any-similar 4evice, Machines ,,
or. process,,, An, those afforded to wo'rksupi.ley the 1i-K,
whether tit 17 or the common law or aeatutesof Atatel,

effect 0 December 31, 1970, as held applicable and'een-
i

:atrIled'by a court in :111W action brought under this title. 25/

ho adamantly

THE NINETY-SECOND CONGRESS

Senator McClellan introduced S. 644, a bill almost identical to S. 543,,,

nary 1ST 1971, but neither house took any action on

24/ Id. at 7.

25/- 5. 543,'91 at Qong., lst Se_ tee P (December LO, 19691i,
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t
The Copyright. Revillion Bill was reintrodu4ed_as S. 1361 on.

March 26, 1973. The following witnesses' testified at hearings
* 26/

Senate Judiciary Subcomiiittee on July 31 a 1:

held by the

Tle
Harold E. Wigren,'AthHoc Comp tte Copyright'

. Law Revision, with o ,. . .-. . :.. . . ., 80B77
1 -in Karp,'AOthors Leagu eri a, Ross

Sackett Association' of Amer blishers:
with,:;W. Bradford Wiley and C Lt e_ . . . 210-19

Bella L. Linden, Hirceurt,- Brace, ttivich, Int. ,-
.- and MacMillan; Inc.',. ., . .,. .. . .' . . . . . . . . . 222-

Lloyd Otterman, Education Media Producers'Councl
for the Association for Educational Communications , .

and Technology . . , . . . , . . . . . . . . .-.t 0-. . 260
Pau 1-G. Zurkowski Information Industry Asseclation,

with J. Thomas ranklin.oand Charles Lieb . 266-75

StatementsStatements.froM,the following individuals and orglnitations appear

Appendix:

A _

Robert. 'W America emical
Howard B. ditch ihs;Assocla tot Educational.:

ommunicationai&NTOChnology, Association'of
,Amritan Publishers

t
, . . 570

accompany S. 1361 described- Section 117 in the
the Repor

following manner:

Use in=- formationstorage and retrieval systems -= As
section 117 declares explicitly.,the bil°1 is not intended to
alter the present law with respect to the use of copyrighted
works in computer systems.

'Aethe program for ger(er&l. revision .of tpe copyright law.
has evolve4, it has becode increasingly apparent that in. one
major area the problems are not sufficiently developed=fer e
definitive.legislative.soluti-n. This is the area of computer
uses of copyrighted works: e use, of a work "in conjunctidn

27/

26/ Copyright LaRevision; Hearings before the Shbcomm. on Patents, Trademarand Copyrtgh
9 d Cong.,

Sess. 197

21/ - S. Rep. No. 9 3, 93d Gang., 'd Se _ 112 (1974) [Star
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h automatic systems capable of storing, 'Orocessing, retriev7
ink, or transferring information."=_The Commission on New Tech-
nological Uses established by TiOe II is intended, amongdthq
things, to makett thorough study biy_the emerging.- patterns-=in
this field:and, on.the basis of its'fi.nd4ng-,:td recoduand
trite copyright provisions to ,deal with-the, situation.

Since-it.wq be Rrematuag to chengeexisting law on
computer uses, lipresant, the purpoaetif section 117 is tr7z
preseryethe 9atus quo. intended neither to cut off
any:,fighta that may now eXis_, nor to create new rights that- -
might berdenie rider the A t of 1909- or under common law
principles curren applic

The prov' de onl with 'the-. exclusive rights of a _
copyrigh owner th respect to computet-uses, that ethe
bundle rights specified for other types of uses -in ction
1,06 any_ qualified in Sections 107 throigh 116, With,,respect
to th copyrightability of"bomputerpragrams,!theswnership Of
copyr ght in them, the to to of Vrote4,ion,-and the formal re -

quire-ent- ofthe_relafhder of the bill, the new staxute would:
Apply.

UndeePseption 1 ate.. action foirinfringementof a copy--
righted woik by means of a computer siouleneces*arilTkbe4
federal actio'a brought under the hew Title 17. The.court, n
deciding the- scope of exclusive right s= in'theocomputer area;
would first need to determine the applicable law, whether
State common, saw or-the Act'yof 1909. galling leterMined-whIlit,
law was applicable, its de40,on..--Woul 'depend upon its inter-
)retatioa of what thatlaw_vek:on7phe point onthe day before
the effective date of the 28/ .

:-(

A section of the-Report also deals with Title II of the bill to

29/ 4
establish a National Commission to. study and compilb Aat '-- in language

milar to that of S. Rep.. 90-640, cited

S. 1361 was referred the Senate Commerce Committee on July 9,
o

1974, ancrthen reported with sever endments onJuly 29, and was passed

by the Senate on September 9th of the same year.



im6 diately after the Senate had passed S. 1361, Senator McClellan
0

.[Ilt is dodttful that the House of Represents-.

ttves wll`hnyu time in is Congress to complete action on the copyright

revision bill which wad. t liaised by the =Senate. There are several pro-,

introduced 5. 3976, stating,

visions of the omnibus bb which requ e Action-before the adjournment of this

Congress [lit is desirable to eatablisil this year the Na tonal Commission

which is pr Vided for:
.

thecopyright insuen hick a

30/

tichnolOgy:"

1 2 of S. 1361
I ta/prepate for the resolution of

arising from the rapid development cif new,,

0 q

e consi ared and passed the bill that same day, September 9,.

ber 26,

()Use .Iudiciary4Subcommittee held hearing on S. 3976. on Novem--

hich the Register of Copyrights sUpported'Title II pf the bill:,

The inadequacy of the present law to deal'witH.the
,

problems arising from the use ofcopyrighted works in com-

puter systeMs is certainly something that no one can deny.

This is still in.s developmental stage. We really have

no expecience with the copyright patterns -- the concepts

and the needs that will arise from this new technology.

In the many discussions that took place on this subject

the feeling was that ,what was beihg expressed on both

sides were fears rather than facts.' As the result, there

was a genune emphasis,on the part of both the users and

the poteettal users or the one side, and the authors and

the copyright' ownerahffithe other, to have a study of ,this

subject, so that they could base their suggestion6 on faCi-s

rather than fears.
The revision bill literally does nothing to solve this

prOlidem.- The compromise, if you can call it that, was to

specify expressly that the status quo would be preserved.

30 120 Cong. Rec. 30516 (1974).



In other words; whatever is the copyright law now.with
respect-to.eomputer uses_ofeopyrighted ks woulCremetn_
the law, This is not very desirable asi a legislative solu-
on, but it was tied-in directly with the understanding

that a Commission-would pe operating in this area,- and would
be studying and recommending on a rather shp tdeadline, 31/

' The House Committee on the Judiciary. amended Section 202(3) of

Title II to include "that at least one hf the four public members shall be

selected from among experts
, in consumer. protection4 affairs" and reportld_.,.

S. 3976 on December 12, 1974, with a dissenting view by. Rep. Robert F. Drin
32/-

.opposing the establishment of the Commission..-

The House of Representatives considered and passed-S. 976

,

December 0,',1974,-and -President Gerald R. Ford signed the -bill on
33/ .

-December 31.

THE,MINETY- OURTH CONGRESS
,r

The Copyright Revision Bill came before Congress again early in

the 94th Congress when Senator McClellan introduced S. 22 on January 15, 1975,

and-Representative Kastenmeier in oduced-H.R. 2223 on January 28. The bill

was substantially

_

1-irevious Congre

the same as S. 1361, which had passed the Senate in the

The Senate Judiciary Committee reported S. 22 on
4411

November 20, 19 Sen- unanimously approved S. 22 en February 19,

,31 /`-Copyright MiscellaFy Hearin before _he Subcomm. on Courts, Civil
Liberties, and the Administration Justice of the House Comffi.
Judiciary on 976,- 93d Gang., 2d Sess. 6 71972)77

32/ H.R. Rep. No 1581, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 17 (1974).

Fub.,L. No. 93-573 (1974).

34 S. Rep. No. 473, 94th Cong., J975).



In the meantime the -House Judiciary Subcommittee had been
35/.

holding' hearings on H.R. 2223, during which the following witnesses discussed

computer-related issuesqr

Bella L. Linden, Linden and Deutsch . . - .
Edwin Meell, EdUcational MedieProducers-Ass

, 321
Paul 0-Ztirkow4i47-iInfeirmation Industry

AssOciation . . . . 332-40, 368-767

The"Copyright Office submitted to the House Subcommittee a series

f eighteen briefing papers on issues raised by H.R. 2223. The section on

"Computer Uses. of Copyrighted.Works" outlines the background of the issue bnd

includes sumMarieS of the arguments for and against/considering "input" as

infringement, a statemen. t of-the tasks to be undertaken by the National Commission
36/

on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted,Works,s and an analysis of Section 117.

The House Subcommittee then held public markup sessions on H.R. 2223

sported the bill on August 3, 1976; The full Judiciary Committee of the
37/

House'repcitted the bill without further amendment on,September 3..

The Committee, of Conference reconciled the different versions of

thebill as it had been approved by the Senate and House of Representatives and
38/

sued its report`on S ptember 29 19,78. Both Hous of Congress, approved

the 'Conference Comm ee version of S. 22 on September 30, 1976,,and the Revision

39/
hen President Ford signed it on October 19.Bill finally became law

35/ %opyright Law Revision Hearings before
L berfies, and the Admi.n ration _

on_H.R. 2223. 94th Cong.,

36/ - Id.. at 2075.-

he Subcomm. on Courts, Civil
ustice. of the Hous

st Seas, 1975

37/ H.R. Rep. No 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976).

38/ R.R. Rep. No 1733, 94th Cong. , 2d Sess. (1976)-

39/ Pub, L. No. 94-553 (1976).

udiciary Comm.
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APPENDIX A*2

A SUMMARY OF THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY or THE

PHOTOCOPY ISSUE

In 1955, the Copytight Office began iponsoring, prior to any

Legislative action on revi:Weng the existing 1909 law, a series of 34 udies

, -on copyright law and practice for the Senate Judiciar Subcommittee on Patents,

T tidemarks, and Copyrights. Studies Number 14 and 15 "Fair Use of Copyrighted

Works ",by Alan Latman and "Phetoduplication of Copyrighted Material by Libraries"
40/

by forge VarMer, respectively, Appeared in1960.--

t
After examining the status of fair use under American'case law,

,

evious proposals for legislative revision, and the laws of-other nations,.

Latman summarized the issue as follows:

1. Should a statutory provision concerning fair use be introduced
into the'U.S. law?

,

2. If

(a) Should the statute merely recognize the doctrine-in
generalterms,and'jeaye its definition to the courts?

(b) Should the .statute specify the general criteria of
fair use? If so, what should be-the basic criteria?'
3. -Should specific situations be covered? If so, what' specific

specific situations? -41/-7
-

Varmer followed the same format in his study on photoduplication
. .

and made the following "sumMary of the basic is'sue

40/ Copyright Law Revision;
Trademarks, and Copyright_
r .nt, 86th.,cong., 2d

41/ Id. at 34.

udies Prepared for the -Subcomm on Patents,

Gommittlethe Senate
1960

emm on the Judiciary
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The following appear to be the primary questions ito be
considered..

1. ,Should the copyright, statute provide expresely for the
photocopying of opyrighted workt-by, libraries? If so

(a)-Should the statute:merely: provide, in general terms,
that a library may lupply::a /single photocopy of any work to
any person for his personal' use in research and:study?

(b) Should the statute specify limitations and conditions
with respect to:

(1) the kinds of library institutions that may make
And supply photocopies?

(2) the:purposes for which they may make and 'sitOply
hotocopiet?

(3) the conditions under mhich.they may make and
supply photocopies?

(4) the extent to which they may photocopy, under the
,specified conditions, the contents of periodicals and
(2) other publications?

(5) the kinds of published_aterial, if)any, which
they-may not photocopy?
(c) Should the statUteRrovide-for photocopying in general

terms (as in (a) abOve) subject to limitations and conditions
to be prescribed by administrative regulations?
Z. Instead ofi a statutory, prescription, would it be preferable

to encourage the libraries, publishers, and _other groups concerned,
to develop a working arrangement -, in the nature of a code of practice,
to govern photocopying by,libraries? 42/

/ coMments on this study by the following indOiduals (with their

bns when given) are appended to the text:
Page

Philip B. Wattenberg . ... . . 73
Robert Gibbon, Curt/is Publishing Company '1 . . . 7-3

Harry R. Olsson, Jr. 74
Elisha Hanson 74
Melville B. Nimmer . . . . . 75
Edward G. Freehafer, Joint Libraries Committee

oh Fair Use in Photocopying . . . . . . . 75
William P. Fidler 76

Sixteen'yeats late

sever-el'att

Copyr;ght Act of l7

p at

''-following nu sus Congressional hearings and

ev ing the law, these clue
7

d b)%the
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n July, 1961, the House Committee on the Judiciary issued a

report containing the tentative recommendatiOns of the Copyright Office
.

It wan "issued for the purpose of inviting

43/
11 persons concerned to submit comments and suggestions "

for reviston of the Taw.

language:

The report dealt h photocopying by libra in the folio

Library pbotocopyinge The report would pt
make a single photocopy of material ,in its qolrec ions for research
purposes under explicit conditions. 44/

it a'library to

2. PHOTOCOPYING BY

a. Statement of the problem

IM7e7A5TTEITTororilW principle of lair,A4a,__:the making. f'a
'photocopy by a library for the use of4-persOn:#1)gaged:' in research ia
an important. question which Merits::specialoonsidetatiory This ques
tion hahnotbeeq.decided by ,the courts, aneit.is,vnaertain how fax a
library may go in supplying a photocopy of copyrightedmerriaIin
its collections. Many libraries and'researchersleal. that this unce
tainty has hampered research and should be reso d to permit the
makinA:of photocopies:1pr research purposes the fUllest extent 'com-
patible with the interests. of copyright,,ch

-Icholars have always felt free to c y by hand from the works
1-others'for their own private researched study. Aside from the
mpossibility of controlling .copying done/in private, the acceptance

this,Oractice-may have been based on the inherent limitations of--
the extent to-which copying could be done by hand. But copying has
now taken on new dimensions with the development of photocopying
devices .by which any .quantity of material can be reproduced readily
And in multiple copies.

1BRARIES

43/ Cop right Law Revision:
Genera
rint, 7th Gong See

44/ Id. at v.

he Re safer of Copyrights on the
Hou e udiciary Comm'

961 note mitte4.
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tesearchers need to have available, for referenckAnd -study, the
growing mass of published material in their particular fields. This
is true especially, though not solely, of Material published in
scientific, technical, and scholarly journals. Researchers must rely
on libraries for much of this-material. When a published copy in a'
library's.collections is ndl available for loan, which is very often
the lase,` the researcher's need can be met by a photocopy.

On the other hand, the supplying of photocopies-.of any work to a
,substantial number of researchers may diminish the copyright owner's
market for the work. Publishers of scientific, techneCal, and
scholarly'Works have pointed out that their market is small;. and they
have,expreased'the fear that if many of their pa ntial subscribers
or purchasers were furnished with photocopies, they might be forced
to disconti_nue publication.

b. Approach to a solution: singlephotodo ies for rehear-ch use
As a general premise, we believe that hatocopying should not be

permitted where it would compete with the ublisher'a market. Thus,
When awsearcher wants the whole of a pub icatidt; and a publisher's
copy is icailable, he should be expected,to procure such a copy.

In situations where it would not be likely to compete, with the
publisher's market, however, we believe that a library should be
permitted to supply a single photocopy of material in its collections
for use in research. Thus, when a researcher wants only a relatively
small part of a publication, or when the work is out of print,
supplying him with aAtingle photocopy would not seriously prejudice
the interests of th Copyright owner. A number of foreign laws per-
mit libraries to supply single photocopies in these circumstances.

c. ltiple and commercial photocopying
The question of making photocopies hasalso a isen in the situa-

tion where-an industrial concern wishes to provide multiple copies
of liublieations,particularly of scientific and tec nical journals, to
a number of-research workers on its Staff.p To permit multiple photo-
copying-may make serious inroads on the publisher's potential market.
We believe that an industrial concern whoula be expected to buy the
number of copies it needs from the publisher, or to get the publisher
consent to its making of photocopies.

Similarly,any person or organization undertaking to supply photo-
copies to others as a commercial venture would be competing directly
with the publisher, and should be expected to get the publisher's con-sent. '%

There has been some discussion of the possibility of a contractual
arrangement whereby industrial concerns would be given blanket permis-
sion Co make photocopies for which they would pay royalties to thepublishers. Such an arrangement, which has been made in at least one
foreign country, would seem to offer the best solution for the problem
of multiple and commercial photocopying.
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d. Recommendations

The statute would permit'iiAibrary, Whose collections' are
available to the public without charge, to supply a single photocopy
of copyrighted material. in its collections to any applicant under
the following conditione:

(a) A single photocopy of one article in any issue of a
periodical, or of a reasonable part of any Other publication, may be
supplied when the applicant states in writing that he needs and will
use such material solely for his-own research.

(b) Asingle photocopy of,anentire publication may be supplied
when the applicant also states in writing, pd the library is not
=otherwise infor0d, that a copy is not available from the publisher.

(c) Where the work bears a copyright notice, the library should
be required to a=ffix to the photocopy a warning that the material
appears,to be copyrighted. 45/

A meeting convened by the Register of Copyr ghte to discuss

the Report took place on September 14, 1961. Comments on'thv photocopy

46/provisions quoted above are contained in Coright Law Revision, Part 2.--

Written comments from the follci-ing individuals and organizations also

appear in the document:_ -

American Book Publishers Council aged
American Textbook Publishers Institute 227
Authors League of America, Inc. . . . 256-7
Ray W. Frantz, Jr` . . . . . . : . . . . . . .293
Harry 'q Henn

303
David G. Hughes, Harvard University 307-8

,-Irwin Karp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315, 321 -24
Horace S. Manges . . .. . . . . . . . .325-6
Joseph A. McDonald

331
Motion Picture Association of America, Inc 351
Harriet F. Pilpel and Morton David Goldberg 381
K. S. Pitzer . . . . . . . . e . . . . . . .38'7
John Schulman

389
.Salmuel W. TannetibaUm'.

. 395
John F. Whicher

463-4
Writers Guild of America

. -412

'Page

45/ id. at 25.

46/ Cop 'ghtRegi-
House Judiciary

rt 2: Discussio and Comments on Repo
the U.S. Copyright Law.

Print, 87th Cong., let seas. 31 Mt:77------
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ssued in September, 1964, contains

§ 7. LIMITATIONS ON EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS: COPYING AND RECOOINGBY LIBRARIES. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 5, any
library whose collections are available to the public or to researchers
in any specialized field shall be entitled to duplicate, by any process
including photocopying and sopnd recorOin any work in its collec-
tiona other than a.motion pieture, and toupply a single copy or

sound recordiAg uptin rqqestbut only-under thtl'following conditions:(a) The library shall beentitled, withoutdfurther investiga-n, to supply a copy of-no more than one article or ether contiibutionto a copyrighted collection
or periodical issue, or to supply a copy orsound recording of a siMilarly,small part of any other copyrightedwork

(b) the library shall be entitled to supply a copy or sound
recording of an entire work, or of more than a relatively small partof it, if the'library has first determined, on the basis of a reasonable
investigation .that a copy or sound recording of the copyrighted workcannot readily-- obtained from trade sources.

(c) the library shalltattach to the copy a warning that the workappears to be copyrighted.

A discussion of Section 7 appears in the transcript of a meeting held
48/at the Library of CoA _-

gress on February 20, 1963 The following organizations

and individuals submitted written responses to the Dra

American Textbook Publishers Institute .

'Robert D. Franklin, Toledo Public:Library ,
Alan Green

Melville B. Nimmer, UCLA Law School .

Harold Orenst'ein
George Schiffer
Mark Van Doren . .

Philip,B. Wattenberg

Page
. 337-40

_371

,)73
. 400
409

418-19
442

443-44

Those commenting on the proposed Section
7, found everal phrases

dis u_ they,quest ned,the definitions of "reason investigation"
and "rea-dily obtained[riotn trade

'particula`rA

47/ Copyright Law Revision, P
Copyright Law 707136Tscus

I

iminary Draf t for Revised U.S.
dicraryu__Commi h ng., 2d Seas, 6 1964

48/ ld. at 159.
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Al tional renponsen sed Saet4_on 7 ar four
49/

ume of the series

American Book Publishera
American Book Publishers CrAlrmil, Inn,
American Textbook Puhl*e - Tan
American Courgil of I,rned Societies
America tute r f Phvals
Joint rien C-,I ta*t on Fair.- Use

Photocopying
Authoin 1,eavie
Robert D. Frank
Music Librsry

'Nstio74:1.

Durin

.964 Rev-i_si.in

1974, H .11941 by tF,. Caticr

on August cm:4

Re.c

7.2.tice6

Bill

793-r.

-48

374

.3Mt1'

8th hr ez ic1cr,S; cal vev '-11

17,354 by

rhe text of rta n it A3en'i1 Crpyrigh_
.1 did not Oirectly addres6 opyieg b libr :tea;

, Part 5. 50/

per o the matter, hov/74.

jody

Ongz

7-ighte

GerAnra1 acc've

ttircaigh _ th.F -,twoor-e

atva rietba

(0 to r:
phoo-rarl,-1a

49/ Copyri
Preliminary t

I:W(4

50/ Copyright
and Cotitmento
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copytight. Subj F.t to r ecc_ioon 6
opyright under this e has the excle-

-ize any of

in

Revisi

pyr ,r4a

41.14(6,q..Y 47FT7- ttfl
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rights: fair use.

ticithwithstanding the provisions of section 5, the fair use of
a copyrighted work to the extent reasonably necessary or i.cidental
to a legitimatejpurpose such as criticisM,rcomment, news reporting,
tt.aching, scholarship, or,research is not an infringement\Of
copyright- In dtermining whether the utie made of a work
any particular case is a. fair use the factors: to be considered
shall include:

(1) the purpose and character of the use;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in

relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or

value of the copyrighted work.

The Register of Copyrights convened a meeting on August 6, 1964,
t 51/,

n New York City at which brief testimony on photocopying was presented.
N. 52/--[he General Elec ric Company also submitted a brief comment on photocopying.

.(H. R.

The 1965 Revision Bill

In light of the comments re ivied on fhe 1964 bill, two new bills

and S. 1006) were
' 89th Congress onJ'ebroary 4,

5j/
1965. Copy g_ Law Revision Part contains the 1965 bill in summary.

Appendix 8 is a _mparative tabltia
1

law, the 1965 and 1964

.

ing the language of the then--current

_to = 'lls and the 1963 draft.

The .Supplementary Report

thinking belt -id the language of the 1965 bill and, in many cases, the
54/

arguments for and a aitist particular'' provisions."

.)-

"repTesents an effort to state ... the

' 0-L--
51/ id. at 193.

52/ Id: at 270.

53/ tipyr ght Revision
Copy ghtn on
Bill Hou Judici

Law Part 6: Supplementary- Report o
A e General Revt t(ri of the 11

54/ Id,

y mmittee Prin 89th n_

gister of
opyrigh Law:. 1965 Revision

ci _65
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In-the portion of the-Report Fair Use the ist t,explained_

, -,,,
why, once again, the 1965 bill did not directiy.deal with photocopying i

.

55/
In a way the comments on section-7 of _e preliminary draft

represented an interesting -case study. Oppo ition to the pro--
vision was equally strong on both sides but for exactly opposit
reasons, with one Side arguing' that ,the proviaioh would permit
things that are illegal now and the other side maintaining that
it would prevent things that are /legal now. Both agreed on one
thingi that the section-should be dropped entirely: We also
became convinced ghat the provision ilithild beta mistake. in ally
event.. At the present time the practices, techniques, and
devices for reproducing visual images and sound and for "stor-
inga' and "retrieving" information are in such a stage of rapid
evolution that any.specific statutory provision would be likely
to prove inadequate, if not unfair or dangerous, in the not too
distant future. As important as it is, library copying is-only
one aspect of the much larger problem of changing technology-,
and we feel the statute should deal with it in terms o- broad i
-fundamental concepts that. can be adapted to future de- op-
ments.

The decision to drop any p5pvision on photocopying tended
to increase the importance att*hed to incfdding a general-see-

n on fair use in the statute. Thus, in the 1964 bill, fur-
ther language was addedta section 6 in an attempt to clarify,
the scope of the doctrine of fair use but without freezing or
delimiting its application to new uses ....

This language elicited a large body of comments. most of
them critical. Without reviewing thd arguments in detail, it
can be said in general that the author- publisher groups ex-
pressed fears that specific mention of uses such as "teaching,
scholarship, or research" could be taken to imply that any
use even \remotely connected with these activities would` -be a,
"fair usd."<'On the Other side, serinus'objections were raised
to the use of qualifying language-adch as to the extent reason-
ably necessary or,incidental to a legitimate purpose" and "the
amount and substantiality oq the portion used * * *-."

In adAlitlyl. opposing this language- as unduly. restrictive,
a group of. eduiatinnal organizations urged that the bill adopt-
new provision which would specify a number of activities

involved in teaching and scholarship as completely exempt from
copyright control- In, broad terms, and'with certain exceptions,
the proposal as it evolved would permit any teacher or other
personor\organization engaged in 'nonprofit educational activi-
ties to make a single copy Orrecord of an entire work, or a
reasonable number of copies of "excerpts or.quotati;ons," for

16

use in4connection with chose activities. It was argued that
these privileges are a necessary part of k od teaching, and
that it is unjustifiable to burden educatd -8 with the need

55/ See p. A -25, supra.

4 ,
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.

to'buy copies for lim use or to obtain aqvance clearances
and pay royalties for making copies.4 'These,proposals were
opposed' very strongly by authors., publishers, and other copy-
right owners on the ground that in the short run the,reproduc-
tion of copies under this proposal would severely diminish
the marhk for their works, and that the ultimate result would
be to deatroy the economic incentive for the creation and publi-
cation of the very works on which education depends for its
existence. It was suggested that clearinghouse foreduca-
tional materials, through which it would be possible to avoid
problems of cleardRes, is a practical possibility for the
near-future.

For reasons we have alFeady discussed at some length, we
do not favor sweeping, across-the-board exemptions from the
author's exclusive right unless an overridingpublic need
can be conclusively demoriatratecl. There is hardly sny'public
need today that is more urgent than education, but We are con-
vinced that this need would be,ill-served it educators, by
making copies of the materials they need, cut off a large
part of the revenue to authors and publishers that induces
the'*creation and publication of,thosematerials. We believe
that a statutory recognition of fair use would be sufficient
to serve the reasonable needs of education with respect to
the copying of shogt:extracts from copyrighted works,-and
that the problem of obtaining clearances for copying larger
portions or entire works could best be solved through a
clearinghouse arrangement workeeRout between the educational
groups and the author-publisher interests.

Since it appeared impossible to reach agreement en a
general statemen expressing the scope of the fair use
doctrine, and since in any event the doctrine emerges! from
a body of judicial precedent and not from Cie statute, we
decided with some regret to reduce 'the fair use section to
its barest essentials. Section 107 bf the 1965 bill there-
fore provides:

[ Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the fa.fi
lose of a copyrighted work,is not an infringement of copy-
right.

We belieye that, even in this form, the provision serves a
real purpose and should be incorporated in the statute.

The author-publisher interests have suggested that fair
use should be treated as a defense, with the statute placing
the burden of proof on the user. The educational group has
urged juut the opposite, that the statute should provide
that any nonprofit use fdT educational purposesia presumed

iir use, with the copyright owner having the burden
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of,proving otherwise. We believe it would be undesirableto
adopt a special rule placing the burden of proof on one side
or the other. When the facts as to what use was made of the
work have been presented, the issue as to whether it is a
"fair use" is a question of-law. Statutory presumptions or
burden -of -proof provisions could work. kradical change in the
Meaning and effect of the doctrine of fair use. The intention'
of section 107 is to give statutory affirmation to the present
judicial doctrine, not to change it. 56/'

Subcommittee No 3 of the House Committee on the Judiciary held
57/

hear,ings ay, June, and August of 1965:-- A number of witnesseses presented

testimony and ,statements on photocopying _ues.

Page
Kenneth B. Keating, American Book Company, etc. . . . . 63-64
Lee Deighton, American Textbook Publishers institute

. .68,. 73
Elizabeth-Janeway, Authors League . . . . . . . . . . 100-1
John.Hersey, Authors League 103
Dan Lacy, American Book Publishers Council 120 - 1,.127
Horace S. Manges, American Book Publiders Council. .131, 139-40
Rutherford D. Rogera, Joint Libraries Committee

on Copyright . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . ., . . 448-49, 452
Charles F. Gosnell, AmeriFan Library Association.

. 460-2, 471-2
Robert T. Jordan . . :-.... . . . . . . . . . 46450., 468-70
Robert H. Bahmer, General Ser- Administration.

,
.0.

Anthony J. .Celebrezze,1Dept. Health, Education and

'il

Welfare . . : . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . 1131-32
Alanson W. Willc?oie:` Dept. of Health, Education and

Welfare . . . . .,. .-. . . . . . . . . , . . . . 1132-33
Julian P. Boyd, Society of American Archivists,.etc.

. . 1140 -43
Maxwell C. Freudenberg, Dept. of Defense

.. 1164
Mark Carroll, Association of American University Presses . .1216
Bella L. Linden, American Textbook Publishers Inst 1420

Carl F. J. Overhage, M I T
Howard A. Meyerlioff with Gerald Sophar, Committee

to Investigate Copyright Probl-I'L- 1471-83
Ralph H. Devan, Raymond H. Herzog and Charles Lauder,

Minnesota Mining and,Manu acturing 1497-1508

1430-2, 1435, 1438 -52, 1460

1455

56/

57/ Cop

q
Copyr it ht Law Revision Part 6, supra note 52, at 26._ ,

h Revision, Hearings before ubcomM.
en on t on H R. 4347, R- 56 O. H.R.

1st

If the House

Con 965
H. R. 6
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Lyle Lodwick and Francis Old, Williams and Wilkins. . . 1511-18
Frederick Burkhardt and Martin F. Richman, American

Council. of Learned Societies . . . . 1550, 1555-57
Fred S. Siebert, Michigan State University.

. 1563-64, 1566
Frank C . Campbelq Music Library Association . . , , . . 1575
Gerhard Van Arkel, International Typographicd1 Union . 1650
Harry F. Howard, BOok Manufacturers' Assoc. . ._1666- 67,.1674
Irwin Karp, 'Authors Leamie . . . . 1755-61,10765-69
Melville B. Nimmer,sUCLA Law Sc 1 . 1810-13, 1817-18
William D. Barns, West Virgin nivers ity.

. 1887-88
J. C. Wilson, Xerox Corporat

1930
58/

During August 1965 hearings on S. .006 were also being held:

which the following -individuals submit` t_ ements or testimony on

photocopying:

.

Page
Alanson W. Willcox,.Dept. of H.E.W. . . . . . . . . pp. 50-51
Abraham L. Kaminstein, Register of Copyrights . ., . . . 69-70
Harold E, Wigren, Ad Hoc Committee...

. . . . . . . . . . 84-93
Harry N. Rosenfield, Ad Hoc

Committee . . . . . . . . . .- 118-27, 129, 132-36,
Charles F. Go e11, American Library Association

. . .

Fred S. Sieb American Council on Education . . . .

Mar _1 American Assoc. of University Presses
Kenneth B eating, representing publishers . , . . . .

148-49
136 -38.

. 144
. 180

'219-20

On October 12, 1966, the House Committee on the Judiciary issued
59/

a report to accompany H.R. 4347, the 1965 Revision Severa1 changes

relliting to photocopying had been incorporated into the bill: Sectione

107 reinstated

(--

Section 6 bf the 1964 Revisidn Bill.

factorA to be codaidered" in determining fair use from

S 107. Limitations op exclusive rights: Fair use
Nothwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the fair use

a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies,
phonorecords or by any other Means specified by that section, for
purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching,

58/ Copyright
and Copyright
1965

of

Revision; Hearings before the Su6comin. on Patents, Trademark
he _ena_e Judiciar 1006. 89th Cong., 1

59/ H.R. Rep.'No. 2237, 89th Cong., 2d Seas. (196(0.
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scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In
determining whether the use made of a work in any particular caseis a fair use, the factors to be considered shall include --

(1) the purpose and character of the use;
( =2) the.nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relationto the copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or valu

ofthe copyrighted work.

60/
The analysis and discussion of this section address fair use

he classroom setting as had most of the testimony and discussionp

prior o that ti

The Hous6 Report made this commentary on the subject of library copying:

non*

ilfloth the American Coil of Learned Societies and th
Department of Health, Ed cation, and Welfare argued tha the
problem is too important be left uncertain, and propo d
adoption of a statutory p vision allowing libraries to pply
single photocopies of mate`` =a1 under.limited conditions

As in the case of reproduction of copyrighted material by
teachers for classroom use, t e committee does not favor a
specific provision dealing with library photocopying.

Unauthorized library copying, like everything else, must be
judged a fair use or an infringement on the basis of all of the
applicable criteria and the facts of the particular case. Despite
past efforts, reasonable arrangements involving a mutual under-
standing of what generally consititutes acceptable library practices,
and providing workable clearance and licensing conditions, have
not been achieved and are overdue. The committee urges all concerned
to resume their efforts to reach an accommodation under which the needs
of scholarship and the rights of authors would both be respected. 61/

This version of the Revision added a new section dealing with

archives:

108. Limitations on exclusive rights: Reproduction of Works in
archival collections

Nothwithstanding the provisions of section 106, it in not an
infringement of copyright for a nonprofit ,institution, having archival
custody over collections of manuscripts, documents, or other unpub-
lished works of value to scholarly research, to reproduce, without
any purpose of direct or indirect commercial advantage, any such

60/ Id. at 58

61/ Id. at 65. Cf. supra statements of Celebreize, Willcox, and Burkhardt
at A-31.'
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work in its collections in facsimile copies or phonorecords for
purposes of preservation and security, or for deposit for research
use in any other such institution.

The disCussion of'Section 108 in the Report explains the inclusion

f this section`

SECTION 108. REPRODUCTION OF WORKS IN ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS

Althou the committee does not favor special fair use provisions
dealing with the probLemEof library photocopying, it was impressed
with the need for a specific exemption permitting reproduction of
manuscript collections under certain conditions....

The committee has therefore adopted a new provision, section 108,
under which "non- profit institution, having archival custody over
collections of manuscripts,documents,or other unpublished works of
value tibecholarly research," would be entitled to reproduce "any
such work in its collections'; under certain circumstances. Only unpub-
lished works could be reproduced under this exemption, but the privilege
would extend to any type of work, including photographs, motion pictures,
and sound recordings.

The archival reproduction privilege accorded by section 108
would be available only where there was no "purpose of direct or indirect
commercial adva age, and where. the copies or phonorecords are repro-
duced in "facsimile." Under the exemption; for example, a repository
could make photocopies of manuscripts by microfilm or electrostatic
process, but could not reproduce the work in "machine-readable"
language for storage in an information system.

The purposes of the reproduction must either be "preservation and
security" or "deposit for research use in any other such institution."
Thus, no facsimile copies or phonorecords made under this section can
be distri±uted to scholdr8 or the publ c; if they leave the institution
that reproduced them, they must be deposited for research purposed in
another "nonprofit institution" that has "archival custody over
collections of manuscripts, documents, or other unpublished works
of value to scholarlytesearch."

This section is not intended to override any contractual arrange-
ments under which the manuscript material was deposited in the
institution. For example, if-there is an express contractual prohibi-

ti againstNt -roduction for any purpose, section 108 could not be
construed as ju_ Lying aviolation of the contract.62/ [Emphasis
added.]

62/ Id. et 66.
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This version of the bill also added an "innocet infringer" clause

n Section 504(c)(2)- which would apply in the following instance:

In a case where an instructor in a nonprofit educational
institution, who infringed by reproducing a pyrighted work in
copies or phonorecord4 for usein the course of face-to-face

, treaching activities in a classroom or simil r place normally devoted
to instiectiot, sustains the burden oftproving that he believed
and had reasonable grounds for believing that the reproduction was afair use under section 107, the court in its discretion may remit
statutory damages in whole or in part.

Congress adjourned before taking any action on this bill.

THfr NINETIETH CONGRESS

In the First Session of the 90th Congress Rep. Celler reintroduced

the revision bill as H. R. 2512 on Jaripary 17, 1967; S. 597 followed on

January 23. On March 8, the Houhe Committee on the Judiciary repprted
63/

H.R.2512. The S cttonal Analysis and Discussions for Sections 107 and
64/

108 are virtu& y identical t6 those found in H.R. Rep. 89-2237. The

House of Representatives passed the bill, th several amendments, on

April 11, L967.

Meanwhile, the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights

of the Senate Judiciary

of 1467-

mittee held hearings on S. 597 in March and April

The transcripts of these hearings,
65/

dued in four parts, contain

numerous references to statements on photocopying:

63/ H. R. Rep. Nn. 83, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967).

64/ Id. at 29.

65/' Copyright
marks, and Copy
90th Cohg., 1st Sess.

evision, Hearing
she Senate

967

-before the Subcomm. on P

udiciary, on S. 597,
de-
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.

Herman Wouk, Authors League of America
Authors League of America statement . .

Jesse W. Markham, American Book Publishers
Council and American Textbook Institute .

.Lee C. Deighton . . .

Howard A. Meyerhoff, Committee tor Investigate
Copyright Problem' Affecting Communication in
Science and Technology . . .

Ad Hoc Committee (of Educational Institutions and
Organizations) on Copyright Law Revision [Harold

!!1!
38-42

. 52-53

E. Wigren] . . . .

Charles F. Gonne'', Amexican Library Association
Erwin C. Surrency, Joint Committee ran Copyright
of American library Association, Special Libraries
Association, Medical Library Association and
American As_ociation of Law Libraries . .

James R. Ereich, Book Manufacturers' Institute . .

James H. Sampson, Allied Printing Trades Association
Robert A. Saltzstein, American Business Press
NarrnnOt Goodwin
Williath M. Passano Williams and Wilkins

:wick and Andrea Widerman, Williams and Wilkins
Horace S. Manger, American Book Publishers Council .

G. Overberger, American Chem cal: Society .

in Karp, Authors League . . .

64-73
84

153

. 594, 600ff.

. 616-8
. 678

696-7, 700-1
7257

745, 748
. 974-6
977-89
. 1055

1119-21
. 1150-56

Cable television emerged as a a_ u_ and long-lasting problem; thus,

action was taken on the Copyright ion Bill in the 901-1 Congress.

THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON NEW TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS

By the summer of 1967 it had beCOme apparent that the Revis

then before Cdngress did not deal with a number of copyright problems

computer-related fields. (6Aagunt 2 Senator McClellan

a bill (S. 221b) to, create a National C

introduced

on New Technolog

Copyrighted Works. Further discussion of this bill is round in

at this Appendix dealing with compuT-related works.

S. 2216 woo passed by the enate on October 12 but the

rf Represen

Bill

in

cal Uses of

the portion

House

yes took no correspoadt-4 action during the 90th Congress.
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THE NINETY -FIRST CONG S

legislative day of January 10), 1969, Senator

McClellan once again introduced the revision bill in the Senate as S. 543?

This bill combined most of the provisions ofS. 597 and,S. 2216 from,

the 90th Corigress. When the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee refe d the

'bill to thefull "Committee on December 10, 1969, Section 108 specified

the type of library which would be eligibli for "isolated and unrelated

reproduction,or distribution!',exemptions and the conditions under which

copies could be made for patrons

i 108. Limitations os exclusive rights= ReproduCtion by libra
and archive*

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, it is not
an infringement of copyright for a library or archives, or any of
its employees acting within the scope of their employment, to
reproduce no more than one,copy or phonorecord of a work, or ,
distribute such copy or phonorecord, under the Conditions specified
by this section and

(1) The reproduction or distribution is made without any'
purpose of direct or indirect commercial advantage; and

(2) The collections of the library or archives are (i) open
to the public; or (ii) available not only to researchers affiliated
with the library or archives or with the iostitutiOn of which-it is
a part, but also to other persons doing research in a specialized
field.

(b) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section
apply to a copy or phonorecord of an Unpublished work duplicated in
facsimile form solely for pur ores of preservation and security or for

f-'
deposit for research use i: another library or archives Of the type
described by'clause (2) ofJsubsection (a), if the copy orPhono-
record reproduced is currently in the collections of the library
or archives.

'N,

(c) The fight of reproduction under this section appli s to a
copy or phonorecord of a published wprk duplikiated in face mile
form solely for the purpose of replacement of a copy or phono-
record that is, damaged, deteriorating, Yost, or stolen, if the
library or archives has, after a reasonable effort, determaled
`,that an unused replacement cannot be obtained at a normal price

--rom commonly-known trade sources in the United States, including
authorized reproducing services.
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(d)' The rights of reproduction and Ostribution under this
section, apply to a copy of a work, other than a musical. work,
a pictorial, graphic or sculptural work, or.a 'motion picture
or other audio- visual work, made at the request of a user of
the collections of the library or archives, including a user
who mikes his request, through another library or archives, if.

(1) The user,has established to the satisfaction of the'
library or archives that an unused copy cannot be obtained
at a normal price from commonly known trade sources in the
United States, including authorized reproducing services;

(2) The copy becomes the property'of the user, and the
librarysor archives has had no notice that the copy would
be used for any purpose other- than private study, scholar--
ship, or 'research;, and

(3Y The library or archivei displays prominently, at the
place where orders are accepted;' and includes on its order
form,' a warning of copyrightsin accordance with requirements
that the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation.

(e):NOthing in this section--
ClYshall be co-atrued to impose liability for copyright

infrOgement upon -library or archives or ,its employees for
,

thoUnsupervised us_ of reproducing equipment located on its
premises; provided that such equipment displays a notice that
the making of a cots), mat be subject to the copyright Jaw.

, (2) excuses a person who uses such reproducing equipment
or who requeits a copy under subsection (d) from liability fot
copyright infringement for any' such act, or for any laterAuse
of such copy, if it exceeds fa' U8 s provided by section 107;

(3) in any way affects right _ fairjsst asprovided by
section'107, or any contras -al obligat ons assumed by the
library or arChive obtained a. opy or phonorecord of
the work for its col

(f) The rights of reproducing or distributing "no more than
one copy or phnnorecord" in accordance with this section,extend
to the isolated and unrelated reproduction or distribution of asingle copy or phonorecord of the same work on separate occasions,
but do not extend to cases where the library or archives, or it
employees, is aware or has substantial reason to belie've that it

engaging inthe related or concerted reproduction ,4r distribu-
tion of multiple copies or phonorecords of the same 4ork. wheth
on one occasion or over a period of time, and whether intended
.for aggregate use by One individual or for separate use by the
individual members of a group.

.

Section 504(c)(2) extended the "innocent infringer" status to

rariana and archivists as woll as to instructors in educational institutions.

Disagreement on, issues related to cable television again fopeTialLed further

Congressional action.
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THE NINETY =SECOND CONGRESS

Senator McClellan introduced a bill (S. 644) which was, apart

eim minor amendments, virtually identical to that reported by the Senate

Judiciary subcommittee in the 91st Congress on Febriihry 18, 1971. As the

Federal Communications Commission was engaged n formulating rules for

cable television, the Senate took no action on S. 644. Public Law 92-140,

for limited copyright in sound:recordings, Via enacted during this

Congress.

THE NINETY -THI CONGRESS:

The 93d Congress saw the of a Copyright Revision Bill

With the.sam prevision't as that of the previous Congress' S. 644. 1361 was

in oduce=d on March 26, 973, and more copyright hearings re field on

July 31 and August F.

Testimony on photnc

by the oll wing individuals':

66/
presented at these hearings

Stephen A. McCarthy, Ass iation of Research Libra

Edmon Low, American Library Association . . .

Franii E. McKenna, Special Libraries Association .

Jacqueline W. Felter, Medical Library Awciation .

Robert W. Cairns, American Chemical Soclity, with
Richard L. Kenyon, Ben H.'Weil, Stephen T. Quigley
and Arthur B. Hanson . .

. . . 114-28
Kenneth B. Keating; Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
and Macmillan, Inc. with Bella L. Linden . 128-37

Arthur J. Rosenthal, Association of American University
-Presses, with John P. Putnam and Sanford C. Thatcher . 137-42W. Bradford Wiley, Association of American Publishers,
with Ross Sackett and Charles L. Lieb

. 142-47

Page
89-98Philip B. Brown, Association of Research Libraries 92-100
100-6

. 106-10
110-14

66/ Copyright Law Revision; Hearings before the Subcomm on Patents,
on S 1361

Marks, and Copyrights of the Senate Comm on the udiclary,
Sess. 197393d Cong.,

ade
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Robert H.,Seltzstein, American Bus,inees Tress , 147.n50
Andrea Albrecht, Williams and Wilkine, with
Arthur. Greenbaum . . . . . . . . 15071

Jerome Weidman, Authors League of America, with Irwin
Karp . . . . . . . . . . . . 172-79

John Stedman, American Association of University Professors=. .201-7
*try N. Rosenfield . . . . . . . . . 207-9
Irwin Karp, Authors League . . . . . .. ,210-13
Rose Sackett, Association of American Publishers, with
W. Bradford Wiley and Charlei H. Lieb 217-19

Paul G.,Zurkowski, Information Industry Association 266-76

The Subcommittee invited interested parties w- state-

rents hich were ncluded in the record of the Hearings. The -follow

Lndi duals and organizations responded to this invitation:

Julius Marke, Copyright C tee, American Association
of Law Libraries 55355

Robert. W. Cairns, American Chemical Society
. 55557

H. Richard Crane, American Insitute of Physics , 557-59
Eamon Low, American Library Association . . . 559-60
Ernest B. Howard, American Medical Association

. . 560 -6)
John A. D. Cooper, Association of American Medical
Colleges:. . : . . . . . . .. . . 566-67

Association of American Publishers . . . . . 567-71
Stephen A. McCarthy, isSociation of Research Libraries , 571-72
Albert P. Blaustein, Rutgers University School of Law . 573 -75
Stanley Bougas, Federal Librarians Association . 584-85 '

Morton I. Grossman, VA Wadsworth Hospital Center. . . 587
Bella L. Linden, Linden and Deutsch . . . 587-88
Mildred M. Jeffrey, Detroit Public Library . . . . 589
Paul G. Zurkowski, Information Industry Association . 589-90
Irwin M. Freedman, Journal of Investigative Dermatology. . 590-91
Stewart A., Wulf, Marine B edical Institute . . . . . 604
Sarah C. Brown, Helical Library Association

. . . 604
Medical Library Association . . . . . . . . . 605
Franz J. Inglefinger, New England Journal of Medicine . 645-47
Robert J. Myers, New; Republic

647
Ernest E. Doerschuk, Jr., State Library of Pennsylvania 646-49
William W. Bodine, Free Library of Philadelphia . . .14649
Frank E. McKenna, Special Libraries Association . . 663-65
Arthur J. Greenbaum, Cowan, Liebowitz and Latman 669
Robert L. Shafter, Xerox Corporation . . . . . . . 670
C. Peter McColough, Xerox Corporation

. . . . . . 670



A number those who testified at thj hearings and submitted
written statements urged thatthe proposed National Communion undertake the
study of photocopying issues related to both educational uses of copyrighted
works and library reproduction and distribution opyrightled works.

The Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee reported S. 1361 on Apgil 9, 1974.

The Subcomm'sttee had made substantial changes in the wording of Section 108,
adding suhsectid ( (3) which required a notice of copyright to be placed on
the copt #4 made, awl putting the phrase "at a fair price" in subbection (e)

.in place of an earlier phrase
requiring the library` to k "commonly- knownA

trade sources in the United States, including authorized reproduction services
Section 108 also di _ingushes between copies made for users of portions of

works [subsection Id)] and of whole works which are otherwise unavailable
[subsection e)]. The Subcommittee added subsection (h) to specify those

_ which might not be :reproduced
(

Accept for "preservation or security"
or because they 8 'ciamaged," etc.:

5 108. Limitations on exclusive rights: Reproduction by librariesand archives
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, it is notan infringement of copyright for a library or archives, or any ofemployees acting within the scope of their employment, toreproduce'no more than one copy or phonorecord of a work, or distri-bute such:Copy or phonorecord, under the tomtit' ns.specified bythis section, if
(1) The reproduction

or distribution is made without anypurpose of direct r indire _ommercia -adva Age; and(2) The collecti ns of the library, or arch es are (i) opento the public, or (ii) available not only to gaearchersaffiliated with the library or archives or with the institutionof which it is a part, but also to other persons doing researchin a specialyzed field,
(3) he reAroduction or distribution of the work includes anotice of copyright.

It



(b) The rights, of reproduction and distribution under
this section apply to a copy or phonoretord of en unpublished
work duplicated in facsimile forM solely for.purposca-of-

,,preservation and 4ectitrity-r:for4eposit for research .use
in another library or, archives pUthe type described by clause
4(2) of subsection (a), a the copy or-phonoreCora reproduCed
is currentlyin thecolleCtions of the library or archives.

(c) The right of reproduction under this section applies
fo a copy or phonoltecord'of a published work duplicated in
facsimile form solely for the purpose..of replacement of a.
copy or phonorecord that is damaged, deteriorating lost,
or stolen, if the library or archives -has, atter a reasonable
effort, determined that an unused replacement cannot be obtained
At a fair price.

(d) The rights of reproduction and distribution under
this section apply to acopy, made from the collection of
a library-or archives where the user makes his request or
from that of anottIr library or arthives, of no more than
one article or other contribution to a copyrighted collection
or periodical issue, or to a copy or phonorecord of a.small
part of any other copyrighted work, if:

(1) The copy becomes the property of the user, and the
library or archives has had no notice that the copy
would be used for any purpose other than private study,
scholarship, or research; and

(2) The library or archives displays prominently, at the
place where orders are accepted, and includes on its
order form, a warning of copyright in accordance with
requirements=that the Register of Copyrights shall
prescribe by regulation.

(e) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this
section apply to the entire wore)pr to a substantial part
of it, made from the collection of a library or archives where
the user makes his request or from that of another library
or archives, if the library or archives had first determined,
on the basis ofa reasonable investigation s copy
or phonorecord .__f the copyrighted work cannot be obtained
at a fair price, if:

(1) The copy becomes the property of the user, and
the library or archives has had no notice that the
`cOpy would be used for any purpose other than private
study, scholarship, or research; and

(2) The library or archives displays prominently; at
-the place where orders are accepted, and includes on
its order form, a warning ofcopyright in accordance
with requirements that the Register of Copyrights shall
prescribe by'regulation.

.

(f) Nothilig in this section--
(1) shall be construed to impose liability for copyright

infringement upon a library or archives or its employees
.for the unsupervised use of reproducing equipment locatedon its premises, provided that such equipment displays
a notice that the making of a copy may be subject to
the copyright law;
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2) excuses a perwin who uses such reprodVing-equip
ment or pho requests a'copy under Subseftioti(d) from liabil-
ity for copyright infringement for any such act, or for
any later use of such. copy, it it exceeds fait use as provided
by sectioni-107;= .

'in any way affects the right of fair Uge as provided
by sec -107; or any contractual obligation assumed at
any time by the library or archives when it obtained

ocopy or phOnorecord nee work7in.it4 chlleetions,'
(g) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this
ction extend to the isolated and unrelated reproduction or

distribution of a single copy or phonorecord of _e same material
on separate occasions, but do not extend to can _he i ,)
library or archives, or its employee:.

(1) is aware or has substantial, reason to believe that
it is engaging the related or concerted reproduction'
or distributtnn of multiplecopies or phonorecoed0 of
the same material, whether made on one:occasion or over
a period of time, and whether intended for aggregate use
by one or more individuals or for separate use by the
individual members pf a group; or.

(2) engages in tile systematic reproduction or
distribution of single or multiple copies or phonorecords
of material described in subsection (d).

(h) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this
section do not apply to a musical work, a pictorial, graphic
or sculptural work,.or a motion picture or other audio-visual
work, except that no such limitation shall apply with respect
to rights - granted by subsections (b) and (c).

The, full Judiciary Committee of the Senate reported the bill

on July 3, 1974, There is considerable discussion o fSection 108 in the

Senate Report. The legislators had found it difficult to define "systematic

reproduction or distribution, although' they gave, three examples oT'librarY
67/

practice prohibited by Section 108(g)(1 ) \and (2).-- The Report goes on

40 state the oil wing: .

The committee believes that section 108 provides an appro-
priate statutory balancing of the rights of creators, and the
needs of users. However, neithera statute nor legislative
history can specify precisely which library photocopying practices
constitute the making of "single copies" as distinguished from
"systematic reproduction." Isolated single spontaneous requests
must be distinguished from "systematic reproduCtion."

The photocopying needs of Such operati91s as multi-county
regional systems, must be met. The committee therefore
recommends that representatives of authors, b okj and

67/ S. Rep. No. 983, 93d Cong. 2d Sesa. 122 (1974).



periodical publishers and other o of copyrighted ma-
terial meet with the library city to formulate photo-
copying guidelines to assist library patrons and employees.
Concerning li rary photocopying practices not authorized
by this leg's ation, the committee fecommends that workable
clearance an licensing procedures be developed.

rIn edopting
.

these provisions on library photocopying, the
committee is eware that through such programs .as those of the
National Commission on- Libraries and Information Science there
will be a iignificant.evolution

in the functioning and services
of librarieti. To consider the possible need for changes in
copyright law and procedures as a result of new technology,

.'title II of this legislation establishes-a National Commission
on New Technological Uses of Coeyrighted Works. It is the deaf
of, the committee that the Commisei6n-give priority to those
aspects of the library-copyright interface which require
further study and clarification. 68/I

1361 wa then referred to the Senate Commerce Committee on

July 9. The Commerce Committee amended several,sections and reported the

bill July 29, 1974.

The Senate passed S. 1361 with several amendments on September 9.

The 'end of the 93d Congress was approaching and it d not seem

likely that there would be time for S. 1361 to be considered"'n the Mou

Representatives. On the same day that S. 1361 passed the Se ate, Senator

McClellan introduced S. 3976, an interim bill which, among other provisions,

would establish the National Commission on New. Technological Uses of

Copyrighted Works. The Senate considered and passed the bill ithin the one

day, September 9, 1974.

The House Subcommittee-held hearing on S. 3974 on November 2

The Register of Copyrights testified at the hearing in support of the establishment

68/ Id.
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69/
of the Commission.-- The bill-was amended to include "at least one member

-selected from among experts in consumer protect2on affairs" n the Commission.

The Rouse-Judiciary Committee renortedlhe bill-on December12, 1974, With a-

644ene nk view by Represeb6tt._ Robert F. Drinan opOosing.the establishment,
70/ ,

f:the Comm . The House of Representatives considered and passed the

bit -on December 19, 1974. Qas-ffien signed Cry Presiitent Gerald Ford on

on December 31, and became Public Law 93-573.

THE NINETY - FOURTH CONGRESS
.

Early in the 94th,Congress'a copyright revsion bill was'introduced

b

Kastenmeier as H.R. 2223 on January 28. The bill was substantiallyubstantially the

Senator McClellan as S. 22 on January 15, 1975:and by Representative,

the same as S. 1361 which had been passed.by the Senate in the 93d,Congress.
71/'

The Senate Judiciary Committee reported S. 22 on November 20, 19757'

In its disscussion of Section 108(g) the Committee repeated'

its recommendation that

,
representatiVes of authors, book and periodical publisher's and
other owners of copyrighted material meet with the-library community
to formulate photocopying guidelines to assist library patrons
and employees. Concerning library photocopying practices not
authorized by this legislation, the committee recommends that
workable clearance and licensing procedures be developed.72/

69/ Copyright Miscellany; Hearing before the Subcomm: on Courts, Civil
Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the
Judiciary on S. 3976, 93d Cong., 2d Se 1974 .

70/ H.R. Rep. No. 1581, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 17 (1974).

71/ S. Rep. No. 473, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975).

72/ Id. at 71.
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n went on to state -that

11 uncertain how fdr a library, may go under pCopyright Act of 1909 in supplying a photocopy of copyrightedmaterial in its collection. The recent case of The William slidWilkins Company v. the United States failed to significantlyIlluminate the appliCation of the fair use doctrine to library
photocopying practice!. Indeed, the opinion of the Court ofClaims said the Court was engaged .in "a 'holding operation' inthe interim period before Congress enacted its preferred solution.While,the several opinions in the Wilkins case have given theCongress little guidance as to the current state of the law onfair use,. these opinions provide additional support for thebalanced resolOkion of the photocopying issue adopted by theSenate lat4t year in S. 1361 and preserve&in section 108 of thislegisOatiOn. As t,he 7 ortof Claims opinion succinctly stated"these is much to-be'_aid on all sides:"

In adopting Oe'se provisions on library photocopying, thecommittee is aware that through such programs:as those of theNational Commission on Libraries and Information
Scfence there will_'be a significant evolution in the functioning And services oflibraries. To consider the possible need for changes in -copyrightlaw and- procedures as a result of new technology, a, NationalCommission on New Technological Useb of Copyrighted Works has beenestablished (Public Law 93-573). 73/

Subsection 108(f)(4) was added to the bill

feoiBly the adoption 61 an amendment proposed by Senator [Howard]Baker [of Tennessee], It is intended to permit librariesand archives, subject to the general conditions of thissection, to make off-the-sir videotape recordings of televisionnews programs. Despite the importance of preserving television,news, the United States currently'has no institution performingthis function'on a systematic basis.
The purpose of the clause is to prevent the copyright law troz,precluding such operations as the Vanderbilt University Televisi'News Archive ..;. 74/

The text of the new subsection is as ws:

5 108 (f) Nothing in this section--

(4) shall be construed to limit the reproduction and dtstrituition of a limited number of copies and excerpts y a

73/ Id.

74/ Id. at 69.



library n
subject t

archives of an audiovisual news program
clauses (2), or (3) of subSicOmion (a

Subsection 108(0" wa 'changed in this version to read

108(h) The rights of reproduction under this section do not
apply to a musical work, a pictorial, graphic or sculptural work,
or ..a motion picture ov_other audiovisual work other than an audio
visual work dealing with news, except that no such limitation shall
apply with respect to rights granted by subsections (bland (c).

The Senate approved S.-2? unanimously on February 19, 1976.

The House Judiciary Subcommittee on Court's, Civil Liberties, and

75/
the:Administration of Justice held Mtitlye of hearings on 8.k 2223 in 1975.--

The Register of Copyrights Testified at _veral hearings and- presented material_

76/
from the Second Supplementary Report o Register of Copyrights

During testimony received at these hearings, representatives
771

six national library assoc' _ibris, and adthor and publisher _s_ ciations

discussed, among other, topic the definition of "systematic reproduction"

And a proposed copyright clearinghouse.

Testimony or statements from the follrwi appear in the 'record:,

Page
Edmon Low, the six national library associations,

with Julius Marke, John F. McDonald, Joan T.
Adams, Susan Sommer, Frank E. McKenna, James A.
Sharaf, William North, and Philip Brown . , 184-216

75/ Copyright Law Revision; Hearings before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil
Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the House Common the
Judiciary on H.R. 2223. 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975

76/ The Report has not yet been published, Copies of the Draft are available
from the Copyright Office.

77/ American Library Association, Association of Research Libraries, Medical
Library Association, Music Library Association, Special Libraries Association.
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J'a5-twin Karp, Authors League . . I. . . . 216-25, 240-41Charles Lieb, Association of American Publishets: 225-291,, 240 ,Robert W. Cairns, American Chemical Society,
with RiChard Kenyon, Stephen Quigley, and
William Butler . ,- . . . .- . . . . .' . . . 229-36, 241-51Townsend Hoopes, Association of American Publishers

. . . . 237-40Bella -L. Linden-, Linden 6 Deutsch . . . . , . , . . . . . 242American Business Press, Inc. .' . . ;-. . . . . '. . . . 252154Julius J-Marke, Assoc, of American Law Libraries
. . . 254-60William M. Peasant:), Williame and Wilkins 60-61David MathewsDept. of Health, Edudation an Welfare 61-62Kevin J. Keeney, Federal Librariato Assoc.

. 262-63John B. Hightower, Advocates for the Arts,
Associated Councils of the Arts . . :. . .

Ray Woodruff, Montana State University
Leo J. Raskind, Association of American Law Schools,

American Association of University Presses and
American Council on Education . . . . . . . .'. 269-72Edwin Meele, Educational Media Producers Council

.

Ernest R. Farmer, Music Publishers Associationi
National Music Publishers Association . . ,

. 346- 8Albert Warren Independent Newsletter Association 367-68Rondo Cameron, educator and author 467-74Association of American Publishers .
. . 2198-2201Authors League of-America

2203-06National Commission o- Libraries and Information
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . .

263-65
265-66

317

2239

During the October e wrings the Register of Copyrights in a d seuSsion

of the.Second Supplementary Report outlined the blistory of .Section 108, defined

some of the continued prob
ms in the interpretiition of the section, and

called for "a much clearer statement in the report concerning the interrelation-

ship between sections 107 and 108, and a careful look at the wording and
78

content of subsections (g) and (h )."--

She went on to say tkrat

A line must be. drawn between legitimate nterlibrary loansusing photocopies instead pf bound books, and prearranged

78/ Hearings on H.R. 2223 supra note 7y, at 1801.
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'understandings that result in a particular library agreeing to
become the source of an indeterminate number of photocopies. To
find thett line and draw it clearly is one of the most difficult
legislative tasks remaining inthe revision program.

I also indicate that I think CONTU, the new National
Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works,
should not be forgotte here. There are legitimate things
it can do. But, at the meeting yesterday, at one point,'
there was a suggestion made that they-shouldn't try to
reinvent the wheel and that the Congress has' a long his-
tory behind this provision, And I think that proppsals
are coming to you, and maybe glready have, that you should
delay action on, or you'should make interim action, pending
what CONTU does. And I don't argue with that, as long as
you lay a groundwork for what it does. I do feel the
interrelationship between 108 and the Commission should
be addressed in your report. I think it is important that
you get out of the Commission what you want

-. You created it
and it should d9 what you want it to do, in relation to this
problem. 79/

The Register also stated that the phrase "without any purpose of

direct or indirect commerical advantage" was a problem with respect to
80/

special libraries and needed clarification.

Appendix 2 of the hearing volumes contains a series of eighteen

"Briefing Papers on Current Issues- Raised'by H.R. 2223" prepared by the staff
81/

of the Copyright 0 fice, one portion of which covers Section 1067 Appendix 3

is the "Report of Working,Or up of Conference on Resolution of Copyright
82/

Issues- (Dealing with Library Photocopying)-."

After these extensive hearings and the public markup sessions

which followed, the HoUse Subcommittee reported the bill on August 3, 1976

79/ Id. at 1801 -1802.

80/ Id. at 1804.

81/ id. at 2057.---

8g/ id. at 2092.
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The full Judiciary Committee of the House 4ported the bill- without further

amendment on September 3. The Subcommittee had made two changes in

u; Section 108 which the Judiciary Committee accepted and explained in this

Multle.copies_ and systematic reproduction-

Subsection (g) provides that the rights granted by this section
extend only to the "isolated'and unrelated reproduction of a single
copy or phonorecord of the same material on separate occasions."
However, this section does'not authorize the related or concerted
reproduction of multiple copies or phonorecords of the same mater-
iels, whether made on one occasion or over a period of time, and
whether intended for aggregate use by 'one individual or for sepa-
rate use by the individual members of a group.

With respect to material described in subsection (d) -- articles
or other contributions to periodicals or Collections, and small
parts of other copyrighted works -- subsection (g)(2) provides that
the exemptions or section 1.08 do not apply if the library or archive
(sic] engages,in "systematic reproduction or distribution of single or
multiple copies or phonorecords." This provision in S. 22 provoked
a storm of controversy, centering around the extent' to which
restrictions on "systematic" activities- would prevent the continues-
tion and development of interlibrary networks and other arrangeme-ts
involving the exchange of photocopies. After thorough considera
tion, the Committee amended section 108(g)(2) to add the following
proviso:

Provided, that nothing in this clause prevents a library-.
or'archives from participating in interlibrary arrangements
that do not have, as their purpose ar- effect, that the li-
brary or archives receiving such copies or phonorecords fbr
distribution does so in sUch.aggregate quantities as to
'substitute for a subscription -to or purchase of such,work.

In addition:the Committee added a new subsection (i) to aection
108, requiring the Register of Copyrights, five years from the effec-
tive date of the new Act and at five-year intervals thereafter, to
report to Congress upon "the extent to which this section has
achieved the intended statutory balancing of the rights of creators
`and the needs of users," and to Make appropriate legislative or other
recommendations. As noted in connection with section 107, the uom-
mfttee also amended section 504(c) in a way that would insulate
librarians from unwarranted liability for copyright infringement;
this amendment is discussed below.
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The key ales in the Committee's amendment of section,108
(g)(2) are ..'aggregate quantities" and "substitute for a suc
tiOn to or purchase of" .a work. be.implemented effectiv Y
in practice, these provisions will requite -the development
implementationbfMOre-or7less establiMg
criteria to governVirious situations.

' The National Commission on New Technological Uses of Co yrighted
Works (CONTU)fiered to provide good offices in helping Cedivelop.
these guidelines.. This offer was accepted and, AlthoughthOinal.
text of guidelines has not yet been achieved, the ComMittee
reason to hope that, withinithe next. month, some agreement caabe
reached on an initial set of'guidelines covering practices-ender
section 108(g)(2). 83/

The House .0 also addressed the issue of "indirect

commercial advantage" in teeeinn 108(a)-(1) which the Register of,Coprights

had pointed out as an area eeiding clarification in the hearings on H.H. 2223:

The, reference to "indirect commercial advantage" has raised
questions as to the statue of photocopying done by orifor
libraries or archival,coklectiona within industrial, profit-
making; or proprie4ry institutions (such as the research and
development departmentatif chemicall, pharmaceutical, automo-
bile, and oil corporations, the library of a proprietary hospital.,
the collections owned by a law or medical partnetship; etc.).

There is a direct interrelationship between this problem
and the prohibitions against "multiple" and "systematic" photo-
copying in section 108(g)(1) and (2)'. Under section 108,a-
library in a profit-making organization would not be authorized
to:

(a) use a.single subscription or copy to supply its..
employees with multiplAcopies of material relevant to
their work; or

(b) use a single Subscription or copy to supply its employees,
on request, with single copies of material relevant to their
,work, where the arrangement is "systematic" in the sense of
deliberately substituting:phetocopying for subscription or
purchase; or

(c) use "interlibrary loan" arrangements for obtaining
photocopiea in such aggregate quantities as to substitute
for aubscriptions or,purchase of material needed by employees
ire their work.

Moreover, a library in a prof s eking organization could not
evade these obligations by installing reproducing equipment
on-its-,.premises for unsupervised,use by the nrg nization's staff.

83/ H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2 77 (1976) orrection
in 122 pone, Rec. 810727 (daily' edition, Sept. 21, 1976).

appeared
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Isolated _spontaneous making of single photocopies by alibrary in A or-profit organization, without any systematiceffort to AU stitute
photocopying for subscriptions or purchases,would be covered by section 108, even though the copies arefurnished to the employees of the organization for use in their' work. Simi'larl'y, for-profit libraries could participate ininterlibrary arrangement's for exchange of photocopies as, longas the production or distribution was not "systematic."

These activities, by themselvu, would ordinarily not be con-sidered for direct or indirect commercial
advantages," sincethe "advantage" referred to in this clause must attach to theimmediate commercial motivation behind the reproduction ordistribution itself, rather than to the ultimate profit-makingmotivation behind the enterprise in Which the library islocated. On the other hand, section 108 would not excusereprodction or distribution if there were a commercial motivebehind the actual making or distributing of the copies, if multiplecopies we Fe made;'or

distributed, or if the photocopying activitieswere "syste atic" in the sense thatttheir aim was to substitutefor subscr one or purchases. 84/

The Report canLiins,
in addition, the Guidelines for Classroom

85/copying in Not-for-Profit
Educational Institutions.

and Guidelines fo786/
r4ducational Use of Musi

87/
THE CONTU GUIDELINES

On April 2, 1976, the National Commission on New Technological Uses
)f Copyrighted Works (CONTI') adopted the following

BE IT RESOLVED, that the National
Commission on Oi., TechnologicalUses of Copyrighted

Works shall offer its assistance to the Subcommitteeon Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice of theHouse Committee on the Judicia4, in helping to develop language andguidelines ralati library photocopying in the Senate Dill 22.
The House Subcommittee ac-

' th -)mrs n's offer, as did
;hairman of the Senate Judi': ry Subcommittee, enator McClellan.

'4/ Id. at 74.

5/ Id. at 68.

;6/ Id. at 70.

.7/ For a fuller discussion
pp. 114 upra.
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The Commission requested written statements from parties who had expressed

interest in the library photocopying issue throughout the legislative

proceedings. The following submitted comments:

Atherican Association of Law Libraries
American Institute of Physics
American Library Association.
American Society for Testing and Matdrials
Association of American Publishers
Association of Research Libraries
Authors League of America, Inc.
Ben H.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
Macmillan Publishing Company, !Inc.
Medical Library Association
Music Library Association
National Commissioq on Libraries and Information Science
National Library or edicine
Special Libraries As_-)ciation
Williams and Wilkins Company.

SS/

At its meeting on June 9-10, 1976,-- the Commission discussed the

comments received and began to draft guidelines. These draft guidelines

were submitted __ the int-rei ed parties, further comments were received,

and a revised draft was drawn up. Representatives of the principal librar

author, and publisher organ__ atl )ns accepted the revised guidelines, which

were then submitted to the Chairman he Conference Committee on September 22,

y,

1976. the text of the guidelines may be found on pp. 136-137 of this Report.

THE CUNh tRtNCt REPORT

as reported by the House idiciaiy was app 'd by the

House of Represent ive_s on Sep .mber 22, 1976. A Conference Committee as

88/ Tran-cri t, CONTU Meeting NO-,:47_ 4 1976). Pr254 766.
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appointed to reconcile the differences in the two versions of the bill; as

noted above, the Senate had approved S. 22 some seven months previ usly.

The Conference Committee accepted the H =ie version of Section 108 along with
- 89/the CONTU Guidelines, which were included in the Conference Report.

The Comthittee also gave a further clarification of "indirect commercial

advantage'" as used in section 108(a)(1) in relation t roprietary librar

Both Houses of Congress accepted the Conference Committee version of

22 on September 30, 1976, and President Ford signed the bill on October

89/ H.R. Rep. No. 1733, 9 h Cong., 2d Seto
' 72, 1.976).

90/ Id. at 73.

911 Pub. L. No. 94-553 976).

90/
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APPENDIX B

PUBLIC Lt1W 93-573

- NATIO 1A1, COMMIS1ON ON NEW TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF

COPYRIGHTED WORKS

ASTABL PURPOSE OF COMMISSION

SEC. 201. (a) There is hereby created in the Library of Congress aNational Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (here-
after called the Commission).

(h) The purpose of the Commission is to study and compile data on:(1) the reproduction and use Of copyrighted works of authorship --(A) in conjunction with automatic systems capable of stor-
ing, processing, retrieving, and transferring information, and(B) by various forms of machine reproduction, not including
reproduction by or at the'request of instructors for use in face-
to-faceteaching activities; and
(2) the2 creation of new works by the application or interventionof such automatic systems or machine reproduction.

(c) The Commission shall make recommendations as to such changes incopyright law or procedures that may be necessary to assure for such pur-poses access to copyrighted works, and to provide recognition of the rightsof copyright owners.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION

202. (a) The Commission shall be compsed of thirteen voting
appointed as follows:
(1) Four members, to be appointed by the President, selected fromauthors and other copyright owners;
(2) Four members, to be appointed by the President, selected fromusers of copyright works;
(3) Four nongovernmental members to be appointed by the President,selected from the public generally, with at least one member selected

from among experts in consumer protection affairs;
(4) The Librarian of Congress.

(b) The President shall appoint a Chairman, and a Vice Chairman whoshall as Chairman in the absence or disability of the Chairman or in theevent of a vacancy in that office, from among the four members selected fromthe public generally, as provided by clause (3) of subsection (a). TheRegister of Copyeights\Thall serve ex officio as a nonvoting member ofthe Commission.
(c) Seven itot ing members of the Commission shall constitute a quorum.
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(d) Any vacancy in the Commission shall not affect its powers_and shall
be filled in the same manner as the original appointment was made.

COMPENSATION OF'MEMBERS OF COMMISSION

SEC. 203. (a) Members of the Commission, other than officers or
employees of the Federal Government, shall receive compensation at the rate
of $100 per day while engaged in the actual performance of Commission duties,
plus reimbursement for travel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses in
connection with such duties.

(b) Any members of the Commission who are officers or employees of
the Federal Government shall serve on the Commission withbut compensation,
but such members shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and other
necessary expenses in connection with the performance of their duties.

V

STAFF

SEC. 204. (a) To assist in its studies, the Commission may appoint a
staff which shall be an administrative part of the Library of Congress. The
staff shall be headed by an Executive Director, who shall be responsible to
the Commission for the Administration of the duties entrusted to the staff.

(b) The Commission may procure temporary and intermittent services to
the same extent as is authorized by section 3109 of title 5,. United States
Code, but at rates not to exceed $100 per day.

EXPENSES OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 205. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as
may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this title until June 30,
1976,

REPORTS

SEC. 206. (a) Within one year after the first meeting of the Commission
it shall submit to the President and the Congress a preliminary report on its
act ivitie1s.

(b) Within three years after the enactment of this Act the Commission
shall submit to the President and the Congress a final report on its study
and investigation which shall include its recommendations and such proposals

legislation and administrative action as mnv be necessary to carry out
recommendations.
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(c) In addition to the preliminary report and final report required by
this section, the Commission may publish such interim reports as it may deter;\
mine, including but not limited to consustant's reports, transcripts of
testimony, seminar reports, and other Commission findings.

POWERS OF THE Ct SISSION

SEC. 207. (a) The Commission or, with the authorization of the
Commission, any three or more of its members, may, for the purpose of
carrying out the provisions of this title, hold hearings, administer oaths,
and require, by subpoena or otherwise, the attendance and testimony of
witnesses and the production of documentary material.

(b) With the consent of the Commission, any of its members may hold
any meetings, seminars, or conferences considered appropriate to provide
a forum for discussion of the problems with which it'is dealing.

TERMINATION

SEC. 206. On the sixtieth day after the date of the submission of its
final report, the Commission shall terminate and all offices and employment
under it shall expire.

PUBLIC LAW 95-14b

An Act to extend by seven months the term of the National C___m -sion on

1

Be it enacted b
States of America in
3-573 is amended to

New Technological I Copyrighted Works

the Senate and House of Re a the United
assembled, That: section 2O. b o Public
cl1ows:

"(b) On or before July 31, 1976 the Commission shall
President and the Congress a final, report on its study and
which shall include its recommendations and such proposals

submit to the
investigation
for legis-

lation and administrative action as may be necessary to carry out its
recommendations."



Stanley H. Fuld:
.Chairman

APPENDIX C

THE COMMISSIONERS

Judge Fuld, Chairman of CONTU, served as
Associate Judge of the New York Court of
Appeals from 1946 until 1966, and as Chief
Judge of the State of New York and the New
York Court of Appeals of New York, from 1967
through 1973. He is currently Special Counsel
to the law firm of Kaye, Scholer, Fierman,
Hays and Handler. He received his LL. B. from
Columbia University Law School in 1926, and
honorary LL.D. degrees from a number of
colleges and universities. He has served
on several occasions as a judge in the
Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition sponsored
by the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publi-shers.

_vine B. Nimmer: Professor Nimmer teaches Copyright Law,
Vice Chairman Constitutional law and Contracts at the

University of California, Los Angeles. He is
the author of the treatise Nimmer on Copyright
and of the casebook entitled Copyright and 0
Aspects of Law Pertaining to Lite
apcLAILLWc11 He has also written
numerous dfticles dealing with both freedom of
speech and copyright. He has been active in
international copyright meetings and has
served at various times as consultant to both
the Berne Convention Secretariat and UNESCO's
Copyright Division.

George D. Cary: Retired Register of Cjpyrights, Mr. Cary began
his career with the Copyright Office in 1947 after
serving in the Navy during World War II as
Lieutenant Commander. In the Copyright Office,
Mr. Cary served successively as Attorney,
Assistant Chief Examining Division, Principal
Legal Advisor, General Counsel, Deputy Register,
and then Register. Commissioner Cary has been
a lecturer at The George Washington Law Center
and the Practising Law Institute. He is also
a trustee of the Copyright Society of the
United States.
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John Hersey:

Rhoda H. Karpatkin:
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Dr. Dix was, at the time of his death on
February 22, 1978, Librarian Emeritus of
Princeton University. He retired in 1979 after
completing twenty-two years as Librarian of
Princeton University and had been before th
an Associate Professor and Librarian at the
Rice Institute, Houston, Texas. He receiv
a Ph.D. in English from the University of
Chicago. He has been Chairman of the Associatic
of Research LibrarieS, President of the Americar
Library Association and served as Chairman
of both the Intellectual Freedom and the /
International Relations Committees of A.L.A.
Dr. Dix was also active in international lbrar:
and cultural activities and served as Chairman
of the United States National Commission
UNESCO.

Mr. Hersey, a novelist and journalist, is the
author of eighteen books and a winner of the
Pulitzer Prize for fiction. He is President of
the Authors League of America and,Secretary of
American Academy of Arts and Letters. He serve
five years as Master of Pierson College, Yale U
city, has been Writer-in°Residence at the Ameri
Academy in Rome, and has been Visiting Professo
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a
Yale, where he presently teaches.

Ms. Karpatkin is Executive Director of
Consumers Union, the non-profit ,eoduct-testing
and consumer-advisory organization that publish
Consumer Reports. Before joining Consumers
Union. in 1974, Ms. Karpatkin had been engaged
in the private practice of law, and had served
as Consumer Union's legal counsel for sixteen
years. Ms. Karpatkin chairs the Special
Committee on Consumer Affairs of the Associatic
of the Bar of the City of New York, and is a
member of the Consumer Advisory Council of the
City vf New York. She is also _a member of the
American Bar Association Commission on Law and
the Economy.



Dan M. Lacy: Mr. Lacy is Senior Vice-President and Executive
Assistant to the President, McGraw-Hill,Finc.
From 1953 until 1966, Mr.- Lacy was Managing
Director of the American Book Publishers Council,
with responsibility for representing book industry
points of view on copyright. He lat.er served
for several years as a member and chairman of
the industry's Copyright Committee. Commissioner
Lacy has attended international copyright
conferences both for the International Publishers
Association and the United States delegation.
He hasS been a member of the American Library
Association and served for a' number of years
as an officer of the Library of Congress.

Arthur R. Mille_ Professor of Law at Harvard Law School since
1972, Professor Miller was Chairman of the
Massachusetts Security and Privacy Council
and also directed the Association of American
Law Schools Project on Computer- Assisted
Instruction. While Professor of Law at the
University of Michigan Law School from 1965 to
1972, Mr. Miller served as Advisor to the
Special Committee on Computer Research for the
State Bar of Michigan. Computer technology
and aspects of copyright are among the many
topics on which he has testified, lectured,
and written.

Gabriel Perle: Vice President-Law for Time, Inc., Mr. Perle
has long been active in the Copyright Society
of the United States. He has been President,
Vice .President and a member of the Board of
Trustees of that organization.- in 1972 and
1973 he was Vice President of the United
States Trademark Association and served as a
Director from 1969 through 1972 and from
1974 until the present. Also active in
copyright divisions of the American Bar
Association and the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York, he has .been Chairman
of the Copyright Division of the Patent,

f Trademark and Copyright Section of the 'ABA.
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boil Wedgewo h:

Alice E. Wilcox:
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Mr. Sarbin is Executive Vice President and a
Member of the Board of the Ziff Corporation.
He was formerly President of the company2s
magazine publishing subsidiary. Mr. Sarbin
maintains an active interest in education,
writing and lecturing. He is co-author of
Photograph- and the Law and has written nun-

us aeftcles and spoken'frequently on market-
ing, travel, leisure activity and law-related
topics. He has taught at City College of New
York and Tufts University and in 1971 was
a visiting fellow at the Center for Advanced
Studies in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford
University.

Executive Director of the American Li)_a y
Association since 1972, Mr. Wedgewo the formereditor of Library Resources and Tech cal Services,
the official journal of the American Library
Association ResoUrces and Technical _ -vices
Division. He is a member of the National Library
of Medicine Biomedical Library Review Committee,
the Chicago Quality of Life Committee and the
Chicago American Issues Forum Committee.

Ms. Wilcox currently is Director of MINITEX.
(Minnesota Interlibrary

Telecommunications Exchange)
a program of the Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Board. MINITEX administers a network
for the academic libraries in the state and major
public and state agency libraries. She has served
on the National Commission

of Libraries and
Information Science's Committee on Periodical
Systems, the Midwest Library Network, and the
Executive Board of the Minnesota Library
Association. In 1974 she was named Minnesota
Librarian of the Year.
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Before being named Librarian of Congress in
November 1975, Dr. Boorstin taught at the
University of Chicago for twentyfive years and
served as Senior Historian of the Museum. of
History and Technology, Smithsonian Institution.
Both historian and lawyer, as well as the author
of numerous books, he was awarded the Pulitzer
Prize for History in 1974 for The Democratic
Experience, the third volume of The Americans,
a U. S. history.

Barbara A. Ringer: Register of Copyrights in the Library of Congress
since 1973, Ms. Ringer ha been with the Copyright
Office since 1949 when egan as an examiner.
She -left the Copyright 0 ti e briefly in 1972 to
serve as the Director of

_ Copyright Division
of UNESCO in Paris. Ms. Ringer has lectured on
copyright throughout the world and has written
many articles, monographs, and other document's
on the 'subject which have been published both
here and abroad.
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Executive Director

Robert W. se

Assistant Executive
Director and Economist

Michael S. Keplinger
Assistant Executive
Director and Sento
Attorney
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Mr. Levine was appointed by the Librarian of
Congress in March 1975 as special consultant on
planning for the new Commission and in October
1975 was named its Executive Director. Mr. Levine
has lectured on copyright law and publishing at
the Practicing Law Institute, and is an adjunct
professor of law at Georgetown Law Center. He is
a past trustee of the Copyright Society of the
U.S.A. and is chairman of the Copyright Committee
of the District of Columbia Bar Association and
the American Bar Association's committee on Copy-
right and New Technology. He has been chairman
of the American Bar Association's Committees on
Copyright Office Affairs and on Copyright Law
Revision. He was a contributing editor for the
American Society for Information Science's
Omnibus Copyright Revision in 1973.

Mr. Frase has served in economic and administrative
positions in several Federal and international
agencies. From 1950 to 1972 he was vice pfesident
and economist of the Association of American
Publishers and its predecessor organizations.
Re has written widely on economic and public

,

policy issues relating to publishing, libraries,
and copyright. Most recently, he was a consulting
economist in private practice.

. Keplinger has a background in thy computer
and information sciences having been a programmer
and system analyst at the National Bureau of
Standards. While at NBS he advised the Institute

Computer Sciences on legal problems arising
m computer applications. He is °a Vice President

and Director of the Computer Law Association and
has served as Chairman of the American Bar
Association's committees on Copyright and Nest
Technology and Government Relations to Copyright.
Mr. Keplinger has written and lectured extensively
on legal problems arising from computer use.



Jeffrey L. Squires
Staff Attorney

Christopher A. Meyer
Staff Attorney

Patricia T. Barber
Librarian/Analyst

David Y. Peyton
Policy Analyst
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Mr. Squires received his B.A. from Washington
University in St. Louis in 1968 and his J.D.
from the University of Wisconsin in 1973. Prior,
to his appointment to the Commission staff in
January 1976, he was associated with a law
firm in the District of Columbia. He has
lectured in copyright law at the Washington
College of Law at the American University.

Mr. Meyer served as a judicial clerk for the
Maryland Court pf Special Appeals. He is a
graduate of the George Washington University
and Rutgers Law School. His professional
activities have included membership on the Board
of Governors of the Maryland Civil Liberties
Union, lecturing on the Uniform Commercial Code,
and membership in the Maryland Bar Association'
section on legal educationand admission to
the bar.

Mrs. Barber has received degrees from Rice
University and Simmons College. She has been
employed as a Librarian by the Peabody Museum
'of Natural Histdry, Yale University and the
Brown pniversity Library.

Mr. Peyton received a B.A. in government and
foreign affairs from the University of Virginia
in 197A and a master's degree in public policy
from the University of California, Berkeley in
1976. . He has worked both for the DeparrMent
of Health, Education and Welfare and on an
outside study of HEW reporting requirements
regarding_ Title XX of the Social Security Act.



Dolores K.-Dougherty
Administx'ative Officer

.Secre_ar

Mrs. Dougherty has been employed by the Federal
Government for almost'thirtyyears, in positions
ranging'from secretary to supervising research.
She held the pasftion of Research Assistant with
the House Barr1Tk.ag'and Currency Committee for nine
years. Fr 0.66-1959, Mrs. Dougherty was a member
cif the Re:earCh PrOject for Revision of the Copy=
right Law itrthe Copyright Office,

and Administr Lye S

Vicki A. Burk

nl A. Orr

Jean C. Yanedskie-

Jeffrey S. Winter
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TS'OF WITNESSES

Copyright endComputer7Related Issue!

Fifth Meeting, April 1976', N _York City

Ira Herrenstein,' Standard And,Poors'
William Eustis, Senior Attorney, New York Times,
Joseph Taphorn, Copyright Attor4Y; International Business

s -

Machines Corporation
Paul G. Zurkowski, Fresident,Information

Industry Association
John Rothman, New York Times Information Bank

Sixth 'Meeting, May. 6=7, 1976, Arlington, Virginia

Peter F. McCloskey, President, and Oliver Soot, Vice-President,,
Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers' Association
Philip Nyborg, Direc or, Washington Office, American Federation
of Information Processing Societies

with
0Herbert Bright, representing Association for Computing,Maohinery

William,Moser, representing Data Processinglianagement Association
Herbert'Koller, representing Computer Society of the.Instituter,

for Electrical, arid Electronic, Engineers
Joseph Wyatt, President, Interuniversity Communicaticins Council(EDUCOM)
A. G. W. Biddle,'President,

Computer Industry Association
with

Carol Cohen; General binsel, Applied Data Research
Theodore Lorah, Trice-President ,AINFORMATICS
TerryMatni, General Counsel, CoMputer Indus _ sociation
,Paul G. 2urkowski,-President,

formation Industry Association
with

Joseph' Taphorn, Proprietary Rights Committee, Information IndustryAssociation , .

1.

Seventh Meeting, June 9-10 1976,'Arlingtdn," Virginia

Rich 1 Henry, Director Center for Public Affairs, Arizona _e'University ,

Suseri H. Nyeum- Es,g,
. 1TheoilorecIlickorius,'Cammis oner, General Services Administration_

with '
0

I
ceo'rS n, Assistant Commiss
Seria SA
18,660 ney, Chief, Procuremen
Management'Services,'GSA -,

Aut6mated Data Management

ranch, Automated Dat

-Coyer,,pirectpr, Office of Managemen Policy and - PlanningAllie Latimer, Assistant Geheral Counsel, GSA
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August teinh L1ber and Anna L. Hyer4 Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright Law
Quincy _ogera,Executive Director, Domestic Council on the Right-to
Privacy

Eighth Meeting, September 16-17, 19764 LOp AngeleA, California

Herbert R. J.,Grosch, President, Association for Computing Machinery
M. Thomas Risier, Director, National Information Center (NICEM)
Patricia Ferguson And Donna Chamberlain, Documentation Associates
Information Services, Inc.
Peter E. Weiner, Head nformation Science Department, Rand Corporatidn'

Tenth Meeting, November 18, 1976, New Yor City

. Daniel McCracken, Consultant

Thirteenth Meeting, March 31 -April 1977, New At City

Allen R. Ferguson,F ident Public Interest Economics Center

.Fifteenth Meeting, July 11 -12, 1977, Washington, D. C.

.01111i am J. Oaumol-, Professor
Universities_

with

Yale Braunstein, New York Uni rsity
Roy G. Saltman, Program/ anage for Technology TranfOr, Institute
for Computer Sciences an Technology, National Bureau of Standards

Sixteenth Meeting, September 115 -16,-1977, Chicago, Illinois

Daniel McCracken, Vice- President, Susan Nycum, Chairman, Leg
sues Committee, ana Philip Dorn, Member, Legal Issues Committee,

Association of Computing Machinery
tin Goetz, Senior Vice-Presiders Applied Data Research

Frank H. Cullen and Joseph Genovese, Proprietary Rights Committee
,Computing and Business Equipment Manufacturers' Association
Paul G. Zurkowski, President, Joseph' Taphorn, Chairman, Software
Committee, and George C. Baron, Legal AdVisor, Software Committee,
Information Industry Association

"Eighteenth Meeting, November 17-18, 077, Cambridge, Ma®sachusetta

f Econom cs Princeton and New Y

Richard 1. Mil Vice-President, Ha bridge House, Inc.
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Nineteenth Meeting, January 11-12, 1978, Los Angeles, California

Roger Borovoy, Vice-President, General Counsel and Secretary,
Intel Corporation

.Twentieth Meeting, February 16-17, 1978, New York City

Theodor H. Nelson, Author

Copyright and Phot ocopy Issues

Fv.

Third Meeting, December 18-19, 1975, New York City

David_Catternk, Legal Research Officer, Australian Copyright Council

Fifth Meeting, April 1-2,'1976, New York City

Samuel Freedfte, Research Publications
John Rothman, New York Times Information Bank

Eighth Meeting, September 16-17, 1976, los Angeles California

Patricia Ferguson and DonnaiChamberlain', DOcumentation Associates
laformation Services, Inc.

Ninth Meeting, October 21-22, 1976, Arlington, Virginia

Vernon E. P4our, Public Research triatitute, Center for Naval Analyses
Donald King, King Resear,O, Inc.
Melvin S. Day, Deputy Director, and M. Scboolman, Assistantpeputy
Director, National .Library of Medicine
Gordon Williams, Director, Center for Research Libraries
Thomas D. Gillies, Dired1or, Linda Hall Library

. Maurice B. Line, Director, British Library Lending Divisioq

Eleventh Meeting, January 13- 14,'19g7, Arlington, Virginia

Richard A. Farley, Directo ,'and Wallace Olgen, Deputy Director
Library Services, 144.1ional Agricultural Liibrary
Gerald Sophar, rarmer Executive Director, ComMittee to Investigate
Copyright Problems Affecting Communication in Science and Education,Inc

Edgard C. McIstvine, Man Technical As Kero Corti.
. Ben R. Weil, Exxon Reese rch and En,;ineeri g _o any

r,K)
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Peter F. Urbach, Deputy Director, National Technical Information
Service

Charles Lieb,, Copyright Counsel', Association of American Publishers
Paut G. Zurkowski, President, Information Industry Association
Irwin Karp, Authors League of America

Thirteenth Meeting, March 31-April I, 1977, New York City

. "Charles Lieb, Co s.'ght Counsel, Association of AmeriCan Publishers
with

Michael Harris and Ben H. Weil-for the Association of American
Publishers

. H. William Koch, Director, American Institute of Physics
Ed Brown, President, Newsletter Association of America
Allen R. Ferguson, President, Public Interest Economics Center

enth Meeting, July 11-12, 1977, Washington, D. C.

Fritz Machlup, Professor of Economics, Princeton and New York'
Universities
Vernon E. Palmour, Public Research Institute, Center for Naval Analyses
Allen R. Ferguson, President, Public Interest Economics Center and Bert
Cowlan, Co-Director, Public Interest Satellite Association

with e
Larry Haverkamp, Public Interest Economics Cen

Sixteenth Meeting, September 15-16, 1977, Chicago, Illinois

Donald King, President, King Research, Inc.
Stevens Rice, Vice7President, University Microfilms

Seventeenth Meeting, October 21, 1977, WaShingtA, D. C.

Frank E. McKenna, Chairman
with

Julius 1.Marke Edward G. Holley, John G. Lorenz', Nina Matheson, and
Susan Sommer, Members of -the Committee on Copyright Law Practice and
Implementation, Council of National Library Associations
Eugene Garfield, President, Institute for Scientific Information, Inc.
Irwin Karp, Esq., Authors League of America
Charles Lieb, Copyright Counsel, and Michael Harris, Association
of American Publishers
Ben H. Weil, Vice-President and Secretary

with

David P. Waite, President, and Michael Harris, Chairman of the Board,
Copyright Clearance Center, In

Twentieth Meeting, February 16 -17, ew York City

Michael Harris, Chairman of Board, Copyright Clearance Center, Inc..
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Twenty-first Meeting, April 20, 1978, Washington, D.

Douglas Price, Deputy Director, National Commission on1Libra
and Information Science
William Frawley, Pharmacentica anufactu ers Associaf ion
Paul G. Zurkowski, President, Information Industry Association
Frank E. McKennaChairman, Committee on Copyright Law and Implementat
Council of National Library_Associations

with

Ellen Mahar, John Lorenz, Naonii Broering and Eileen Cooke, Members
. Charles Lieb, Association of American Publishers

ti

nesses Supplying Background Information

econd Meeting, November 19, 1975, Washington, D. C.

Michael-S., Keplinger, Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology,
National Bureau of Standards
Alphonse Trezza, Executive Dir,t National Commission on Libra
and Information Science
Bernard M. Fry, Dean, Graduae4 ibWary School, Indiana University

(hird Meeting, December 18-19, 1975; New York City

Joseph Taphorn, Copyright Attoney,' International Business MachinesR. R. Stanley, IBM
4

Ralph Gommery, Vice-President and Director of Research, InternationalBusiness Machines
Jack Garland, IBM
Joshua Smith, Executive Director, American Society for InformationScience

n,),
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Fourth Meeting, February 11-13, 1976, Bethesda, Maryland

Mart Williams, Director, Information Retrieval Research Laboratory,
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana
Lee Burchinal, Head, Office of Science Information Service, National
Science Foundation
Martin M. Cummings, Director, and Melvin S. Day, Deputy Librarian,
National. Library of Medicine
Jerome Rubin, President, Mead Data Control
Arnold O. Ginnow, West Publishing Company
Lawrence Berul, Vice-President, Aspen Systems
Donald King, Director, Center for Quantitative Sciences, Market Facts,
Inc.

Seldom W. Terrant, Head R and D. Books and Journals, American Chemical
Society
Charles B Warden, Vice- 'dent, Data Resources, Inc.

Nw
Fifth Meeting', April 1-2,41976 New York City

Norman Nisenoff, Forecasting Internationisf
Joel Goldhar, Program Director of User Requirements, Division of
Science Information, National, Science Foundation

1,,

Eighth Mee_ing, September 16-17'-1976, Los Angel.es, California

. Donn P rker, Information Science Laboratory, Stanford Research Institute

.Thirty _nth Meeting March 31-April 1, 1977, New York City

Bernard Korman, General Counsel, American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers (ASCAP)

dward Cramer; President, Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI)

_h Meeting, November 17-18, 1977, Cambridge Massachusetts

Lee Burchinal, Director, Division of Science Information, National'
Science Foundation
Barbara Arkeny, Acquisitions Editor, MIT Press
William J. BaumolProfessor of Economics, Princeton and New York
Universities
Charles M. Goldstein, Chief, Computer Technology Branch, Lister Hill
Center for Biomedical Communications, National Library of Medicine,
J. C. R. Licklider, Professor of Electrical Engineering, MIT
Stuart Mathison, Vice-President, TELENET Corporation
John Shoed, Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
Joseph Weizenbaum, ProfessOr of Computer Science and Engineering', MIT
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ALPHABETICAL LIrTING OF PERSONS APPEARING BEFORE THE COMMISSION

Name and Organization

Barbara Ankeny, MIT Press

George C. Baron, Information Industry Association.

Meeting

Eighteenth.

Sixteenth

William J. Baumol, Princeton and New York Universities Fifteenth
Eighteenth

Lawrence Berta Aspen Systems Corporation

A. G. Biddle, Computer Industry Asnoc,iationi

Yale Braunstein, New York University

Roger Bo ovoy, Intel Corpora on

Herbert Bright, Association for 'Computing-Machinery

rot
Naomi Broering, Council of National Library Associations

Ed Brown, Newsletter Association of America

Lee G. BurchinSI, National Science Foundation

David Catterns, Australian Copyright Council

Donna Chamberlain, Iocumentation Associates
Information Services, Inc.

Carol Cohen, Applied Data Research

Eileen Cooke, Council of National Library Associations

Bert Cowlan, Public Inte

Robert Coyer, General Services

Satellite Abspciation

Edward

Frank

Cramer, Broadcast

Administration

Inc.

H. Cullen,'Computing and Busi
Manufacturers Association

Equipment

in Cummings, National Library of Medicine

Melvin S. Day, National Library of Medicine

Fourth

Sixth

Fifteenth

Nineteenth

Sixth

Wehtyfirsk

Thirteenth

Forth
ghteenth

Third

Sixteenth

Six

Twent first

Thirsteenth

Seventh

Thirteenth

Sixteenth

Fourth

Ninth



George Dodaon General Services Administration
SAventh

Philip Dorn, Association for Computing Machinery
Sixteenth

Truman W. Eustis, New York Times1.
Fifth

Paul Fagan, American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers

Richard A. Farley, National Agricultural Library

Allen R. Ferguson, Public Interest Eco

Pptricia Ferguson, Documentation Associate
Information Services, Inc.

Center

William Frawley, Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Assn.

Samuel Freedman, Re rch Publications, Inc:

nerd M. Fry, Indiana llnivei
Y

Eugene Garfield, Institute for Scientific Informa on

Jack Garland,

_Joseph Genovese, Computing and Business Equipme
Manufacturers Association

0 0:
'Thomas D. Gillies, Linda Hall Library

Thirteenth

Eleventh

Thirteenth
Fifteenth

Eighth

Twenty-first

Fifth

Second

Seventeenth

Third

Fifteenth

Ninth

Arnold O. Ginnow, West Company Fourth

Martin Goetz, Applied Data Research
Sixteenth'

Goldhar, National Science Foundation Fifth

Charles M. Goldstein, National Library of Medicine Eighteenth

Third

Herbert R. J. Grosch, Association for Computing Machinery Third

Ralph Gommery, IBM

Michael Harris, Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Larry Haverkamp, Public Interest Economics Center

Nicholas L. Henry, Arizona State University

eenth
Seventeenth
Twentieth

Fifteenth

Seventh

Ira Herrenstein, Standard and Poors Thirteenth
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Anna L. Beyer, Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright Law Seventh

Edward G. Holley, Council of National LibrarY Seventeenth
Associations

Irwin Karp, Authors League of America, Inc. Eleventh
Seventeenth

Michael S. Keplinger, National Bureau of Standards Second

Donald W. King, Market Facts Inc., and King Research, Inc. Third

Ninth
Sixteenth

Thirteenth

Sixth

Thirteenth

Seventh

Eighteenth

H. Koch, American Institute of Physics

Herbert R. Koller, Institu
Electronic Engineers

for Electrical and

Bernard Korman, American Society of Composers, Authors,
and Publishers

Allie B, Learner, General Services Administration

J.C.R. Licklider, MIT

Charles Lieb, Association of American Publishers

Maruice B. Line, British Library Lending Division,

Theodore Lorah, Computer Industry Associat

John Lorenz, Council=of=National Library Associations-

Peter McCloskey, Computer and Business Equipment =

Manufacturers Associlition

Daniel McCracken, Association for Computing Machines

\--,
Fritz Machlup, Princeton and New i'Rric. Universities

Fourth

Thirteenth
Seventeenth
Twenty-first

Ninth

Sixth

Seventeenth
Twenty-

Sixth,

Tenth
Sixteenth

Fifteenth

Edward C. McIrvine, Xerox Corporation Eleventh

' Frank E. McKenna, Council of N ational Library Associations Seventeenth
Twdnty-first
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Isaac McKinney, General Services Administration

Ellen MahAr, Council of National Library Associations

Terry Mahn, Computer Industry Association

Julius L. Mar ke, Council of National Library.As ociationa

Nina Matheson, Council of National Library Associations

Stuart Mathison, TELENET Corporation

Richard I. Miller, Harbridge House, Inc.

William J. Moser, Data Processing Management Association

Theodor h. Nelson, Author

Noran Nisenoff, Forecasting Int onal

Philip S. Nyborg, American Fed
Processing Societies

Susan

Vernon E.

um, Association

_a on of Informatioi

7omputing Machinery

Public Research Institute

Donn Parker, Stanford Research Institute

Douglas Price, National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science

Theodore Puckorius, General Services .Administration

Stevens Rice, University Microfilms

M. Thomas Eisner, National Information Center
for Educational Media

Quincy Rogers, Domestic Council on Right to Privacy

John :Rothman, New York Times

Jerome -Rubin, Mead Data Central,

Roy G. Saltman, National Bureau of Standards

Seventh

Twenty -first

Sixth.

Seventeen h-

Seventeenth

Eighteenth

Eighteenth

Sixth

Twentieth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh
Sixteenth

Ninth

Fifteenth

Eighth.

Twenty-

Seventh

Fifteenth

Eighth

Seventh

Fifth

Fourth

Fifteenth
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John Shoch, Xerox Palo Alto ttesearch Laboratory

Joshua Smith American Society for Info rmation Science0
Susan Sommer, Councilof National Library Associations

Gerald Sophar, Committee to Investigate apyright
Problems... -

R. R. Stanley, IBM

AugAtt Steinhi ber Ad Hoc Committee on Capyright Law

Joseph Taphorn

Seldon W. Ter ant, American Chemical Society

..,Eighteenth-

Third

Seventeenth

Eleventh

'Third

Seventh

Third

Fifth
Sixth
Sixteenth

Alphonse F. Trezza, National Commission on. Libraries and Second
Information Science

Peter F. Urbach, National T-chn- Info rmation Service Eleventh

David P. Waite, Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Charles B. Warden, Data Resources, Inc.

Ben H. Weil, Exxon Corporation and Copyright Clearance
Center, Inc.

Peter Weiner, Rand Corporation

Joseph Weizenbaum, MIT

GordOn Williams, Center for Research' Libraries

Martha'4W ams Univer ty of Illinois

Joe Wyatt, lnteruniversity Communications Council

Paul G. Zurkows-ki, Information Industries Association

Seventeenth

Fourth

Eleventh
Thirteenth
Seventeenth

Eighth

Eighteenth

Ninth

Fourth

Sixth

Fifth
Sixth

Eleventh
Sixteenth
Twenty-first



APPENDIX G.

. 1/

TRANSCRIPTS OF'COMMISSION MEETINGS

Meetings 1 through 5. 1975. PB 253 757.

Summaries of the first five meetings ol CONTU, held on
October 17, November 19, December 18 -19, 1975', February 11 -13,

II%
And April 1-2, 1976. The firsrL eting was, organizational; the
second concerned photocopying, com_uters and data bases, and
related tapics; the/third, computers, the Australian copyright
cane, and the econhmics of the publishing industry; the fourth,
information systems, the Operations of the.National Library of
Medicine, and the economies of computerized information storage
and retrieval systems; and the fifth, presentations by the
Information Industry Association, the New York Times Information
Bank and the results of 4 study on future alternatives to
present-day scientific and technical journals.

Transcript, CONTU Meeting No 6. May 6-7, 1976. Arlington Virgini.0
PB 254 765.

The major subject of the meeting was proteCtion of computer
software, with presentations by Computer /tad Business Equipmentlr
Manufacturers Association (Peter F. McCloskey); American Federa-,
tion of Information Processing Societies (Philip Nyborg); Associa-
tion,for Computing Machinery (Herbert Bright); Data Processing
Management Association (William Moser); Computer Society of the
IEEE (Herbert Koller); EDUCOM (Joseph Wyatt); Computer Industry
Association (A.G.W. Biddle, Carol Cohen, Theodore torah, Terry
Mahe); Information Industry Association (Paul, Zuzikowski and
Joseph Taphorn).

Trhnscript CONTU Meeting No 7, June 9-10, 1976. Arlington, Virginia'.
PB 254 766.

Verbatim transcript of hearings on protection of computer
software and a discussion of photocopying guidelines. Presenta-tigns by Nicholas Henry, Arizona State University; Susan A. Nycum,
Esq.; Theodore Puckorius, and others, General Services Adminis-tration; Anna L. Hyer, National. Education Association; August
Stpinhilber, National School Boards Association; Quincy Rogers,
Domestic Council on the Right to Privacy.

/ Transcripts of Commission meetings.are,aqailable from the,National'echnical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, in either paperr microform copies.
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Transcript, CONTU Meeting No. 8. Sept_alber 16 -'47, 1976, Leis Angela
California. PB 259 749.

The meeting addressed copyright protection for data bases,
testimony given by Herbert R. J. Creech, Association for
Computing Machinery; M. Thomas Risner, National Information
Center for Educational Media (NICEM); Patricia Ferguson and
Donna Chamberlain, Documentation AssoCiates Information Servi
Inc.; Peter Weiner, Rand Corporation; and Donn Parker,:Stanfo d
Research Institute.

Transcript, CONTU Meeting No. 9. October 21-22, 976,%Arlington,
Virginia. PB 261 947.

Trandcript of hearings on photocopying, interlibrary loans,
and library practices, with presentations by Barbara Ringer,
Register of Cdpyrights, on the new law; Vernon Palmour on an
NCLIS study of a national periodical bank; Donald King on an
-NCLIS photocopying study; H. Schonlman and Melville Day on the
National Library of Medicine; Gordon Williams on the Center for
Reaearch Libraries; Thomas D. Gillies on the Linda Hall Library;'
and Maurice Line on the Br tish Library Lending Division.

Transcript, CONTU Meeting no. 10. November 18-19, 1976, New York City.PB 261 946.

Testimony on She copyrightability of computer software was
presented. by Daniel McCracken, Association for Computing
Machinery. The Comthinsion considered the reports of the
Subcommittees on Photocopying,So'ftware, New Works, and Data
Bases.

Transcript, CONTU Meeting No. 11. Januar 1977, Arlington,
Virgini-, PB 263 60J-

At a meeting dn photocopying the ComMission heard testimony
Whichincluded A description of current photocopying practices
at the National'Agricultural Library (Richard A. Farley and Gerald-
Sophar).and Exkon (Ben H.Meil); the technological capabilities
of copying, equipment "(Edwarki C. McIrvine)L an NTIS proposal for
supplying authorized photocopieS of journal articles .(Peter F.
Urbach). 'Other witness testifying On photocopying were the
following: Charles Lieb, Association of American Publisher6 Paul.
4urkowski; Information Industry Association; and.lrwin Karp,
Authors League of America.
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Transcript, -CONTU Meeting No. 12. February 24 -25, 1977.0 New Yo
PB 265 765.

Trans

k City.

Matters under consideration were copyright protection for
computer software and automated data bases,"and possible
approaches to check unauthorized photocopying of copyrighted
materials. There was'no testimony presented before the
'Commission at this meeting.

ript, CONTU Meeting No 13.
City. PB 266 277.

ch and Apr 1, 1977, New York

Testimony included the following subjects: the Association
of Ameridan Publishers' ptoposal.far.a. copy payment center
(Charlea Lieb, Ben H. Weil, Michael Harris); the publishing and.reprint sales activities of the American Institute of Physics

William.Koch4 the sampling, licensing-and payment systemof the American Society.of
Composers, Authors and Publishets

(Paul Fagan and Bernard Korman); theilicensing, sampling and
payment system of Broadcast Music, ltc.. (Edward' Cramer); the
problems of newsletter publishers vis-a-vis unauthorized photo-7.copying (Ed Brown, Newsletter Association'of'America) and an
analysis of computer and photocopying issues from Ahe point ofview of the general public (Allen R. Ferguson. Public Interest,.Economics Center).

Transcript, CONTU Meeting No: 14.
PB 267 032,

y 1977, Arlington, yi:rginia.

The Commission discussed the CONTU SubcomMitteereport-.,

on copyright protection for computer software. and automateddata bases, made recommendations for amendments to the reportsand agreed to circulate them-with dissenting and concurringopinions. The -Photocopy Subcommittee discussed a request for
additional guidelinesqo interpret further terms in Section 108of the Copyright Act and the Commission agreed tb offer its good
offices to'this end.

Transcript, CONTU Meeting No. 15. JUly 2, 1977. Washington, D.C.PB 271 326.

Testimony included the following subjects: the economicsof property rights as Oplied.to computer software and data bases(William J. rBaumol, Princeton and New pork Universities); theeconomics of property rights (Fritz Machlup, New York University);
an'analysis of computer And photocopying-Copyright issues ft-Om the,point of view of the general public and ultimate- consumer (Allen
Ferguson, Public Interest;Economics

Center, and .Bert Cowlan,. ,Public Interest
Scellite,Association); a survey Wf publisher,practices and present attitudes on authorized journal articlecopying and licensing (Bernard M. Fry, Graduate Library School,
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Transcript, CONTU Meeting No le. September 6 197-7, Chicago. illin_
PR 273 594.

Testimony on the Commission Subcommittee Reports t ComputerOr
Software and Data Bases with Additional Comments was priaented
by the following representatives,b-ethe -computer,industry.: Susan
Nycum, Daniel McCradken, and Philip Dorn (Association for CoMputing
Machinery); Martin Goetz (Applied Data ResearCh); Frank Cullen
and Joseph Genovege (Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturer
Association).; 'Paul G: Zurkowski, Ceorge C. Baroni and Joseph
Taphorn (Information Lndustry ASsociati. The ComMission-alio
a report do a.study-on library photocopy %g i,n the United States
and its implicati_ohs for the deveopment of a'copyright.royalty
payment mechanist by rtonald King (King Research, Inc.) and a
descriptine.of the licensed photocopying activities of University
Microfilms,by SteVensRice (Xerox University Microfilme)'.

Indiana Univez'sity); the costs of owning, borrowing,.and
disposing of periodical publications (Vernon Palmour, Public
Research Ihstitute); and testimony ond/copyright for computer
software and data=bases (Roy Saitman, National Bureau of'Standards).

Transcript, CONTU Meeting No..17. Opt ber 21, 1977, Washington, D.C.
PB 275 786.

Tqotimony on photocopying was presented by represennitiyes
of =the- Council of National Library Associations' Committee on
Copyright Lawand,Lnplementation:(Frank E. McKenna, Julius L.

'., Marke, Edward-,G. Holley%. JOhn,U. Lorenz, Nina W. Matheson, Susan
Seen); Eugene Garfield; hstitute for Scientific Information;
Irwin Karp, Authors Leagu of America; Charles Lieb and Michael
AlHarris. Association of eriPan Publishers; and Ben H. Weil,
David P. Waite, and Michael Harris, Copyright Clearance Center.
Statements by-Peter F.- UrbaCh, National TechnicalyInformanion
Service, and Susan K. Martin, editor of the Journal of Library
Automation, were read into the record.,- _

Transacript, CONTU Meeting No.' .18 November 17-18, 1977, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. PB 278 329-.

The first day was a round table discussion on the tech-
nologies which affect the present an'd future develOpment of
the Collection, retention, organization, and delivery of infor-
mation. PiAnel members were Dr. Lee Burchinal (National Science
Foundation), Moderator; Ms. Barbara Ankeny (MIT Press); Professor
William Baumol (Princeton and New York Universities); Professors,
J.C.R. Licklider and Joseph Weizenbaum (MIT); Mr. John -Shoch
(Xerox Palo Alto Reseirch CeillMillt); Mr. Stuart Mathison (TELENET);
and Mr. CharieduM. Goldstein (National Library of Medicine).'
The second day Mr. Richard' -1'. Miller, Nice=President of.Harbridge
House, Inc.,raummarized a study Sponsored by CONTU: Legal
Protection of Computer Software; An Industrial Survey.
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,, C.Tran criPt, CONTU Meptinglio.'19. January 12-,-
Califdrnia. .P8 -280 ,052,,

.

. _ .

Mr. Rog'e'r Bor
\

ovoy,,Vice P resident' Gatieral C
Sawretary, fntel CorpOrstion, testified on copyri
for computer software ;, the C : sibnera heard a

.

prOgress on SubcoMmittee Repoits,f om members of
Material on photocopying.for corporate,:spe

Librarians had been. inctyed imthetranScript at
the Ass- 'ationof:AMeri6an Publishers, tha SpeciaesAssocia ion, and the Medical Library Associati

d
etion
current

medical
est of

lit,; CONTU Meeting No. 20.° February 16-17, 1978, New
Pr:number not aVailabl -e.

Witnesses were Mr. Theodor H. Nelson, devel
and the Hypertext Network, speaking on'copyPight p
computer software, and Mr. Michael Harris, Cfiairma
inf the Copyright Clearance Center, wkro'gave
report on the first six.weeks' --operation of. the Ce

The Commission also adopted the report pf t
Subcommittee, discuseed the report of the Software.Subeo
and diacussed a draft report ofthe Photocopy Subc

Transcript, CONTU Meeting No. 21. April 20-21' 1478:Washin
PB 281 710.
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progr
er.
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The following witnesses presented testimony'o
Report of the Photojopy-Subcommittee: Douglas S.
COmmission on Libraries, and Information Science);,
Zurkowski (Information Industry AssoCiatien),; ften_
and others (Council of Nat_iortal Library Associatio
Lieb (Association of American Publishers). The.0
discussed the Reports of the New Works and Softwa
The majority of the Commissioners voted to accept
of the Software Committee.

nadu
for

Board

se
_tee,

the Diet
ice (National'

_. McKenna
)% and Charles
sion also',

Subcommittees.
Report
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SURSARIES OE, COMMISSIONSPONSORED STUDIES

cOriothiCti of Propefty Appliad'to C
ware and Data Daaea,:.:

: York Universty Economics Department

Ya -e 1l. BrAudstein,'Dtetrich M.
Or over and William J. Baumol

Abn'UOSS:

-.,

NTIS .ORDER NO. P8 87

BACKGROUND

Pi:Hotter, Janusz A:
P

For the past several- years, the New York University Economics

Department has conducted a basic -investigation of the economics of

informatian. Thi's work, p nsOred by the ,National Science Foundation, T,

delineated thodiffe betweeh the pe_ liar chara i

information as an econOmtc commodity and the character' ticyt of ordinary

goods andiservic,es and has xplained why a private market for information

,,products may not function pr4erly; A special area of study has been
4the trhhafer

-11b;
nfo

t chniCal journals.

ion, in particular- through scientific and

In-this report the authors apply their basic

research ion the economics of information to the production of computer

prdg

CONCLUSIONS

The discipline of economics offers a basis for making

analytical statements regarding the pertihenc intellectual
. ,

property rights in'genersl, and copyrights in par wi Aar, to ihe'

production of computer softwar



*products and

wifl grow= EXam0

As tie American

roniodateprocessing, th

n ly on information.

importance of software

suggest- hat .private production in response to

incentivea may no entirely meet the nation's needs and that Some.

public subsidy may,be justified. failure to develop,an adequate

policy towards computer software could conceivably have an inhibit
.

ing of ct the overall growth of the economy.

3 With proper specifications, and under certairveonditions,

copyright can provide an erffective.incentive for-the production

computer software. The authors prefer a system of copyright protection

to the currently prevailing chance on trade secrecy on a variety of

counts.. Trade secrecy, which works better

.-.products ,

intermediate than-final:

cts the range of direct users in a way that copyright
4 ./.. '

..T"

would not Trade secrets necessarily restrict the (low of information '

_

about computer programs, thuslMaking it more likely that separate efforts

will result in tasteful duplication, making it more diffieult,for buyers

to search out suitable products,'.and pOssibly making it more difficUlt

new firms to into the prog amming business. can slats expect

trade secrecy to.result in

or products

or cons

the bundling

r

of progracs with other services

1!,aff overall package, to the detriment of Customers

Finally, the peed to maintain eecrecy.leads to building

certain undesirable qualities into software, such as obscure POdes

and unnecessary cOmplexity. Copyright is claimed to have,auperior

chararjte __ics all of the above interests.

4. general , the New York Univ-rsity econ- nets suppor5

broad specification of property riglyter through the copyright mechanism,

no as to allow the copyright owner to exploit as many-markets as possib__

3



In this vein, the:practice of charging some customers it higher price.
,

others, which sometimes involves an anctitrust violation, car

Ilfv1 mer

than

if_ it permits an 2herwiae unprofitable enterprise to make

honey and hence be /undertaken. The exemption of certain users of

copyrighted works whether through fait use or library or educe-
,

tionel provisions, results in nn implicit 'subsidy for those favored

users, a subsidy whose Ourden is felt partly by other users who are

fully subject to the provisions of the _copyright law. Economists

generally prefer open submidiee borne by the zeneral.public through

taxes as both more efficient and more equitable.

5.. This report specifien a'medel to estimate the best

length of copyright protection.in,order to provide maximum benefits

for the"public but taking into account the need to provide adequate

incentives to producers. The length of protection should be greater

than the time heeded for a producer to recover costs and make-a profit
but is than a work's useful lifespan, no that some software will be

in the public dqmairrwhile-Aitill'unefu-1.
The variables employed in

---the calculations included the average useful lifetime of,programs, the

ponnibility of economies of scale in production, the respo_ iveness

of demand ,to changes in'pric the rate bf deca what customers.

will pay for a given program over timeeand the'sociel interest rate.

Since the values rhese va iable were,n known definitely, the
'be ength.of protection was

"r

two and fourte fryears.

b. Any legislatu

designing a copyright layPt ,provide inCentiv

.4

estimated as falling in the range between

9

e has only two basic considerations in

-the breadth or scope



pretection, and-ittillength. Increasing either one increases "the Oppor

tunity for pro itbut also imposes a greater cost the public

Thera exists a tradeoff between these two dimensions: the'more there

is f one, the less there needs to be of the other. The Copyright Act

of_ 1976 stands at ime*extreme, with a verty long periodof protection

but filled.wi h.multiple exemptions. 'However quite .different

system might 'work for eomputersoftware: very short.bpt very tight

protection.
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REPORT TITLE: Legal Protection f Computer Software: An
'Industrial Survey

CATRACTOR:., harbridge hobse, Inc.

AUTHORS: Richard I Mille Clemence O'N. Brown, Fra__cis J
Deborah C. Notmatt, and Michael A. Walkei

BACKGROUND-

'1973 HarbridgeHouse conducted a mall scale survey

the,computer software industry as part of a more comprehensive project
.;

on law and technological innovation sponsored by the National Science

Foundation_ The survey showed thAt software firms re d ptimarily .
,

on trade secret licenses and confidential disclosure clauses in order

to secure proprietary products, The respAdents saw protection acost

significant for general business and financial programs but, as

knew of no instances in. which fear of inadequate legal protection had

Led a company'to forego developing an innovative program. The survey

sponsored bY'CONTU updates and expands the work done in 1973.

SURVEY

The survey aimed f

software industry w

S

at obtaining descriptions of firms in the

respect to kinds of products and services offered,

size, age, ownership, and mount of investment

The next set Of questiorec inqui d about what sort

arch and development.

of legal method's had

been used to protect proprietary products, which particuLAr products

had been felt most in need of protection, how satisfactory the legal

methods employed had proved, and in what ways marketing practices might

change due to legal revisions.
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!As in 1973, the Association of Data Processing .Service

Organizations ADAPS ) offered its help in the distribution of ques-

tionnaires. Over 300 companies.belonging to ADAPSO received question-

naires, of. -which

companies responded to a shortened fo

,

e than 100 responded. Ln addition, ten other

Gomputerworld, a weekly ade newspaper.

FINDINGS

Character of Firms

he questionnaire published

The typical responding software firm was independently owned,

young, and small. Founded within the last ten yearn employed -fewer

than 100 people, had annual dales under $5 Billion, and spent about

"$100,000 a year on 'research and development. The most common lines

of business included consulting, contract programming, developing software

packages, and managing data center operations:Nese firms showed a.

'certain tendency toward specialization in one sort of product or service.

A typical firm developed internally ten t6 twenty -five computer programs
. 4a year and a similar number for specific customers.

'1

Legal Protection

Harbridge House survey, as tabulated,. showed that many of

the firms surveyed were not greatly concerned with legal protection

of software; many chose not to-answer the question on preferred mode

of legal protection. Those who did answer showed a strong preference

fo_ contractual restraint through trade secrecy over either patent:

or copyright. There was a clearly discernible difference, however,



in responde

huainees or financial programs and engineering,
scientific or systems

jrogram . The former. were felt to be in some need of protection, the
latter not.

udea with respece to the dietinction_between
general

Only a small mirfority (4%Y of respondents reported having abandoned
the development of a program for lack of protection. "The 15% who indicated
that their marketing practices might change if legal;prvtection

improved
tended to be larger companies: On the other hand, 76% said that the Copy-*
right Act of 1976 would have no effect on their current scheme of marketing..
.A mere 1% called for further legal,proteqion

T a'certain degree, then, the 1977 results agree with the 1973
results,; particularly id'the predominant use of trade: secrecy. Many of
the respondents in the second'survey, however, seemed willing to rely
largely on their technological resourcefulness or the uniqueness of their
products, to maintain

theirVcompetitive position.
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Costs of-Owning,- Borrowing, and Disposing of

Periodical Publications

Public Research institute, C6xter for Naval Analyses

Vernon E. Palmour, Marcia
Robert R. V. Wiederkehr

PE 274 821

BACKGROUND

Be114ai, and

A library has two ways of &atisfying its user's requirements for

Periodical literature: if can either subscribe and keep issues on the shelf,

or it can borrow from another library. At low levels of usage, it is cheaper

for the library to fulfill patron requirements through borrowing; at higher

levels of usage, subscribing is cheaper. This study specifies a mathematiCal

Imodel which states exactly the conditi.ons under Which each course of action

is preferable from the library's own point or view. The work done for CONTU

represents an updating, of the model originally developed by the same authors

1: -Association of Research Libraries i
1968.

FICAT1ONS OF THE MODEL
I

1. Librar Cost Components Included Data were collected from

three different libraries An order to estimate the magnitude of the following

library costs which vary depending on subscription decisions:4

a) Initial costs of acquiNing and cataloguing a new title,

Annual recurring costs of maintaining and servicing

journal materials,

0, The internal cests of circulation, reshelving, and
lending to others, and

d) The illte'rna cost of processing an iri er ibrary loan

transaction.



The model explicitly' does not t
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into account the loss of browsing cape
city due to dropping a subscription or he cost in te'rms of delay to the-
pa_ on due to irrowing.

Since the fee, ii any, a lending library
may charge for the use

of zits materials, or external borrowing cost, can vary widely frr case to
case, the model takes this as a variable.

The levels of journal use at
which libraries should either drop, or add ubsc ptions' called the c

over points,.are given for different specified rnal ending fees. Sin
lending fees often do=not exist or do not cover the lending

library's costs,
interlibrary loan can be unrealistically

eheap from the borrower's point,
of view, and the crossover points of journal usage from a social point of,
view would therefore be higher. ,

Journal Usage Over Time and Len.th of Hold Use of journal
literature decays rather rapidly. Almost 80% of usage occurs within five
years atter publication

and almost 95% within fifteen years. Based on
studies at two large libraries, the model includes ny schedhle one for
science and technology and one for the social and life sciences, to take
this pattern of usage into account.

shelves

The number of ye of back holdings that a library has on the
I vary from journal to journal. However, five requests or

uses f-- a journal with
five years of back files does not-have the same

meaning as five equests for a fifteen year old title, holding. To account
for this, the mathematical model includes a "normalization" factor. Since
the crossover points are specified for journals with ten years of back

one needs to adjust for' h ngth of a particular journ
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back `files before applying the Add drDpAeciskon criterion supplied by, the

crossover point.

3, Subscription Prices also y widely. Adcordingly, the model

es crossover oints according to different subscription price levels.

4, Plannin The model uses a 25 year planning peribd that

the library deciding whether to 4ubscribe or borro0 is assumed to take

into account all costs and User requests .up to twenty -five years away but to

ignore any years farther in,the future.

CONCLUSIONS

The crossover points are very similar for the decision td add

a journal title and the decision to drop one, The only difference lies in

the library's onetime coat of acquiring a new title

A typical crossovet point for the add/drop decision is four

or ftve uses-per journal t tld per year. This is the result, for example,

with a subscription -price of. $40 and ternal lending fee of $8.

3. it is Unlikely, then, that libraries will be engaging in much'

interlibrary lending activity that falls outside the limits specified by

the CONTU,gu delines (sae pp. 136 of this report ), Which permit each

requesting library up'to five copies of articles the most recent

five years of each journal title to whieh..it does not subscribe. This is

especially true given libraries' current tendency to maintain subscr

-tions even at very _low levels of usage.
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REPORT TITLE.` An Anajy is of, Computer and Phatotopyirig Issues from theTaint of View of the
Gerle-ral,Public and the Ultimate.

Gonaumer

The:Public Interest Economics Center

Marc lire: 1Al lea R. Ferguson sind Barry HaVerkaimp

A u n namero

BACKGROUND

studies n the subject of copyright had
been done TU Came into existence,

apPairent,ly hone hf them

had focused on Cite particular guOst on of how changes in the/copyright
ou1d

consumers. P

imbers of, the general
public,rconstdered as retail

eviousefiNts, such as the s f hirty-jour studies

41.
,

its, had largely
clone under th4 supervision of the Register of Gopyr

'taken a legal point of view and had not considered broad ec namic ques-

tlons concerning th'e general Tublic. Ho-ever the Commission came to
- feel -that tne new technologies

whose effect oti cc. right it.was charged

to examine might, have altered the relationship of general'public to

copyright. The ubiquity of the photocopier meant that ordinary citizens
could be engaging in potentially infringing acts.' - Likewise, the latest

developments in microcircuits' k- it appear that widespread vise of

computers in thv home is not too many years

In such circumstances it seemed necessary to examine copyright

questions'from a consumer point of view. The Commission contracted with 1

In e Economics Get VIE-C) to provide
background and

briefine material for two conferences
representatives of nonprofi

public interest-oriented groups, convened by the Public Interest Satellite

med the most
Asscteiation (VISA), a co-contractor. Such confe

practical way to find out how proposed or actual changes

law would a
membersiol_the general public.

A

to copyi!ight



'CONCLUSIONS

CopPuters

PIEr concluded that seal_

2

independent ''computer software

needed strong legal sup-pert
rte production of softwa e.

Accordingly, they recommeded that uch firms be able-to assert bot

trade secret and copyright interests in their prodiicts, depending'om

the sort of usage .and amount of distribution. On the other hand, they

feared th _
copyright protection for software produced by large manu-

facturers of Comp'ker hardwgre might serve to reinforce the dominant

position of those companies. Besides, large Manufa s already

had reason to produce software as a complement to their machinery and

did not especial': need legal protection.PIE-C thus concluded that

only small firms not large computer hardwares manufacturers, should

be able to, assert copyright in software, without Aiscussing the legal

its proposal.

PIE-C also saw data bases_ in computerized "form as needing/.

protection. PIE-C sew no reason why-copyright liability should not

attach at bpth the it and output phases of computerized data base

use. Such data bases promised to provide important general stores

Information, 4nd no consumer inter

dual copy

1.

ld be d rved by the

t liability. Similarly, PIE-C decided that no consumer

interest would be adversely affected by the provision of copyright

protection for works in whose composition or prevaration a computer

was used as an aid. None of the representatives,1.1f the public intere

yriented groups at the PISA conferences voiced serious objections to

these oliclusion6 041 com a et



Photocppyin

prE-c basic conclusion was that no one Making photocopies

copyrignateral should have to pay4he publisher a copying

fee unless the photocopies mere resold. These economists found that

the overall publishing industry had adequate rOturna and unable

to find-that pOtecopying specifically had a deleterious ef

publishing. Hence, they-saw no reason.why students, teachers,

on

rthers,

and librarians should not be able to make essentially unlimited lattmbe

of photocopies for their own, noncommercial use Specifically, PIE -C

,recommended that,anyJrganization that qualified for tax exemptions

under section 501(c)(3)'of the internal Revenue Code be able to do

such copyright =exempt nal photocopying as long as the copies

were not esold. All of the organiios reresented at the PISA

conferences would have qualified for this exemption, and the attending
0

representatives expressed strong support for this particular proposal.



General

There was some disare

and the PLSA eonferenc e;r:preelS

ent b een the PIE-C economis

ves abaut how bes't td define the.

public interest. PIE-C chose to define the public interest in terms

of member's of the g nerl public i_ ter role as retail onsumers,

while the representatives felt that the sorts of nonprofi

for which they worked provided a

organizations

concrete embodiment of the public

interest. Other unresolved issue concerned the importance of competition

in copyright industries and the Permissibility of transfer of copyright

ownership away from the original owner, the author. , However, conference

representatives felt, and PiE -C eV'enyially came to accept, that small'

,,,dopyriglat owners faced a relative disadvantage in p lecting their"f, -. ,,,,

44
copyrighcs -And might need help from .gpvernmentin Phis regard.,

but no specific ugges iokas were made as to the nature of such help.

. --

THhj P1SA CONFERENCES

The conferences of representatives from nonprofit organizations

in the public interest community were held on May 2 andJune 13, 1977.

Mr. Bert Cowlan of PISA chaired both sessions, assisted by Mr. Andy

Horowitz. The authors of the PIE-C report and members of th'4,Ummmissio

staff also attended each time. Commissioner Karpatkin and- nusz Ordoye_

one of the authors of the New York University report were attend

the' second meeting. The list of representatives follow



Donna Allen
Ala Report to 4 omen
.ashingtonr,D.

Gertrude Barnatone
.exas Civil Liberty Foundation.
ohston, Texas "

r. Charles.E. Bryant'.
ouis A. Martinet Legal Society
aeon Rouge; Louisiana
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Martin Rogol ..

National Public Interest
Research Groups '----

Washington, '. C.

Mr. Mark Silbargeld
Consumpes Union
,Washington, D. C:,

David'Horton Smith
n College

,Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts

'Mr. Tom Thomas

National Federation of
COmmunitY Broadcasters

Washington, D. C.'

Carl Clark
1onsour Medical Foundation
`F''eld Office

_;ato .yifle, Maryland

4sPhyllis Cole
?eoples ComputerCompapy.
Menlo Park, California,

k
Mr.' Louis Hausman

National:Couricp on the Aging
Washington, D, C. k,

Bayne HoritiChi

Japanese-Atherican C' izens League-
Washington, Q. C.

Ms. Marion Haye's Hull

Cable Communications Re.gourae Center
Washington, D. C:

Ms, Katherine Cintague

Southwest Research & Information
'Center

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Ms. Irene Kessel
Consumer Federation of--
Washington, D. C.

Ms. Annie King, Phillips

National Association of
Health Centers

Washington,'). C.

Neighborhood

Ms. Deborah Sanchez Wunderbaum
Commission on Spanish

SP)aking Affairs.
Lansing, Michigan

Ms. Jan. mmerman
Nationfti Women's Agenda
Santa Monica, California
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REPORT TITLE: Survey P_blishetyract and Current
Attitue_ nitutho.ri4ed-dournal^Articl(A

Vcol4thg and licensing

CON' Research tenter fpr Library and Informatiop Sc

Craduat- el,ibrary School, Indiana University at
BLoomingt

A 11THORS Bernard M: Fry, Heebe'rt S. White, and Elizabeth L. Johnson

NTIS ORDER NO: PB 271

BACKGROUND

In )975, the Indiana Uraduate Library School completed a latife-

scale study, sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF), on the

:acquisition of materials by libraries and the ec-nomfc status of scholarly,

scientific, and technical journals, which depend heavily on libraries
1/

as a market. The study invoWe th- analysis of questionnaires filled

.,-

out by libraries and TburnaL pubi iers. The libraries surveyed showed
r `

12,4,

_hitt in their materials budgets from books to periodicals in
a marked-

the periodifr- I964-733 1973. Fry and,While have delivered a follow-up

survey __ libraries to NSF, which shows a continuance in 1974-76 of the
2/

earlier trend. As for publishers, subscription levels showed a generally

upward trend, but not all publish in sound finadcial condition.
Tv,

While comryrarFcira1 publishers had adequate returns, society publishers had

small bat post

nc ng defic

nargins, ,Ind many university pre

It was this part the c,ripinal Indiana Dui-

operating .

vorsity study on which the survey by CONTIJ builds..

215, at



THE SURVEY
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The survey'had a two-fold purpose. Firs, it aimed to discove
the extent to whtch publishers of U. scholarly: scientifi , and,teAnical

/
journals currently provide copies of back articles

or issoes,Oor-els-, make

provlsio'n for-authorized reprodnction, either directly or by means 9f ah
agent. Second, the survey attempted to gauge the willingness of pUhlishers

to participate in sou sort of i-rational
Clearinghouse mechanism for the

authorizing of tepoduct1on
and the collection and distribution fees.

A subject of particular interest was the amolmtof payment that/publishers-

wouid expect to receive for authorization to make copies.

The Indiana University
Researchers updated the mast Ot list of

'pupIlshers and journals used in the earlier survey. The fina1 it included
almost 1,700 publishers of about 2,500 journals. Over 500 publishers filled
out que stionnaires covering almost 1,000 journals. The overwhelming majority
of these-publishers are small: 450-of them put out only one journal. Further-
more,'-most of the journals are small: over half have than 3,000- sub-

scriptiohs. While 9(J% of the responding journals ha a registered for copy-
.,

right,-only 60% of the journals which did not respond had tygistered. The

questiynnaires were mailed, out In February, 1977, and the) cutoff Sate for
replies was in May;- thus,-r-be new law was not yet in effect, and plans for=
the Copyright Clearance Center were still only in the tormulativr stage
and not widely kUoWri. These considerations affect the interpretation ot-

sow,. qf the responses.
,

N
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FINDINGS

Journals and Fees

At the time of the survey, more than half of the responding our-

nals sold rep nts directly and about a third through an agent; the

-ofilmS andrant agents used are Xerox University Mi Informa0on Unlimited%

A typical charge for a reprint a ten-page article was $5. Jourrials which

did not then nts said they hypothetically would be willing to

ttle for a lesser fee. Two-thirds of the journals generated less than six

reprint orders a

week. About half

at the other extreme, 13% generated'150 or'more each

the journals said they filled orders within five days.

Half of the'copy ight d journals expected no royalty payments from

any participation in a national aringhouse. A majority of the remainder

would have accepted a 50-cent payment, but A small minority held out for $5 '

or more. As for microform editions, journals preferred to sell them through

agent, rather han directliy; in addition, they wry e largely unwilling to

t unrestricted copying from microforms,Aither of current or back

sues. Willingness to permit copying from paper-issues was also low,

except for copying of back issues by nonpr_fit,,organizations. _Most pub-

hers not then supplying reprints pho expressed an unwii

1 nwiess to do so in the future.

Publishers and Services

-le may also state the results of the survey by characterizing

publishers rather than journals. Publishers preferred to license

0

reproduction and supply reprints directly as opposed to delegating

funetionsJto a clearinghouse. A tar majority of publishers
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was willing to accept telephone orders,'hut few publishers saw merit in

other modes of telecommunicstion. similarly, publishers preferred payment

with each orderand disliked openor deposit `accounts.

''The time at which this survey was conducted needs to be considered

assessing the results. Since the plans for the Copyright Cleallance enter

were only in thelformulation stage and not :widely kno the hypothetical

questions about participation in a clearinghouse had an abstract character,
.1'

and the. responses may not necessarily indicate the le el of willingness to

participate in the (ACC or other actual body. In addition, one should r

member that the bulk of the respondents publish only one journal and do not

have a sophisticated knowledge'of the workings of copyright. This helps to

account for the lack expectation of revenues from copying fees and fear

of organizational encumbrance from a clearinghouse; It may also-explain

the unreasonably high fees expected by some. Those high expectations could

also hp,interpreted as restating an°unwillingness to participate or as

reflecting a desire to maintain circulation by making co

expensive.

ng very
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Library Photocopying in the United States; With
Implications for the Devel eat of a Royalty
Payment Mechanism

Ki9g Research, Inc.

Donald W. King and others

411 278 300 (Also available from the 'Superintendent
'ot Documents Government Printing Office,

,

No. 052-003-00443-7)

BACKGROUND

This tudy was funded and sponsored by three organizations:

the National Commission on Libraries and information Science (NCLIS),

the National Science Foundation (NSF), and CONTU. The need for it became

apparent when the Working Group Of_tteConference on Resolution of

Copyright Issues (CORGI) found itseiflu

/

able agree on th

volume of library photocopying. The vOnferende which had;been organized

. in 1974 by the Register of Copyrights and the Chairman of NCLIS, agreed

in 1975 to participate in drawing up a Request for Proposals. NCLIS

was joined by the Notional
Science Foundation, and in 1976 the contract

was let to Market Facts, Inc. (later King Research). Soon thereafter,

CONTU added funds to enable a detailed analysis.of the transactions

of the Minnesota Interlibrary
Telecommunication_ Exchange (MINITEX).

THE SURVEY

The contractor secured from the National Center for Educational

(NOES) and other sources a master list or sample frame of

over 21,000 libraries in the United States, t believed to include

most °libraries of any consequence except for public and private elementary

and secon an librar s ably more numeroush are considerably



Libraries,were_div

arid special (the latte_

11-21

nto four kinds or types: academic, public-, federal,

freciliently but not always serving for-profit organi

nation's)( A sample of 360 libraries was drawn so as to fully represent each

type. While most of the sample was chosen randomly, a number of the largest

libraries were deliberately chosen bec 'of the scale of their photocopying

activities. Responding librarieS reported only, on photocopying done on

Machines operated or supervised by staff members; unsupervised (inclUding

coin operated) machines were excluded. The libraries in the sample frame

000 photocopying machines, of which 20,000 were used exclusively

The numbeis found throughout the King Study generojly con tute-
cr

estimates 'Gaged On projections against the nationwide sample frame, rather

than actual data or observat4ons, from which the estimates are extrapolated.

The estimates are subject t.o varying amts of uncertainty, depending

on the number of observations or the length of time which thel, were

made. Estimates about photocopying in one kind of library are therefore

often subject to a greater amount of uncertainty thaii estimates about

all libraries. One of the reasons for adding the MINITEX part the

study WAS to provide a basis for checking the results of the national

library survey, and the results agree quite well

1.1 D1N6S

e following tables present someof the basic results for the

calendar year 1976. Some totals may not add exactly due to rounding,

Materials of indeterminate copy ght status are not included in the stated

totals of numbers of copies made from copyrighted works. The tint count

is a complete document, h ther one page or twenty pages long.
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1/
HALF OF-COPYING COMES FROM -OPYRIGhTE W RKS

1 2 3 4
No. of Av. No: Tot. No. % copy
Libraries of copies bf copies righted'

v
5

No. copyrighted
copied

Type of- (x 1,000 (x 1,000) 1 x 2) ----, 3 x 4)
Library

. (x 1,000,000) L. Q00,000)

Public 8.3 7.7 64 37% 24

Special 8.5 3.1 26 69% 18

Acadethic 3.0 5.5 17' 48% 8

Federal 1.4 4.9 7 58% 4

U.S. Totils 21.3 5.4 114 47% 54

See text, pp. 3-4.

The above table shows that, for all kinds of materials about

halt of copies made came from copyrightprotected works. The 144 million

copies amounted to about 1 billion pages; copyright status could riot

be determined, in 17 million copies. The next table shows that, for all

kinds of libraries throughout the Uni t States, serial publications

accounted for most copying of copyrighted works:
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rpretation'of some of the definitions

in.Sect on 10_ of the new law, and without prejudice to their r_ ution,

King Asearch felt it-necessary to break down copying into three kinds

rvices:

organizations

within a .overall

copying for ordinary local users, including employees

As the

y the librAiry, copying for users at another branch

-ysystera, and copying for interlibrary loan.

table shows, for all kinds oflibraries and materials, copyirig

local uses Was the dominant activity.

Kind of
Service

Local Use

Intrasystem

Interlib_
Loan

ary

MOST COPYING IS FOR LOCAL USERS

.1

No. copies
(x 1,000,0q,0

76

27

11

2

copy
righted

411

47%

50%

3

No. copyrighted
copies 1 x 2)

,(x 1,000,000)

31

17

1/ Cf. King Study; pp. 45, 47, 49. The table on p. 47 has two typographicalerrors in the All Libraries" row in the sixth and tenth columns.

An area of particular int that of copying from

copyrighted serials or interlibrary o_ The King Study revealed that

the CONTU Guidelines (see pp. 136 of this report), in combination with

provisions of thi. Copyright Law itself, greatly reduced the- number of

such copies needing authorization. There were 3.d million such copies

Made in 1976, a numb

made from serials over

ced 4 million if one excludes copies;

years old. The exemptions for replacement



of damaged or missing _ ems and for-classroom use further reduce the

number to 2:0 Ilion. After applying the CONTU Guidelines, which permit

up to five eor0,es per
J

ial title for each requesting library in a given

year, there remain 500,000 remaining, copies needing authorization. The

status of material over five years old remains uncl

this estimate a lower limit.

hOwever, making

The distribution of copying, by size of library, was quite

uneven. Large libraries dominated: in particular, 20% of all libraries

accounted for alamost 80% of copies made for local users and almost 75%

hose made for interlibrary loan. Indeed, since the number of supervised

machines in the libraries surveyed was smaller than the number of libraries

themselves, some must have had no supervised machines at all

The distribution of copying was also uneven with espect to

source materials, especially serials, Although copying from journals

seemed to bear little or no relation to circulation levels, 20% of them

accounted for almost 70% of copies made for local use and over 85% made

for interlibrary lOan. 'If all the exemptions for interlibrary loans were

applied, 90% of s ial titles would have 50 or less copies

authorization prom them throughout the country. Very few, if any, would

have 100 or mo.re such copies.

In addition to counting photocopies and estimating tots

the King Study also asked libraries about their preferences rega

the design of A mechanism to collect nd distribute royalties for photo°

cople needing authorization under the copyright law. Describing the



e made between a system of complete report

one end, and a 'system of minimum reporting At the!othet,'
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APPENDIX

SELECTED' PROVISIONS OF THE COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1976 AND

COPYRIGHT OFFICE, REGULATIONS

'liTions

A "colt :tre work" is a work, such as a periodical issue,
anthology, or encyclopedia, in which a number'of contributions,
constituting separate and independent works in themselves, re

assembled into a collective whole.
A "eampilation'is a work formed by the collection and assem-

bling of preexisting materials or of data that are selected, coordi-
nated, or arrange& in such a way that -the resulting 'work as a
whole constitutes an original work of authorship. The term com-
pilation" includes Collective works.

"Copies" are material objects, other than phonorecords, in
Which a work is fixe&by any method now known or later developed,
and from which the work can be perceived; reproduced, or other-
wise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine
or device. The term "copies" includes the material object,
other than a phonorecord, in which the work is first fixed.

A work is "crew
for the first tim
time, the portion
time constitutes
has been prepared
a separate work.

ed" when it is fixed in a opy or phdnorecord
where.a work is prepared over a period of

that has been fixed at any particular
ork a of that time, and where the work

n different versions, each version constitutes

A "derivative work" is a work based upon one or more preexist-,
ing Forks , such afi a translation, musical arrangement,g-Aramatiza-
tion, fictionalization, motion picture version, Bound recording;
.art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form
in which a work may be recast, transformed, or adapted. A work'
consisting of editorial revisions, annotations, elabor ,ations
or other modifications which, as a whole,- represent an original
work.cf authorship, is a "derivative work."

Ae"device ", "machin " or "process" is one now known or later
devdloped. A rt.

A =i

To Wiaplay" a work means to show a copy of it, either directly
or by,Means of'a. film, slide, .television image, or any other
deviceor process or, in the case of a motion picture or other
audiovisual work, to show individual images nonsequentially.

A work is' "fixed" in a tangible medium of expression when its
embodiment in a copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority
of the author, is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it
to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated- for a



period'of more than transitory duratioh. A wok consisting
of sounds, images, or both, that are being t a_smitted, is
"fixed" for purposes of this title if a fixation of the work
is being made simultaneously with it's traqamission,,

. "Literary rks" are work other than audigvisual works,
expressed in Words, nnmbers other verbal or numerical symbols
or indicia, regardless of the nature of the material objects, such
as books, periodicals:manuscripts, phonorecords, film,, tapes,
disks, or cards,-in whiCh they are embodied.

A "pseudonymous work" is a work on the copies or phonorecords
of whiOh the author is identified under a fictitious name.

"Publication" is the distribution of copies ol4phonorecords
of a work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership,
or by rental, lease, or lending. The offering to distribute'
copies or phonorecords to a group of persons for pupdses of
further distribution, public performance, or public display,
constitutes publication. A public performance or display of
a work does not of itself constitute publication.

To perform or display a work "publicly" means
(1) to perform or display it at a place open to the

public or at any place where a substantial number of
persons outside of a normal circle of a fam y and
its social acquaintances is gathered; or
(2) to transmit or otherwise communicate perfor-

mance or display of the worIcte a plgce"specifiedby
clause (1) or to the public, by means of any device
or process, whether the members of the public capable
of recOving the performanie or display receive it
in the sanm,glace or in separate, places and at the
same time olat different times.

* * *

A "work made for " is

(1) a work prepared by an employee within the scope of
his pr her employment'; or
(2) a work specially ordered or commissioned for use

as a contribution to a collective works 'a part of
a motion picture or other audioviaum,1 wok, as a trans-
lation, as a supplementary work, as a compilation, as
an instructional text, asest, as answer material
for a test, or as an atlas, if the parties expressly
agree in a written instrument signed by them that the
work shall be considered a work made for hire.



S 102.'Subject matter of copyright-: In general/
(a) Copyright protection subsists, in accordance withuthis

title, in original works of authorship fixed in anytangrble
medium of expression, now known or later developed, from
which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise
communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine
or device. Works of authorship include the ,following categories:

(1) literary works;
(24--musical works, including any accompanying words;
(3) dramatic works, inclding any accompanying music;
(4) pantomimes and choreographic works;
(5) pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works;
(6) motion pictur,es and other audiovisual works; and
(7) sound recordings.

(ID)' In no e=ase does copyright protection for an original
work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure p-rocess,
system, method Of operation, concept, principle, or discovery,
regardless of the fori in which it is described, explained,
illustrated, or embokie& in 'such`work.

§ 103. Subject matter of copyright: Compilations and derivative
works

(a) The subject matte of copyright as Specified on
102 include compilations, nd derivative works, but protection
for a work employing preex!isting material in which copyright
subsists does not extend to any part oi tht work in which such
material has been used unlawfully.

(b) 'The copyrigfE in a compilation or derivative work extends
only to the material contributed try the author of such work, as
distinguished from the prOxisting material'employed in the

and does not imply any exclusive right in the preexisting
material. The copyright in such work is independent of, and
'does not affeet or enlarge the scope, duration, ownership,
or subsistence o4, any copyfightprotection in the preexisting
material.

* * *

§ 106. Exclusive rights incopyrighted works
Subject to sect0ns 107 through 118, the owner of copy

right under this title has the exclusive rights to do and to
authorize any of the following:

(1) to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or
phonorecturds;

(2) to prepare derivative works based upon the
copyrighted work;

(3) to distribute copies or phonorecords of the
copyrighted work to the public by sale or other transfer
of ownership, ,er by rental, 'lease, or lending;
(4) in the case of literary, musical, damatic, and

dhoreo'graphic works, pantomimes, and motion pictures and
other audiovisual works-, to perform the copyrighted work
publicly; and
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(5) in the case ofTlitelary, musical, Aromatic, and
choreographie'workspantomimes, and pictorial, graphic,
or sculptural works, including the individual images of a

motion picture or other audiovisual work, to di lay the
qopyrighted work publicly.

§ j07. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use
Notwithstanding the provisions of seiition 106, the fair use

of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in
copies or phonorecords ot by any other means specified by that
section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting,
teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholar-4
ship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In

determining whether the use made of a work in any particular
case is a fair use the'factors to be considered shall include

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including
Whether such use is of a commercial nature or isefor
nonprofit educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substkantiality of the portion used

tn relation to the copyrighted work as,a whole; and
(4) the effect of the Use upon the potential market

for or val-ue of the Copyrighted work.

exclusive rights: Reproduction by
libraries and archives

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, it is
not an infringement of copyright for a library or archives,
or any of its employees acting within the scope of their
employment, to reproduce no more than one copy or phonorecord
of a work, or to distribute such copy or phonorecord, under
the conditions specified by this section,) if --

(1), the reproduction or distribution is made without
any purpose of direct or indirect com ccial advantage;

(2) the collections of the library or archives a
(i) open to the public, or -(4i) available not of to
resoarchets affiliated with the library or archiavq's
or with the institution of which it is a part, but also
to other persons doing research in a specialized field;
and

(3) the reproduction or distribution of the work
includes a nocie,e of copyright.
'(b) 11h+ aright of reproduction and..distributiop ',under

this section apply to a copy or phonorobrd of an unpublished
work duplicated in facsimile form solely for purposes of
preservation and security or for deposit for research use in
another library or archives of the type described by clause
(2) if subsection laY-7-1M7Flie copy or phonorecord reproduced
is currently in the collections -if the-library or archives.

D



) The right of reproduction under this section applies
to a copy or phonorecord of a published worekmtmplicated in
facsimile form solely for the purpose of replacement of a
copy or phnnoreard that ia'damagedrdeteriorating, 1pst,
or stolen, if the library or archives has, after a retsonab
effort, determined that an un-sed replacement cannot,be
obtained at a fair price.

(d) The rights of reproduc 'on,and distribution under
this section apply to a copy, ade from the collection of
a library or:archives where th user makes his nr her request
or from that of another libra y or archives, of no more than
one article or other contrilui-ion to a copyrighted collection
or periodical issue,` or to a copy or: phonorecord of a small
part of any other copyrighted work, if --

(1) the copy or phonorecord becomes the property of
the user, and the library of archives has had no notice
that thetcopy or phonorecord would be used for any
purpose other than private study, scholarship, or
research; and

(2) the library or archives displays prominently,
at the Olace where orders are accepted, and includes

-.on its order form, a warning of copyright in accordance
with requirements that the Register of Copyrights shall
prescribe by regulation.
(e) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this

section apply to the entire work, or to a substantial part of
it, made from the collection of a library or archives where
the user makes his or her request or from that of another N.

library or archives, if the library or archives has first
determined, on the basis of a reasonable investigation,
that a copy or phonorecord of the copyrighted work cannot
be obtained at a fair price, if --

(1) the copy or phonorecord becomes the property of
the user, and the library or archives has had no notice
that the copy or phonorecord would be used for any
purpose other than private study, scholarship, or
research; and

(2) the library or archives displays prominently, at
the place where orders are accepted, and includes on
its order form, a warning of copyright in accordance:
wirthrequirements that theRegister of Copyrights
"s-hall prescribe'by regulation.
(f) Nothing in this section --

(1) shall be construed to impose liability for copyright
'infringement upon a library or archives or its employees
for the unsupervised use of reproducing equipment located
on its premises: Provided, That such equipment displays
a notice that the making of a copy may be subject to
the copyright law;

(2) excuses(a person who uses such reproducing equip-
qnent or who requests a copy or phonorecord under sub-
section (d) from liability for copyright infringement
for, any such act, or for any later use of such copy or
phonorecord, if it exceeds fair use as provided by
section 107;
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shall be construe to limit the reproduction and
distribution by lending liMited number of copies
and excerpts by a library or archives of aniaudiovisual

program; subject to clauses, ('l), (2), and (3) of
subsection (a); or

(4) in any way affects the right of fair use as
provided by section 107,Or any contractual,ebligations
assumed at any time by the library or archives when it
obtained a copy or phonorecord of a work in its collections.
(g) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this

section extend to the isolated And unrelated reproduction or
klistribution of a single copy or phonorecord'of the same
mateal on separate occasions, but do not extend to cases
where the library or archives, or its employee --

(1) is aware or has substantial reason to believe that
engaging in the related or concerted r production

or distribution of multiple copies or phonon ords of
the same material, whether made on one occahi n or
over a period of time, and whether intended
aggregate use by one br more individuals or
separate use by the individual members of a group; or

(2) engages in the systematic reproduction br
distribution of single or multiple copies or phone-.
records of material described in subgection (d):
Provided, That nothing in this clause prevents a
library or archive's from participating in interlibrary
arrangements that do not have, as their purpose or
effect, that the library or archives receiving such
copies or phonorecords for distribution does so in
such aggregate quantities as to substitute for a
subscription to or purchase of such work.
(h) The.. rights of reproduction and diFtributibn under this

section do not Wp'ply to a musical work, a pictorial, graphic
sculptural' work, or a motion picture or'othet audiovisual

work other than an audiovisual work dealing with news,
except that no such limitation shall apply with respect
to rights granted by subsections (b) and (6)), or with
respect to pictorial or graphic works published as illus-
trations, diagrams, or similar adjuncts to works of which
copies are reproduced or distributed in accordance with
subsections (d) and (e)

(i) Five years from the effective date of this Act, and
at five-year intervals thereafter, the Register of Copyrights,
after consulting with representatives of authors, book and
periodical publishers, and other owners of copyrighted
Materials, and with representatives of library users and
librarians, shall submit to the Congress A report setting
forth the extent to which this section has achieved the
intended statutory balancing of the rights of creators,
and the needs of users. The report shoup also describe
any problems that may have arisen, nd piesent legislative
or other recommendations, if warren d.



5 117, Scope of'exclus rights: Use in conjunction with
computers and sitar information systems

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 through 116
and 118, this title does not afford to the owner of copyright
in a work any beater or leaser rights with respect to the -

use of the work in conjunction with automatic systems capable'
ing, processing, retrieving, or tinsferring information,

p conjunction with any similar device, machine, or process,
than those afforded to works under the law, whether title 17
or the common law or startites'of a State, in effect on
December 31,1977, Os held aPplicable and construed by a
court in an action brought under this_title.

i 301. Preedption with reePect to other laws
(a) On and after January lk 1978, all legal or equitable

rights that are equi,velent_to any of the exclusive rights.
within the general scope of cOPyright as:-specified by section
106 in works of authorship that are fixed in a tangible
medium of expression and come within the subject matter of
copyright as specified by Sections 102 and 103, whether
created before or after that date and whether published
or unpublished4 are govefeed exo-usively by this title.
Thereafter, no'person is entitled to any such right or
equivalent right in any such work under the common law
or statutes of any State.

(b) Nothing in this.ti annulso limits any rights
or eemedies under the comm n law or statutes of any State
with respect to --

(1) subject matter that does not come within the
subject matter of copyright as specified by sections
102 and 100, including works of authorship not fixed
in any tangible medium of expression; or

(2) any cause of'actioo arising from undertakings
commenced before ..lanuay 1, 1978; or

(3) activities violating legal or equitable rights
that are not equivalent to any of the exclusive
rights within the general scope of copyright Er19
specit_t\ by section 106

g in this t
remedies un r any other

§ 302. Dunation of copyright'
January 1, 1978

(a) In General. -- Copyright in a wor created on or at
January 1, 1978, subsists from its creation and, except
as provided by the following subsections, endures for a
term consisting of the lif, nt the author and fifty years
atter the author's death.

r lim
statute.

ny rights or

created on or after
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(b) Jo Works. -- In the case of a joint work prepared bytwo or ore authors wh6 did not work for hire, the copyright
endures for a term consiging of the life of the last
surviving authorNnd fifty years after such last surviving
author's death.
54(c) Anonymous Works, Pseudonymous Works, and'Works MadeFor Hire. -- In the case of an anonymous work, a pseudonymouswork, 'or a work made for hire, the copyright endures for aterm of seventy-five years from the year of its first

publication, or a term of one hundr.ed years from the year-of its creation, whichever expires first.

401. Notice of copyright:
Visually perceptible copies

(a) General,Requirement. -- Whenever a work protected underthis title is,publishedj.n the Uriited States or elsewhere byauthority of the copyright owner, a notice of- copyright asprovided by this section shall be placed on all publicly
distributed copies from which the work can be visually
perceived, either directly or with the aid of g machine
or device. v.

(b) Form of Notice. -- The notice appearing on the copies
shall consist of.the following three elements:

(1) the symbol &)(theOetrer C in a circle), or the
d "Copyright", or the abbreviation "Copr." and

(2) the year of firah,publication of the work; in
the case of compilation} or derivative works incorporating
previously published material, the year date of first
publication of the compilation or-derivative work is
sufficient. The year date may be omitted where a pictorial,
graphic, or sculpt6a1 work, with accompanying text matter,if any, is reproduced in or on greeting cards, postcards,
stationery, jewelry, dolls, toys, or any ireful articles;
and

4P(3) the name of the owner of copyright in the work,
or an abbreviation by which the name can be recognized,
or a generally known alternative designation of the owner.
(c) Position of Notice. -- The notice shall be affixed

to the copies in such manner and location -as to give
reasonable notice of the claim of copyright. The Register
of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation, as,examples,
specific methods of affixation and positions'of the
notice on various types of works that will satisfy this
requirement, but these apecifications shall not be
considered exhaustive.
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)405. Notice of copyright: Omission of notice.
(a) Effect of Omission,onCopyrkght. -- The omission of

the copyright notice prescribed by sections 401 through 403
from copies or phonorAords publicly distributed by authority
of the copyright owner-does not invalidate the copyright in
a work if

the notice has been omitted from no more than
a relatively small pumper of copies or phonorecords
distributed to the public; or

registratiOd for the work has been made before
or is made within five years after the publication
-without n '-e, dild a reasonable effort is made to
add notice t all copies or phonorecords that are
distributed'to the public in the United Statep after
the omission has been discovered; or
(3) the notice has been omitted in violation of an

express requirement in writing that, as a condition
f the copyright owner's authorization of the public

distribution of copies or phonorecords,, they bear
the prescribed notice.
(b) Effect of Omission on Innocent Infringers. -- Any

person who innocently infringes a copyright, in reliance
upon an authorized copy or phonorecord from which the
copyright notice has,been omitted, incurs no liability
for actual or statutory damages udder section 504\ for,any
infringing acts committed before receiving actual notice,
that registration for the work has,been made under section
408, if such person proves that he or she was misled_
by the omission of notice. In a suit for infringement
in such a case the court may allow or disallow recovery

Aof any of the infringer's profits attributable to the
infringement, and may enjoin the continuation of the
infringing undertaking or may require, as a condition
of permitting the Eontinuation of the infringing
undertaking, that the infringer pay the copyright
owner a reasonable license fee in an amount and on

mA'fixed by the court.
(c) Removal of Notice. -- Protection under this title

is not affeckEd'by the removal, destruction, or
obliteration df the notice, without the authorization
of the copyright owner, from any publicly distributed
copies or phonorecords.

§ 407. Deposit of_ copies or phonorecords for Library
of Congress

(a) Except, as provided by subsection and subject
to the provisions of subsection (e), the owner of copyright
or of the exclusive right of publication in a work published
with notice of copyright in the United States shall depo4it,
within three months after the date of,such publication --

.LS A.
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(1) two complete copies of the best edition; or(2) if the work is a sound recording, two completephonorecords of the best edition, together with anyprinted or other visually perceptible material published
...i.

with such phonorecords.
Neither the deposit

requirements, of this subsection nor theacquisitiOn provisions of subsection-(e)
are conditions ofcopyright ,protection.

(b) The required Copies or
phonorecords shall be depositedin the Copyright Office far the use or4disposition of theLibrary of Congress. The Register of Copyrights shall, whenrequested by the depositor and upon payment of the'fee prescribed by section 708, issue a receipt'for the deposit.(c) The Register of Copyrights may by regulation exemptany categories of material froldepodit

requirements -ef this Aection, or require deposit of only one copy orphonorecord with respect to any categories. Such regulationsshall provide either for complete exemption from the depositrequirements of this section, or for alternative forms of'deposit Aimed at providing a satisfactory archival record,of forms of deposit aimed at providing a satisfactoryarchival record,of a work without imposing
practical orfinancial hardships on the depositor, where the individual'author is the owner of copyright in a pictoritl, graphic,or sculptural work and (i) less than five copies of thework have been published., or (ii) the work has Veenpublished in a limited edition consisting of numberedcopies,,the monetary value of which would make the

mandatory deposit of two copies of the best edition ofthe 4ork burdensome, unfair, or unreasonable.(d) At any time after publication of a work as providedby subsection (a). the Register of Copyrights may'makewritten demand for the required deposit on any of thepersona obligated to'make the deposit under subsection(a). Unless depose 's made within three months after
rtthe demand is receAd, the person or persons on whomthe demand was made are liable --

(1) to a fine of not more than $250 for eac k, and
..

(2) to pay into a specially designated fund heLibrary of Congress the total retail price of t e copies
or phonorecorda demanded, or, if no retail price hasbeen fixed, the reasonable cost of the-Library ofCongress of acquiring them; and
() to pay a fine of $2,500, in addition to any-fineor liability imposed under clauses (1) and. (2)0 ifsuch Verson willfully or repeatedly fails or refusesto comply with such a demand. ,

(e) With respect to transmission programs that have beenfixed and transmitted to the public in the United StatesOut have not been published, the4Register of Copyrightsshall, after consulting with the Librarian of Congre a andother interested organizations and officials, Atab hregulations governing the acquisition,,through depos t orotherwise, of_copies or phonorecords of such programthe collection/4 of the Library of Congress.
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() The Librarian of Congress shall be permitted, under
the standards and cond'itions set forth,in'such regulations,
to make a fixation of a transmission program directly from
a transmission to the public, and to reproduce'one copy
or phonorecord from such fixation for archival purpoaei.

(2) SuCh regulations shall.:'also provide standards and
procedures by which the Register of Copyrights may make
written depland, upon the owner of the right of transmission
L_n the United, States, for the deposit of a copy or phone-
record of a specific transmission program. Such deposit
may, at the option of the ownerof,the right of trans-
mission in the United States, be accomplished by gift;
by loan for purposes of reproduction,, or by °ale at a
price not to exceed the cost of reproducing and supplying
the copy, oi phonorecord. The regulations estsbIished

%..'onder this clause shall provide reasonable periOdmof
notlessethan three months for compliance with m diman
and shall allow for extensions of such periods and
adjustments in the scope of th-67demand or the methods
for fulfilling it, as reasonably warranted by the
circumstances. Willf41`failUre or refusal to comply
with the conditions prescribed bytuch regulations
shall subject the owner of the right of transmission
in the United States to liability for an -amount, not
to exceed ;he cost of reproducing and supplying-the
'copy or phonorecord in questinta be paid into a
pecially designated fund in the Library of Congress.

) Nothing in this subsection shall be construed
o require the making or retention, for purposes,

of deposit, dr- any copy or phonorecApor of an unpub-
liShed transmission program, the transmission of
which occurs before the receipt of a specific
written demand as provided by clause

(4) No activity:undertaken inOomplianceWith
regulations -prostri ed under clauses'(I) or (2)
subsection shall re t in liability if intende
solely to assist in e acquisition of copies o

--ohonorecordW under this subsection.

6 408. Copyright registration in general.
(a) Registration Perwissive.. ---At any time during the

subsistence of copyright in any published or unpublished
work, the owner of copyright or of any exclusive right>,..,
in the wdrk may obtain registration of the copyright
claim by delivering to the Copyright Office the-deposit
specified by this 'Section, together with the application
and fee specified by sections 409 and 708. Subject to
the provisions of section 405(a), such registration is
not a.condition of copyright protection
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Deposit for Copyright Registration. -- Except as
provided by subsekcion (c), the material deptisited for
registration shall include

. .(1) in the case of an unpublished work, one complete
copy.o phonorecord;

(2) n the case of a published work, two complete
dop or phonorecords of the best edition;

in the case of a work first published outside
the United States, one complete eopyor phonorecord
as so published;

(4) in the case of a'contritf- on to a collective
work,_one complete copy or phonorecord, of the beet
editio of the collectiVe work.

Copies or phonorecords depo ited for the Library of Congress
under section 407 may be us d to satisfy the deposit pro-
visiOnvof this section, they are accompanied by the
Prescribed application nd fee,- and by any 'additional
identifying material' that the Register may, by regulation,
require. The Registertaiall also prescribe regulations
establishing req
records acqui,red for
suhsection (e) of s

may be used to satis
section.

_tits under which copies or phono-

he Library,of-Congress under
_n 407, otherwise than,hy,deposit,,

the deposit provisions of this

110
(c) Administrative Classification and Optional Deposit

(1) The Register of Copyrights is,authorized to
specify by reguraticd-, Ole administrative classes
into,which works areto be placed for purposes of
deposit and registration, aid the nature of the
copies or phonorecords to b deposited in the
various classes specified. The regulations may
require or permit, for particular classes, the

1
.de-osit of identifying material instead of copies

honorecords, the deposit of only one copy or
ph norecord where two would normally,be required,
or single registration for a group `e,f related
wo . This administrative classification of
works has no significance with respect to the
subject matter of copyright or the exclusive
rights provided by this title.

-

(2) Without prejudice to the general authority
Provided Linder clause (1), the Register of Copyrights
shall establish regulstiqns'specifically permitting
a single registration for\ group of works by the
same individual author, all, first published as
contributid to periodicals, including newspapers,
within a twVe-mona pert.od,- on the basis of a
single deposit application, and registration fee,
under all of the following conditions --

L



t
(A) if each of the works. as fiat published

bore -a separate copyright notice, and the name
of the owner of copyright in the workr or an
abbreviation'by whichethe name.can be recognized,
or a: generally known alternative designation.
of the owne waa,the 'same iryachnotice; and
(8) if the deposit: consists of one, oOy of the

entire issue of the periodical, or ol the entire
section ip the caseof.a-newspaper, in which each
contribution wasifiratApublished; and
.(C) if the application identifieseach works
separately, including the periodical tontaining
it and its date of first publication.

As an alternative to separate renewal regatrations
under subsection (a) of section 304, a single renewal

.registration may be mad4for.a group of Works,.=bythe,same
individual author, all first published as contributions
to periodicals, including newapapers,. upon the filing of
a single appl,fion-and.fee, under all of the-folloWieg
conditions:

7

(A) the renewal. cllimant or claimants, and
the basis of 1laim or claiths under section 304
(a), is:the same tor each .of the works-tielad-
(R) the works Were all. copyrighted upbn their

first publication, either through aeparate copyright
notice and registiation or by virtue of .a general
..nyright notice' in the-periodical issu e a whole;

...and' .j.

(C) the rendwal'applicat,ion and fee are received
not more than twenty-eight or less ;ban twenty-
seven years after the thirty-first day of December
of the calendar year in .which all of the works
were first pubished; and =

(D) the renewal application identifies each
work separately, including the periodical
containing it and its date of first publication.

(d) Corrections and Amplifications. --,The Register may also
establish, by regulatiOn, formal procedures for the filing
ot an-application for supplementary registration, to correct
an error in a copyright registration or to amplify the
information given in a registration.. Such application shall
be accompanied by the fee provided by section 708, and shall
clearly identify the registration to be corrected or amplifi
The information contained in a supplementatp registration
augments but does_ not -sede that contained in the
earlier registration.

(e).Published Edition of Previously Re eyed Work. --
Registration for the first published edition of a work .

previously registered in unpublished for arMay be made even
though the work as published is substantially the same as
the unpublished -version.



S 412. Registration as prerequi e to certain remedies for
infringement

Inapy action under this title, other than an action
instituted under section 411(b), noeward offstatutory damageS
or of attorney's fees, as proVided by sections 504 and 505,_
shall be made for

(1) any infringement of copyright in an unpublished
work commenced before the effective date of its registratien;
or

(2) any in6ingement of copyright commenced after first
publication of thie work and before the effective date of
its registration', unless' such registration` is made wittlin,
three months aftet the first pUblication o the work.:

S 501. Infringement of copyright
. (a) Anyone who violates any of the exclusive rights of -the
copyrightowner as provided by sections 106 through 118, or who
imports copies Or phonorecords into the United States in
violation of s ction 602, is an infringerof the copyright....

S 502. Remedies or infringement: Injunctions
(a) Any cour having jurisdiction of a civil action arising

a er this title may, subject tohe provisions of section ,'498
of title 28, grant temporary and final injunctions on siLi.
ma as it may deem reasonable to prevent of restr-in infringe

ment=of a copyright.
(b)Any such injunction may be Served ar.nere in the United

States on the person enjoined; it shall be operative throughout
the United States and shall be eaforceable, by proceedings in
contempt or otherwise, by any United States court having
jurisdiction of that person. The clerk of the court granting
the 'injunction shall, when requested brany other court in
which enforcement of the injunction is sought, transmit
promptly to the other court a certified copy of all the
papers in the case on filjn such clerk's Mice.

* * *

S 505. Remedies for infringement: Costs and attorney's fee
In any evil action under this title, the court in its

discretio may Allow the recoery:of fUll costs,by or against
any party other than the Unit-ol States or an officer thereof.
Except as otherwise provided by this title, the court may
also award a reasonabIe attorney's fee to the prevailing
party,as part of the costs.



1 506. Criminal offenseA

J-15.

(a) Criminal Infringement. - Any perpon who infringes a copy-
right willfully and for purposes of commercial advantage .or

.

private financial gain shall be fined not'morethan $10,000
oc imprigionedlor not more than one year, or both: Provided,
however, That any person who infringes willfully and for purpose
,a5iiereial.advantage or private financial gain the copyright
in a sound recording afforded by subsections (1),,(2), or (3).
of section 406 or the copyright ins motionivicture afforded
by subsections (l), X3), or (4) of section 106 shill be fined_
not more,than-$25,000 or imprisioned for not more than one year,
or both, for the first such offense and shall be fined not more
than $50,000 or imprisioned for not more than two years, or both,
for any subsequent offense.

(b) Forfeiture And Destruction -- When any person is convicted
of any violation of subsection (a), the court in its judgment of
conviction shall, in addition to the pedaity therein prescribed,
order the forfeiture and destruction or othe disposition of all
infringing copies or'phonorecords and all i dements- devices,
or equipment used in the manufacture of sue tufting g copies
or phonorecords.

(c) Fraudulent Copyright NOtice. Any person who, with fraudu-
lent intent, places on any article a notic- of copyright or
words of the same purport that such person knows to be false, or
who, with fraudulent intent, publicly distributes or imports
for public distribution any article bearing such notice or
to.As that such person knowe.to be false, shall be\fined not
more that $2,500.

(d) Fiudulent Removal of Copyright Notice. -- Any person who,
with fraudulent intent, removes or alters any notice of copy-
right appearing on a copy of a copyrighted work shall be figed
not more than $2,500.

(e) False Representation. -- Any.person lift, knowingly makes
false representation of a Material fact in the application

for copyright registration provided for by section 409, or in
any written statement filed in connection with the application,
shall be fined not more than $2,500.

§ 602. Infringing importation of copies or phonorecords
(a) Importation into the United States, without the authority

of the owner of copyright under this title, of copies orjhono-
records of a work that have.been acquired outside the United
States is an infringement of the, exclusive right to distribute
copies or phonoreprds under section 106, actionable under
section -501., This subsection does not apply to -

(3) importation by or for an organization operated for
scholarly, educational, or religious purposes and not for
priivate gain, with respect to no more than one copy of



of an audicivisual work solely for archival
pArposes, \and no more than five copies or
phonorecords of any .other work for its
library lending or archival purposes, unless
the importation of such copies or phohorecords
is part an activity consisting of systematic
reproduction' or distribution; engaged in
by such organization in violation of the
provisions of section 108(g)(2).
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METHODS OF AFFIXATION AND POSITIONS-
,OF THE COPYRIGHT NOTICE 11

Proposed Rulemaking

AGENCY: Library of Congress, Copyright Office.

ACTION: Proposed..ruld.

SUMMARY: This notice of moposed rulemaking is issued to
(inform the public that the Copyright Office of the Library
of Congress is considering adoption of a new regulation
implementing section 401(c) orthe Act for GenerL Revi7
sion of the Copyright Law. That :section directs the
Register of Copyrigh=ts to "prescribe by regulation, as
examples,.specific methods of affixation and positions
of the copyright notice on various types of works" that
will satisfy the requirement thatthe copyright notice
"be affixed to the copies in such manner and location as
to give reasonable notice of the claim of copyright."
The effect of the proposed regulation is to provide ex-
amples of methods of affixation and positions for the
guidance of persons seeking to affix the notice in a
manner and location that will comply with the statu-
tory requirements.'

§201.20. Methods IA affixation and positions of the
copyright notice on various types of works.

(a) General. (1) This section specifies examples of
methods of affixation and positions of the copyright
notice on various types of works that will satisfy the
notice requirement of 'section 401(c) of title 17 of
the United States Code, as amended by Pub. L. 94-553.

1/ 42 Fed. Reg. 64374 (December 23, 1977).
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A notice considered "acceptable" under this tegulation
shall be, considered -to satisfy the-requirement of that
section that it be "affixed to the copies in such matt-

c provided by that section,ld
ner and location s totave reasonable notice of the
laim,of copyrig ."

the examples specified ih this regulation shall not
be con%idered exhaubtiVe of methods of affixation
and positions giving reasonable notice of the claim
of copyright.

(2) The provisions of this section ar only appli-
cable to'workafirst published:6n or aft t the effis
Live date of this section., The adequacy of a copyY:
right notice on works first published before such
date shall be determined by the law in effect at the
time of first publication. 4

.1;18

, (c) nner of Affixation andPosition Generally.
(1) In a I cases dealt with in section, the
accept fity of a notice depend ''upon its being
permanently legible to an ordinary user of the
work, and affixed to the copies in such manner amd
position that it is not concealed from viewupon
reasonable examination. (2) Where, in a,particu-
lar case, a notice does not appear in one of the
precise locations prescribpd in this section but
a person looking in one of those locations would
be reasonably certain to.find a notice in another
somewhat different location, that noti-d7e will be
acceptable under this section.

(g) Works Reproduced in Machine- Readable Co ies.
For works reproduced in machine"readahle copies
(such as magnetic tapes or disks, punched cards, or
the like) from which the work cannot ordinarily be
visually perceived except with the aid oft a machine
or device, the following constitute' examples of,
acceptable methods of aftixationand position of
the notice;

(1) A notice embodied in the copies in machine-
-readable form in such a manner that on visually
perceptible printouts it appears either with or
near the title, or at the end of the work;

(2) A notice that is displayed at the user's terminal
at sign on

(3) A notice that is continuously on terminal display':
(4) A permanently legible notice reproduced on a

guMmed or other label securely affixed to the copies or
to a box, reel, cartridge, cassette, or other container
used aa a permanent receptacle for the copies.
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PART 202 - REGISTRATION OF CLAIMS TO CO -IGHT.DEPOSIT,
REQUIR NTS 2/

AGENCY: Library of Congress ice.

ACTION: FinaltregUlations.

SUMMARY: This notice is issued to inform the public that
the, Copyright Office of the Library of Congress is adopt-
ing new regulations implementing the deposit requirements
of sections 407 and 408 of the Act for General Revision
of the. Gop4m1gbt Law. These requirements involve. the
mandatory deposit of copies or phonorecords of published'
works' for the collections of the Library of Congress, and
the deposit of material to accompany applications for
copyright registration of both Unpublished and published
works. The effect of the proposed:regulations is: (a) To
exempt certain categories of published works from mandatory
deposit for the Library of Congress under section 407;
(.b) to establish requirements -governing the nature of the
mandatory deposit to be made to all other cases under:sec-
tion 407; and (c) to establish the nature of the deposit
to be made as part of copyright registration.

§ 202.19 Deposit of published copies of* phonorecords
for the Library of Congress.

(a) General. This section prescribes rules pertaining
to the deposit of copies and phonorecords of published
works fur the Library of Congress under section 407 of.
title 17 of the United States Code, as amended by Pub.
L. 94-553. The provisions of this se::: :in are hot appli-
cable to the deposit of copies and p"i., , records for pur-
poses of copyright registration under section 408 of
title 17, except as expressly adopted in § 202.20 of
these regulations.

* * *

2/ 43 Fed. Reg. 763 JAhuary"4, 1968).
5"
*Error; line should read: "c202.19,40eposit of published
copies



(c) EXe The follow
ing categories o mater a are exmpt rom he deposit'
requireMentkof section 407(a) of title 17

(5) Literary Oorks, including computer, programs and
automed data fj sea, published in the United States only
in the form of machinereadable copies (such as magnetic
tape or disks, puAhed cards, or the like),froM which the
work cannot ordinarily be visually perceived except with
the aid of a machine or device. Wor., published, in a
form, requiring the use of a machine or device far pur
poses of optical enlargement (such as.film, filmstrips,
slide films and works published inany variety of micro
form); and works published in visually perceivable form
but used in connection with optical scanning devices,
are not within this category and are subjett to the
apOlicable deposit. requirements.

S 202.20 Deposit of copies and phonorecords
for copyright registration.

(a) General. "Nis section prescribes rules pertaining
to the deposit of copies and phonorecords'of published and
unpublished works for the purpose of copyright registratiOn
under section 408 of title 17 of the United States Code, as
amended by Pub. L. 94553. The provisions of this section
are not applicable to the deposit of copies And phonotecords
for the Library)of Congress under section 407 of title 17,
except As expressly adopted in S 202.19''of these regulations.

(c) Nature of required deposit. (1) Subject to the
provisions of paragraph (c)(2) of this section, the deposit
required to accompany an application for registration of
claim to copyright under section 408 of title 17 shall
'consist of:

(2) in the case'of certain works, the special provisions
set forth in this clause shall apply. In any case where
this clause specifies that one copy or phonorecord may be
submitted, that copy or phonorecord shall represent the best
edition, or the work as first published, as set fOrth in
paragraph (c)( =1) of thi6 section..
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(vii),Machine-readable works. In cases where an unpub-
nailed literary work is fixed, or a published-literary
work is published in the United States, only in the form
of machine-readable copies (such as magtetictapeor disk,
punched cards, .6r-the like) from which the work cannot
ordinarily 'be perceived except-with the aid of a machine
or device, thedeposit shall consist of:

(A) For Publiahedlor unpubliShed computer programs,
one copy of identtfying portions of ttie progiem, repro-
ducad in afiorm visually perceptible without the aid of
a machine or -device, either on paper or in microform.
For these purposes, "identifying portiwis". shall mean
either, gill first and last twenty-five pages or equiva-
lent units of the program if reprodueedon paper, or at
least the'first and last twenty-five pages or equivalent
units of the program if reproduced in microform, together
,_with the page or equivalent unit containing the copyright
'notice, if any.

(B), For published and unpublished automated data bases,
,compilations, ;statistical compendia and other literary
works 0 fixed or published, one copy of identifying por-
tions of the work, reproduced in a form visually percep-
tible without the aid of a machine or device, either on
paper or in microfdrm. For these purposes: (1) "identi-
fying portions" shall mean either the first and last
twenty-five pages or-equivalent units of the Work if
reproduce& on paper, or at least the first and last
twenty-five pages or equivalent units of work if repro-
duced on microform, or, in the case of automated data
bases comprising separate and'distinct data files,
representative portions of each separate data file
consisting of either 50 complete data records from
each file oy the entire file, whichever is less; and
(2) "data file" andLr"file", mean a group of data re-
cords pertaining to a common subject matter, regard-
less of the physical size of the records or the number,
of data items included in them. (In the Case of re-
vised versions of such data bases, the portions
cleposited must contain representative data records

'which have been added or modified.) In any case

\e"----

where the deposit comprises representative portions
of each separate file of an automated data base as
indicated above, it shall be accompanied by a typed
or printed descriptive statemens, containing: The
title of the data base; the name and address of the
copyright claimant; the name and content of each
separate file within the data base, including the
subject matter involved, the origin(s) of the data,
and the approximate number of individual records
within the file; and a description of the exact
contents of any machine-readable copyright notice
employed in or with the work and the manner and



frequency: with which it is displayed (e.g., at uterminal only at sign -on, or continuously on terminaldisplay, hronprintouts-, etc.). If a via4ally-
perceptible copyright notice is placed on any copiesof the work (Ouch as magnetic tape'reels) or theircontainer, a sample of such notice must also accompanythe statement,


